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Only 9% of elementary school teachers are currently male, despite the fact that 
men make up roughly half of the United States population.  
This under-representation of male elementary teachers presents many questions 
and challenges for schools and society.  This study hopes to further educators’ 
understandings of some of the specific challenges that male elementary school teachers 
confront in their daily lives as well as of their insights and suggestions to address such.   
This study posits the importance of these educators’ being able to share their 
thoughts, perceptions, and questions about their work, including how they have tended to 
position themselves as male elementary school teachers. 
Using qualitative research methods, eight male elementary teachers (retired, 





perspectives and assumptions regarding “maleness” as well as the factors that primarily 
have impacted their decisions to remain teaching at the elementary level.  Analyses and 
interpretations of participants’ responses yielded recommendations for attending to these 
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I arrived at St. John’s University in Staten Island, New York in the fall of 2001 
wearing an old New York Mets baseball jersey on my first day of EDU 1001.  This was 
my first class since I changed majors from Sports Management to Elementary Education, 
and the tattered Mets jersey served as a reminder of my recent past.  I was fresh off an 
internship that every sports crazed little boy dreams of: working in the front office of his 
beloved Major League Baseball team.  Each day, I would drive out to Shea Stadium in 
Queens (a commute that approached two hours each way) and work for no wages in a 
baseball/corporate culture that stressed rigidness, competitiveness, and, above all, 
masculinity.   
The office was littered with former baseball players, many of them never talented 
or lucky enough to make it to the big time, but not quite ready to step away from the 
game either.  At first, I loved this atmosphere.  I remember kicking cartwheels in the 
parking lot after I got hired, a reaction that seems so bizarre and out of character to me 
now.  I got to meet some of my baseball idols and converse with them like they were 
mere mortals.  I was allowed to work on reports that would dictate strategy affecting the 
entire baseball system.  And while the honeymoon with my new job was intense, it was 
also short.  Having not played any level of professional or college baseball, I eventually 





never would) so I made the decision to go in a completely different direction the 
following college semester. 
Frankly, I was worried.  I made the decision to attend St. John’s University 
because of the great Sports Management program that they claimed to have.  In my first 
semester, I took several classes in the discipline and did very well, so well that I was 
accepted to study abroad in the United Kingdom the following semester, the first time the 
university had allowed a freshman the honor.  I spent four months overseas studying 
principles of international sports business and marketing, as well as interning for the 
Leicester Tigers, one of England’s most storied professional rugby teams.  I had spoken 
to professors back home about enrolling in law school and had begun to study Japanese 
and Arabic, two languages that were sure to be of importance in the world of sports in the 
coming years.   
The internship with the Mets was just the latest step in this arduous, but doable 
plan that I had set for myself.  Now faced with a derailment of these plans, I thought back 
to the only other two jobs I had ever had: stocking shelves/fighting rats at K-mart and 
working with seven-year olds at a summer camp.  With no desire to return to wearing a 
red vest and being referred to as “Clock number 45” (a strange K-mart policy), I 
remembered all the fun I had working at camp the previous summer.  Had I worked with 
older campers, maybe I would have tried to become a middle school or high school 
teacher, but I decided to stick with what I already experienced.  The folks in the 
education department at St. John’s welcomed me when I enrolled in their Childhood 





I was the second student to arrive for EDU 1001 on that first day of class, and I 
sat to the left of a blonde-haired girl in the second row.  I knew that I wanted to talk to 
her, but being in a new setting (and feeling a bit shy) I did not know what I should say.  I 
was kind of hoping she would start talking, but she paid me no mind, at least at first.  
Then, other students began trickling in – some girls had blonde hair, others brown - one 
girl (I remember) had hair dyed an unnatural candy-apple red.  But the one thing I began 
to notice aside from hair color was that, of the now full classroom of 40 students, I was 
the only student in possession of a Y chromosome (this homogeneous makeup, although 
less striking to me at the time, also encompassed race and ethnicity – almost all students 
were white, native born, and from Irish and/or Italian backgrounds.  Additionally, despite 
the amount of awarded scholarships St. John’s advertises, the high tuition cost of this 
private school ensured that very few students that attended came from impoverished 
backgrounds).  As I made this realization, another female, Dr. Noddero (a pseudonym, 
like all of the names contained within this study) made her way to the front of the class 
and was ready to begin.  Just then, the blonde-haired girl in the second row turned to me, 
looked me in the eyes, and spoke to me for the first and only time that semester: “Are you 
sure you are in the right class?” 
Whatever I said to her must have been quite unremarkable because all I remember 
is that the message was sent to me pretty quickly on that first day of class – men do not 
usually go into elementary teaching.  While most of my family was supportive, some told 
me that elementary teaching is a job that requires too much of your heart, far too 
emotional an endeavor for “real” men to dabble with.  Men should use their brains in law 





me). I was told I was too smart to be doing women’s work - best to leave these warm and 
fuzzy jobs for the fairer sex to trifle with.  I now understand more how these ideas were 
not only shaped by gendered experiences, but by issues of race and class as well.  The 
types of jobs my uncles saw “a real man” doing were reflective of ethnic and class-based 
expectations – which would likely have been different if I grew up in a family of a 
different background or expectation. 
Of course, I did not listen to or agree with this advice.  Instead, I found myself in 
far more situations in my pre-service career where I had the most pronounced Adam’s 
apple in the room.  When I finally got a job as a classroom teacher, there was only one 
other male teacher in a school of approximately 50 teachers (there was also only one 
African American teacher, a female, with the rest of the staff reflective of my college 
experience, mostly White women, from Irish and/or Italian backgrounds).  Currently, the 
student population at my school in Staten Island, while reflective of the current teacher 
demographics a generation ago, has been growing more diverse, with African American, 
Hispanic, and Asian populations each encompassing about 10-20% of the student body. 
This gendered novelty that characterized my first position as an elementary 
classroom teacher manifested itself in different ways, both positive and negative.  Some 
appreciated my efforts in serving as an adult male role model for students who live in a 
community that lacked them.  Others, no doubt, read reports of pedophilia in the media 
and questioned whether a man like me, with such access to young children, could harbor 
such perverse desires.  As a white male elementary teacher, I was, at the very least, not 
the norm (although, still more the norm than men of color- who currently make up less 





Being outside the then (and still) dominant gender norms for elementary teaching 
also brought with it a different set of unwritten rules I felt compelled to follow, rules that 
did not seem to apply to my female counterparts.  School administrators and staff 
constantly conveyed specific expectations regarding dress, instructional strategies, tone 
of voice, expressions of affection, among other factors.  While I have been fortunate 
enough to have been able to adjust to the situated cultural contexts and attendant 
expectations of my school, I am left wondering what impact these largely unexplored 
demands have on male elementary teachers like myself, and how the category “gender” 
interacts with my school community(ies) as well as my own particular socio-economic, 
cultural, racial, and class subject-locations. 
My personal experiences, at least in that generalized gendered category of 
“male elementary teacher,” do not seem to be an anomaly in the U.S.  According to the 
National Education Association (2006) only 9% of elementary school teachers are 
currently reported to be male, despite the fact that men make up roughly half of the 
United States population.  Not only is this percentage disproportionately low, but the 
number of men in elementary teaching positions appears to have sharply decreased in 
recent years, falling to current levels from a somewhat more recent high of 18% in 1981.  
Researchers overwhelmingly agree on the central tenet that there is a dearth of male 
educators in early grades and that this phenomenon is worthy of further study (Benton 
DeCorse & Vogtle, 1997; Johnston, McKeown, & McEwen, 1999; Mills, Martino, & 







Background of Problem 
It has been suggested that this disparity, at least partially, is a result of social and 
historical influences that depress male participation in elementary teaching.  Along with 
nursing, social work, and other related professions, teaching was one of a limited number 
of jobs deemed socially acceptable for a woman to hold in the 1800s (Shaw, 1996).   Men 
who did become teachers were often afforded higher salaries and more opportunity of 
advancement, allowing men who began as teachers to eventually leave the classroom and 
assume more administrative responsibilities.  As a result of these restrictions for women 
and incentives for men, Dinnerstein (1976) recognized what she saw as the “female 
monopoly” on teaching jobs, particularly teaching jobs involving young children - a 
phenomenon that continues today.  Other scholars would describe this as the 
“feminization of teaching,” as subservient “women’s work” (Apple, 1986; Greene, 1978; 
Grumet, 1988; Hoffman, 1981; Miller, 2005). 
Despite the fact of varied career options and opportunity for advancement for 
men, societal assumptions, mores, and restrictions also took the form of seeing teaching 
as a “natural” extension of womanhood.  Duties of caring for children in the home were 
more often undertaken by women, so caring for young children in school seemed like an 
ordinary expansion.  Even though “teaching” and “caring” of children can be interpreted 
as referring to two separate jobs, the two labels did share some responsibilities.  Psycho-
social theories that relied on binary and thus restrictive and stereotypic concepts of 
gender, including the essentialized assumptions that women innately desire relationality 





children, years ago helped to articulate this gendered understanding, especially of 
elementary teaching (Connell, 1995; Greene, 1978; Grumet, 1988). 
Currently, there are still reasons why men are not flocking to become elementary 
teachers.  Even after access to more equitable employment opportunities for women was 
fought for and at least somewhat obtained by second wave feminist movements in the 
United States (Echols, 1989), this was and remains un-related to what is still a lack of 
representation by males in elementary teaching.  Connell (2009) frames this as an 
extension of gender binaries that still pervade U.S. society.  Connell contends that boys 
(and girls) internalize messages of gender norms from an early age, learning, for 
example, that certain careers are meant only for certain genders (noting, of course, that 
gender categories and choices now are recognized as multiple in their possibilities and 
manifestations).   
Messages from media sources serve to buttress these conceptions and, to illustrate 
this point, consider the assumptions behind the movie Kindergarten Cop. In this 1990 
action/comedy, a physically intimidating police officer (Arnold Schwarzenegger) is 
forced to go undercover as a kindergarten teacher in order to catch a drug dealer.  The 
reason that the movie is memorable is because of the mismatch of skills on display.  
Schwarzenegger, ever painted as a character steeped in hegemonic masculinity, is forced 
to adjust to societal expectations of teaching in an early elementary classroom.  Known 
for his hyper-masculine qualities in bodybuilding and as action hero icon, seeing 
Schwarzenegger struggle to teach young students how to sing songs and how to 
orchestrate a successful fire drill reinforces the societal idea that masculinity and 





are pronounced.  The movie likely would not be as memorable if it starred the calm and 
nurturing Fred Rogers of PBS’ Mr. Roger’s Neighborhood, rather than the short-
tempered and violent characters typically performed by Arnold Schwarzenegger. 
Despite this illustration, Connell (2009) suggests that these binaries of 
masculinity/femininity, while widely accepted in society, are actually far more nuanced 
when actually lived by individuals.  Humans, from infancy on, are inundated with socio-
cultural representations and expectations for gender categories; at the same time, humans 
from the earliest recorded eons, have displayed and enacted a variety of gendered 
possibilities and variations.  While hostilities and violence historically often have 
accompanied anyone perceived as outside the “norm” and thus marked as “other” – not 
only in terms of gender but also of race, ethnicity, class, age, ability, age, and so on – in 
the U.S. currently, more direct attention is being paid to issues of “difference” in relation 
to all categorizations of what and who counts as “human.” 
However, little if any of these currently fore-fronted discussions about 
“acknowledging” as well as also accepting, welcoming and directly grappling with 
difference appear to have changed U.S. teacher “gender demographics.”  Specifically, 
little research has addressed issues and interpretations of experiences of those who 
identify as “male” U.S. elementary school teachers.  Therefore, for this dissertation study, 
I proposed to research how male participants understand and negotiate their challenges of 
teaching in the still- dramatically gendered environment of elementary schools in the 
United States.  I wished to focus on participants’ interpretations, not only of how 





gendered roles, including their perceptions of if, and if so, how the category “gender” has 
affected their teaching as well as what they perceive as their general role(s) as educators. 
 
Problem Statement 
Even though men are more represented as teachers in the upper grades as well as 
in setting educational policy, elementary teaching in the United States is one occupation 
where men still comprise a small minority of the workforce.  This is potentially a 
problem because it presents children with images of nurturing adults that are 
overwhelmingly female, which does not provide children with differing examples of 
possible gender enactments and roles in society that include a variety of ways in which to 
demonstrate care and concern as well as the valuing of education, writ large.  Clearly, this 
teacher gender imbalance in elementary schools reinforces the stereotype that only 
women can care for and educate the very young, which in turn does not provide children 
with many, if any at all, examples of males in this role.  If students have a lack of positive 
examples of caring and nurturing adult men in their lives, they may internalize the idea 
that to be male in our society is not reflective of the lessons (which of course include 
representations of “appropriate roles and behaviors” of the male/female binary) that they 
are learning in school.   Most children can readily assume, therefore, that teaching is not a 
profession that men should or do enter. 
Another problem is that we do not talk about the effects that social and discursive 
constructions of gender can have on the induction process and retention of “male” 
teachers.  A strong induction process is important to any new teacher (male, female, 





elementary teaching can be profound.  However, there are unique challenges to being a 
new teacher and “being male” that are largely absent from the discussions involving these 
teachers.  Some specifics are mentioned in this Dissertation’s preface, including dress, 
instructional strategies, tone of voice, expression of affection, challenges that certainly 
impact females as well, but in markedly different ways.  Although I not only recognize 
but also support those who represent multiple and varied enactments of the category 
“gender,” for the purposes of this dissertation research, I did resort, most often, to 
speaking of and considering “the male elementary school teacher” as a dominant element 
of the “male-female binary” (with their related and often essentialized “attributes”) that 
continues to characterize education discussions and analyses of “teachers,” in general.  I 
believe that if we gain a better understanding of what issues directly impact male 
teachers, we can then design more targeted induction programs that potentially can help 
prevent male teachers from leaving the profession. And most certainly, retention has been 
a major problem facing education regardless of gender (Ingersoll, 2001). 
Lastly, when we do acknowledge differences involving male teachers, there 
seems to be more dialogue about them than with them.  When male teachers are not 
engaged in conversations about themselves, others can fill in the blanks using other 
means.   Indeed, broad acceptance of elementary teaching as “women’s work” has 
nurtured heightened suspicion of male entrants to this field.  King (1998) states his 
findings bluntly by saying “Public perception is that men who teach primary grades are 
often either homosexuals, pedophiles, or principals in training.” (p. 3).  The assumption 
that these men do not care strongly about teaching (but instead are using their current 





false account of one’s motives as well as promote stereotypes in place of more nuanced 
understandings (Hansen & Mulholland, 2005; Sargent, 2001; Stroud et al., 2000). 
Furthermore, while there are bound to be challenges facing male elementary 
teachers that have remained constant through several generations, contemporary policy 
decisions are also likely to impact experiences of those working in the system.  While 
talking to male teachers (and/or Latina/o teachers, or African-American teachers, or 
homosexual or transgendered teachers – or any essentialized “identity category,” for that 
matter), there is often the urge for researchers to purge the vastness of data to present 
general findings to create a generic model and often accompanying suggestions for 
supposed “best practices” for that particular “category.”  This generalizing and 
universalizing practice ignores the multiple influences, including socio-cultural, 
economic, geographic, and historically situated contexts and circumstances, for example, 
that inform and shape the uniqueness of each participant. 
 
Rationale for the Study 
This study examined these above-stated problems by engaging current and retired 
male elementary teachers in dialogue (primarily through interviews and written 
correspondence) about their perceptions of their experiences teaching young children and 
“being male.”  I contend that open conversations regarding maleness and elementary 
teaching are not occurring on a wide scale in any discussions of current education issues 
in the U.S., so this study, by extension, attempted to address this most central issue. 
Having male elementary teachers’ voices as central to a study can lend vital information 





analyses of such - from practicing male educators.  In particular, throughout my 
researching, I assumed that questions that could highlight specific challenges based on 
dominant social and discursive constructions of gender possibly also could encourage 
male elementary teacher participants to address the voids often still infused with 
stereotypes and assumptions. 
Thus, as researcher involved in sustained interactions with my study’s eventual 
participants, I posed questions and probes that aimed to elicit data that, in turn, allowed 
me, initially, to trace these male teacher participants’ pathways to the beginnings of their 
teaching careers.  In addition, throughout our interview sessions and my semi-structured 
interview questions, I attempted to focus primarily on events and challenges these 
participants could describe as occurring while actively employed, as well as on 
participants’ reflective understandings of their overall experiences in the classroom.  
Each participant’s conception(s) of gender and influences on teaching as a career was a 
major focus in this study, so I fore-fronted questions related to this focus.  However, 
other experiences (some of which may be common to teachers of any “gender”) were 
elicited in order to view the participants as not solely defined by their “gender category” 
and identification therein. 
Specifically, then, this dissertation study addressed issues surrounding the 
continuing lack of male elementary teachers in the U.S. by researching, through the 
literature review as well as through substantial interviews, reasons that men might avoid 
elementary teaching.  As well, I explored study participants’ stated reasons for both 
entering and remaining in the profession.  I interviewed men who have been teaching for 





career teaching elementary school. I gained insights that enabled me to craft suggestions 
that address our profession’s urgent needs to bolster recruitment and induction as well as 
to develop specific retention policies that target male elementary teachers (Skelton, 
2003). 
Specifically, this study recruited participants who identify as male elementary 
teachers from New York City who are in different stages of their career.  Participants 
included teachers (since retired) who began their teaching careers in the 1970s; teachers 
who have been teaching for at least ten years (having started before No Child Left Behind 
and the reforms in New York City ushered in by Mayor Michael Bloomberg); and 
teachers who have been teaching for less than ten years.  Within this framework, the 
constant of “being male” in the elementary classroom was present, but I also considered 
both the temporal layers of reflection available to the participants, as well as the policy 
shifts that influenced their own perceptions of themselves as well as their pedagogical 
practices.  Additionally, for this study, I recruited participants who have a connection to a 
single public school, allowing for at least a rudimentary amount of commonality, aside 
from the overarching shared trait of “being male.”  This commonality provided an 
opportunity to place the comments of participants into some degree of context, but also 
brought forth issues of how familiar surroundings – including social, cultural, and 
economic contexts - may influence all involved in the study. 
Lastly, this study not only investigated responses of participants, but also 
examined what impacts the conducting of this research have upon myself as researcher.  
Concurrently, I examined how my interpretations of my own teaching experiences as 





influenced my interpretations of this study’s data.  Other studies of this kind (particularly 
King [1998] and Sargent [2001]) were conducted by individuals who were, at one time, 
male elementary teachers, and these studies do lend an important bit of insight into my 
proposed study.  However, the fact that I am currently an elementary school classroom 
teacher (and will be for the duration of this research) makes the immediacy of the topics 
explored with my potential study participants more vividly situated within current 
elementary education contexts, issues, pressures, and practices.  How I make sense of the 
words of others, while simultaneously reflecting on my own practice and assumptions, is 
also a focus of this study. 
 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to explore the experiences, challenges, and 
pressures facing male elementary teachers in what is generally regarded in the United 
States as a gendered profession.  Specifically, this study focused upon the ways male 
teachers perceive themselves and their profession in light of their perceptions of gendered 
roles, especially, as well as in light of other influences (such as policy mandates, social, 
economic and cultural backgrounds, and school environments).  The study also attempted 
to interpret these multiple “stories” in context, giving credence to historical variations 
and fluxes in our teaching profession in the U.S.  as well as noting the importance of 
“place” – that is, of influences of particular socio-cultural as well as geographic contexts 
on participants’ interpretations of their roles as “male elementary teachers” in the U.S.  





male elementary teacher, as well as of how these influence my interpretations of 
participants’ responses and research interactions. 
 
Research Questions 
The research questions address the perspectives of those whom I recruited:  I 
recruited eight (seven plus the researcher) individuals who identify as “male” New York 
City public elementary school teachers from four different periods of time.  This includes 
two thirty-year- retirees, two veterans teaching for over fifteen years, two experienced 
teachers having taught for over five years, and two newer teachers with less than five 
years of teaching experience. 
Research Questions: 
1) How do study participants characterize their experiences, including, if at all, their 
perceived challenges, as “male” elementary teachers? 
a) What particular conceptions, if any, of “maleness,” as identified and 
understood by the participants, do participants claim as influencing and affecting 
their teaching experiences? 
b) What factors, aside from maleness, do participants identify as affecting their 
work as teachers? 
2) How and to what extent, if at all, have participant-identified “challenges” (both 
general and gender-specific) changed through the years? 
3) What happens to my own understandings and interpretations of being a male 





a) What assumptions, expectations and biases do I bring into this study in 
terms of “being” a male elementary school teacher? 
b) What self-reflexive researcher practices, if any, help me to interrogate my 
own assumptions, expectations, and biases as I work to interpret data 
gathered for this study? 
 
Theoretical Framework 
In doing this research, I investigated issues of gender without essentializing the 
concept of “male elementary school teacher”  - all the while recognizing that the U.S. 
education profession, in general, often assumes and is assumed to consist of individuals 
who represent and enact “typical” gendered demeanors, dress, and behaviors.  I rejected 
the notion that we can use one characteristic to lump together so many individuals – all 
embodying multiple differences – and I am wary of the dangers of seeking to “find” the 
one true, discernible definition of anything, particularly something as complex as gender.  
My constructivist contention is that this one true definition does not exist, and that the 
process of making meaning of concepts is shaped by the many influences and biases 
unique to individuals who are situated in specific and oftentimes very differing historical 
and socio-cultural contexts.  My stated assumptions and biases toward recognizing and 
living “difference” extend to “the researcher” as well, as my own stated influences, biases 
and assumptions served to filter information that is presented in this study.   
To address this “tension,” (because no one can ever purge completely the world 
views that frame all interpretations) part of this study includes a self-reflexive section(s).  





how the “research” resonates, challenges, and contradicts with my personal conceptions 
of self as well as with my interpretations of my interview data.  I also asked interview 
questions that tried to address the various tensions of self-perception that each participant 
was grappling with, but it was be impossible to fully understand or represent the 
experiences of each individual person through verbal or written communication. 
Using a constructivist lens appeals to me in the doing of this type of qualitative 
research, as participants in this study have experienced their lives in different ways, 
making the meanings they have drawn from these experiences uniquely personal (even as 
interpretations of “the personal” are dramatically affected by social norms, mores, 
discourses, etc.).  Constructivism is “the philosophical and scientific position that 
knowledge arises through a process of active construction” (Mascolo & Fischer, 2005, p. 
49).  Additionally, 
   Constructivism is an epistemology, a learning or meaning-making theory that 
offers an explanation of the nature of knowledge and how human beings learn. 
The real understanding is only constructed based on learners’ previous experience 
and background knowledge. It maintains that individuals create or construct their 
own new understandings or knowledge through the interaction of what they 
already believe and the ideas, events, and activities with which they come into 
contact (Ültanir, 2012, p. 195). 
 
Mir and Watson (2000) lay out four core beliefs that constructivists hold: all 
knowledge is based on theory, separation of researcher and subject is not possible, 
separation between theory and practice is also unattainable, and objectivity is impossible. 
In stating that all knowledge is based on theory, it is accepted that all researchers begin 
their process with a preconceived notion, or theory, about the nature of the research topic 
and, likely, possible outcomes of that research.  This predilection is viewed as an 





upfront about these feelings throughout the study, as constructivists view this as a more 
realistic option than pretending that the researcher is completely unbiased and is merely 
delivering a reality report.  Constructivists reject “natural phenomenon” that supposedly 
only needs to be observed and not interpreted, and instead assume this as an invented 
term that simplifies complex understandings (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). 
Continuing to contrast with positivist assumptions, constructivists also believe 
that separating the researcher from the subject is not possible.  Whereas some 
epistemologies and ontologies see subjects as inherently unbiased, constructivists contend 
that the philosophical underpinnings of individual researchers will “determine” - or at 
least greatly affect how and what they perceive to be their “findings” (Gergen, 1995). 
This is a major divide with those who contend knowledge to be objective. For a 
constructivist, any “truth” or “reality” that is put forth will be understood as being social 
constructed and not universal (Mir & Watson, 2000). 
The third tenet of constructivism holds that separation between theory and 
practice is unfeasible (Mir & Watson, 2000). Theory and practice are seen as linked, with 
practice existing both before and after theory.  As Butts and Brown (1989) explain, there 
exists a phase of pretheoretical praxis that leads to a creation of a theory, which then 
guides future praxis. Both aspects of the research are important, and each part 
complements the other.  Suggestions for understanding this nexus of theory and practice 
include embracing conflict and abstraction in decision making processes, as well as 
having researchers understand that they are participants in their own study, not just 





Lastly, constructivists hold that researchers are never objective or value-neutral 
(Mir & Watson, 2000).  This does not necessarily come from a position of explicit bias, 
where a nefarious researcher is deliberately skewing research to support one’s own 
opinions.  Rather, constructivists believe that theories are power-laden, materially 
situated and enacted, and discursive.  These all thus necessitate researchers’ 
interrogations of all of which they might be consciously aware - including political, 
experiential, and sociological variables - and how these both frame and influence 
researchers’ ideas, assumptions, beliefs, and expectations.   Such interrogations have 
been deemed crucial for qualitative researchers, especially because for too-long, 
researchers with certain outlooks tended to only view their research through a prism of 
their inculcated viewpoints, and therefore were likely to claim “findings” (which, in 
qualitative research, always are acknowledged as interpretations, not universal and 
generalizable “facts”) that reflected “the same.”  Further, studies that emanate from 
institutions, including universities, think-tanks, and corporations, particularly run this 
risk, as institutions are sites where discourses tend to produce more agreement than 
disagreement (Von Glaserfield, 1995). 
In exploring constructivism more deeply, it is important to note that several 
important tenets emerge that frame the epistemology.  Obviously, central among these 
tenets is the idea that knowledge is socially constructed.  Many of constructivism’s 
adherents speak about this important point.  In fact, John Dewey (1960) wrote about the 
problems of assuming knowledge as emanating, 
from a single root. They spring from the assumption that the true and valid object 
of knowledge is that which has being prior to and independent of the operations of 
knowing. They spring from the doctrine that knowledge is a grasp or beholding of 





which is the source of the separation of knowledge from practical activity. If we 
see that knowing is not the act of an outside spectator but of a participator inside 
the natural and social scene, then the true object of knowledge resides in the 
consequences of directed action. (Dewey, 1960, p. 196) 
 
Jean Piaget (1980) also interpreted knowledge as largely constructed by individuals, 
rather than being objectively discoverable by measure.  He explains, 
   50 years of experience have taught us that knowledge does not result from a 
mere recording of observations without a structuring activity on the part of the 
subject.  Nor do any a priori or innate cognitive structures exist in man; the 
functioning of intelligence alone is hereditary and creates structures only through 
an organization of successive actions performed on objects (Piaget, 1980, p. 23). 
 
Both Piaget and Dewey greatly emphasize the role that individuals play in 
constructing knowledge about things and subjects that surround them.  They see the 
individual as part of the fabric of society, unable to escape its influence.  They also see 
knowledge as uniquely understood differently for different people, as different 
experiences have shaped the outlook of people in different ways.  This social 
constructivism contains what Owen (1992) calls, 
the claim and viewpoint that the content of our consciousness and the mode of 
relating we have to others, is taught by our culture and society; all the 
metaphysical quantities we take for granted are learned from others around us (p. 
386). 
 
These ideas shape the epistemological outlook of constructivists.  Epistemology is 
“a set of imminent rules used in thought by large groups of people to define reality” 
(Auerswald, 1985, p. 1).  Denzin and Lincoln (2000) add, 
epistemology asks, how do I know the world? What is the relationship between 
the inquirer and the known? Every epistemology . . . implies an ethical – moral 
stance towards the world and the self of the researcher (157). 
 
Taking the time to discuss one’s epistemological understandings can reveal much about 





that rejects universalism and embraces individual understandings (strongly shaped by 
social, cultural, historical, and discursive influences) affords a greater appreciation to 
research conducted through such a prism. 
Of additional note:  Maria Montessori (1959) states that “education is a natural 
process spontaneously carried out by the human individual, and is acquired not by 
listening to words but by experiences upon the environment” (p. 99).  If it is accepted, as 
constructionists do, that each experience with and upon the environment leads to new 
knowledge, knowledge that is constructed, in great part, by an individual on a “local” 
level and therefore is also deeply personal to the individual, then asking questions of my 
study participants, I assumed, could yield quite varied answers, which does not make “the 
answers” any less accurate to each person. 
In sum, as Crotty (1998) explains, the world is independent of human minds, but 
knowledge of the world is always a human and social construction. This constructivist 
bent informed my understandings of both the participants’ and my own interpretations 
throughout the research study, especially because I concur that the same types of 
questions resulted in many different responses and perceptions. 
Along with these tenets that frame constructivist assumptions are those that are 
soundly rejected.  Chief among these rejected aspects is universalism, or the idea that 
there are objective, incontrovertible facts that exist for all humans to discover, and that 
will “mean” the same to us at all times and within all contexts, as positivist thinkers 
surmise. 
Because of my deep alignments with constructivist assumptions about how 





research.   This lens framed my work to understand the scope and depth of dominant 
constructions of “gender” in the U.S., in particular.  As well, I considered theoretical and 
research perspectives that question essentialized versions of sex role theory (Francis & 
Skelton, 2001), but I also understand that Western constructions and conceptions of 
masculinity and femininity bear the characteristics of their dichotomous positioning via 
long-term normative discourses. These positions proved to be complex, as the 
personalization that comes with individuals’ making meaning was on display through the 
various interviews, as was this researcher’s attempts to make meanings for himself in 
relation to what he is deeming as his research data.  Throughout, then, I have worked to 
attend to gaps, silences, and contradictions in my own understandings of gender 
constructions and their possible effects on my perceptions of self as “male elementary 
teacher and as male dissertation researcher.”   I thus have worked to attune myself as 
researcher to those same possibilities as articulated by research participants as well as to 
attend to my possibly separate “researcher” assumptions and biases. 
 
Positionality 
Obviously, the topic of this dissertation study is of particular interest to me 
because of my interpretation of my “teacher identity.”  I am currently an elementary 
school teacher in a public school in New York City, and have been working in this 
capacity for ten years.  Even before choosing to become a teacher, the minority of males 
in the profession was apparent to me.  As a student, I recall four male teachers in my own 
elementary school, and only having one as my actual classroom teacher.  As an 





education program, and I recognized that this gender imbalance was likely to continue 
once I began teaching full time.  Returning to teach in the same elementary school that I 
had attended, I found that the number of overall teachers had increased but that the 
number of male teachers (including myself) had dwindled to two.  In visiting other 
elementary schools in the area, it was not uncommon to find a complete absence of male 
classroom teachers in a school.  Additionally, when I began teaching “elementary 
education” courses to college students on the community college and graduate levels, the 
majority of semesters saw no more than three male students enrolled, and most of the 
classes had no male students at all.  This historically enduring and pervasive trend in the 
United States, in particular, seemed worthy of more study, not only because it is so 
relevant to my work and my conceptions of personal as well as professional identity, but 
also because of the incessant difficulties in recruiting and retaining “male” elementary 
school teachers, in general. 
Throughout my teaching career, I have always felt that, despite other attributes, 
the fact that I am a man has been the defining feature, in both positive and negative 
lights.  Parents of my students have made several comments throughout the years, 
mentioning how they are happy that their child has a male teacher and how they think 
their child will react positively to having a male teacher.  I have had colleagues express 
similar sentiments, sometimes noting that the students listen to me because I am a man.  
On a less positive note, I have also heard some suggest that the reason I was originally 
employed was primarily due to my gender and not because of my abilities or past 
experience.  In addition, I am keenly aware of the varying tolerance given to male 





students, with male teachers given less latitude and more suspicion. In thinking about 
these comments, including the comments meant to be complimentary, I cannot help but 
take them personally.  It feels as if my background and abilities as a teacher are being 
overlooked because of stereotypic assumptions about my gender in relation to my chosen 
profession, and that others have defined me before I have been given a chance to speak 
for – and question - myself. 
In recruiting participants for this study, then, I was motivated to find participants 
who can speak to what they perceive (or not) as their “gendered experiences” as “male 
elementary classroom teachers. I also sought to identify an elementary school that bucks 
the trend and has several men on staff, several who have stayed in the profession for 
many years.  I used private email contacts to several local elementary schools and was 
largely unsuccessful, as many schools lacked even a single male teacher.  I was 
eventually able to identify such a school, Welldrab, which had six male teachers and also 
had two willing retirees who taught at the school years earlier.  I decided that the male 
teachers affiliated with Welldrab might be uniquely positioned to speak on the topic and, 
after gaining consent of all involved, began research with these individuals as 
participants. 
As a disclaimer, despite my role as a current public school employee, at no point 
did I use official, New York City Department of Education time or resources, aside from 
accessing information in the public domain, to further my research aims.  All initial 
contacts, follow-up conversations, and subsequent interviews or discussions involving 





buildings.  There were no observations of classroom interaction, as well as no interviews 
of anyone in the school community other than the participants themselves. 
 
Context of the Study 
Eight case studies of men who teach at one public elementary school on the north 
shore of Staten Island comprised the heart of this dissertation research. As both 
researcher and research participant, I engaged in explorations and interpretations of data 
generated via interviews with study participants. I employed self-reflexive practices as 
part of my interrogations of my “answers” to the same questions I posed, as researcher, to 
the other study participants.  
         My study was localized to one city (New York City), one borough (Staten Island), 
and one public school (Welldrab, a pseudonym) and makes no claim of generalizability to 
all other public elementary schools.  Each case study is unique to each male being studied 
and should be understood as teacher research conducted by someone who is not only a 
researcher but also a participant. On the individual nature of these case studies, Stake 
(2008) reminds that the purpose of using case studies in qualitative research is “not to 
represent the world, but to represent the case” (p. 448).  These complex and 
individualized investigations are interpreted through the storytelling of the researcher, 
who “would like to tell the whole story but cannot; the whole story exceeds anyone’s 
knowing, anyone’s telling” (Stake, 2008, p. 441). This teacher research is messy, as it is 
“associated more with uncertainty than with certainty, more with posing problems and 
dilemmas than with solving them, and with the recognition that inquiry both stems from 





This particular study is situated in Staten Island, New York.  Staten Island is one 
of the five boroughs of New York City, but it differs from the other four boroughs in 
several important ways.  According to Census.gov (2020), Staten Island has the lowest 
population (476,143) and least population density (8,112 people per square mile) of the 
five boroughs.  Demographically, Staten Island is the only borough in New York City to 
still have a majority White population (72%), with citizens of Italian and/or Irish ancestry 
being most represented. Residents often refer to their home as “the forgotten borough” 
and even voted to secede from the rest of New York City in 1993, only to have the results 
of the non-binding referendum ignored by lawmakers.  
Politically, despite having slightly more registered Democrats than Republicans, 
Staten Island is seen as far more conservative in comparison to the other boroughs, as 
Staten Island residents typically elect more Republicans to political positions than any 
other borough. Current Republican incumbents include borough president, two of three 
city council representatives, and three of six members of the state legislature. While 
technically considered a swing-district for electoral purposes, 56% of Staten Islanders 
voted for Donald Trump for president in 2016, the first time any presidential candidate 
has received over 100,000 votes on Staten Island [Trump received 19% of the vote in 
New York City as a whole, according to The New York Times (2016]).    
Furthermore, internal generalizations about Staten Island are made based on the 
borough having two “shores,” north and south.  (A major highway that bisects the 
borough serves as an unofficial dividing line between the “shores.”) South shore residents 
are demographically more White, more conservative, wealthier, more Roman Catholic 





pieces of property.  North shore residents are more diverse, more liberal, less wealthy, 
and more likely to rent and live in smaller homes, apartments, or public housing. The 
North shore has seen much development near the Staten Island Ferry, which operates 
between lower Manhattan and the St. George neighborhood in Staten Island, causing the 
area to resemble more of the rest of New York City.  The South shore has not been as 
impacted by development, and residents often advocate to keep their neighborhoods as 
they were “before the bridge,” alluding to the opening of the Verrazzano-Narrows Bridge 
in 1964, which connected Staten Island to Brooklyn (and, thereby, the rest of New York 
City). With this conduit for cars built, Staten Island saw a population surge following the 
opening of the bridge, with citizens from Brooklyn and other boroughs moving to Staten 
Island in large numbers.   
The eight case studies being presented in this study are products of this 
environment on Staten Island.  While all participants have worked in this community, 
many also grew up and/or currently reside in this community (including this 
researcher).  The influence of this particular place and particular time should not be 
discounted, even though each case study focuses on a man who has individual thoughts 
and has had experiences that may support or contrast with the prevailing narratives in the 
community.  As male elementary teachers are rare to begin with, it was difficult to find 
an elementary school with a multitude of male teachers that were also diverse in terms of 
ethnicity, sexual orientation, and other categories. As such, the case study profiles are all 
of White, cisgender, heterosexual men.  All eight are married and many have children of 
their own. Each participant has his own narrative chapter, which was crafted by me after 





Participants (all names are pseudonyms) included two men from four different 
stages in their teaching career.  Retired teachers Barry and John appear first. Barry is our 
oldest link to the past and transferred to Welldrab to teach computer classes in the 1980’s 
after many years teaching in Brooklyn.  John is a product of public housing on Staten 
Island and taught fourth grade at Welldrab for many years, while also coordinating the 
after-school and summer programs. John was also a finalist to become an assistant 
principal at Welldrab, only to return to the classroom for the rest of his career after not 
receiving the promotion.  Veteran teachers Jim and Mike appear second, both starting 
their teaching careers in the 1990s. Jim changed careers from business to education after 
the stock market crash of 1987 and became great friends with one of his principals, and a 
bitter rival of another. Out of all the men in the study, Mike has worked the most with 
severely disabled students outside of Welldrab and teaches special education at 
Welldrab.  Mike struggled with school in his youth and with health issues as an adult, of 
which he freely discussed during interviews.     
Experienced teachers Matt and Ed (the author) both started teaching in the 
2000s.  Matt’s alternative certification brought him to teaching in a roundabout way, and 
his experiences at his first school showed clear distinctions between there and 
Welldrab.  Ed is the researcher-participant, conducting teacher research in this study. Ed 
tries to balance his “insider/outsider” status with his participants, as he is an “insider” 
because of a shared profession, background, and locality, but an “outsider” as he is 
completing a doctoral degree at a private university in Manhattan where has been 
exposed to coursework that emphasizes cosmopolitan ideas of social justice.  The last 





their careers, with Joe leaving a business degree and Brian moving away from a career in 
athletics. Joe discusses his desire to remain a classroom teacher for his entire career, 
while Brian muses about one day moving on to administration or to becoming a certified 
physical education teacher. All of the teachers are represented, via my researcher 
interpretative narrations, in their respective narrative chapters. Thus, in the narration of 
my “self as male elementary classroom teacher,” I also attend, as much as I am able, to 
my assumptions, expectations, biases, and habitual ways of seeing the “male teacher 
world.”  
 
Significance of the Study 
The significance of this study centers on possibilities of illuminating and more 
deeply understanding the multi-faceted experiences and conceptions of “maleness” held 
by elementary teachers of various backgrounds.  As stated, this study investigated if and 
how those conceptions and experiences have affected participant teachers’ personal and 
professional identities as well as their actual work in classrooms with elementary-age 
students.  Specifically, since this study is primarily centered on the perspectives of 
“male” elementary teachers, it aimed to provide insights into interpretations of the 
experiences of being a gender (as well as perhaps an ethnic and/or racial) minority 
presence in elementary school.  Additionally, the fact that participants are teaching in an 
educational universe in the U.S. that now includes recent reforms (such as No Child Left 
Behind, Race to the Top reforms, Common Core Standards), their perceptions are 
particularly germane to understanding contemporary challenges facing new teachers, 





Investigating what I have interpreted as the testimonies of male elementary 
teachers with respect to their own interpretations of themselves in a public school system 
has the potential to yield insights that can aid schools and their teachers in many ways.  
Implications from this study can be interrogated at local levels, with the development of 
an induction program that includes a focus on conceptions of gender difference for new 
teachers, for example.   As well, this study’s interpretations gestures toward potential to 
offer more well-developed understandings of common gender-related challenges facing 
veteran teachers, for example.  From a policy perspective, more aggregate concerns, such 
as teacher retention and the developing of policies that recognize perceptions of and 
expectations for essentialized and/or normalized gender differences as detrimental to 
many, can be fine-tuned according to insights gleaned from this study of the male 
elementary school teaching minority.   
If we, as educators, can start to understand, from actual in-depth interviews with 
male elementary teachers, what factors influenced their decision to stay in the profession, 
we might have a starting point for perceiving of ways to lessen or perhaps even prevent 
teacher turnover.   As well, this study’s in-depth examinations and interpretations of male 
elementary school teacher study participants’ responses pointed to some specific issues 
that teacher educators might consider in order to improve preparation and induction 
programs to respond to perceived needs of male elementary teachers, especially given the 
dominant normative perceptions of characteristics and expectations of “male” and 
“female.”  I thus believe that this study has the potential, albeit modest, to challenge and 





Additionally, because the participants in this study supposedly share some bonds 
(similar conceptions of gender and job title – although I necessarily have to examine my 
assumption here as well), the study is not just be a collection of disjointed snapshots of 
male teachers. That approach (practiced by both King [1998] and Sargent [2001]) has 
merit in trying to paint a broad view of the experiences of several male teachers, but it 
does not address the fact that each participant functions in a different type of setting and 
perhaps works from differing conceptions of the category “male,” despite how similar 
these settings may appear to be on paper.  At the very least, this study is centered in 
locally situated elementary schools, which narrows the focus in ways King (1998) and 
Sargent (2001) did not.  Further investigation within the context of that one school 
focused, to a large extent then, on just how “shared” (or not) the experiences of these men 
in the same system turn out to be. Prior research, discussed in the next chapter, has not, of 







REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
The idea of studying male teachers teaching young children is not a new research 
endeavor.  Seventeenth century philosophers, such as John Locke, gave thought to the 
phenomena (Cohen, 1998, as cited in Lahelma, 2000).  Locke mentions, in Some 
Thoughts Concerning Education (1693, p. 200): 
   When we so often see a French-Woman teach an English-girl to speak and read 
French perfectly in a Year or Two, without any Rule of Grammar, or anything 
else but prattling to her I cannot but wonder, how Gentlemen have over-seen this 
way for their Sons, and thought them ‘more dull or incapable than their 
Daughters’. 
 
Although during this time, there mostly were only male teachers teaching all 
students, Locke not only points out the way - based on essentialized assumptions of 
discrete “male” and “female” characteristics - that male and female teachers can bring 
different skills to the forefront (Cohen, 2010).  He also points to the equivalent abilities 
of “men” and “women,” (to use that most traditional binary-only version of “gender”).   
An extension to such considerations:   the conventional wisdom that women have always 
taught young students is only a more relatively recent phenomenon, and for varied 
reasons. 
Around the 1800’s, there was a shift in the United States to have more women 
become teachers (Decourse & Vogtle, 1997).  While this shift may have potentially been 
a step towards more equality between the sexes, it was more seen as a way to “use” 





course, hiring women was also a chance for educational institutions to cut costs—because 
certainly women would never earn as much as men doing the same job during this 
historical period.  The Littleton School Committee, in 1849 Massachusetts, made this 
clear by stating, 
   God seems to have made woman peculiarly suited to guide and develop the 
infant mind, and it seems...very poor policy to pay a man 20 or 22 dollars a 
month, for teaching children the ABCs, when a female could do the work more 
successfully at one third of the price. (Mondale, 2002, p. 158) 
 
At that time in United States history, the idea of free public education for all 
children was still in its infancy, not fully realized on a national scale, with the notion of 
educating the fairer sex getting much less support than educating boys.  Although this 
idea of educating boys and girls universally and with the same expectations was still in its 
cradle, advocates such as Catherine Beecher (Mondale, 2002) and Horace Mann pushed 
for not only more female students, but also for more female teachers. 
There were many reasons given for the benefits of having more female teachers, 
several of these reasons emanating from the essentialized assumption that “women were 
women.”  Much credence was given to the idea that the “natural” instincts of women 
were in line with nurturing aspects of education.  This assumption firmly established 
child-rearing and education as two closely linked concepts (Decourse & Vogtle, 1997), 
concepts that especially continue to permeate elementary school teaching in the U.S., as 
well as worldwide.  Similarly based conclusions charged that teaching was a suitable and 
appropriate job for women, possibly a welcomed conclusion given the lack of 
employment outlets for women of this day (Coffey & Delamont, 2000, as cited in 
Skelton, 2002).  Popular and influential educational advocate Horace Mann agreed in 





much a requirement of the nature as that she should be the mother of children” (Hill, 
1996, p. 30, as cited in Montecinos & Nielsen, 2004, p. 4).  The link between education 
of young children and child-rearing continues to be seen as a strong bond, and the 
believed “natural” qualities of women still are considered by many as assets to this 
profession. 
Along with these “nobler” reasons for wanting more women to become teachers, 
there were also practical considerations, notably that female teachers could be paid far 
less than their male counterparts – as I noted above (Decourse & Vogtle, 1997).  Equal 
pay for equal work laws certainly were not in force during the 1800s or well into the 
1900s in the U.S., laws that currently exist in varied measures of implementation and 
adherence in order to ensure that male and female teachers face the same working 
conditions and receive the same wages. Even with these inequities during the “early” 
years of institutionalized education in the U.S., which by modern sensibilities seem quite 
unjust, certain women sought and enjoyed more freedom from assumptions that they only 
and always be “in the home in the roles of wife and mother;” some women, in fact, 
pursued being able to work outside the home by applying for teaching positions.   
It is also important to remember that when it was stated that “women” had more 
opportunity, this certainly focused in more on one class and race of woman than another.  
Teaching remained a white-collar job, populated mostly by literate, middle class, White, 
young, single, rural and some urban women, and thus excluded many others.  
Pervasively, however, Greene (1978) notes that in the U.S. during the 1830s and 1840s, 
especially, 
teachers in those early schools were largely female.  Seldom, if ever, provided 





little status, and their wages were abysmally low. . . .  Most of them were thought 
of as spinsters, and, in any case, they were expected to remain unmarried if they 
hoped to remain in the schools. . . .  and it is clear enough that women’s second-
class position allowed school committees, without apology, to tap the pool of the 
cheapest labor while keeping the lamp of morality alight. (p. 227) 
 
By the last half of the 1800s in the U.S., to be an educated female of that time, a 
woman would likely need to have the familial blessing and financial backing to become 
educated herself, and the freedom from dire and immediate financial concerns to be able 
to teach.  But perhaps as one result among many of these stipulations and conditions, 
teacher salaries were then (and, by most accounts, now remain) under-developed. 
In addition to seeing female teachers as cheap labor as well as “moral models” 
and nurturers, another reason for the major shift away from male teachers and towards 
female teachers was because the United States, during the late 1800s and into the early 
1900s, needed more teachers in general, given the vast influx of immigrants into this 
country.  In addition, expansion through the Western states, leading to a sprawling 
population across newly-settled areas, saw new towns and cities develop, which 
demanded certain facilities, including schools.  Women who answered the call of 
Western expansion were recruited to teach the children of those seeking a better life in 
the West.  Thus, due to continuing Western expansion, spikes in population growth, 
based on increased births, and the game-changing phenomenon of immigration, many 
more teachers were needed (Gamble & Wilkins, 1997).  This trend would continue, 
especially as waves of immigration brought more school-aged children to the United 
States in need of schools to educate them. 
Through the early and into mid-20th century, public education grew more 





Massachusetts in 1852 and ending with Mississippi in 1917, according to Tyack [1974]), 
along with increased immigration; schools continued to experience tremendous growth 
and the need for teachers continued.  By this point, the preponderance of elementary 
teachers were female, thereby fully reversing the long-dominant gendering of the 
profession as male. This trend continues unabated up to modern times, where the 
percentage of male elementary teachers hovers around 9% nationwide and has hovered 
around this number for many years (MenTeach, 2012). 
This is not to say that this trend has not been controversial.  Acceptance of the 
Catharine Beecher, Horace Mann-style view of female teachers – that is, seeing the 
“natural” virtues of women to be best suited to early education – continued to grow. But 
since the 1980s in the U.S., calls for more men in teaching have grown in number and 
organization, although much of this advocacy has come from and abounded in foreign 
countries.  Some countries have even commissioned policy documents (Canadian 
Teachers’ Federation, 2002; Education Queensland, 2002; Teacher Training Agency, 
1999, all in Mills et al., 2004) and government reports (House of Representatives 
Standing Committee on Education and Training, 2002, as cited in Mills et al., 2004) 
outlining this issue. Their aims, to bolster the number of men (although not necessarily 
gay men, or indigenous men [Mills et al., 2004]), in the classroom, have been voiced by a 
variety of different groups (Arnot et al., 1999; Carrington & Skelton, 2003; Francis, 
2000; Lahelma, 2000; Mills et al., 2004, as cited in Carrington et al. 2008; Tinklin et al. 
2001; Walker, 1992, as cited in Coulter & McNay, 1993), sometimes driven by very 





For example, Apple (2001) and Maddox (2005) point out that it is necessary to 
identify and interrogate the conservative social/political movements that currently are 
having a powerful impact on debates over policy and practice in education and in the 
larger social arena.  Arnot and Miles (2005) identify New Labour’s rightward leaning 
policies in the UK as trying to remasculinize school, through an increase in male teachers 
and by ignoring increases in ‘laddish’ (seen as masculine) behavior in the school, while at 
the same time minimizing challenges facing working class girls, a particularly vulnerable 
student group (Walkerdine et al., 2001). 
However, despite changes that have occurred since the 1960’s in relation to 
constructions of gender and resulting critiques of essentialized “genderized” roles that 
have taken place in the “outside” world, (such as the spread of local and international 
feminisms through writings and formal conferences and meetings, as Arnot et al. (1999) 
states), schools in the U.S. tend to remain places that reinforce traditional gendered roles 
and sensibilities (Cushman, 2005), certainly marginalizing transgendered individuals, as 
well as non-conforming cisgendered individuals, at the very least.  It is a place where 
some conservatives have argued that more men in the classroom will improve discipline 
(King, 2000; Stroud et al., 2000) and encourage boys to succeed in school, the theory 
being that current, female-centered elementary classrooms do not do enough to keep boys 
“in line and on track.”  Some conservative commentators even feel that constantly having 
to please a female authority figure in school will “turn a man into a woman,” and that 
having more male teachers means more teachers who might be comfortable bringing a 






In contrast and from another vantage point, a variety of feminists and other liberal 
groups in the United Kingdom pushed for more male elementary teachers in the 1980s.  
Their goal was to break down gender barriers and raise awareness of deleterious effects 
of stereotypically rigid boundaries of traditional conceptions of gender roles.  
Additionally, these groups felt that if children saw men as teachers, that sight would 
eradicate the idea that teaching is “women’s work,” which might eliminate not only 
stereotypic assumptions about “appropriate” gender roles but also the low status and poor 
promotional potential of the job (Aspinwall & Drummond, 1989, as cited in Skelton, 
2002; Browne & France, 1986). 
With all the positive outcomes that supporters hope would be the result of having 
more men in teacher kindergarten through sixth grade (Bittner & Cooney, 2001, as cited 
in Montecinos & Nielsen, 2004, p. 3), there simultaneously arose serious concerns about 
a potential increase in criminal behavior between male teachers and children, should 
more men enter the profession.  As Sargent (2001) has pointed out, the three main beliefs 
about male elementary teachers are that they are homosexual, pedophilic, or principals in 
training.  These assumptions are fueled by, for example, high profile homosexual/ 
pedophile scandals in New Zealand (Cushman 2008) as well as several in the United 
States (for example: http://progressivedisorder.com/MaleTeacherSexCrimes.shtml), 
where, ironically, female teachers have gotten much more media attention for misconduct 
with students. Nonetheless, many parents are on alert and have cast wide suspicions 
about males currently entering the elementary education field, in particular (Sargent, 
2001). These doubts and fears persist despite the fact that Nelson (2004) suggests that 





frequent site of abuse for children is their own home (United States Department of Health 
and Human Services, 2013).  Furthermore, women compose a larger percentage of child 
abuse perpetrators, 58% compared to males’ 42% (United States Department of Health 
and Human Services, 2013), while the overwhelming percentage of child abuse cases 
(90%) were conducted by parents or other relatives.   Statistically, the likelihood of child 
abuse by a teacher, particularly a male elementary teacher, is remote. 
 
Major Arguments for the Push for “More Men” 
Current reasons buttressing supporters of more male teachers entering elementary 
education in the U.S. fall into a few major categories.  The social equity hypothesis, 
stating that it is only fair that men, who make up roughly half the population, also should 
make up half the elementary teaching workforce (known as the social equity hypothesis – 
Seifert, 1988) has its roots in egalitarianism.  Extrapolated further, supporters of this view 
feel that every career should be filled by a fair proportion of greater society, meaning that 
gender, race, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity, dis/ability and whatever other 
identity-markers and positionings a person has should be equally distributed and 
represented in the elementary teaching force.  Under this theory, having more male 
elementary teaches would be beneficial, if only to be an example of equality of 
opportunity. 
The identity-achievement hypothesis is another reason given to support the idea 
that having more male teachers is advantageous, and it is the leading theory that I have 
found in examining current research findings on this topic.  Similar to some tenets of 





themselves with the success of others who share at least some of their identity positions 
and markers may have a greater chance to realize success themselves.  When it comes to 
academic achievement, if boys can identify with their male teacher and see that learning 
is not inherently a female endeavor, they may be more likely to do better in school.   
Along these lines, however, it (unfortunately) has been suggested that female 
teachers contribute to boys hating school (Brutsaert & Bracke, 1994, as cited in 
Cushman, 2008), and that boys will achieve more scholastically if more men are present;  
this position is refuted by many but buttressed by Dee (2006, as cited in Francis et al., 
2008).  Additionally, school success may be seen as being less masculine and thereby 
unattractive to a boy’s masculine identity (Paradise & Wall, 1986, as cited in Decourse & 
Vogtle, 1997), “masculinity” being an important identifier for many boys.  There has 
been some debate about the aggregate success of boys versus that of girls in recent years, 
as to whether boys’ academic achievement has been in decline or if girls have had so 
much more success than gendered stereotypes and historical versions of who should be 
educated would predict.  Those who see the issue as a depression of boys’ achievement 
point to having more male teachers as a way to stem this tide. 
The ethical template hypothesis, which brings together the work of many authors 
but is specifically noted here in Carrington and McPhee (2008, p. 117) and Francis et al. 
(2008), is a related reason cited as to why more men should teach.  This theory states that 
an increase in men in the classroom will give boys positive role models (Carrington & 
McPhee’s 2008 “ethical templates”; Francis et al.’s 2008 social learning and sex role 





(Johannesson, 2004, as cited in Cohen 2010, p. 30) – but no real definition of what a role 
model is or why they are needed for girls is given. 
Indeed, researchers have reported that children settle into gendered stereotypical 
play at age one, thereby conforming to how they see older boys and girls behaving (Eliot, 
2009, as cited in Cohen 2010), as well as internalizing the social cues of how older 
people “should” act. The ethical template also sees major issues in society, such as the 
fact that boys commit 85% of all the murders, assaults, domestic violence, child abuse, 
and rape (Katz, 2009, as cited in Cohen, 2010, p. 23) as compelling reasons to focus on 
boys’ outcomes, and they see an increase in male role models as one way to ensure these 
outcomes are positive.  The “moral panic” that some believe we are currently suffering 
through supposedly can be remedied in these ways.  The thinking is that society is out of 
control due to broken families, and the lessons that fathers should impart to their sons are 
not being taught. A simplified answer about how to solve this problem is to get a few 
good men in schools to straighten this out (Gorad et al., 2001, as cited in Carrington et 
al., 2008). 
In fact, many media accounts, in particular, portray the “fact” that boys and men 
account for an overwhelming amount of crime that exists in all societies today.  As a 
result, governments and families are always looking for ways to reduce these negative 
behaviors. One idea is that if boys are raised and educated in an environment where these 
negative behaviors are not made attractive, then they will be more likely to avoid them.  
Supposedly, then, having men in elementary school, where some children first begin their 
life of crime and low achievement, will help keep these students from straying. This 





be more effective than female tactics, and that merely having men leading a class may 
show boys that they have career options other than the street. 
All three of these theories assume that the influence of a teacher can impact 
students’ senses of selves and their future outcomes.  It also assumes that merely having a 
male teacher, regardless of a discussion about teacher quality, can yield these positive 
future outcomes, especially for boys.  It ignores the idea that female teachers may be able 
to gain the same results, and basically ascribes the solution to our problems as just 
selecting a teacher who has a Y chromosome.  Those who are followers of this “gender 
identity” school of thought certainly are identifying with the idea of a singular and 
essentialized masculinity, rather than the more nuanced understanding of “masculinities” 
(Connell, 2005; Lesko, 2001). These diverse and finely distinguished “masculinities” 
suggest variability in the way male elementary teachers may act, may perceive 
themselves, may be constructing (as well as being constructed by the discursive, political 
and historical forces at work in specific contexts) their social, cultural and gender 
identities, and may be received by their school communities. Conceptions and 
constructions of masculinity should also be seen in light of conceptions and constructions 
of femininity, as both conceptions are relational and not independent of each other 
(Lesko, 2001; Walkerdine, 1990).  However, as supposed “binaries,” these constructions 
and conceptions most often imply one of these as superior to the other. 
 
Critiques 
Amidst this support for more male elementary teachers are substantial criticisms 





Rejection of this “any male is better than no male” approach points out that teacher 
quality is more important to both student achievement and extra-curricular success than 
gender alone (Carrington et al., 2008; Mills et al., 2004; Roulston & Mills, 2000).  Even 
if the ethical template theory is “correct,” in that male students could gain confidence and 
social direction from male teachers, ignoring the variability that exists in teacher quality 
(admittedly a difficult attribute to ascertain) sidesteps an important question about the 
primary responsibilities of elementary teachers.  Researchers have found that matching 
student-teacher gender has little to do with achievement of students, a result that roundly 
denounces identify-achievement theories explored in works by Frosh, Phoenix, and 
Pattman (2003) and Jones (2003).  Indeed, if this theory were true - that matching student 
and teachers by gender leads to higher achievement - then single-sex schools taught by a 
teacher of the same sex would be expected to outpace their co-educational peers.  
However, studies found by Carrington and McPhee (2008) in many countries have cast 
doubt on this theory, including studies done in the United States (Enrenberg et al., 1995), 
Finland (Lahelma, 2000), England (Carrington, Tymms, & Merrell, 2008), Australia 
(Lingard et al., 2002; Martin & Marsh, 2005), Canada (Sokal et al., 2007) and the 
Netherlands (Driessen, 2007).  In fact, despite the conventional wisdom, Carrington and 
McPhee also found two studies (Carrington, Tymms, & Merrell, 2008; Sokal et al., 2007) 
that suggested the opposite outcome was true – that female teachers had more of a 
positive impact on boys’ attitudes about school than male teachers. 
In fact, there has also been a lack of evidence to support the ethical template 
theory.  Despite good intentions and conventional wisdom, there just is not much 





boys (or girls) away from negative behaviors.  Instead, the quality and involvement of the 
teacher (of either gender) is seen as much more important. However, in studying this 
notion, the research of Dee (2005, as cited in Carrington et al., 2008) finds that race-
matching (of student and teacher) led to ‘substantial gains in achievement” for both black 
and white kindergarten and elementary students.   I thus extrapolate to ask:  would gender 
also matter? 
In fact, identity categories are much more complex and messy in their 
embodiments and interactions than such a question implies.  For example, rejecting 
assumptions that identity categories function in isolation from one, Kimberle Crenshaw’s 
(1989) well-known concept of “intersectionality” points to the complicated ways that 
multiple oppressions can occur and are experienced because of deleterious assumptions 
about those very identity categories.   Additional support for rejecting neat boundaries 
and delineations of those subject-categories is found in Arnot and Reay’s (2006) premise 
that constructions of masculinity and femininity are experienced alongside, and 
intertwined with, conceptions of ethnicity, sexuality, social class, marginality, race, and 
poverty. 
Thus, the very question, “what kind of man should go into teaching?” becomes a 
complicated and complicating inquiry.  Foucault (1980) points out that much of the 
discussion on gender deals with gender essentialism, yielding a view of men as all 
embracing hegemonic masculinity – a view that gets more and more fictitious as it 
becomes more extreme.  So, if conceptions of masculinities are more nuanced that this 
extreme, do we want male elementary teachers who will contribute or challenge society’s 





If we have men who do not challenge dominant constructions of masculinity, might they, 
in some cases, be “bad” role models, who only reinforce gendered stereotypes to their 
students? (Cushman, 2008).  If the end goal is to reconstruct gender stratification, let 
alone challenge essentialized constructions and conceptions of gender and “appropriate” 
roles, for example, then the mere presence of “male teachers” is not enough. 
For example, Montecinos and Nielsen (2004) argue that men entering teaching 
need not only be men, but also need to be supported by training in multicultural 
education.  Multicultural education is defined by Montecinos and Nielsen (2004) as 
including a discussion of creating a gender-fair school (which still, ironically, could re-
inscribe essentialized conceptions of “gender.”)  Male teachers must also know that their 
performances as teachers in the United States are most often bound by dominant 
discourses, that is socially and culturally embedded scripts of what constitutes 
masculinity as well as wide social acceptance of gender essentialism (Foucault, 1980; 
Petersen, 1998; Star, 1999).  Thus, men themselves also need to be of the mind to not 
reinforce basic stereotypes about gender norms, particularly those governing “men’s 
roles” as well as aspects of achievement. As influential and highly regarded feminist 
philosopher Judith Butler (1990) argues, through her well-known “troubling” of gender 
as a static, inherent and always-the-same category as well as through her concept of 
“performativity,” these roles are primarily discursively and socially constructed, not 
related or necessarily linked to biological sex.  Further, Butler (1990) explains that, 
   The reading of ‘performativity’ as willful and arbitrary choice misses the point 
that the historicity of discourse and, in particular, the historicity of norms (the 
‘chains’ of iteration invoked and dissimulated in the imperative utterance) 






Different from Butler’s notion of performativity because, unlike Butler, they 
emphasize the idea of conscious, willful “performance,” rather than a notion of 
“performativity,” Kessler and McKenna (1978) argue that the dualism of sex 
(male/female) is false – it is the various acts that one performs that makes one a “gender.”   
However, Judith Butler’s treatment of gender and performativity in Gender 
Trouble (1990) remains hugely influential. Butler describes gender as,  
a stylized repetition of acts . . . which are internally discontinuous . . .[so that] the 
appearance of substance is precisely that, a constructed identity, a performative 
accomplishment which the mundane social audience, including the actors 
themselves, come to believe and to perform in the mode of belief” (p. 192)   
 
To say that gender is performative is to argue that gender is “real only to the 
extent that it is performed” (p. 32), with this ongoing performance sometimes including 
oppressive gender norms.  When considering the father-figure role that some have 
claimed that male elementary teachers fill, this too can be seen as a performativity, as, in 
this case, male teachers would perform – in  those reiterative ways that Butler 
conceptualizes as she notes the power of “norms” to shape and be assumed as what is 
“normal - and thus in ways consistent with what societal norms may expect a father to 
follow and to enact, particularly that of a disciplinarian. 
Another question that arises in my review of the research literature: is the call for 
more male teachers actually a call for more involved fathers?  Many researchers cite the 
rise in families raised by a single mother, and talk, in juxtaposition, about the benefits 
students may reap from having two parents at home.  (Although, stereotypic assumptions 
about “missing fathers” are often intertwined with issues of race and ethnicity, as 
Wiemann et al. (2006) documented through their discussion of absent fathers from 





school, is it prudent to expect male teachers to make up for any gaps left by an absent 
father (or mother? Or even caretaker, writ large)?  The responsibilities involved in typical 
expectations for “father” and “teacher” roles are not the same, and the suggestion that 
simply having male teachers in the school is a simplistic way of viewing the problems 
facing many school-age boys, in my opinion. 
There are some deeper complexities lurking in the push for more male elementary 
teachers.  One such example is provided by those who believe that getting more men 
involved with elementary teaching will help conservative values push back against the 
gains of liberal feminism.  Schools have traditionally been conservative versions of 
masculine arenas, despite cries of the opposite (Skelton, 2002).   So, one conservative 
position maintains that getting more men to enter the profession may help solidify 
opposition to the dilution of traditional values – here, the “value” is the traditional 
patriarchal assumption that men “should” be in charge.  Installing male teachers, with all 
of their hypothetical characteristics of rationality, strength, aggression, competition, 
mind, science, activity, and independence would stand in contrast to essentialized 
feminine notions of emotion, frailty, care, cooperation, body, nature/arts, passivity, 
dependence (Francis, 2000, as cited in Francis & Skelton, 2001).  In a word, this 
essentialized version of a “male” kind of influence on school aged children would help 
conservative advocates prevent our country from being taken over by “sissies” (read 
emasculated males and//or homosexuals) (Epstein, 1998) and ensure that children receive 
an education injected with discipline and “reality.” Holders of this opinion assume that 





men may have more progressive feminist leanings that will guide their interactions with 
elementary students. 
Political leaning aside, some, including some women, believe that an increase in 
the number of men in the elementary school would help raise the professionalism of the 
profession because the career would be taken more seriously (Decourse & Vogtle, 1997).  
Some see a profession dominated by mostly female involvement as automatically being a 
lower status profession (Gamble & Wilkins, 1997), while others welcomed men into the 
arena because they saw value in having men as advocates for the concerns facing teachers 
of younger children (TES, 1995, as cited in Jones, 2003).  One assumption here is that the 
enormity of elementary teaching is often poorly conveyed to the public, and an increase 
in male elementary teachers might give the profession more legitimacy. To be sure, there 
was much generalizing in these positions, lacking well-reasoned factual basis in some 
cases, but these beliefs seem to be still quite entrenched. 
Skelton (2002) challenges these entrenched ideas by asking whether schools are 
feminized places, in response to the call for a re-masculinization of schools, which would 
supposedly help them become markedly better.  Skelton (2002) goes on to examine if 
schools are feminized by using three main foci: is the school statistically feminine? Is it 
culturally feminine? Is it politically feminine? And, of course, what counts as feminine? 
Is this just a situation where all “gendex,” or gender expected behavior, is followed? 
(Butler, 1990).  Keeping in mind, as Biklen (1995), Smulyan (2000), and Walkerdine et 
al. (2001) do, some teachers are less conscious of ways they are constructed by and 





self.  In this case, teachers may not even be aware that they are a part of the gender order 
of a school or classroom (Lesko, 2000). 
The results of Skelton’s research cast doubt on the degree to which elementary 
schools are feminized places.  Statistically, there are many more women than men 
teaching, so schools are feminized places from that standpoint that includes, once again, 
an essentialized conception of gender. However, when defining feminization, Skelton 
details six feminisms in primary schools: care and attention given and flexible child care 
facilities for staff and parents (Francis, 2000), a non-hierarchal management structure 
where decisions are made on a democratic basis (Powney & Weiner, 1991), less 
emphasis on individualism (Adler et al., 1993), school agendas being flexible and 
informal (Ozga, 1990), emphasis on improvement of educational opportunities for 
disadvantaged groups (Wyn et al., 2000), and emotional labor and mentoring given 
priority (Al-Khalifa, 1989).  The final barometer is political, and we see aspects of the 
pejorative and often still-essentialized nature in which the word feminism has been used 
in this arena.  Skelton (2002) concludes that when schools are compared to the ideal of 
being feminized, in reality schools fall short of this standard and are shown to be far more 
aligned to traditional norms of masculinity, despite repeated claims that schools must be 
saved from their inherent “femininity.”  To further make the point, Skelton (2002) argues 
that to surmise that, because the majority of primary school’s staff is female, the school 
will have a feminized curriculum ignores the fact that what is transmitted to the students, 
not by whom, has more of an impact.  Interestingly, the presumed cause of feminized 
schools, women, do not think that they encourage femininity or see boys or school as 





Acker (1990) has found similar results:  even though many more women than 
men teach primary levels, this does not mean that essentialist versions of “feminine” or 
versions of feminisms and their ideals necessary permeate the curriculum and school 
culture.  Undermining by colleagues, exclusion from school governance decisions, and 
sexual harassment were some reasons cited that prevented the major actors in many 
schools, female teachers, from exerting more influence.  Further, many women do not 
necessarily embrace “feminism,” no matter what variety of second- or third-wave 
versions of feminisms might be implied. 
For example, in the 1980s, some feminist educators, amongst others, wrote of the 
need to increase the numbers of men teachers in primary schools as a means of breaking 
down gender stereotypes in ways that would benefit both pupils and teachers (Aspinwall 
& Drummond, 1989, as cited in Skelton, 2002; Browne & France, 1986).  And in some 
countries, this call for more men too has been taken up by conservative and neo-
conservative political voices, where beliefs and assumptions about male teachers fit a 
traditional mold of an earlier age (Martino, 2008). 
 
Normative Beliefs about Male Elementary Teachers 
Clearly, there are some overarching beliefs about male elementary teachers in 
general that form a cloud over the discussion of whether there should be more or less of 
“us” in the profession.  Perhaps the most reoccurring beliefs center on career aspiration 
and sexuality.  Sargent (2001) and King (2000) articulate these beliefs that focus on 
seeing men who teach young children as either being homosexual, pedophiles, or as men 





“principal-in-training”).  These characteristics, particularly those related to sexuality, 
could influence what parents of students think of male teachers (Skelton, 1991) as well as 
fuel specific policies and practices that led some school boards to have explicit or implicit 
(Jones, 2007, p, 185) policies against placing men with the younger kids (Bradley, 2000, 
p. 156).  Interestingly, high-profile cases of female teachers carrying on inappropriate 
relationships with male students (such as those at http://www.wnd.com/2012/11/39783/) 
have not cast the same generalized doubt that male teachers face when working with 
younger children. 
Connection to athletics was also cited as something that many believed male 
teachers could bring to younger students.  Many in the United States believe that a man 
not only has knowledge of sports but also could instruct students in playing sports, 
particularly when athletic involvement was seen as a positive quality (Skelton 2002, p. 
83).  In fact, some have suggested that schools can attract more men by emphasizing the 
connection to sports and subject specific teaching, particularly the “hard sciences” such 
as math, science, and engineering, traditionally viewed as “male” disciplines (Skelton, 
2002, p. 82).  Harkening back to the stereotypic “strict” athletic coaches, men are seen as 
being able to instill strict discipline – (Jones, 2007, p. 184), Skelton 2002, p. 84), as they 
themselves understand “laddish” behavior and are uniquely placed to prevent its 
consequences.  By stoking these masculine stereotypes, schools might also recruit a 
“removal man” or “action man” (Jones, 2007, p. 186), one who raises the morale in the 






Despite conservative aspirations for having more men in the classroom, there also 
exists a more modern conception of the “new man” who will interact with students.  This 
“new man” – “White, college-educated professional who is a highly involved and 
nurturing father, ‘in touch with’, and expressive of his feelings, and egalitarian in his 
dealings with women” (Hondagneu-Sotelo and Messner, 1997, p. 58) differs from gender 
expectations laid out and retained from generations ago. It is this man that conservative 
advocates do not anticipate teaching children when they advocate for more men in the 
elementary classroom.  On the other hand, accepting this acknowledgement that some 
men can be in touch emotionally, there are also recommendations to increase male 
elementary teacher participation by focusing more on the activity side of being a teacher 
rather than being “like a mum” (Skelton 2002, p. 82). It should be noted that the identifier 
of “White” remains a prominent descriptor, no matter the apparent political leaning. 
From another angle, the idea that male teachers will be markedly different from 
their female counterparts also raises the question of “proper” training for being an 
elementary teacher.  If teaching is broken down into the technical as well as scholarly 
aspects (knowing the content material, understanding and enacting various pedagogical 
approaches, etc.) and the emotional aspects (dealing with students and parents), is it fair 
to assume that competencies in both sectors would vary based upon gender?  These 
questions become infinitely more complicated when we consider Butler’s (1990) 
“troublings” of gender as “innate” and biologically based, for example.  Or even if we 
just apply Connell’s (1989) finding of varied and nuanced forms of masculinity and 
femininity, rather than just binary and arbitrary singular categories, including what Mead 





dub socialized sexual “role norms” – the stereotypes that the general public ascribes to 
men and women. 
 
Assumptions about Male Elementary Teachers 
By extension, then, the education research literature obviously contains many 
assumptions about male elementary teachers that can be explored.  Firstly, it is typically 
taken as given that a teacher has both an academic and non-academic impact on students 
(Skelton, 2002).  It matters who the teacher is, and, therefore, it is important to get a 
“certain type” of person into teaching –all supposedly are not created equal here.  There 
is also the assumption, as we have seen, that the gender of the teacher can also make a 
difference and that male teachers are more likely to do “this” – play and teach sports, for 
example - and female teachers are more likely to do “that” – nurture and exhibit 
emotions, for example.   Even some characterized as “progressive” thinkers seem to 
believe that there are some inherent differences, buoyed by the fact that masculinity and 
femininity are usually narrowly defined in a binary fashion (Butler, Connell and many 
others tear this assumption apart, as I’ve noted).  If schools are assumed to be 
“feminized” because there are a lot of women, this assumes that women and men act in 
only stereotypical feminine and masculine ways and/or that all women ascribe either to 
“feminist ideals” or “feminine ideals” (whatever and however these may be construed) 
(Skelton, 2002, p. 91), which Butler, Connell and others would dispute.  Further and from 
another angle: if schools are assumed to be “feminized,” the very profession of teaching 





deemed less worthy than males and whose affiliation thus demotes the very role of 
teacher. 
Emanating from the assumption that teachers can and do impact their students, 
male elementary teachers are also often paired with male students, the assumption being 
that male teachers are able to understand male students’ attitudes about school, and extra-
school, issues.  Armed with this “secret” knowledge, male elementary teachers 
supposedly would be more in-tune with how mischievous and at-risk boys operate, 
because, presumably, the teacher was once a mischievous and at-risk boy himself (an 
assumption that clearly is not true in many cases.)  Put simply, the underlying assumption 
is that when there is a lack of male teachers, boys suffer both academically and 
emotionally (Jones, 2003, p. 565).  Since it is also assumed that boys are responsible for a 
disproportionate amount of negative behavior, there is a strong belief that 
underachievement in academics leads to more “laddish” culture from boys– if you stem 
underachievement, then less laddishness will follow.  (Paul Willis’ [1977] treatment of 
“lads” in the UK showed how difficult this connection can be, as Willis found pedagogy 
and teaching paradigms as limited in turning around disaffected youth – who eventually 
end up in working class jobs by their own choosing.) 
Assumptions regarding male elementary teachers also take on an extra-classroom 
feel.  In making a career choice, some say that we need more men to become elementary 
teachers because boys will see teaching as a viable profession if they have male teachers 
(Gamble & Wilkins, 1997, p. 190).  Additionally, male elementary teachers also have a 
unique role to play because more and more families are being led by single females 





I have brought into this study - is that the presumption that male teachers can fill in for a 
missing parent is an ambitious, if not dangerous, notion.  This is a particularly onerous 
undertaking if we consider that, if fathers are present in the lives of children, many argue 
that they tend to be more involved in the lives of their children than they were a 
generation ago, post-World War II (Katz, 2009, as cited in Cohen, 2010).  This raises the 
bar of expectation for male elementary teachers who, if willing, undertake such father-
figure responsibilities.  If the totality of being a parent is considered, it is impossible for 
male elementary teachers to be full-fledged stand-ins for fathers due to the nature of the 
job as well as the mere number of students in class who may need such a “model” as well 
as “real person” in their lives. 
As far as academic performance goes, there is also the question of a gender gap in 
achievement, which fuels much of the call for improving education for boys, remedies 
that often include calls for more male teachers.   It begs the question:  if girls are 
outperforming boys in many academic categories, is this primarily due to female gains or 
male losses? (Carrington & McPhee, 2008, p. 110; Lingard, 1998, as cited in Cushman, 
2005, p. 324).   But can we really simplify things this much?  From one angle of thought, 
this is not necessarily a zero-sum game; for female achievement to rise, it does not and 
should not necessarily come at the expense of male achievement.  This also is an issue 
that should be approached from the prospective of raising achievement of all students.  
Male teachers in co-educational settings are expected to teach all students, so looking at 







What Male Elementary Teachers Say 
Prior research on male elementary teachers has revealed some insights into how 
these teachers feel about themselves as well as into what outsiders think about them.  
While there are many reason to go into teaching, asking men why they entered the 
profession most often resulted in the same primary reason: working with students 
(Bradley, 2000, p.169; Cushman, 2005, p. 328; Gaskell, 1992, as cited in Decourse & 
Vogtle, p. 39).  In fact, Bradley (2000) found that 55% of male teachers cite working with 
young people as their number one reason for entering the profession.  Quotes, such as the 
following, solidify this point: 
“The audience that attracts me are children” (Bradley, 2000) 
 
“I’d seen myself as someone who got on well with kids . . . it was my first 
choice . . . I might be able to make a difference.” (Cushman, 2005) 
 
“I always thought in the back in my mind that I wanted to do something with 
children one day” (Decourse and Vogtle, 1997) 
 
“It’s such a rush to see the light go on for kids . . . how do I ignite that further?” 
(Decourse & Vogtle, 1997) 
 
These quotations are significant, I believe, as several researchers have brought up 
the fact that, with all the measurable, extrinsic reasons for becoming a teacher, such as 
the salary, benefits, time off, and relative job security, none of these things was the 
primary motivating factor (Bradley, 2000). Instead, working with students was the 
driving reason that men entered the profession. 
Some men lament the perceived double standard when it comes to showing 
affection and having contact with students.  With concerns about accusations of sexual 
abuse, male teachers feel pressure not to hug students or console them too closely when 





Skelton, 1991; Smedley, 1998; Sumison, 1999; Thorne, 1998).  In many cases, mere 
accusation of impropriety alone would be enough to destroy a teacher’s, any teacher’s, 
reputation. 
However, men tend to feel they have much less room for error than women when 
it comes to having physical contact with young students.  As a male teacher is quoted, 
“Women’s laps are places of love.  Men’s are places of danger.” (Sargent, 2001, p. 49, as 
cited in Montecinos and Nielsen, 2004, p. 6).  It appears that men who enter the 
profession become accustomed to this suspicion of being a seen as a potential sexual 
predator and understand their high-risk position (Martino and Berrill, 2003; McWilliam 
and Jones, 2005, both in Jones, 2007). 
 
Research Findings about Male Elementary Teachers 
Having discussed a variety of social and cultural assumptions as well as research-
based interpretations of how male elementary teachers are perceived, especially in U.S. 
society, both historically and in current times, as well as how men see themselves in this 
role, it still is important to look further at what serious prior research, not just hearsay and 
stereotypes, has yielded about male elementary teachers.  These findings, while varied, 
do help to put into context still-dominant social and cultural beliefs as well as 
recommendations regarding this subject. 
For example, while not a uniform response across research studies, many men 
were found to be teaching after having attempted to do something else.  Career changing 





female teachers and, of these men who did change careers, many perceived their jobs as 
traditionally male professions (Decourse and Vogtle, 1997).   
There is not a consensus on long term plans, however, with some men 
recognizing that teaching will be a temporary stop along the way of their career, while 
other men assured researchers that they were going to teach for many years to come 
(Bradley, 2000).  If some of these men are looking to “move up” through the still 
dominant and normative educational hierarchy, it lends credence to Sargent’s (2001) 
findings that male elementary teachers are seen as being “principals in training.”  Yet, 
this too does vary amongst the population, which at the very least casts doubt on this 
career route being the rule rather than the exception. 
The issue of male teachers providing good role models for students (Allan, 1993; 
Thornton, 1998), particularly boys, and then having this modeling pay off in increased 
academic achievement appears to only exist in the imagination of those who contribute 
their assumptions as conventional wisdom. In fact, studies comparing gender of the 
teacher to academic outputs for students has consistently fallen short of suggesting what 
many already believe about learners (Carrington et al., 2007, p. 397; Lahelma, 2000).  
Even when removing academics from the equation, students seem to care very little about 
teacher gender, instead valuing teachers who are consistent, even-handed, and supportive 
of them as learners (Carrington et al., 2007, p. 397; Lahelma, 2000).  Students also 
valued other characteristics that teachers possessed, such as: fairness, having a sense of 
humor, considerateness, and gentleness (Lahelma, 2000).  Students further seem to value 
teachers who do not shout, who do not give a lot of homework, who are not too strict, but 





judgment on teaching quality is, of course, in the eye of the beholder, as no unanimous 
conclusions abound about what constitutes “good” teaching). 
In spite of outcries that schools are not meeting their needs, boys do not appear to 
suffer from lack of role models or from supposedly “feminized curriculum,” with regards 
to academic motivation and engagement (Carrington et al., 2007, p. 411).  On the whole, 
it was shown that men are not necessarily better teachers (Johannesson 2004, as cited in 
Cohen 2010, p. 28).  In fact, in one study looking at student achievement and teacher 
gender, female teachers produced more positive attitudes in ALL students, not just in 
girls or boys, but both (Carrington et al. 2008). If this is the case, then those advocating 
for more male teachers on the basis that it will lead to more positive academic outcomes 
may look at this research and realize that they should be supporting their own 
counterargument, considering that maybe we need more women teachers, as they were 
shown to raise achievement in all (Carrington et al. 2008).  Illustrative of this point, 
Lahelma (2000, p. 184) reminds us that female dominance of the teaching profession 
appears to be more of a much bigger issue with adults rather than children, as the above 
findings seems to support. 
Elementary schools do have a primary role to educate young children.  That said, 
elementary schools are also places were students get exposed to many types of people 
and may first conceptualize their understandings of differences that people have.  It has 
been written and conceptualized by many that men are socialized towards “independence 
and achievement (instrumentality), avoidance of characteristics associated with 
femininity and homosexuality (interpersonal dominance) and restriction or suppression of 





Montecinos & Nielsen, 2004, p. 4).  Carol Gilligan’s (1982) take on gender differences 
tends to support stereotypical generalizations (girls are caring, boys seek justice) while at 
the same time challenging male-centered stages of moral development, such as those 
found in Kolberg’s work. It would be expected that some of these social understandings 
may rub off on students, particularly with students who are exposed to the supposed stark 
differences between male and female teachers. 
However, Chusmir (1990, p. 11) finds that male elementary teachers actually 
share many of the same personality traits with female teachers, even though the reverse 
seems to be true – that is, women sharing personality traits with men, when women move 
up the educational hierarchy to become administrators (Skelton, 2002, p. 91). At the same 
time, male elementary teachers are seen by some as becoming “abnormal” by altering 
their masculinity to fit into the perceived femininity of primary teaching (Coleman, 2005, 
as cited in Cushman, 2008).  Although, it should be noted that this represents a distortion 
of feminism by not embracing difference, equality, and acceptance, but rather by 
conforming to essentialist and binary understandings of “gender.” 
Sexuality also surfaced as a theme in the literature, even considering the youth of 
the students.  On this topic, Francis and Skelton (2001) report that schools have always 
been sites for the construction and interplay of sexuality. Male elementary teachers 
provide a “safe object of sexual desire or curiosity” for students (Lahelma, 2000), a 
concept that broaches sexuality without directly involving choices made by the male 
teacher.  Touching students does involve choices made by male teachers, but their fears 
of such contact (and the repercussions of such touch) remain a deterrent, as Decourse and 





given the attention they deserve by many teacher preparation programs, therefore leaving 
male elementary teachers lacking an understanding of their supposed sexual power with 
students or of ways to minimize the very real risks of false accusation (Lahelma, 2000). 
Some students, mostly (but not limited to) boys, mentioned that having a male 
teacher led to bonding between teacher and student, as they felt more comfortable being 
themselves in school with a male teacher (Gordon, 1986, as cited in Lahelma, 2000).  The 
ability to be an “uncle-figure” rather than a more domineering “father-figure” put 
students at ease and supposedly allowed them to be candid with interactions with their 
teacher (Gordon, 1986, as cited in Lahelma, 2000). 
Lastly, male teachers continue to be dogged by societal belief that there is a 
narrow definition of masculinity.  When asked about what characteristics to look for in a 
male elementary teacher, one British principal replied “strong, stoic, consistent, reliable, 
good-humoured, rugby follower/player.”  Another reminded the researcher that male 
teachers should be heterosexual, devoid of feminine tendencies and “act like a man,” 
adding “Not every male is a man!” (Cushman 2008, p. 131). Playing off this, Connell, 
1985, in Francis and Skelton, (2001) reminds us that teaching can still be seen as a “soft” 
option for men, a place where they continue to be seen as more effeminized versions of 
masculinity, having fit their sense of masculinity into the femininity of the primary 
school (Cushman, 2008) and ending up sharing more personality traits with female 
teachers (Chusmir, 1990). 
Despite many changes both inside and outside of the profession, notions persist 
that “although elementary and secondary school teachers now earn the same income, 





unions, the 18th century perception that elementary teachers should be female still 
remains” (Gamble and Wilkins, 1997, p. 189).  Regardless of whether elementary school 
teachers should be women, for the most part they already are women.  How this male 
minority of elementary teachers navigates their way through these beliefs, while steering 
clear of more dangerous pitfalls and with added pressure to fill in for absentee fathers, 







RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
For this dissertation study, I conducted semi-structured interviews with a total of 
eight male elementary teachers (seven participants plus myself as self-reflexive 
researcher-participant) in order to record as well as analyze and interpret their thoughts 
relayed to me on elementary teaching and conceptions of masculinity.  In desiring to 
interview, ideally, two men from four different time periods (those who began teaching in 
the 1970s, the 1990s, the 2000s, and the 2010s), I hoped to gain insights on these topics 
from men at different stages in their career, as well as to develop an understanding of if, 
what, and how, challenges facing male elementary teachers have changed over the years, 
to better understand this occupational minority and better prescribe policy goals. 
 
Population, Sample, Setting, Context 
My research population consisted of male elementary teachers in the greater New 
York City area, which for this study I have defined as those teaching kindergarten 
through 5th grade.  For my sample, I chose only to select my participants from those 
teachers who are (or were) full-time classroom teachers for the majority of their careers.  
I made this decision in order to gain in-depth insights into participants’ interpretations of 
if and how “gender” as a category has/continues to affect aspects of their pedagogical 
practices as well as roles that they perhaps are expected to play in their schools and 





substitute, or teacher-turned administrator persons because of the emotional bonds I 
believe are created between someone who works with a group of students all day, every 
day, rather than just for an hour or so at a time.  Certainly, this is an assumption and 
expectation that I brought into this study, and part of my self-reflexive work was to 
interrogate this as well as my other assumptions in relation to my interpretations of all 
data I gathered for this dissertation research. 
Further, participants were selected based on employment in New York City public 
schools.  Because I teach in a Title-I funded1 public school, I preferred to select 
participants who had familiarity teaching in similarly identified schools.  I made my final 
participant selections, based on this criterion because of the fact that so many issues of 
teacher retention and recruitment are focused within these particular schools. 
 
Requirements for Participants 
I selected each participant based on my assessments of how well each aligns with 
my established study criteria. Major criteria for study participants includes: that they 
identify as male, that they have been a classroom teacher of grades kindergarten through 
fifth grade for the majority of their careers, and that they have spent at least several years 
working in a New York City public school.  Special consideration was given to recruiting 
a cohort of participants whose aggregate experiences span multiple decades, with an 
additional emphasis on finding one school that has multiple male educators who fit this 
description.  Luckily, I was able to find such a school, PS Welldrab. 
 
1 Title-I funding is given by the United States federal government, through the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act.  Schools qualify for this additional funding by demonstrating that they service students who 





The reasons that I chose to recruit males should come as no surprise, as this study 
is so clearly grounded in gender issues.  However, for this study, I made a strong 
distinction between being a classroom teacher and fulfilling some other teaching role 
within the school.  Full-time classroom teachers in New York City public elementary 
schools, and in most elementary schools across the country, are with one group of 
students for the entire school day and are responsible for teaching multiple subjects.  It is 
my contention that this amount of interaction and influence that one teacher can exercise 
over a group of students is significant to the larger discussion of male elementary 
teachers in general.  Men who do enter teaching are often concentrated in upper grades, 
and/or teach subject specific classes, such as physical education, science, or music.  This 
study aimed to target those who teach one group of students for the majority of their 
working day. 
Furthermore, the decision to limit the definition of “elementary school” came 
from both practical and philosophical standpoints.  From a practical point of view, this 
decision was made easily due to the majority of public elementary schools in New York 
City housing students from kindergarten to the fifth grade.  This was not always the case, 
and is not always the case in a select number of schools across the city, but it is much 
more the rule than the exception.  Additionally, most elementary schools in New York 
City function with at least one full-time classroom teacher leading one class the entire 
day, as opposed to middle and high schools that have teachers teaching large numbers of 
students, typically spread across five or six classes, during the school day.  This leads into 
justifications for the studying of kindergarten through fifth grade teachers.  For example, 





development during early childhood through pre-teenage years for the majority of 
students attending elementary school, specifically taking into account the high level of 
impressionability they are likely to have.  The level of influence a full-time classroom 
teacher may have, particularly at that young age, is germane to the larger discussion of 
the importance of early schooling. 
A further study criterion focused on male recruits who have spent at least several 
years working in New York City public schools was slightly open-ended, as the word 
“several” could be numerated in different ways.  However, even when a chosen 
participant only has two years of teaching experience, for example, it was important to 
me that this study is firmly grounded in the experiences of New York City public school 
teachers.  As the largest school system in the United States, New York City operates with 
pressures and expectations that are unique to the system, while also containing universal 
challenges that teachers everywhere face.  In limiting this study’s explorations to 
interrogating participants’ interpretations of their experiences working within this system, 
specific policy implications are discussed without participants’ confusions about specific 
interview questions centered on this topic, for example.  In addition, the current policies 
and recent history of New York City were most familiar to me, which, hopefully, allowed 
for my own better questioning and more fully grounded interpretations during interviews. 
The desire to recruit male teachers who represent several generations was also an 
important facet to the search for participants.  Primarily, this criterion cast a wider net of 
experiences for the study, as some issues have changed from one generation to the next 
while other issues have remained constant in the eyes of the participants.  The decision to 





be gained from interviewing men who have made elementary teaching a career, not just a 
temporary job.  Much has been written about why men leave elementary teaching; this 
presented an opportunity to understand some of the reasons that men stay in the 
profession. 
The hope of finding one elementary school that had links to multiple potential 
participants was an aspiration of this study, although not a requirement.  Zeroing in on 
one school allowed for the comments of all of the participants to be understood in the 
context of one school and workplace culture, although each participant may interpret this 
“constant” in different ways.   
 
Participant Recruitment 
To recruit study participants, I initially used the technique of snowball sampling. 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) explain that “in this form of sampling one identifies, in 
whatever way one can, a few members of the phenomenal group one wishes to study.  
These members are used to identify others, and they in turn others” (p. 233).  To start, I 
disseminated the research goals of this study to private email addresses of personal 
contacts who work at several public elementary schools in the New York City. My email 
asked how many male teachers teach at their school, as well as if any of these teachers 
would share their private email address with me.  I also asked these contacts if there was 
anyone outside of their schools who fits all or most of these criteria for which I am 
searching. In addition to email contacts, I also used in-person teacher organization 
networking events (only those not affiliated with the New York City Department of 





As part of my recruitment of potential research participants, I asked all those 
contacted about if and how they might be interested in participating but also about if, and 
how many other male elementary teachers teach at their schools.  As stated above, my 
primary desire was to find a cohort of male teachers at one school to study.  I was 
fortunate to find this at Welldrab, after speaking with a recruited contact. 
This technique of snowball sampling had distinct advantages to this particular 
study, as well as some notable shortcomings.  Male elementary teachers are in a minority 
in New York City, as they are practically everywhere, and, as such, it was difficult to find 
such participants.  There exists no central registry where one can search through a 
database of active or retired New York City public school teachers, with the ability to sort 
the results to only show teachers who are male and teach in an elementary school.  Being 
a somewhat “hidden population,” as Faugier and Sargeant (1997) explain, makes these 
participants hard to reach. As an alternative, snowball sampling can uncover come of the 
same information, albeit by using more of a limited scope.  However, in a qualitative 
study such as this, where the goal is not to gain feedback from the entire male elementary 
teacher population, but rather to inquire, in-depth and over a relatively elongated time, a 
smaller number of participants is always regarded as appropriate in order to deeply 
investigate as well as analyze and interpret data gleaned through in-depth interviews, for 
example. 
While I believe snowball sampling served this study well, it is important to 
understand some of the drawbacks of this technique.  To be clear, the sample of 
participants with whom I worked is not a randomized sample and it makes no claim of 





(1981) caution.  I followed the commitments of qualitative researchers to engage with in-
depth studies of individuals within their social-cultural contexts in order to understand 
more deeply - rather than to generalize to and across all populations regardless of 
contextual contingencies.  Thus, claiming that I reported the multiple characteristics, 
feelings, and experiences of a small group of male elementary teachers, and then to 
submit my analyses and interpretations of these personal accounts as representative of 
and a full “explanation” for what every male elementary teacher experiences is wholly 
irresponsible (Pillow, 2003). 
Another point about my recruitment technique: I relied on my own circle of 
contacts to recruit members.  I can make no claim that my contacts (and their contacts, 
and so on) casted a wide enough net to contact all potential candidates for this study, a 
drawback explored by Kalton and Anderson (1986) and Sudman (1972).  Despite these 
drawbacks, it is my hope that snowball sampling provided a feasible cohort of 
participants who meet the study’s participant criteria. 
Lastly, I hope I was successful in choosing my research participants from those 
who indicate their interest in this study and whose teaching contexts are at least 
somewhat similar to my own.   My experiences as a current male elementary teacher 
obviously impacted this study in numerous ways– from my initial interest in the topic to 
the conceptualization and design of this study.  As well, my opinions and reactions to 
statements have a place in the self-reflexive portion of this study, but, in truth, permeated 
almost all of the other decisions made during this investigation.  I resolved to be open-





impact and importance of “being a male teacher in an elementary school” may not have 
been as big of an issue for my participants as it is for me. 
 
Data Collection Instruments and Procedures 
This dissertation research rests on assumptions and practices that frame and 
characterize qualitative research, writ large.   As such, then, I, as researcher, served as the 
primary “instrument” of data collection, analysis, and interpretation.  My primary mode 
of data collection in this study was the use of semi-structured interviews, which Rapley 
(2004) cites as a central means for in-depth gathering of data as researchers attempt to 
“make sense” of others’ responses to the particular topic of inquiry at hand. 
Bogdan and Biklen (1982) define an interview as “a purposeful conversation, 
usually between two people that is directed by one in order to get information.”  While 
“getting” information sounds straightforward, these interviews were more about my 
“constructing” types of information – given the forms and contents of my semi-structured 
interview questions - as well as my participants and I co-constructing “information” 
together within those reciprocal discussions that semi-structured interview questions 
often encourage.  Throughout these processes, I understood and will attended to the 
impact that context, rapport, and interpretation can play (Carney, 2004).  For example, as 
Gubrium and Holstein (2002) deftly note, talk should not be considered a “reality report.”  
The idea that there is one objective truth out “there,” ready to be captured if only we had 
sharper research tools or methods does not undergird this study. 
Consistent with Rapley’s (2004) approach, I have consulted with relevant 





Interview Questions”) that I explored with each teacher.  I allowed for flexibility to 
pursue topics that came up during the interview that I had not anticipated or planned for. 
Depending on the topics that come up in the individual interviews, I formulated new 
questions in preparation for another interview.  Additionally, one of the goals of doing 
focused, lengthy interviews with each participant was to move past cursory 
understandings in order to develop more specific and nuanced insights.  As Denzin 
(2012) suggests, the interviewer and the respondent will be constructing and 
simultaneously telling a “story” together, so introducing the ideas of others may add to 
the story being constructed. Also, using the interpretations of one interview to push for 
even deeper questioning with the same person in the next interview helped bring about a 
more robust conception and revision of my original research questions. 
It should be noted that since I am both a researcher and participant in the study, I 
recorded my responses to the various interview questions as well as both prompting and 
answering the questions posed in follow-up interviews.  It was my responsibility, as 
Rapley (2004) suggests, that I did not rip the words of my participants out of context. My 
goal was to use these personal responses as potential springboards for further 
questionings and probings of participants’ particular “meanings” (at least as expressed in 
specific times and places) as well as for reflexive purposes.  Simultaneously I also, at 
times and with permission, shared my own specific responses to my research 
questionings with the other participants in the study, especially to see what reactions they 
had or did not have to my interpretations of my own experiences.   
My decisions regarding my own “data” generated via my answering the same 





influence over the study.  I utilized not only using my personal outlooks - situated 
interpretations of my own experiences that are affected by historical, socio-cultural, and 
biographical contexts and events - to interpret data (which all researchers unavoidably 
do), but I also added to – as well as interrogated – my assumptions, expectations, and 
biases that inevitably framed my interpretations of data that I deemed as such – that is, as 
offering what I regarded as important material for my study.  My hope was that the 
multiple voices involved with the project would balance the weight that my influence 
might have, but the truth of the matter is that I was the researcher/participant in this 
study, and as such, I not only interpreted but also am the one who represented my 
analyses of these data, as much as I attempted to attend to varying viewpoints and 
explanations offered by participants. 
In an effort to address these complexities, as well as to explore the research 
question regarding how my own interpretations prior to as well as throughout this study 
influence my own understandings of being a male elementary teacher, I answered all 
interview questions twice, once before I interviewed any other participants and again 
after all interviews were completed.  It was interesting to see which of my convictions 
were changed after exploring them at greater length with others.  I most certainly 
attended, via systematic, regularly scheduled self-reflexive journaling, to which, of my 
biases, assumptions, and expectations about and for the study seem to be slanting my 
very interpretations of “what happened” in the interviews. 
Indeed, as a veteran male elementary teacher writing about the topic of male 
elementary teachers, I could not help but bring to the research my own biases and 





to bear is the fact that I thought this was a worthwhile study to focus upon – that is, when 
it comes to males teaching in elementary schools, I feel there is “something there” that is 
interesting/controversial/important.  One of my fears of having this viewpoint is the 
question of if, and if so, how I might have made a larger deal of issues brought about in 
this study that I should be.  Did I ascribe certain interpretations of my data to issues of 
gender when those interpretations were not fully supportable or relevant?  Did I fully 
discuss all other factors that impact the life and thoughts of a male teacher, aside from the 
concept of gender?  I continually returned to these questions and others that occurred to 
me throughout this research – all part of my self-reflexive analyses. 
Additionally, this study was, at its core, an exercise in identity investigation.  One 
of the primary reasons that I was interested in the topic of male elementary teachers is 
because I “am” one.  Flowing from this, it makes sense that I would have had much in 
common with my participants, thereby possibly making comprehension during interviews 
easier.  Yet, Michielsens (2000) reminds us not to assume this, as she notes regarding her 
own research study, “an open mind was not enough to understand what was going on in 
the women’s lives” (p. 190).  While demographic and employment information perhaps 
may be ties that bind, there is no guarantee that the participants’ and my interpretations of 
experiences, opinions, or conceptions aligned.  Even though I felt strongly about gender 
issues permeating the lives and thoughts of male teachers, there certainly were issues also 
playing a role, including the fact that some of these issues may have be unknown to 
myself as the researcher or the participants but did unexpectedly surface in the course of 
this research.   Therefore, I employed particular self-reflexive research practices, 





visit on a consistent basis, my conscious assumptions, expectations and biases about and 
within this study. 
In discussing self-reflective research practices, it is helpful to discuss the 
perspective of self-reflexivity in this study.  Pillow (2003) proposes that reflexivity has its 
roots in ideas of self-reflection, the Enlightenment-inspired notion that views positively 
the abilities of man as a reasonable being.  Dewey (1938, as cited in Pillow [2003]) felt 
that reflection allowed a disciplined and organized mind to look over what has already 
occurred so that future dealings could be improved.  Reflexivity, however, encompasses 
more than just reflecting upon past work. 
Reflexivity refers more to working toward insight into how knowledge is 
produced, as well as into deeper understandings of the social world in all its complexities.  
Reflexivity is messy, entangled with and in numerous complexities, ironies, 
contradictions and even aspects of the unknowable as well as with ways that discourses, 
issues of power, and situated assumptions and practices often “bring into being” that 
which reflects “the same” – that is, how large and dominant social, cultural, historical, 
and discursive contingencies, events and forces shape, to a greater extend, habitual ways 
of seeing and hearing.  As a research practice, reflexivity aligns with poststructural 
versions of qualitative research perspectives that not only call attention to that which I’ve 
just mentioned above, but also thus reject simplistic cause and effect attempts to obtain 
the “one truth” as well as assumptions of fully conscious, unitary, sovereign, and rational 
abilities to discern “what really happened.”  Chiseri-Strater (1996, as cited in Pillow 





while to be reflexive demands both an other and some self-conscious awareness of the 
process of self scrutiny”(p. 130).   
From my constructivist orientation, reflexive practices enabled me to explicitly 
think about how an “other” is approached by a researcher breaks down notions that 
participants and researchers are totally separate entities that do not in any way influence 
one another, or that they can be completely linked by common histories or backgrounds, 
for example.  All persons bring to the research their uniquely tinged perspective and 
experiences, and the very interactions among participants and researchers yield co-
constructions of “meaning” even as those “meanings” may be differently interpreted. 
Thus, self-conscious awareness of the process of self-scrutiny aims to bring the 
researcher into the process of exploring, as Rosanna Hertz (1997, as cited in Pillow 
[2003]) describes as “what I know and how I know it,” while also being able to live in the 
moment and converse about these experiences in a continual mode of self-analysis as 
well as political awareness of the multiple power-related implications of any interactions 
among participants and researcher.  One of the goals of undergoing this process of self-
reflexivity was to produce research that questions its own interpretations and is reflexive 
about its own knowledge production.  This is not a straight-forward positivist report of 
“the facts,” but rather an intentional exploration of a more complex “story” - one riddled 
with biases and influencing behaviors by the researcher as well as by participants.  
Davies (1999, as cited in Pillow [2003]) sees reflexivity as turning back on oneself “the 
way in which the products of research are affected by the personnel and process of doing 
research” (p. 4).  Ongoing self-reflexive interrogations during this process make visible 





intricate, nuanced, politically aware analyses of our own research – and, most crucially – 
of how and why we “represent” as we do. 
Pillow (2003) notes that this practice of reflexivity in qualitative research arose 
quite strongly, largely in response to anthropological methods that centered upon 
classical, colonizing ethnographic techniques.  Termed the “crisis of representation” by 
cultural anthropologists Marcus and Fischer (1986), the reflexive practices were an initial 
response to this “crisis,” and encouraged researchers to treat their participants with 
compassion and non-exploitive approaches in contrast to previous efforts that ignored the 
power relations inherent in many early colonizing aspects of ethnography as well as 
possible emotional bondings with participants that greatly complicate any interpretation, 
for example.  The use and significance of reflexivity in research continued to grow after 
the 1970’s “interpretative turn” in social science research, where the assumption that 
researchers could effectively keep their subjectivities out of their work was seen as less 
and less possible.  With this, issues of power, including the power of discourses to shape 
habitual assumptions, hierarchical conceptions of “the researcher” and “the researched,” 
and the dangers of colonization and appropriation in research relationships also began to 
be recognized. Thus, attempts to incorporate these ideas explicitly in research became 
more prevalent. 
Specifically, Oakley (1981, as cited in Pillow [2003]) puts forth additional 
questions given by feminist researchers that furthered discussions of reflexivity.  These 
include: How can one be a non-exploitative researcher?  How does one produce research 
that is useful and empowering to women and to all involved in the research project?  How 





practices be different if we were reflective at each step of the research process?  These 
questions pushed back on traditional research methods, underscoring that research should 
be done with participants, not on participants. 
Pillow (2003), while recognizing the important role that reflexivity plays, offers 
several variations and critiques that bear considering.   Pillow vigorously critiques four 
versions of “self-reflexivity” that she claims collapse back into Enlightenment 
assumptions about the fully rational, fully knowable “self.”  Her four arenas of critique 
include: recognition of self/”researcher know thyself;” reflexivity as recognition of the 
other; reflexivity of truth; and reflexivity of transcendence. 
In discussing recognition of self/”researcher know thyself,” Pillow (2003) 
explores Enlightenment assumptions about a person’s supposed full abilities to become 
aware of and disclose one’s subjectivities.  Certainly, all researchers bring influences, be 
they implicit or explicit, to the research process, and Pillow encourages the exercise of 
systematically speaking about these influences openly.  Related, researchers must 
recognize the otherness of themselves in relation to their research participants - despite 
commonalities the two parties may have with each other.  Yet, this approach of openness 
and self-exploration only goes so far, as the abilities for researchers to fully know 
personal subjectivities are limited, especially given the unconscious and its never-fully-
knowable workings  (Ropers-Huilman, [1999], as cited in Pillow [2003]).  Despite 
discussion of the importance of considering such subjectivities, researchers should be 






“Reflexivity of the other” taps into relations of inequality between researcher and 
participants.  Young (1997, as cited in Pillow [2003], p. 185) describes this phenomenon 
in stating “when privileged people put themselves in the position of those who are less 
privileged, the assumptions derived from their privilege often allow them unknowingly to 
misrepresent the other’s situation.”  For example, a researcher of means working with 
impoverished participants may assume that poverty is a constant, day-to-day, worry, 
when participants may not see such an issue as starkly, if they had no contact with 
wealth.  It would be the researcher’s analysis of “the other” that would be highly charged 
to highlight this area.  Researchers hoping to address this issue instead could interrogate, 
to any extent possible, how “the other” has participated in the research, but even then, the 
humanist assumptions permeating this form of “self-reflexivity” include assumptions of 
“equality” and neutral power relations via co-construction of research aims, member 
checks, and, where possible, co-writing.   Pillow’s critique of these still-prevalent 
research practices zeroes in on assumptions that simply engaging in these research 
practices will mitigate any power imbalances.   Hers indeed is a searing critique. 
In discussing assumptions surrounding “Reflexivity as truth,” Pillow is critical of 
the notion that we can “get it right” - she rejects the idea that “in the spoken word, we 
know what we mean, mean what we say, say what we mean, and know what we have 
said” (Johnson, 1981, p.viii).  Reflexivity does not make our research more “valid” or 
“truthful” or “legitimate,” but, rather, it ironically holds the potential to buttress the 
interest of “discourses of truth, which, “operate in relation to the dominant power 
structures of a given society” (McNay, 1992, p. 25, as cited in Pillow [2003], p. 186).  





the researcher’s need and desire for supposed “truth,” at the expense of a more robust 
understanding of how and why we most often differently define truth in the first place. 
Finally, Pillow critiques the version of self-reflexivity wherein “transcending 
one’s own reflexivity” becomes the goal after interrogating oneself, an other, and an idea 
of truth.  However, can transcendence, where individuals go beyond normal limitations, 
truly be achieved? A thorough vetting of the researcher’s biases, coupled with an 
acceptance of these biases may make a researcher feel better, but does this “confession” 
absolve researchers of the infractions they might divulge?  Cixous (1994, p. 97, as cited 
in Pillow [2003], p. 186) takes this up by stating “Telling you is the most minor attempt 
at loyalty, it is the most elementary form of candor. But can I not suspect in confession a 
hope for absolution.”  This hope for absolution is just that, hope. 
Pillow, by critiquing these four still-often practiced versions of “self-reflexivity” 
in qualitative research, instead offers a concept that she names “reflexivities of 
discomfort.”  Uncomfortable reflexivity is not about better methods but rather about 
whether and how we can be accountable to people’s struggles for self-representation and 
self-determination - including our own selves and ways that our work as researchers 
influences, frames, and ultimately affects others’ lives.  The qualitative research arena 
would benefit from messier, more complex, less certain examples of this, examples that 
may not always be successful or comfortable, but that leave us in the uncomfortable 
reality of doing engaged qualitative work, wherein we must attempt, as much as possible 
even when it is “discomforting,” to “leave the unfamiliar unfamiliar” (Pillow, 2003). 
One of the reasons that I was compelled to include the self-reflexive portion of 





a male elementary teacher who undertook deep investigations of other male New York 
City elementary classroom teachers as well as myself as such. Did this further awareness 
surface more assumptions, expectations, and biases within myself and/or change any of 
my biases or expectations about the other participants and/or about the very purposes of 
this research as I move through this study?  One of the difficult things with being self-
reflexive was being able to ascribe where thoughts and feelings originate.  Did this new 
idea come to me because I was influenced by something that a participant said or was it 
completely independent?  Is the opinion I hold now going to be true in the future and has 
it been true for me in the past?  These of course are not fully answerable questions, but I 
must at least consider their implications, for example. Furthermore, there were some 
emotional ideas and situations that are difficult to fully capture in words – how did I cope 
with nuanced feelings that defy easy description?  As Scheurich (1997) states, “human 
interactions and meaning are neither unitary nor teleological. Instead, interactions and 
meaning are a shifting carnival of ambiguous complexity, a moving feast of differences 
interrupting differences” (p. 66). 
My goal with these forms of complex, often unknowable and unpredictable 
ahead-of-time issues was to commit to being as thorough and descriptive as possible, 
including descriptions of confusion, ambiguity, and the like – while addressing, at the 
same time, the “crisis in representation” that now characterizes all forms of research, both 
qualitative and quantitative.  We now know and must contend with the fact that no 
representation of self or other is ever total, complete, thorough, and unbiased. Rather, all 






As further background on the “crisis of representation,” cultural anthropologists 
Marcus and Fischer (1986) described this phenomenon as “uncertainty about adequate 
means of describing social reality” (p. 3).  This questioning of research norms was in 
response to post-World War II intellectual shifts that rejected positivist assumptions 
about the anthropologist’s “being there” and being able to offer neutral and “objective” 
observations about “the other” and “what happened” in particular cultural settings, for 
example.   Strong influences that led to the rejection of positivist assumptions about the 
“doing and representing” of ethnographically oriented research included the work of 
poststructural thinkers who, as I have noted, called attention to ways in which dominant 
discourses framed what often become normative ways of “being and doing” in any 
particular social and cultural context, for example. 
From this on-going and never resolvable “crisis” came a more thorough 
understanding and appreciation for the role that the researcher plays in dictating and 
representing “outcomes” of a research study.  This realization forced researchers to look 
inward as well as “outward” in terms of identifying dominant discourses and normative 
structures that frame any research context,  and to thus pursue research methods that took 
these contingencies into great account (such as self-reflexive measures).  This question of 
“How am I representing people/things/ideas in the work?” leapt to the forefront during 
the crisis and has remained a fixture of qualitative researcher since. 
The crisis of representation in fact generated two important questions: on what 
basis do qualitative researchers gain the authority to represent others, and by what criteria 
should their representations be judged? (Marcus & Fischer, 1986).  Critical researchers 





“crisis” for all researchers, contend that claims of knowledge cannot be adequately 
justified by the traditional conventions of positivist-based research, as they had been in 
the past.  By utilizing aspects of critical theory and feminist analyses, for example, 
researchers could attend to issues of marginalized groups, such as non-whites, gays, the 
poor, and women, in ways that interrogated assumptions and stereotypes generated by 
dominant discourses and their attached normative assumptions and biases. 
In always shifting and changing conceptions of “culture,” then, researchers who 
both recognized the conundrums, unknowabilities and even dangers of unproblematized 
representations and wished to deal ethically with those dangers rejected positivist 
assumptions that still undergird much of education research. This rejection, in turn, 
required a much more probing look way researchers frame, interpret, and even influence 
the subjects of their inquiries. 
Qualitative research recognizes that we all have biases, and that this influence 
impacts research design and “outcomes” – which is a positivist-leaning term for our 
researcher interpretations. Rather than fighting this notion by trying to develop more and 
more precision and “accuracy,” qualitative researchers aim to understand to what end 
human influence can be understood in the research process.  This is one reason why self-
reflexive research methods factored into this study, in an effort to more fully realize the 
impact human forces – most primarily mine – will have in this proposed research process. 
Representing others obviously, then, involves a researcher’s own background, 
assumptions, biases, and expectations for the study in any viewing and representing of 





influenced begins the questioning of terms such as “validity” and “truth,” which 
positivists regard as “objective” labels. 
Additionally, understanding that multiple complexities exist in attempting to 
“explain” one’s own as well as others’ experiences and complex thoughts, I must wonder:  
did participants favor expediency and willingness to perhaps “give me, the researcher, 
what I am looking for” while engaged in a relatively short interview, as Scheurich (1997) 
warns? Michielsens (2000) continues and complicates with another issue in interviewing, 
noting “even the most motivated witnesses often don’t have the words to tell [from their 
perspectives] how it all happened” (p. 185).  Talking with my participants did have its 
limitations, however, as I spent a great deal of time talking to my participants, but I did 
not officially observe them in their respective classrooms.  One reason is that my 
responsibilities as a teacher limited the amount of time I had to leave my class to observe 
others.  Further, since I was more concerned with investigating these teachers’ personal 
conceptions of maleness and their recollections of their experiences as male elementary 
teachers, extensive analysis of my take on their actual teaching was not in any way a 
central component of the study. 
At this point, then, I conducted a minimum of two extensive, one-on-one 
interviews with each teacher. In my view, sitting down to talk two times, for a minimum 
of one hour for each interview, allowed us to overcome any initial awkwardness that 
came with the first interview and also did not daunt the teachers with the many elongated 
interview sessions.   
I also felt strongly that all interviews of teachers occur outside of the physical 





preparation periods).  Instead, meetings occurred at semi-private spaces chosen by the 
participants.  I made this decision for several reasons. Firstly, this ensured full 
compliance with any regulation prohibiting unauthorized research on and in New York 
City public schools.  All of this research was conducted with consenting private citizens 
on their own time, not with active teachers at their workplace. Secondly, and more 
importantly, it was my feeling that being outside of the work environment allowed my 
research participants a chance to be more reflective about their responses, as well as 
being more candid about their responses – for an extreme example, some teachers in this 
current climate of constant “assessment” in fact had a fear that their classroom is 
“bugged” with a listening device that reports all speech back to the principal’s office. 
Rapley (2004) underscores the impact of place on the willingness of a participant to share 
thoughts, remarking that choice of environment is an important factor to consider when 
interviewing. 
 
Use of Interviews 
The use of interviews in this study as the primary data source, despite their 
imperfections, was selected for this study and is a mainstay of much qualitative research.  
Connelly and Clandinin (1990, as cited in Moen, 2006) attribute this, in part, to the fact 
that teachers, like all human beings, are naturally storytellers, who individually and 
socially lead storied lives.  While the term “stories” can be seen in a negative light, in that 
telling a “story” is the opposite of telling the “truth,” for example, narrative accounts are 
often how people make sense of the world and how they fit into that world (Moen, 2006).  





relay one’s single, fully articulated, and Western-structured “story,” with its typical 
narrative structure that includes a beginning, middle and ending, as unmediated by 
assumptions, dominant discourses, and the unconscious, among many other factors; she 
does so by pointing out the “complexities, the unknowable and the undecided, the 
ambiguities of lived lives” that interfere with this supposed “report of facts,” as automatic 
forms of “stories teachers tell” (p. 43).  Therefore, for this study, recording the words or 
stories of interview participants was only one part of the interpreted meaning-making of 
my research foci and participants’ responses to such. 
Bakhtin (1986, as cited in Moen, 2006) describes the primacy of dialogue by 
explaining that all human interaction is dialogic in nature.  In many ways, this separates 
us from other animals – our ability to interact with one another in such a specific and 
dramatic way; none of the things we say or do, whether we speak, listen, write, read, or 
think occurs in a vacuum.  This is a very powerful concept, that everything we do can be 
understood in relation to others, and it highlights Vygotskian (1978) notions of 
sociocultural theory.  It is fruitless to view participants in a research study as individual, 
isolated beings when Vygotsky contends, as many other constructionists do, that so much 
of an individual’s “essence” is a result of her or his interactional relationships with 
others.  This constructivist orientation is the one on which I leaned most heavily 
throughout my dissertation research. 
In interacting with interview participants, rapport and neutrality are two ideals 
that must be considered.  Rapley (2004) identifies building rapport as a concept that 
almost all research on the subject of interviewing supports, pointing to the assumption 





you” (p. 19).  Interviewers can build this comfort by taking steps to “communicate trust, 
reassurance, and even, likeableness” (Ackroyd and Hughes, 1992, p. 108).  Building on 
or building up rapport supposedly allows for a more comfortable relationship between 
interviewer and interviewee, and an atmosphere of mutual encouragement supposedly 
promotes dialogue.  Yet, Rapley (2004) also critiques this assumption, as he and 
Scheurich (1997) both critique the most simplistic notions of “rapport,” understanding 
that “the researcher has multiple intentions and desires (in conducting the interview), 
some of which are consciously known and some of which are not.  The same is true of 
the interviewee” (p. 62).  This feeling of “rapport” may just be the way the interview 
moves along, being prodded every step of the way by different or complementary 
intentions by the participants. 
Neutrality is a trickier idea.  Positivist-oriented fears of contaminating or biasing 
an interviewees’ account have led some researchers (Ackroyd and Hughes, 1992; Weiss, 
1994) to advocate for the necessity of neutrality when conducting an interview, imploring 
interviewers to suppress their own feelings and beliefs from the interview process (as if 
they could!).  Conversely, others (Douglas, 1985; Oakley, 1981) view this goal of 
neutrality as treating interview participants as objects.  When interviewers are honest 
about their own feelings and ideas – AND engage in those self-reflexivities of discomfort 
- the interview perhaps might become more cooperative and engaged and may lead to 
deeper disclosures about the subject matter.  The loss of neutrality is not concerning, 
because neutrality was never present in the first place. 
There is a third way to view the role of neutrality.  Rapley (2003) explains that 





are largely misleading discussions, as truly “being neutral” (as opposed to merely “doing 
neutrality”) is impossible. Interviewers have tremendous subjective control over the 
interview, insomuch as they can decide which questions to ask and which parts of a 
response to follow up upon, in addition to micro-decisions to pause, smile, and guide the 
talk during the course of the interview.  All of this belies positivist demands for 
neutrality, as the interviewer’s numerous subjective decisions (as well as not-fully 
knowable unconscious influences) make a definite impact on the direction of a particular 
interview.  Rapley encourages researchers to not worry too much about leading questions 
or self-revealing anecdotes: “Just get on with interacting with specific person” (Rapley, 
2003, p. 20).  After the interview, one can analyze how these relational interactions 
produced the record of talk and how a specifically interpreted version of reality was co-
created by the participants. 
In addition to these relationships, Bakhtin (1986, as cited in Moen, 2006) and 
Bruner (1984, as cited in Moen, 2006) point out the central role of past and present 
experiences in affecting the conceptions, beliefs and assumptions that a person holds.  
This is why oral accounts - where the one person who has lived through an experience 
explains that experience to another person, who is hearing the story for the first time, for 
example - need to be viewed as more complex than just a simple act of relating facts. 
Interpretation begins immediately, not only when the researcher greets and makes 
casual conversation with participants as they settle into their seats, for example, but also 
when the interviewer begins questioning and taking notes and/or turning on the audio-
recording to record what his interviewee is saying.  Further, the initial and subsequent 





framed-by-assumptions and biases-decision-making that accompanies what parts to 
include in the final write-up, their order, and their emphasis are all exercised as processes 
of interpretation by the interviewer/author and should be viewed as such.  Ricoeur (1981, 
as cited in Moen, 2006) goes even further in pointing out that the interpretation does not 
stop with the author choosing what words go on the page, but actually begins with the 
researcher conceptualizing the very study and continues throughout analyses and 
interpretations and written representations of such to reach the reader of said words.  And 
then readers too engage in processes of interpretation – all framed of course by their 
varying contextualized situatedness and assumptions. 
Peshkin’s (1998, 1991, as cited in Moen, 2006) contention that there is no static 
and everlasting truth, given specific and differently contextualized and historicized 
assumptions, expectations and biases of differing individuals, without a doubt 
complicates and leaves open to further and varying interpretations of any one researcher’s 
interpretations of data.  Further, Bruner (1984, as cited in Moen, 2006) notes that, 
a life lived is what actually has happened. A life experienced consists of the 
images, feelings, sentiments, desires, thoughts, and meanings known to the person 
whose life it is. A life told is a narrative or several narratives influenced by the 
cultural conventions of telling, by the audience, and by the social context. (pp. 7-
8) 
 
Thus, narratively oriented qualitative researchers may strive to understand lives 
lived, but will always have to grapple with understanding – as much as this is possible - 









In planning when to conduct the interviews, I spread them out over the course of 
at least one school year (2016-2017).  I made that decision with the veteran and newer 
teachers in mind, as I assumed that different parts of the school year may elicit different 
foci during our discussions.  For example, the first week of the semester might have 
provided a good context for teachers to talk about their goals and overall outlook for their 
class, while the last week of the semester may have allowed for more of a reflective 
stance on the more practical “what worked” subjects.  Additionally, in spreading the 
interviews out over the course of many weeks, both the teachers and I had some time to 
think about the topics we raised so that I was able to follow up with new interview 
questions, based on my initial analyses of initial interviews, and/or with further 
developed initial questions.  Because I was able to pursue further interviews with my 
participants, my research questions were then accompanied by more nuanced probes of 
topics first introduced and for which I obtained further thoughts and responses from my 
participants. 
I also had the teachers write to me by use of email.  Writing to someone, even if it 
is electronically through email, hopefully allowed the teachers to give responses that 
were more pensive and deliberate.  While this is a relatively new medium of 
interviewing, the pros (low cost, flexible scheduling, lack of transcription) and cons 
(delays in response time, cursory answers, technological barriers) of the medium, 
explored by Meho (2006), were be kept in mind and managed by me.   
My participants were open to using this medium for these reasons, with some 





(email) prompt about something I took away from their interviews.  This exchange served 
as a nice bridge to our next interview, as well as often bringing up ideas that either of us 
had not considered before, or material that was used for clarifying purposes.   
At the same time, I did understand that participants may have seen writing to me 
as a burden, if in fact they would rather just talk during interviews.  I was sensitive not to 
give too much “homework” to my participants and limited my email questions as much 
as possible. Meho (2006) discusses how email interviewing may work best as a 
complement to the primary mode of gathering data in a research study, which is the 
manner in which I used it in this exploration. 
Absolutely, I guaranteed confidentiality on all levels and in all contexts of this 
research (See Appendix - “Informed Consent”), but this required a “leap of faith” from 
the participants, again given current “accountability” emphases and resulting pressures, 
especially as these are felt and experienced by public school teachers.  (Rapley, 2004).   
Further, then, one of my own principles as a teacher was that while I am in the school 
building, my primary focus in on teaching and learning with my students.  I feel that 
allowing my research concerns to permeate my responsibilities would not have been fair 
to the students whom I serve, especially because one of the primary goals of this research 
is, ultimately, to find ways to serve students better. I therefore proposed the possibility of 
face-to-face as well as phone and/or Skype-based interviews and other decisions 
regarding convenience as well as ethical workplace practices, so as not to burden my 
already generous participants.  Participants did communicate with me on the phone or 
through teleconferencing when needed, to supplement the default meeting option of in 





In interviewing the participants, and with their approval of all aspects of the 
Informed Consent forms, I recorded all spoken communication using a digital audio 
recorder.  Despite the availability of third-party transcription services, I transcribed the 
interviews myself, thereby getting many chances to relive the interview in multiple 
episodes of transcribing and reviewing these data.  During the actual interview, I did not 
take many written notes, as I had a record of all comments on the recorder, and this 
allowed me to give my full attention to the participant, particularly when (during a face to 
face interview) body language or facial expressions were used to communicate feelings.  
Having the interviews available in print and audio (including my own responses) form 
allowed me to re-read and re-listen to all collected data to ensure a close level of 
familiarity with the participants’ responses. 
 
Self-reflexive Aspects 
Using self-reflexive research methods, as Pillow (2003) explains, is a strategy that 
developed in response to and is grounded in poststructural theories that question language 
as simply a one-to-one correspondence of “meaning;” that reject “master narratives” that 
universalized norms across all differences among individuals; that call attention to 
relations of power as always circulating; that posit a “subject” who is never fully rational, 
unitary and knowable, (especially) given effects and working of the unconscious, but 
rather who is always shifting, changing, and multiple (Miller, 2005, 2010). 
As I’ve previously noted, self-reflexivity, according to Pillow (2003), often is 
situated within four common approaches to such – positions that she ultimately critiques 





individuals’ thoughts and feelings of humans who, as mature adults, are rational and fully 
conscious.  Rejecting those Enlightenment assumptions, Pillow’s “reflexivities of 
discomfort” call into question one’s assumptions, expectations and biases as always 
framing a researcher’s interpretations of data.  Pillow maintains that such a strategy, 
although difficult to enact, at the minimum does prompt researchers to try to attend to and 
understand the complex interpretive question, “how does who I am, who I have been, and 
how I feel affect data collection and analysis” (Pillow, 2003, p. 176). 
I appreciate Pillow’s (2003) work to critique humanist assumptions underlying 
typical ways that self-reflexivities are utilized in qualitative research, and I am intrigued 
by her “reflexivities of discomfort” that call attention to the never full-knowable within 
any research endeavors and its researchers’ interpretations of data.  I thus attempted, in 
quite modest ways, to enact her challenges in relation to my self-reflexive work for this 
study.  At the same time, I continued to be most grounded in the constructivist 
assumptions that frame my daily teaching work, including my pedagogical assumptions, 
and I thus largely situated my remaining remarks here within constructivist assumptions 
that primarily frame my whole research study, but not completely without influence from 
several non-constructivist thinkers. 
Therefore, in an effort to interrogate, in those self-reflexive ways that still require 
me, even in constructivist mode, to question what I take to be my own personal 
assumptions and biases that frame any of my “understandings” of participants’ responses, 
I also submitted my responses to the interview questions.  I believe that this helped 
pinpoint areas of agreement and disagreement between myself and the other participants.  





assumptions, biases, and expectations that I bring into and still hold in terms of how I 
interpret all these data.  As I worked to challenge what may appear, on first thought, to be 
my “full” and correct and immediate understandings of data, I attempted to more deeply 
explore how I am interpreted and on what bases – not to become more “objective,” but 
rather to work to complicate and question my initial interpretations, to ask why I tell 
“stories” of my data in certain ways and not others, for example.   What might I have 
missed in only seeing and hearing in my habituated and deeply entrenched ways? 
As part of my researcher journal, therefore, I also kept a written log of personal 
impressions after each interview.  This certainly helped with data analysis but also 
became part of my data.  I recorded how I thought each interview went in terms of my 
abilities as an interviewer, as well as my instinctive and thus initial and, most likely, 
habitual reactions to what was said by the interview participant.  Michielsens (2000) 
implores that merely relaying the “facts” of the interview transforms them into myths and 
that being rigorous about interrogating my teacher- researcher’s views and opinions 
during the process can help to interrupt and question this mythmaking – that is, my 
already-in-place assumptions and dominant “stories” about male elementary school 
teachers. 
My own subjectivities and human emotions were not kept out of this research and, 
as a result, I feel that there was more to gain from being rigorously self-reflexive about 
these biases than to pretend they do not exist.  I intended to give my thoughts about what 
the interviewee said, which in turn will both help and complicate my role as participant, 
as I responded to the same questions that I asked of my other participants. It was 





a part of me, emotionally speaking.  As part of my self-reflexive processes, I questioned 
constantly my own assumptions, as well as trying to forefront all of the baggage (prior 
research, training, positionality, etc.) that I bring to the research (Scheurich, 1997).  
Constructivist aspects of self-reflexivity see these as processes of self-discovery and self-
examination that can occur alongside the traditional data collecting, analyzing and 
interpreting processes;  these hopefully together brought forth more thoughtful, nuanced 
and constantly questioned interpretations and representations of data, and perhaps too, 
about qualitative research self-reflexive practices. 
 
Methods of Data Analysis 
In analyzing what I deemed as data that I “collected” (indeed, that I constructed as 
data), I intended to first “live” and “live with” these data.  Before looking at any 
transcripts or re-listening to any of the interviews, I wanted to let the spoken words of the 
participants sink in.  I thought about and noted in my researcher journal, for example, 
what responses seemed to stand out from the others and why; which participants felt 
particularly optimistic or pessimistic in relation to issues raised; which interviews were 
particularly inspiring to me and why; or how I might get the participants to expand on 
and explain further their reasoning or their perceptions.  From here, I wrote down what 
my overall initial impressions are, so I could revisit my thoughts at a later time, after 
having read and listened to each interview several times. 
Once all of the transcripts of the interviews were transcribed and typed, I read 
through all of the written work to see if and where the same topics seem to be brought up 





as initial “headings” from which further discussion of ideas, positions and concepts can 
be explored.  Having conceptualized these main and yet tentative themes, I returned to 
the sections of the interviews that I think pertained to those main themes, and re-read the 
statements to see if and how they contradicted, interrupted, and/or complicated issues for 
me in this study.  I asked the participants a follow-up question or two (through a written 
response or an additional mini-interview) in most cases.  My overarching goal was be to 
get enough robust data in order to engage in complicated and complicating processes of 
interpreting possible themes, patterns, contradictions, gaps and silences in relation to my 
research questions – all in relation to my general research focus on male elementary 
teachers and how, if at all, they perceive of gender as an influential aspect of their 
professional lives. 
As researcher-participant, I recorded my feelings and perceptions about all of the 
responses given by the other male elementary teachers.  I did not shy away from giving 
my own opinion on what others said and then, I concurrently and constantly interrogated 
my own assumptions, expectations, and biases about such. 
 
Possible Representations of My Interpretations 
When all interviewing was complete, I was left with dense transcriptions of my 
participant interviews, of my responses to the interview questions, extended response 
emails, several extended responses that I had written, and annotated notes describing my 
reactions, assumptions and questionings of each of the responses given by the research 
participants.  Combing through these data, I organized information under different 





as my interpretations of what I see as the common threads that all of the interview 
participants mentioned. 
Throughout this process, I was aware that each participant is unique, and my 
reactions and influence upon each participant was also unique.  As Scheurich (1997) 
wisely notes, interviewing is essentially made up of two parts: conducting the interview 
and then interpreting it.  Merely presenting the words that were said during the interview 
can turn them into myths (Michielsens, 2000).  Carney (2004) outlines how stories 
related years later can fall into one of several, well-worn narratives, which relate more to 
our understandings of fictional stories (with heroes, victims, redemption, etc.) than to the 
often uncomfortable realities.  This conscious and unconscious “baggage” that comes 
with the interview process can mitigate the words that are spoken (Scheurich, 1997).  
“Baggage” can include: other related research, training within a particular discipline, 
epistemological inclinations, institutional and funding imperatives, conceptual schemes 
about storytelling or power, social positionality (the intersection of race, class, gender, 
sexual-orientation among other key social locations), macro-cultural or civilizational 
frames (including the research frame itself) and individual idiosyncrasies, the interactions 
of what are themselves complex and ambiguous.  This plethora of baggage, in the guise 
of the interviewer, interacts with an interviewee, who, of course, brings his/her own 
baggage to the interaction.  That the written result, the final interpretation, of the 
interview interaction is overloaded with the researcher’s interpretative baggage is, 
therefore, inevitable (Scheurich, 1997, pp. 73-74). 
“Teacher stories” in particular have increasingly had certain expectations, to be 





generalizations of teacher stories “offer unproblematized recountings of what is taken to 
be the transparent, linear, and authoritative “reality” of those teachers’ experiences . . . 
crafted as unitary, fully conscious, universal, complete, and non-contradictory” (p. 51).   
Miller (2005) criticizes what she sees as Enlightenment understandings of “stories” 
predicated on conceptions of “self” as always fully conscious, always rational as well as 
of “experience” as transparent, unmediated by social, cultural, historical, material, and 
discursive forces, events and framings.   Perspectives such as Miller’s are not highlighted 
in more traditional “let the facts speak for themselves” reporting of interviewing, a 
throwback style that I will try not to fully utilize in this study. 
In a somewhat similar vein, Van Maanen (1998) describes the “confessional tale,” 
a type of writing that deviates from the “realistic tale” (a strongly positivist position) by 
not just presenting facts that are observed by an all-knowing and all-deciding researcher, 
a style of research steeped in Western cultural norms and assumptions.  The confessional 
tale, in contrast, recognizes the fallacy of relying on “neutral, objective, observable 
facts,” stating instead that facts are more social constructions that eventually solidify into 
“the truth,” and “that’s the way it is” kinds of stances (p. 93). 
Even though constructivist thought underpins much of my research, on the topic 
of “self-reflexivity,” I drew from post-structuralists, particularly Pillow’s (2003) 
“reflexivities of discomfort.”  The messiness for which Pillow advocates has hopefully 
come through in my discussion of the multiple factors impacting the information drawn 
from participants, but also from my reactions and influences.   In representing my 
interpretations, I attempted to utilize a more confessional, “self-reflexively informed” 





extent that I can be aware about the constitutive aspects of such - about the various 
factors that impacted interpretations in this research.  After all, I tried to represent my 
“participative presence in the studied scene,” as well as my “rapport and sensitive contact 
with others in the world described” (Van Maanen, 1998, p. 91).  In this sense, I was not a 
neutral, unobtrusive observer but rather one whose very presence and own situated 
perceptions of “male elementary teachers in the U.S.” did impact my participants, as I 
“asked my own questions and tracked the tensions” involved with challenging prevailing 
discourses of unitary, fully knowable and knowing “teacher stories” (Miller, 1998, p. 55). 
 
Limitations of the Study 
While this study interrogated aspects of “being” a male elementary teacher in the 
U.S. in recent as well as current times, the strengths of this study are not all 
encompassing.  Primarily, this study was not meant to be nor can it be universally 
generalizable.  With respect towards, and agreement with, Connell’s (1995) 
constructivist- oriented belief that masculinity is a nuanced, personally unique as well as 
socially, and culturally constructed characteristic, it would not be proper to take what I 
asserted as “interpretations” of this study and to then assert that any versions of 
masculinity put forth by the participants are the ultimate definitions or enactments for 
male elementary school teachers. Nor do the precepts of qualitative research, writ large, 
allow me to do so. At the same time, I do hope that this study succeeded in questioning 
some of the concerns and experiences that may be unique to male elementary teachers in 





social, cultural, and economic contexts and conditions could have markedly different 
experiences, a point to which I was acutely attuned throughout this study. 
In relation to my chosen qualitative research methods:  in an ideal interviewing 
situation, the interviewer would ask a question and the interviewee supposedly would 
respond with a truthful, thorough, and complete answer, not omitting details because of 
social taboos, impure thoughts, memory lapses and distortions, or anything that might 
make the interviewee come off poorly (Rapley, 2004).  In reality, however, this is not 
always the case.  Some interviewees will be forthcoming and candid to the interviewer, 
without regard to how they are presenting themselves. Some interviewees will look to 
give the “correct” answer to a question, thereby ensuring that they do not accidentally 
reveal any bias or unpopular opinion that would represent themselves as out of touch or 
in any other perceived “negative” way. 
Carney (2004) views this issue as part of a popular culture that actively seeks out 
particular types of discourse. She explains that “we thrill to stories of adversity met with 
strength or defiance.  We are moved by the ways in which victims of horror overcome 
pain and betrayal” (p. 201).  Additionally, her research on and discussion of Holocaust 
survivors’ stories as expected to transform to the “survivor as hero,” the “transcendent 
story” reveals not only the Western-culture habitual expectation for a “story” that exhibits 
linear progression of events, where details being described comply with the components 
of a “good story,” ensuring that there is a clear beginning, middle, and ending (Gergen & 
Gergen, 1995, as cited in Carney, 2004).   Further, Carney notes ways that some 





survivor” often were pathologized, made to seem “abnormal” because of silences and/or 
refusals to comply with the expected norm. 
Michielsens (2002) also complicates any notion of interview as a simple exchange 
involving “questions and answers” by noting the matter of discussing past events that 
have lost their “meaning,” given historical shifts in language, in terminologies, in 
understandings of certain concepts as “meaning” one thing in a certain historical era and 
another in a differing era.  Michielsens also highlights impacts on research projects when 
memory (or lack of memory) becomes problematic. A pressing question to the researcher 
becomes “How is research on the reconstruction of life histories possible given that 
remembering is inherently a selective process, guided by the life experiences of the 
subjects in the research? (Michielsens, 2002, p. 183). These challenges serve to make the 
interview process more complex and require sensitive and scholarly informed data 
analyses that take into account rather than marginalizing these challenges. 
Another concern is that all of the interview participants agreed to and thus 
obviously knew that what they said in our interviews would be “used” towards the 
completion of a comprehensive research study (albeit identities were protected by use of 
pseudonyms and confidentiality was ensured), not just for personal consumption. In the 
interviews for this study, candor was of utmost importance.  And yet, acknowledging the 
difficulties and (im)possibilities inherent in the “crisis in representation,” I too knew that 
the extent to which interview participants can and do “say what they mean and mean 
what they say” was problematic.  Further, Heikkinen’s (2002, as cited in Moen, 2006) 





changing as one gains new experiences and engages in dialogue with others illustrates 
how shifting some “reports of the truth” can be. 
Tim Rapley (2001) writes about this phenomenon by framing research interviews 
as, first and foremost, social encounters.  These social encounters, and the interview data 
they yield, can be viewed in a variety of ways.  Noting one aspect of these “social 
encounters,” data collected can be seen to more or less reflect the interviewees’ 
constructions of reality outside of the interview.  And further, data collected can 
primarily be seen as being a reality jointly constructed by the interviewer and 
interviewee. 
This idea that reality is jointly constructed is picked up by Michielsens (2000), 
noting that mutual construction is inevitable during the interview process because of the 
intersubjective relationship between the researchers and participants.  In addition to the 
complexity of these influences, constructed reality also must contend with the notion that 
“telling the facts transforms them into myths” (Michielsens, 2000, p. 184). This emanates 
from the limited ability of individuals to assess the past using present concepts, as well as 
witnesses sometimes lacking the words to tell about their experiences.  As time goes by, 
and these myths are retold, the frame of reference, vocabulary, and value systems change 
as well, altering the memories of the stream of events. 
Michielsens also underscores an understanding of the limits to open dialogue, 
specifically the researcher’s misguided feeling of security of commonality with the 
interview participants. This is particular concern in this study – as gender, profession, and 
location are commonalities that exist between researcher and participants – but is that 





are not guaranteed - even as the constant circulation of power dynamics IS guaranteed in 
the interview process.  I needed to understand the “experiences” and perspectives shared 
by participants within the interview context as occurring within the contexts of these 
opaque parameters. 
Carney (2004) implores researchers to critically examine what we take for 
granted, when oppositional narratives and disturbing new perspectives are introduced.  
These counterstories can often disrupt a researcher’s understanding or expectation of the 
participant’s perspective. The internal story making that goes on in the brain of the 
researcher during an interview – including perhaps a propensity to search out clear and 
chronological beginnings, middles, and endings - often is a result of subconscious as well 
as habitual cultural pressure.  This cultural pressure primes researchers to hear one type 
of story (be it a tale of redemption, survival, heroism, etc.) and ignore others. 
One particular concern put forth by Carney is when counter discourses conflict 
with the hypothesis of the researcher.  When the researcher decides to pursue a topic, it is 
logical to assume that the individual researcher views the inquiry as important, 
interesting, or noteworthy, as the researcher’s viewpoint has been framed by a personal, 
individual framework.  What happens when research participants express views in 
opposition to the researcher’s hypothesis?  These counter dominant discourses create 
unsettling implications for the continuation of the study.  However, Carney (2004) argues 
“for embracing a variety of possible stories” (p. 216), imploring that “listening to those 
voices that question mainstream, dominant conceptions of the ways the world works does 





discomforting discourses – and my “reflexivities of discomfort” that forced me to note 
these - can ultimately make the research study more nuanced and more complicated. 
Scheurich’s (1997) discussion of reality being both discursively as well as personally 
jointly constructed (even as those joint constructions are framed by dominant and often 
normalizing discourses) consistently attacks the positivist and post-positivist systematic 
methods approach, strongly challenging the notion that we can get closer and close to 
“the truth” through more robust analysis.  Instead, Scheurich argues for the necessary 
recognition of the messiness of human interaction, particularly through the countless 
subtleties brought to the interview process by both sides.  On this, Scheurich says, as I 
have noted, “human interactions and meaning are neither unitary nor teleological. 
Instead, interactions and meaning are a shifting carnival of ambiguous complexity, a 
moving feast of differences interrupting differences” (p. 66).  To underscore this point, 
Scheurich lays out a thought experiment to researchers conducting interviews: 
   Have someone interview you for one hour about some salient aspect of your 
work.   Wait one week and have them continue the interview for another hour.  
During each interview monitor what is going on in your consciousness.  Watch 
your conscious self drift away from the conversation at times.  Watch your 
conscious self become defensive at times.  Watch yourself brag or posture or 
perform or say what you think the interviewer wants you to say.  Watch yourself 
censure or censor at one point and blurt out the truth at another.  Do this 
experiment with different interviewers and notice how you ‘feel’ different  and, 
thus, ‘say’ different things to different interviewers even if the questions are the 
same.  Watch how changing the race, class, gender, age of the interviewer 
changes what you say. (Scheurich, 1997, p. 67) 
 
Scheurich contends that he is not rejecting interviewing as a research method, but 
rather his analysis centers on the idea that no stable reality or meaning can be represented 
as a result of this interviewing.  Instead, our interpretations permeate every step of the 





overlaying, inferring, assuming, guessing, and making meaning throughout.  In addition, 
as it will ultimately be the researcher making the decisions that result in the final product, 
in what ways will cultural, social, historical, and experiential assumptions, biases, 
expectations impact the narrative storytelling forms of my interpretive processes of the 
study?  The maleness and Whiteness (and other -nesses) that I possess will certainly 
impact any “joint construction” of the interview process, an acknowledgement that 
supports Scheurich’s central claim. 
 While I was hopeful that the interviews would allow for a window into “their 
realities” as perceived and constructed by my participants, my constructivist sensibilities 
had me leaning more towards recognizing the joint construction of a particular “interview 
reality” that the participants and I created.  As Rapley (2001) notes, the interviewer has 
significant control over the interview, by deciding the questions to ask, by influencing the 
level of rapport – which he even questions is fully possible - with the interviewee, and 
even by the style in which questions are asked, including tone of voice and length of 
pauses before responses.  Interviews are not, according to Rapley (2001), what Holstein 
and Gubrium (1997) call ‘the subject beyond the respondent’ where subjects are seen as 
‘passive vessels of answers for experimental questions’ (p. 306).  Interviews are not 
“reality reports” (p. 308), especially as Denzin and Lincoln (1995) contend that one’s 
conceptions of the world are developed in socially constructed ways.  In this case, then, I 
support a constructivist notion that it is the interaction between interview and interviewee 






Coulter and Smith (2009) present another take on the “reliability” of interview 
data.  They state: “The question of ‘did it really happen the way you describe it’? is 
problematic. Eyewitnesses to the same event have differing accounts depending on their 
perspectives. Throw in the filters of time and space, and “truth” becomes elusive indeed. 
The task of the narrative researcher is not to describe the world as it is, because in the 
constructivist or postmodern paradigm, that one world does not exist” (p. 578). 
 So even though I asked male teachers to reflect on their own teaching in relation 
to the category of “gender,” in particular, and concentrated on interpreting their responses 
to my interview questions, I still had to contend with a myriad of influences on 
individuals’ perspectives and assumptions about multi-faceted events and concepts.  This 
“incompleteness” is necessary (Miller, 2005) and we can never get to the one truth of the 
issue because that singular and definitive truth does not exist.  Instead, it is then the 
researcher’s job to analyze and interpret possible multiple versions of the “truth,” as 
constructed by all parties involved (Denzin & Lincoln, 1995). 
 A final limitation to this study - although an accepted one in qualitative research - 
was the fact that I am both the one doing the research as well as participating in it.  In 
deciding to include myself in the study, I was able to provide another perspective of a 
U.S.-born male elementary teacher.  However, I was the only research participant who 
was privy to the responses that others have given to the same questions, thereby 









To pilot the research methods that I utilized for this study, I interviewed a male 
elementary teacher who teaches in a New York City public school.  This teacher, Derek 
(pseudonym), was originally targeted to be the pilot participant when he was a student-
teacher at my school, as I assumed that he might be able to answer several of the 
questions that I wish to pose to the teachers in this larger proposed study. 
Clearly, one of my goals in researching male elementary teachers is studying men 
who have made this job into a career, as the groupings I studied include retired teachers 
and teachers with varied amounts of teaching experience.  Many teachers who begin their 
teaching careers leave the profession in the first few years, according to the research 
conducted by Ingersoll (2001). I think this is an important point to note, because studying 
male elementary teachers who have “made it” (or at least “survived it”) was my original 
intention for this research, and being able to get a deeper understanding of reasons why 
we “made it” in the midst of challenges we faced along the way can be particularly 
enlightening. 
I realize that “piloting” this proposed study by conducting interviews with a 
student teacher did not directly address my priority intentions in the greater dissertation 
research.  At the same time, when I approached Derek with the possibility of interviewing 
him several times as part of my “piloting” work, he enthusiastically responded and gave 
every indication that he fully intended to make elementary school teaching the focal point 
of his professional career.  I thus continued my “pilot” work with him. 
In interviewing Derek, I learned that there were some interview questions that 





gender should be broached incrementally.  I found that when we first started the 
interview, the subject of gender was usually not given much credence by Derek, so he 
brushed off most questions regarding that topic.  However, as we talked about what some 
of the education research had pointed out and about how men are perceived in society, 
Derek seemed much more willing to engage on the subject.  I now wish that I had saved 
some of my questions about male elementary teachers to the middle and end of the 
interview, after we had created together a more elongated discussion base of gendered 
understanding.  Additionally, the initial interview, at times, focused much on Derek’s 
journey to become a teacher, one that was interesting and presented several chances to 
investigate how maleness may have played a role in his professional development.  
However, I feel we missed some opportunities to talk more introspectively about the 
process because of his urge to tell the full factual account of the story.  For the actual 
dissertation research study, I asked more probing questions along the way during the 
course of interview sessions. 
Another adjustment I made as a result of conducting the pilot study with Derek 
will be the use of a tape recorder.  During the pilot interview, I used a digital tape 
recorder to capture the entire interview – a decision that was absolutely necessary, as 
relying on written notes would have ensured that so many answers and ideas got lost.  
However, the adjustment I made was to leave the tape recorder on longer than the official 
interview period.  Derek consented to being recorded but, in my view, was very 
conscious that he was being recorded and, it seemed to me, he tempered his answers with 
“on the record” language and ideas.  When the interview was over, Derek and I continued 





heard his “how I became a teacher” story before, I did not know that his family 
disapproved of his decision to become a teacher.   
From this one comment, we then had an additional 20 minute conversation, which 
I felt was much more introspective and emotional than that which was “officially” 
recorded.  In addition, Derek really seemed to be speaking from the heart and not 
worrying about how he would be perceived by a third party listening to a recording.  I 
wish I had this post-script footage now, even though I would have needed Derek’s full 
permission to “use” anything on that segment as well. 
Therefore, for the interviews for the actual dissertation, I asked the participant for 
consent to be recorded and then for permission to leave the recorder on as long as 
possible after the interview has been completed.  Once we were completely done 
speaking, I asked the participant again if I can use the additional audio in the study.  If he 
refused such consent, I would have honored the particular participant’s request, but all 
participants agreed.  In Derek’s case, he too was disappointed that his last comments 
were not recorded.   
I also learned a bit about pacing from the pilot.  When I interviewed Derek, I had 
a list of questions that was organized by sections, including “college,” “student 
elementary school experiences,” and “family,” to name a few.  I think this organization 
was helpful, but I realized that I should have kept better account of which questions I 
already asked and which ones remained to be asked.  Something as simple as crossing out 
the question after I asked it went a long way to ensure that I did not have several unasked 
questions remaining when the interview concluded, when I interviewed the other 





Additionally, when setting out to create the list of questions, I tried to include as 
many topics as I thought might be important, but I mostly stopped at one question per 
topic.  In reviewing certain themes more than once with Derek during the course of our 
interviews, I noticed that Derek seemed to give a slightly more detailed answer the 
second time I asked the same or even a related question.  While I initially thought this 
type of approach might seem redundant and needlessly extend the length of each 
interview, I realized that there was much to be gained by returning to the same topics and 
questions more than once, and so I altered the questioning technique for later interviews. 
Relating to the types of interview questions asked, I was pleased that I had 
included several questions about pre-service training and concepts in my list of interview 
questions.  I felt that learning about an individual’s constructions of their perceptions of 
how and why he became a teacher was not only an interesting exercise but also a 
revealing one, as many of Derek’s conceptions on teaching seemed to be formed before 
he officially led a classroom.  I felt that asking questions about experiences in college and 
how the participant felt about this career choice gave a much more nuanced picture of the 
challenges facing male teachers getting started in this career sector. 
One place where I made a change is in the number of research-based interview 
questions that I ask.  I asked three questions of Derek in the following format: 
“Researcher X studied male elementary teachers and concluded Y – what do you think 
about this?”  I found these types of questions to be very revealing, due in large part 
because of how controversial some of the research interpretations were and because such 
questions allowed Derek to opine directly about a topic that has already been established 





enable me to see how multiple responses to the same researcher’s interpretations added 
nuance to that finding – which lent the ability to speak to the level of concurrence or 
rejection or variations on assertions put forth in the literature review. 
Interviewing Derek and transcribing his responses was a process that was both 
challenging and informing.  Challenging in the sense that asking certain questions did not 
always lead to certain answers – and so here I learned how crucial it is that I challenge 
my own assumptions about qualitative research approaches and practices as well as my 
own embedded assumptions about my very research topic - and that transcription can be 
such a laborious process.  However, Derek’s pilot study was also informing not only due 
to Derek’s answers and my transcribing experiences, but also because it gave an 
opportunity for me to pilot the self-reflexive section of the study.   
To be summative, I set out to describe and analyze my own understandings of the 
questions I asked Derek by drafting my own responses to those questions prior to our first 
interview.  This served to prime my consciousness to be attuned to what type of answer I 
expected to receive.  For example, when I asked Derek about why he wanted to become a 
teacher, I figured that there were only a few possible answers, so I was ready to hear a 
response from him that fit one of these molds.  Interview preparation went along like this: 
for each question I developed, I assumed that I knew a roundabout answer for each.   
What I realized I was doing was subconsciously answering these questions for 
myself and then judging the answers given by others in relation to my own.  For example, 
I asked a question to Derek about what he thinks are the main differences between male 
and female elementary school teachers.  Derek gave an answer that, I felt, relied heavily 





approached the question, I could feel myself becoming tempted to mentally dismiss his 
response and, as a result, becoming close-minded to what his response might mean in the 
larger context of our study.  It was a stark reminder of the ways in which researchers’ 
self-reflexivity may influence, frame, and overtly guide an investigation. 
As an exercise, writing about my own self-reflexivity about the pilot interview 
experiences also yielded interesting “interpretations” about myself and my conceptions of 
the topic.  Each response given by Derek would force me to mentally check with my own 
answers to see if we had concurrence on an issue.  In many areas we did, but it was in 
areas where we did not necessarily have the same interpretations of experiences or the 
same assumptions that forced me to think more about other possibilities.  When asking 
about how supporting his family was throughout his pre-service training, I was fascinated 
with the way in which Derek described his family’s lack of support for his career choice, 
particularly since my own family was very supportive of my career choice.  Hearing an 
answer from Derek that was not my experience forced me to think about how my career 
would be different if individuals so close to me disapproved of how I chose to make a 
living.  It was a very powerful exercise for me to try to understand the unique challenges 
and emotional turmoil that Derek likely experienced.  This internal process on my part 
allowed me to be more pensive about the impact certain situations, events and individuals 
have on a person, even years later. 
 
Self-reflexive Pilot 
As far as what happened to my own understandings of being a male elementary 





all “means” to me, although I did see myself being able to consider other viewpoints on 
this issue.  Reading the literature on this subject has really driven home for me the point 
that masculinity, while often treated as a monolithic and universal term, is actually quite 
nuanced and its construct is often created and enacted differently by individuals.  As 
such, I became more open-minded to accept the fact that the experiences of other male 
elementary teachers may not be interpreted in ways similar to mine, nor may their 
thoughts and opinions on the subject be the same.  Being self-reflexive throughout my 
pilot study has allowed me to embrace these differences and learn more about the topic, 
rather than just confirming my own suspicions. 
I saw changes in my own conceptions of being a male elementary teacher simply 
through my conducting the interviews in my pilot study.  In the larger study, I continued 
to return to the way I originally answered the set of interview questions, to see if I have 
gained any new insights about myself in light of what I interpret as that which I have 
learned about the interview participants.  As well, through this pilot study, I learned that I 
must constantly adjust, re-adjust, and rethink my research questions in this study, 
depending on individual participants’ responses and questions. 
Both pilot studies, one where I interviewed another person and the other where I 
was self-reflexive of myself, shaped the overall direction of the larger study.  As I result, 
I better understood Pillow’s (2003) notion of conducting research that struggles with 
one’s own assumptions, biases and expectations and how deeply these frame one’s 
interpretations and representations of data.  The work is not comfortable or easy and, as 
Pillow (2003) implores, these messy examples, ones that do not always reach successful, 





the chance to attempt these strategies and struggle with uncertainties in the pilot studies 
will hopefully improve the research throughout my larger study (Maxwell, 2009). 
 
Conclusion 
This dissertation research design aimed to investigate male elementary teachers 
and their perceptions of the concept and influences of “gender” on their daily educational 
lives and work, primarily through the strategy of semi-structured interviews.  These 
interviews were not meant to be seen as perfect or complete, because merely reporting 
the words that were said does not give credence to social, political, and historical as well 
as socio-cultural contextual understandings that undergird the actual dialogue and 
perceptions contained therein.  A thorough examination of these influences, as well as the 
researcher’s self-reflexive study, hoped to bring forth a more deeply nuanced 
understanding of the research questions, while knowing that attempting “to know, define, 
and sum up” (Benstock, 1991, p.5) will only succeed if we willingly fictionalize and 
simplify.  As Miller (1998) notes, we will never arrive at final or complete conclusions 
but rather it is our “incompleteness . . . that summons us to the tasks of knowledge and 









(Note: The following narratives are grouped and ordered by number of years of teaching 
experience.  Barry and John are retired teachers with over 25 years of experience and 
appear first.  Jim and Mike have been teaching for over 15 years and appear second.  
Matt and Ed have been teaching for over five years and appear third.  Brian and Joe have 
been teaching for less than five years and appear last.  I made this decision based on the 
assumption that teachers of similar ages and level of experience might choose to focus on 
similar aspects of teaching and to provide opportunities to compare and contrast at least 
two perspectives on a given issue.  Based on the open nature of our conversations, this 
assumption was not always supported, as participants did not always fit so neatly into 
chronological categories.  
Additionally, subheadings that frame the narratives for each participant were an 
attempt to provide as much insight as possible into the pre-teaching life of a teacher, as I 
believe that one’s experiences prior to becoming a teacher (from upbringing to what steps 
they took to become certified) influence one’s outlook on the actual work of being a 
teacher.  I chose to approach the present aspect of being a teacher by having teachers talk 
about their thoughts on teaching in general and their interpretations of their specific 
experiences. I also included a section about personal future plans and predictions about 
the profession, as many discussions with participants about teaching referred to the 





participant where I attempted to trouble some aspects of the interactions we shared, and 
to give pause to the fact that the researcher (me) was not an unbiased bystander to these 
events.  I chose to include lengthier narratives from each participant, as I found a wealth 
of insights into the content of the words they shared during our interviews.  While I often 
found these words and insights that were shared to be fascinating,  I do not believe that I 
can fully “let the words speak for themselves” which is why I’ve included sections of 
analysis and self-reflection throughout.) 
      
Barry was the first participant whom I interviewed for the study.  At the time of 
our interview, Barry was 71 years old and into his second decade of being retired from 
the classroom, having taught for a total of 34 years.  This made him the most experienced 
teacher in the study and this study’s deepest link to the past.  Barry is a gregarious 
person, prone to jokes and sarcasm, as our interviews would often play out. 
We met in a diner not far from his home, where Barry felt comfortable, as 
evidenced by the number of workers and other patrons who knew him.  Twice our 
conversation was interrupted by asides, once by a busboy who Barry has chatted with 
before at the restaurant (“he has two beautiful little girls, 7 and 4”) and once by one of the 
managers at the restaurant who actually was a student of Barry’s years earlier. People 
seemed to like Barry and Barry seemed to like people liking him.   
In addition to be a teacher for many years, Barry began working for the United 
Federation of Teachers (UFT), the union that represents teachers and other school staff in 
New York City.  He specializes in pension and retirement issues, topics that featured 





check in with me personally to make sure that I was doing the things he was 
advocating.  “Teachers need to be contributing as much as possible to their annuity 
accounts.  You are doing that, right Ed?” or “Make sure that you are never alone with one 
student because you never know what they might say you did to them.  You never do 
that, right Ed?”  It was part condescending, part paternal, part sweet, but is definitely a 
Barry trait.   
Barry is married to Paula, another former teacher.  Paula also featured 
prominently in our talks, even though she was never present.  Barry would reference her 
often, in a way that came off that they are still very much in love.  “Oh, I’m not sure, I’ll 
have to ask Paula and see if she remembers.”  “I’m always forgetting things; I don’t 
know how Paula stays with me.”  “Oh. Hold on a sec. Text from Paula.”  Barry also has 
two sons (“that I know of”), who have names but were jokingly explained to me as “the 
doctor and the one that is not a doctor.”  Recently, “the one that is not a doctor” had a 
baby boy, making Barry a grandfather for the first time, something that he is over the 
moon about.  Our most recent email exchange contained 18 pictures of baby Aidan and a 
long, wandering narrative about how his first few weeks have gone.   
  
Barry’s Upbringing 
Of all the men I interviewed for the project, Barry had the worst memory from his 
childhood.  He apologized for it many times, as he responded with some form of “I don’t 
remember” 17 times during our talks, so much so that I reminded him that he did have the 





until I was about 60.  Let me ask Paula.  She might remember.”  Despite this, Barry was 
able to remember some things about his upbringing and early school life. 
Barry and his sister grew up in a small house in the Midwood section of 
Brooklyn, off of Bedford Avenue near Brooklyn College.  His mother was a homemaker 
and his father had “some sort of business job, at least that’s what it seemed like to me.”  
It turned out that Barry’s father worked in accounting for a shipping company based in 
Brooklyn but that he never shared much about what happened at work.  Barry remembers 
his father coming home, reading the newspaper, and asking Barry about school.  “He 
would ask about how school was, but he would always just take my word for it.  I could 
have said anything, and he would have believed it.  I should have exploited this more.  
My mother was more attuned to what was going on but even she didn’t press that much.” 
As a result, Barry feels that he “kind of just drifted through school.  I don’t 
remember too many highs or lows.”  In describing himself as a student, Barry stated that 
he would call himself “nerdy, maybe a little silly.”  However, Barry also claimed to be an 
average student, estimating about a C+ ability, which detracts from his definition of 
nerdy.  “The issue was whether I was applying myself.  I felt like I just didn’t try that 
hard but could pick up a lot just from being there.  I never felt like I didn’t understand the 
work or was really confused.  My grades could have been a lot better.”   
I asked Barry if he had any male teachers growing up and he was able to 
remember one, his 6th grade teacher of Italian descent, Mr. Garonne.  Excited to get 
some more insight into Barry as an elementary student, I asked Barry to tell me what it 
was like to be in Mr. Garonne’s class.  “To be honest, I don’t remember if I liked his 





look like Clark Kent.  My friends and I used to make up stories about how maybe he 
really was Clark Kent.  I also remember that halfway through the year he went from 
being Mr. Garonne to being Dr. Garonne.  So, there was that.” 
Barry attended Midwood High School and did a little better in school.  “I took a 
shine to my history courses and was always interested in politics.  I never ran for 
anything, but I liked reading the student newspaper to follow the elections.  We also read 
Machiavelli’s ‘The Prince’, which I remember liking.  But I stayed the same silly kid 
who would just drift on through.”  He had always assumed that he would go to college 
and had always assumed that he would attend Brooklyn College, which was close by.  
Upon graduation, that is exactly what he did.     
 
How Barry Became a Teacher 
Barry has an interesting story of how he would eventually become a teacher, the 
details of which speak specifically to timing, opportunity, and a unique time in American 
history.  As Barry (who is Jewish and made several references to the fact during the 
course of our talks) puts it, “All Jewish mothers want to be able to brag that their son 
became a doctor or a lawyer.”  “Do you know what ‘kvelling’ means?  It’s Yiddish for 
being overflowing with pride.  Every mother wants to kvell for their children’s 
accomplishments.”  
Attending local Brooklyn College, Barry graduated with a degree in Political 
Science (a legitimate interest of his) and set his sights on obtaining his law degree.  Being 
able to finally study something he enjoyed, Barry became a strong student in college and 





Brooklyn Law School.  He quickly found the course content to be difficult, so much so 
that he spent most of the first year writing limericks, a passion of his, instead of studying.  
At the end of the first semester, he was given notice that he would “not be welcomed 
back” for the next semester and knew he would have to change his plans.  But he still had 
to tell his mother, who encouraged him that semester by repeatedly saying “don’t worry, 
it will all work out.”  Barry used his limerick writing skills to break the news. 
“I know you don’t want me to fake it, 
So, I’ll tell you and I hope you can take it. 
But that paper-thin veneer, 
That is my law school career, 
Is over. I just didn’t make it.” 
 
His mother was disappointed, and so was Barry.  But a more pressing issue 
presented itself - being a graduate student granted him a draft deferment, and by virtue of 
being tossed out of school, he ran the risk of going to war.  As luck would have it, one of 
his law school classmates (who was also not invited back for the next semester) found an 
ad in the New York Post (“Back when it was a liberal paper!”) advertising the ITT, the 
Intensive Teacher Training program.  There would be a 6-week training period and then 
all would be given a teaching credential and “plunked” down in a school.  The training 
program and being a teacher carried a draft deferment and required no prerequisite 
certifications.  Barry and his friend called the phone number and signed up that day. 
After the training period, Barry was placed (“No interview, I just showed up and I 
guess they hoped I wasn’t an axe murderer”) at PS 174 in Brooklyn.  He says that there 
was a shortage of teachers, particularly in the “minority-based schools,” which is how 
Barry described his and other schools in the Brownsville-East New York section of 





underpaid, but this was back in the late ‘60s.  Teachers made no money - but at least it 
was a steady income and it kept me out of the war.”   
 
Barry’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
I asked Barry about his first year of teaching, but he couldn’t recall too many 
specific details about “screwups” in the classroom, but he did remember certain 
overarching ideas.  One was the collegial atmosphere of the staff.  Barry felt that the 
other teachers in the school would “cover” for him and assist if he made any mistakes.  
Other teachers were Barry’s allies in a multi-fronted struggle with the principal, the 
parents, and the students, struggles that Barry both defended and felt guilt about.  On the 
one hand, the principal was a “strange man, who only got stranger as the years went on” 
(Barry was there for 14 years), but he was someone who was supportive of the staff, kept 
the students in check, and really disliked the parents.  The parents, according to Barry, 
were “a mixed bag - but mostly all suffering from poverty and many were suspect of the 
white teachers at the school. They were not allowed to come into the school at all . . . you 
have to remember, this was 50 years ago, before parents had the right to do that kind of 
thing.  I remember him calling the police on one woman who came in and berated him. 
He was definitely obsessive compulsive, and his rigid rules rubbed some the wrong way.” 
Finally, the students “are always a challenge, but the most predictable and the 
most rewarding.”  Barry said his early experiences working at PS 174 showed him what it 
was like to work with students who had “nothing” and showed him what a difference 
money and parental involvement made in a student’s school life.  “To people who still do 





schools and tell me they are all equal.  My friends say I’m a bleeding heart, but these are 
little kids.  And the reasons that these, again, little kids don’t have a better experience 
comes down to how much money their parents have.  It’s not the five-year old’s fault.” 
Barry also met his wife at PS174, a fellow teacher and someone who seemed to 
bring out the best in him.  They moved to Staten Island (“what was still a small town, 
back then”) and bought a house in a quiet, but growing, neighborhood of New 
Springville.    Barry was able to transfer to a middle school in Staten Island, IS 7, which 
was a relief, as the commute to Brooklyn was difficult.  Teaching at a middle school was 
a bit different, as the maturity of the students proved to be a blessing and a curse (“Little 
kids will believe anything you tell them”), as Barry reveled in having a more independent 
audience but cringed with the hormonal concerns and instincts of the student body.  He 
only taught at IS 7 for one year, and soon found himself at PS 14 in the Stapleton section 
of Staten Island, teaching in a neighborhood not unlike where he started his career.   
Teaching at PS 14 only lasted for 3 years, as Barry was “excessed” from his 
school.  Excessing is a practice by which an individual school needs fewer teachers than 
they did the previous year, and those extra teachers are forced to take employment at 
another school.  The determination of who is excessed goes in reverse seniority order.  
Barry, with 17 years of teaching experience at that point, would ordinarily be extremely 
unlikely to be excessed, as most schools only excess a few teachers per year, and those 
teachers usually are very new to the profession.  PS 14 was a rare case where all the 
teachers were veterans, and Barry, with his 17 years of experience, was the closest they 
had to a rookie.  The silver lining of the situation for Barry was that his high seniority 





PS Welldrab (described as a “country club” to him by the personnel director), the school 
at which he would remain for the rest of his career. 
Barry seemed to really enjoy his time at PS Welldrab.  He started out teaching 4th 
grade but soon learned about a program to bring computer classes to public schools, “at a 
time when no one had a computer at home, and most kids had never even seen a 
computer.” Being the “computer teacher” became a nice perk for Barry, and he felt that 
he was doing his part in getting the students ready for an exciting new technological 
time.  “It seems quaint now, but everything about computers was new.  The fact that there 
were colors and letters on a screen was such a step up from a typewriter.  It was such a 
treat for the kids to just use the computer, let alone use it for educational purposes. We 
did the Logo program where the kids made etch-a-sketch style drawings on the screen for 
30 minutes.  And they loved every minute of it!  Kids today would mutiny.” 
Barry also cited how great all of the people were, from the low-key principal 
(who wasn’t picking fights with the parents, like his past principal had), to the students 
(who had parents who sent them to school ready to learn) to the fellow teachers (many 
who became life-long friends).  His experiences in schools that had very clear and 
widespread challenges made his new school seem like a different world, where 
challenges still existed but were limited to a handful of students or were within the realm 
of typical age-appropriate behavior. 
Over the course of his career, Barry noticed a downward trend at his country club 
school, with more difficult students making their presence felt in the classroom.  Despite 
racist claims made by colleagues towards black and brown students, Barry could attest 





good training for what the school was becoming.  Barry shared a conversation he had 
with his principal during this time.  The principal, a respected African-American woman 
in the community, had just had a difficult conversation with an Africa-American mother 
whom she explained to Barry was “too ghetto for her own good” and how she was 
especially drained from working with black kids because of her desire for see them 
improve their standing in a racist world.  Barry jokingly suggested the principal put a sign 
on the lawn of the school reading “No more black kids” but then added that she include 
“And no white trash either!” underneath.  They both laughed about where best to place 
the sign, and Barry and his principal would remain close friends until her recent death.  
The anecdote illustrated how, among other things, Barry sometimes has no filter when it 
comes to hot button topics, especially if there is a joke to be had. 
Continuing the theme of schools and parents not seeing eye to eye, Barry pointed 
to the shift in focus of student learning moving from the family to the teacher.  If a child 
failed in school, it became the teacher’s fault, not anyone else’s.  “I get it to an extent.  
The state can mandate that parents feed and wash and clothe kids.  But they can’t 
mandate that you do a lot of other things.  Teachers are at a higher standard and are 
highly trained.  But we are also outnumbered, and we don’t have these kids from 
birth.”  Barry feels the guilt of not being able to reach every student, as well as “kids 
being dealt a shitty hand by life.  Several times in our discussions, Barry lamented that 








Barry’s Thoughts on Teaching 
Reaching every child, particularly on an academic level, is one of the changes 
Barry saw through the years as an elementary teacher.  At the start of his career, he felt 
that there was less demands on a teacher to be responsible for the academic achievement 
of students, if parents and school administration were satisfied with the effort he was 
giving.  As time went on, Barry explains that more emphasis was placed on making sure 
students met certain benchmarks for promotion and that their performance on high stakes 
testing was taken much more seriously.  Time and time again, Barry pointed to the home 
environment of the child as making the biggest difference in academic achievement.  On 
this Barry related, “Look, you have some so-so teachers in the building, always have 
been, probably always will be.  So, what do the parents do? They overcompensate at 
home to help their kid achieve.  If your mom sends you to school with an expectation that 
you will learn, that’s more than half the teacher’s battle!” 
Also of interest to Barry was the litigiousness involving touching the students.  He 
laughed about how it may sound when taken out of context, but Barry called himself “a 
toucher.”  He felt that many students respond to a pat on the back or a hug or even a 
handshake, which he says many children do not do properly.  In the interest of protecting 
students from inappropriate touching, Barry sees teachers as shying away from all 
contact, something that he notes would be difficult for him today, as he felt that being 
“interactive” with the students was one of his best strengths.  Barry continues “honestly, 
there are a lot of things about teaching that would be difficult for me, including touching 
the kids.  I definitely would have been in trouble for making inappropriate or sexist jokes 





didn’t feel as comfortable calling it out as much.”  Barry assures me that he is trying to 
learn to be better but “it’s hard for an old dog to learn new tricks.”  
(Another example of a joke that would probably get Barry in trouble today: I 
asked Barry about the stereotype from Sargent’s research that men who enter the 
profession may be pedophiles or homosexuals.  Barry responded with what he calls “my 
standard joke:”  “If you want to cure pedophilia, you force them become teachers.  Of 
course, you watch them very carefully for a year or two.  At the end of two years, they 
are going to hate kids so much they will never touch another one.  Seriously, though, I 
think that is too limiting.  There are other reasons why people get into the profession.  
Even if you are a pedophile - what do you expect to work there for a year or two and 
touch a kid and not be found out in this day and age?  So, that is not valid.  Being 
homosexual, does that mean you like little kids?  Little kids are repulsive, let’s face it.  
Not your children or my children, but other people’s children.”)  
In talking to Barry about his experience of being a “male” elementary teacher, 
Barry attempted to paint an experience that may be different to the one faced by teachers 
today.  He explained that in his first teaching assignment, he estimated that 25% of the 
staff were men, much higher than the 9% found nationally more recently.  He attributed 
this to many things, including the draft deferment, but also to the idea that men were 
better suited to deal with the discipline problems seen as prevalent in schools that served 
minority students.  He felt that male teachers were tasked with primarily keeping order, 
with academic learning being a secondary concern. “Early in my career, that was the 
number one objective.  Well, I guess it is always the number one objective, but in my old 





you also had to be teaching.”  Due to this, he felt that men had a distinct advantage in 
being hired to work on the elementary level, because the perception was that men could 
wrangle the unruly classes.   
Once in the fold of teaching, Barry noticed very little differences between 
expectations for male and female teachers.  He believes that some of the boys in his class 
may have been to relate to him more than to a female teacher, but, admittedly, this was 
just a hunch on his part.  He does think that many children growing up without an active 
father did allow him the opportunity to play the role of a positive male role model for 
kids who needed it.  “If I didn’t have a dad, I’m sure I’d latch on to a grandfather or rabbi 
or the ice cream man, somebody that I could learn from.  But to be honest, we all do that 
despite gender.  You mean to tell me that you never learned life lessons from someone 
outside of your parents?” 
I asked Barry what would be different if 50% of the teachers on the elementary 
level were men.  He pointed to only two things that might change, in his perspective.  The 
first was that there would be more stability in the profession, noting that many female 
teachers take time off, sometimes years, to care for their own children. (Current policy in 
NYC allows either parent to take off extended time for a growing family.)  Secondly, he 
saw gender difference as a way for students to connect with teachers differently.  Barry 
noted that sometimes any difference that teachers bring to the classroom (be it personality 
or demographic or physicality or interest) presents an opportunity for students to be 
drawn into school from a different angle.  He would like to see more male teachers 
recruited for that reason, while also recognizing that gender alone is not a sufficient 





Absolutely. Positively.  We don’t want lousy teachers, ok? But I think it helps to think 
more about who could be a good teacher and right now we just don’t have a lot of men in 
those roles. It makes a larger pool available, and positives for some kids to relate 
to.  Some kids will relate to that guy better than to that lady.”  
On the question of why Barry remained in elementary teaching for his career, 
Barry pointed largely to personal tendencies and general happiness with his lifestyle.  “I 
was very comfortable where I was.  Settled and comfortable.  So were a lot of my friends.  
I had no interest in becoming a supervisor.  I just thought that they really did not 
understand teachers and they had become a little more difficult over the years.” Barry 
also retired at 58, which was three years past the time that qualified him to retire. “I was 
not happy to get out, I still really loved teaching.  That moment when you talk until you 
are blue in the face and then suddenly one student’s eyes and face light up because he or 
she finally understands! It’s a fabulous feeling!” While Barry still loved the interaction of 
teaching, he found other aspects of the job to become more and more trying.   
There was a change of supervisors at his school, and a new principal came in who 
Barry did not see eye to eye with.  “She started the school year and within three weeks, 
we had our first disagreement.  It all went downhill from there.”  Barry also credits 
general fatigue and intolerance with his decision to retire.  “I think I got tired really, and I 
became a little intolerant.  I’ve been doing this for 34 years and you are going to come in 
and tell me how to act in the classroom? Maybe I could have been more open minded, but 







What Comes Next for Barry and His Predictions on the Profession 
“One of the most important things to come from being retired is the idea of what 
is truly important in life  I am fortunate, because a lot has worked out for me, but if I 
could talk to younger Barry, there is so much I would tell him.  Now that I am retired, I 
am so grateful for some of the things that came out of being a teacher all of those years.  
And there was also much that I cared too much about that doesn’t amount to a hill of 
beans now.”  Barry explains that he is talking about money, first and foremost.  “We all 
learn to live within our checks.  If you make a commitment to putting money away, even 
just one percent at a time, it makes a huge difference.  What’s the number one thing 
people tell me when I talk about saving retirement? ‘I should have started sooner.’”  
Barry also says that we shy away from talking about money but that is one of our biggest 
sources of stress that infects the rest of our life.  “The retirement benefits, particularly the 
defined benefit (his emphasis) pension is a treasured gift that every educator should be 
thankful for.  You give years of your life to this job; a retirement of security is the true 
reward.” 
Financial planning is not the only thing that Barry emphasized about knowing 
ahead of time.  “I gained so much personally from being a teacher.  My wife.  Great 
friends.  A sense of purpose and a way to give back, whether it was to the kids, the 
community, or now, giving back to other teachers.  It sounds corny but it gave me a 
reason to get out of bed in the morning, that I was at least trying to help.  Now, I don’t 
think I was the best teacher of all time, but I don’t feel that I ever hated the job 
either.”  Gaining the friends was not something Barry expected.  “I keep in touch with so 





were people I really got to know, from eating lunch together, to being in the same bot 
against the principal or the students or the parents, we really did become a close 
group.  And I’m grateful for that.  We practically spend more time at work that at home, 
so you might as well get to know the people around you.” 
While optimistic in potential, Barry also underscored the reality of teaching.  “The 
fact of the matter is you just aren’t going to reach every kid.  Some kids have so many 
strikes against them, that the best thing you can do is give them a little respite while they 
are at school, a little time to be a kid and be shown positive attention.  But will they all 
grow up to be doctors or lawyers, or even go to college, no.  And you have to come to 
terms with that.  It sounds like a surrender, but I think it’s the first step to really 
understanding what you can do to help.  What’s that old prayer - change what you can, 
ignore what you can’t but have the wisdom to know the difference?   It’s like that.  And 
killing yourself over it is not the answer.” 
Barry, an avid history student, deeply appreciated the past experiences of teachers 
in New York City, particularly with the struggle to organize the teaching corps into a 
powerful labor union, the United Federation of Teachers (UFT).  “People think that a lot 
of what we have just came out of thin air.  No, we had to fight for it.  And not fight in the 
direct sense, but in the smart sense.  Strength in numbers, solidarity, not selling out the 
unborn.  Voting in elections.  The little things that make a big difference.  So, you don’t 
want to just give it all back.  That’s why I’m still involved with the union.”  Barry saw 
teachers as part of a brotherhood, despite how isolating our jobs can sometimes be.  “I 
know we all operate in our own classrooms sometimes.  But we are in this together. It 





you get out at three o’clock every day and have summers off. We have to advocate for 
one another.  And I don’t think that has to stop when you retire.”    
 
Troubling Interactions with Barry 
In attempting to trouble what Barry said, I realize that I seemed to connect 
emotionally with Barry.  He was a people person, who liked to joke and smile, which 
made our interviews enjoyable.  As a result, I feel that my own thinking was influenced 
by these good feelings.  Barry’s continual insistence that teachers cannot reach every 
student, when spoken from Barry’s mouth, seemed reasonable and realistic.  However, I 
felt tension because I think I would have interpreted this admission more negatively had 
he and I not already established rapport.  I wonder how much more of Barry’s responses 
were seen in a favorable way because of our personal warmth. 
Barry’s position as a retired teacher may have contributed to his tendency to talk 
about his career in sweeping narratives.  Perhaps as a result of his advanced age, Barry 
was able to see his story as having a beginning, middle, end, complete with predictable 
highs and lows.  Perhaps, also, I was primed to piece together his story as such.  I felt 
myself leaning on chronology when speaking with participants, assuming that they would 
tell me about how teaching was very hard in the beginning, but then they got the hang of 
things, and eventually, how they decided it was time to retire.  I question whether it was 
Barry following the script, me anticipating that the script would be followed, or a 
combination of the two.   
Over the course of the interviews, I think I was subconsciously aware of the fact 





earlier generation.  I questioned and recoiled less from his remarks regarding race and 
gender than I think I would have from a younger participant.  Maybe I should have 
pressed more when he described schools as “country clubs” or why how he saw his role 
as a white teacher in a non-white community.  Subconsciously, I made the decision to 
tread lighter in these areas with Barry.   
In trying not to “let the facts speak for themselves,” I remind myself that Barry 
(and I) are being influenced by many outside factors, as well as the influence of the two 
of us coming together to talk about our conceptions of our experiences.  It is messy, and 
although a transcript of exactly what was said and my narrative of what was discussed 
exists, the words alone do not fully encompass the invisible forces at play.  In my view, 
we had enjoyable talks, which also impacted his responses.  How would these responses 
have been different if Barry and I did not get along well?  If I was a different age, gender, 
race, etc.?  These questions about context and positionality are infinite and should be 













John was the second person interviewed for the study and the second participant 
to be into retirement when we spoke.  This is not to say that John was out of education for 
long, as he continues to coordinate after school and summer programs, two side hustles 
he also kept up during his 33-year teaching career.  John was also seemed to be the most 
religious of the participants I worked with, beginning with the influence Catholic 
schooling had on him (particular the male teachers) but also on his semi-religious 
conviction regarding teaching students about ethics and judgment, rather than just subject 
matter. 
John’s use of casual profanity contrasted with some of the other interviews I 
conducted, and, quite frankly, made our talks more enjoyable.  He peppered his remarks 
with elongated “Buuuuulshit”s and punctuated “Fuck that”s.  He seemed to forget that he 
was being interviewed for a serious research project called a “dissertation,” instead often 
acting as if I were an old friend who was chatting him up for advice.  He told several 
stories that required the assumption that I personally knew the characters involved, but 
when I said that I did not know the person in question, John still assumed that I did but 
also gave me the important details about each person (“You know John Zarelli, right? 
No? Well, you know John, he always liked to be sure all the teachers were dressed 
professionally . . . .”).  John’s avuncular approach made for an easy back and forth that 





I also got the feeling from John that it was a pleasure to have his thoughts on 
teaching on the record somewhere.  His career spanned five decades, and his efforts 
throughout his teaching career evoked a great deal of pride for him.  While he certainly 
does describe himself as the hero of his life story, John did seem to have an awareness 
that he could have made improvements along the way and that maybe things would have 
been different if he had made different career choices.  Being happily retired with friends 
and family makes these regrets minimal, but John was not shy about bringing them up 
and being introspective.   
 
John’s Upbringing 
John was born and raised on Staten Island, with his younger brother, mother, and 
father.  “We were a tight knit family.  My mother’s family lived out on Long Island, so 
we didn’t see them that often.  My dad’s family we saw more frequently, but mostly it 
was just the four of us.”  John’s family lived in public housing in the Tompkinsville 
section of Staten Island.  “You think of the projects today - they weren’t like that years 
ago.  First off, mostly white people lived in my buildings.  We had some Puerto Rican 
families and a few black, but mostly it was Italian and Irish, Catholic families.  It was 
really fun - there were always enough kids to play.  And oh, we would play.  We had 
enough kids to play these huge games of baseball - everybody extra would just go into 
the outfield and shag balls.”  Interestingly, although John’s family qualified for public 
housing, John’s parents insisted on sending him and his brother to Catholic school, which 






Catholic school for John was not always easy.  Although an average to good 
student (“high 80’s, low 90’s”), John did remember getting whacked a few times for what 
was judged “deviant” behavior by his teachers.  These experiences stayed with John.  “I 
was never the type to want to be physical with a kid.  I think that’s why I developed such 
a loud voice when dealing with misbehavior as a teacher. I would rather bark than 
bite.”  John also remembered how much the element of fear played into his education.  
“We were all really scared of our teachers.  We knew Jesus loved us, but we weren’t so 
sure Sister Marilyn did.  We definitely feared her more than anything else.”  Nuns taught 
all of the classes at his school until 7th grade.  In 7th and 8th grade, John had two male 
teachers, both of whom had an outsized influence on his pedagogical approaches.   
Brother Dennis in 7th grade and Brother Gregory in 8th grade were the only two 
male teachers John had outside of high school and John thought both were great teachers. 
“That guy, Brother Gregory, he was a corker, but he was a terrific teacher and he didn’t 
put up with any nonsense.  I guess if there was anyone who influenced my career later on, 
it was him.  Both of the brothers utilized measures you could never do as a public school 
teacher as far as discipline is concerned, but that never affected my admiration for how he 
taught.  He was a brilliant man, rough on us but also understanding.  I really liked him.” 
John also counts some of the brothers in his all-boys high school as strong mentors, who 
helped him stay on the right path as he navigated transitioning to adulthood.  John grew 
up very much being a part of the church and considers himself a believer and a practicing 
Catholic even now.   
John described Staten Island as a fun place to grow up.  “As I said, we had kids 





supervision in those days.  Just be back for dinner.  We would play ball at the schoolyard 
or the field for hours.”  John has a lot of positive memories that he pulled out as we 
spoke.  He describes the time in the fall of 1960 when then-Presidential candidate John F. 
Kennedy campaigned at the Staten Island ferry terminal and his brother and John broke 
away from the group and got to meet the future president. “Michael (his brother) got one 
half of his hand and I got the other half,” as Kennedy grasped at outstretched onlookers 
who stood behind a barricade.  “But he was an asshole, Kennedy.  We might have been 
the only family on the block that voted for Nixon.”   
John grew up heavily influenced by his father, who was a manager of a Miles 
shoe store for 25 years in the Stapleton section of Staten Island.  “My dad was an 
institution down there - back when people had a connection with the local stores.”  John 
recalled his father working every day at the store, building strong relationships with many 
customers in the neighborhood and feeling validated by the hard work he put in each day. 
However, a life in retail sales was not what John’s parents had hoped for him.  “They 
wanted me to go to college, and I got into Wagner College despite being an average kid 
in school.  As for college, I didn’t know in the beginning.  I didn’t like being a student 
and I wanted to get out there and start making a living for myself.” 
 
How John Became a Teacher 
Feeling out of place in college, John’s father encouraged him to take a career 
aptitude test from Catholic Charities and funded by the City of New York.  This test 
aimed to pair participants with fields of study that would best match their current skills 





with the exploits of his uncle, a World War II veteran pilot, John was always interested in 
aircrafts and tales of military exploits.  It is a regret of John’s, for despite the interest, he 
never seriously pursued his love of flight.  Luckily for John, the test did not find that 
being a pilot would be an ideal job for him. 
However, architecture was a possibility for John.  Being a strong math student 
helped, as did his spatial awareness, talents that John hoped would impress his 
interviewer.  However, it turned out that John’s artistic ability left much to be desired and 
his interviewer bluntly called him on it.  “He said ‘You can forget about architecture; you 
have no talent in drawing’.  I kind of figured that but it does burn me that, nowadays, it’s 
all computer-generated drawing, I don’t think they do anything themselves.”  The three 
areas that were suggested to John were law, business, and teaching.  John attempted each. 
“I took a pre-law class and it was ok.  Then, I did some accounting, some 
business.  I didn’t really like those classes.  The business class particularly was boring as 
hell.  I said, ‘You know what? Let me get a couple of education credits.’ So, I did. And 
out of the three, I liked education the best.  I said, ‘Maybe this is it’. The rest is history.”  
While John enjoyed the idea of teaching and found his coursework interesting, reflecting 
on it, John found most of what he learned about actually teaching to be “useless.”  As we 
talked further, John walked back that descriptor back a bit, saying that while he did learn 
some things about theory, it was not until he started student teaching and really working 
with students that he felt his true teacher education began.  “Theory is fine but when I got 
to the classroom, we followed basal readers and curriculum guides, so we just followed 
the text.  I needed to learn a lot more about everything else going on. Luckily, I met some 





Joan Redding, a reading specialist, who taught me a lot about reading.  We are still 
friends.” 
His parents’ reaction to John expressing an interest in teaching and eventually 
landing a teaching job were positive but mixed.  “Pop was all about it.  He was a riot.  He 
would tell everyone at work about his son that was going off to teach, fighting the good 
fight.  He had real pride about it, which, looking back, would be something I’d think he’d 
be like if I was becoming a doctor or something more highbrow.  He really projected the 
higher calling aspect of it to others, while privately talking to me about how wonderful it 
would be to not work on the weekends and the summertime.  Pop had a little bit of a 
distorted view of what teaching would entail, but looking back, I loved him for being 
happy for me.”  John’s mom was less enthusiastic about teaching but not 
unsupportive.  “She didn’t really go one way or the other, she just said ‘whatever makes 
you happy.’  She wasn’t pushing me like my dad was.”     
John decided to focus his degree on teaching social studies to intermediate and 
high school students.  He completed his courses but soon found that there were very few 
jobs available for his degree in intermediate or high schools.  Discouraged, John heard 
from a friend of his that he principal of PS 41 (an elementary school) was looking to hire 
male teachers to teach at his school.  John explained to his friend that he was only 
certified to teach social studies on the secondary level, but his friend said to go see the 
principal anyway.  The principal was strongly seeking to add male staff members to his 
schools, despite what qualifications they might have.  Intrigued, John went to see the 
principal about what he could do to begin working.  The principal said to forget about 





teaching assignment prove enjoyable, John could always get his master’s degree in 
elementary education afterwards. This conversation happened at the end of the school 
year, so John would have the summer months to get ready. 
That summer, John saw the Sidney Poitier movie, “To Sir with Love,” and it 
deeply affected John.  “It was the movie of the summer and the best movie for me to see 
before my first year.  It was a little scared and a little excited, so the movie inspired me.  I 
didn’t know what kind of kids I was going to get.  Of course, they weren’t anything like 
he had.  You’ve seen the movie, right?”  When I answered that I had not seen the movie, 
John took what seemed like ten minutes describing the movie to me and then 
admonishing me for not seeing a movie that debuted over 50 years ago.  I was able to feel 
his passion for this movie.  Channeling his inner Mr. Thackeray, John set forth to begin 
his teaching career that September. 
 
John’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
John spent one year in middle school and hated it. “I knew right then that I did not 
want to deal with teenagers.  Everything was a problem with them.  Upper elementary 
was a perfect age for me, the kids were independent, but most were still nice kids who 
were interested in what I had to say.”  John said that he “got a kick out of seeing kids 
learn.  Even the tough kids would show some progress as the year went along.  And we 
had some tough ones, believe me.”  John never intended to teach any other grade than 4th 
or 5th and, once he made it to PS Welldrab, he never did, teaching fifth grade his first 
year and moving to fourth grade until he became a cluster teacher.  “I always taught 





thought I would want to teach gifted students after a new program, the IGC (intellectually 
gifted children) came to our school but Schorkoff (his principal at the time) put the 
kibosh on that.”  His principal did not think that he was the right fit for the position, the 
right “kind of teacher” for a gifted class, a slight and oblique criticism that stung a 
bit.  John’s friends were outraged but John felt that, deep down, his principal was 
probably right.  “I’m kind of glad it didn’t’ work out because I never thought of the 
parent angle of it - I wasn’t ready to be inundated with parents talking to me about why 
little Johnny got a 99 on his test and not a 100.” 
John struggled with the desire to make meaningful connections with students and 
the desire to make sure they were disciplined effectively. Given the choice, John saw 
discipline as primary.  “I never wanted to be known as a teacher that didn’t have control.  
You’d hear reports of other schools where the kids were in charge.  Not on my watch.  I 
was harsh.  It is true, I would yell, I would make the kids write as a punishment.  I know 
that wouldn’t fly today.  But it worked.  The kids didn’t want to do the writing, so they 
mostly stayed in line. Some of the rules today are so stupid.”  I asked John if his desire to 
be seen as a disciplinarian contributed to students shying away from him.  “I don’t think 
so, really.  In the beginning, yes, many of the kids tightened up and probably were afraid 
of me.  But as the year went on, they got to know me and knew what to expect so the 
harsher punishments happened less.  I think most kids, they won’t admit it, but they want 
the teacher to be in charge.  With the teacher, you have rules and someone to enforce the 
rules.  It’s safe.” 
John expressed a willingness to go off script with his class if he felt the need.  “I 





that anymore.  But I would do it often.  Whatever was happening.  I guess you could call 
them ‘teachable moments’.”  John recalls teaching students about the importance of 
having pride in where you live, especially as it pertains to litter.  “I hate litter and if you 
look around, there is litter everywhere.  We used to have a program, Trashbusters, where 
we would take the kids out and clean up an area.  The Advance (the local newspaper) 
came out a few times and took pictures of us.  It wasn’t reading and writing and 
arithmetic, but it was something they could use for life.  Maybe if more people got 
involved with cleaning up, there wouldn’t be so much garbage everywhere.”  John would 
talk about personal finance with his students, having them make budgets for their family 
and make decisions about wants and needs.  “I was trying to show the kids that money 
doesn’t grow on trees and that you should know what you are spending on.  It might have 
been a little above their heads, but better to talk about it early and maybe some of it sticks 
than to not teach it at all.” 
In relating his experiences teaching, John mentioned that there were many times 
where something happened in the classroom or school building that was 
unexpected.  “I’ve come to expect the unexpected in this job.  And it’s always when you 
least expect it.”  John went on to tell a story about a time one of the fourth graders 
brought a gun into school.  “We had heard from one of the kids in another class that this 
one kid is saying he has a gun in his schoolbag and that he would show the other kids at 
lunch.  So, me and Tony (another teacher at the school) go into the kid’s bag when the 
class was at gym and, as sure as I’m standing here, there it is, a black handgun right there 
next to his lunch.  Turned out that it was unloaded, thank God but could you imagine? A 





trouble for just having it.  But that’s something they don’t teach you about in college - 
you might have to confiscate a gun from a kid’s school bag one day.”  
John stood out from the other men in this study, as he not only considered 
becoming an administrator, but he actually held the license and actively pursued the 
promotion.  “I was someone who was always looking to make extra money on the side.  
So, I had been running the afterschool center and vacation day (summer) camp at PS 41 
for many years before transferring over to PS Welldrab.  And I did a good job with it!  
Minimal problems always had enough in our budget.  I got to thinking about maybe 
going for administration.  Then, there was an opening at our school after the principal 
retired and they promoted another teacher to be interim acting assistant principal.  She 
had no qualifications!  Never ran a program, never took a course, nothing.  So, I said well 
that’s it, I’m not letting this happen again.  I went and got my license and about three 
years later, the position opens again, and I go out for it.  They interviewed 70 people for 
this job.  I made the final 4. 4 out of 70!  And I was so pissed that they picked someone 
else.  But people told me ‘Hey, it’s your first time applying, and you made it down to the 
last 4?! That’s fantastic!’  But after missing out on that job, I kind of resigned myself to 
just staying in the classroom and playing god after school and in the summer.”   
John was hurt by that hiring process but took solace in the fact that all his friends 
in the building could remain his friends, as being their supervisor certainly would have 
changed things.  “I completely stopped applying and never heard from anyone.  Then one 
day six years later, I get a call and the person on the other end says that this is so and so, 
principal of PS 45.  Would you like to be my assistant principal?  My jaw was on the 





alone.  No interview required.  She wanted me for the job, and that left me with a really 
good feeling.  Plus, the school was right up the block from my house, I could walk every 
day.  I asked her if I could sleep on it.”  John talked it over with his wife and they 
ultimately decided against taking the job.  “I always wonder what if.  At that stage in my 
career, I didn’t really want to pack up and start somewhere new.  Plus, I heard that the 
principal was one tough cookie.  I’d have to work for her.  I don’t know if I was just 
complacent or what, but I just didn’t have the fire in my belly that I did years earlier. 
Making that phone call was one of the toughest things in my career.  I wonder if I made 
the right decision.” 
Figuring out when it was time to retire was an emotional decision for John.  “I 
had been a teacher for so long and I felt like I could keep doing a good job.  But that’s 
essentially what clinched it for me.  I was still good; I hadn’t gotten burned out or 
diminished. Now, I did have issues with some of the new things that were coming down 
the pike.  At that time, they were starting to do PSEN, pupils with special educational 
needs, and I worked with them.  A lot of these kids were in pretty rough shape and you 
felt for them. But the worst part was the paperwork.  One day I went down to my 
principal and I said ‘don’t put any more of these papers in my mailbox.  Either give me 
more prep periods to fill it out or I’ll do it instead of teaching from now on.  You choose.’  
You have to remember, I had 30 years in at that point.  They told me, ‘John, you have to 
do it.’  I was so consumed by it, I used to wake up at 3 o’clock in the morning worrying.  
Then one day, Roseanne (his wife) told me ‘Bob (another teacher) is retiring from 
teaching gym.  You either go in there and tell them you want that job, or we are getting a 





able to become a gym cluster teacher for a year and a half and I loved it. Then, in 
November, we were all eating supper and Michael (his son) asked me ‘Hey Pop, when 
can you retire?’ I told him I was thinking about packing it in in June.  Then he asked me 
when could I officially retire with benefits and it turned out that I really could retire 
December 17th, when the contract was over.  Michael said, ‘So why don’t you retire 
then?’  I started to explain the whole business with not leaving the school hanging to find 
a new gym teacher and to see graduation and all, but I realized that leaving right after the 
holidays would be fine too.  And there would be a line around the block to take my gym 
job.  So that’s what I did.  I’ll never forget, a father stopped me outside of school and 
said, ‘Can I have a word with you?’ I agreed and the father asked me why I was retiring.  
I explained a little bit and the dad stopped me and said, ‘But you are still good.’ And I 
said one word: exactly.  I was still good, so it was better to leave before things went 
downhill and I needed to be pushed out.”  
 
John’s Thoughts on Teaching 
“It used to be, you walked upstairs to your classroom, closed the door, and then 
you taught how you wanted to.  No more.  Schools have their little minions who are 
around the building to make sure that no one is off schedule.  It is really like back to the 
old factory model, where everyone does the same thing, either on the same schedule on 
exactly opposite schedules.  Principals once upon a time left lesson plans up to teachers 
to deal with.  Now, it’s ‘you need to be doing it this way.’ It really is a shame.” 
John insisted that teachers must teach students “what they need to know” for 





what he valued about his life, presumably not being a litterbug, financial responsibility, 
and personal responsibility (such as honoring your word and showing up to places on 
time).  John says that he would quiz the students about what time to arrive to an 
appointment (“10 minutes early was the answer all the time, but I’d make them figure out 
the exact time.)  He would also give students macro budgets for a household and teach 
them percentages by telling them to allocate certain amounts to certain categories.  His 
goal was to show kids that it is not easy to survive on a small salary but that it can be 
done.  He also preached never to have a balance on credit cards.  “I don’t know if these 
lessons stuck with all my students, but I felt it my duty to at least begin the conversation.  
Maybe I can save them from falling victim to credit cards and payday loans if they 
remember that old fool Mr. C. from fourth grade.” 
John mentioned several times that the public in general is jealous of the time off 
and benefits that teachers receive.  Less emphasis was placed on the salaries of teachers 
and John reminded us of that fact.  “Let’s face it:  no one is getting rich being a teacher, 
ok, that’s just a given.  And there were some hard years.  When Ro was between jobs or 
when she went out to have our two sons, I worked as much as I could.  I used to teach all 
week, afterschool center until 6 every day, and then do home improvements and 
handyman work on the weekends.  And before the afterschool center, I did as much per 
session (sanctioned and compensated overtime work) as I could find.  And that’s not like 
today.  I remember in the beginning, five dollars an hour for per session (it is now about 
$51).  Crazy!”  John’s natural austerity and workaholic attitude was helpful, but both only 
went so far.  “If I had any regrets about teaching, that would be it.  That it didn’t pay 





know that teachers in richer areas, out on Long Island or whatever, make much more and 
deal with much less.  But I guess it’s the same with the cops too.  At least they make top 
pay after 5 years and retire in 20 years.”  (Most teachers take 22 years to make top salary 
and can retire at age 55 with a minimum of 25 years served).    
John was blunt about the advantages he saw afforded to male teaching candidates 
on the elementary level.  “You have to understand, Ed, hiring back then was . . . well 
maybe it is still now . . . but it came down to who you knew.  And men were hot 
commodities.  So, they all got snatched up quickly.  Every principal wanted men in their 
school because they are better at discipline, and I tend to agree with that.  They also were 
good for the upper elementary grades, fourth and fifth, because they were less nurturing 
than female teachers.”  I pressed John on this, asking him if female teachers that he knew 
were able to discipline their classes effectively.  “Oh definitely, there were many that 
were fabulous teachers and ran a tight ship.  I just think that, in general, women are better 
with the little ones and men are better with the older kids. “I also asked him if less 
nurturing teachers are desirable.  Could a man be both nurturing and discipline-oriented?  
John clarified that he meant “being babied” when he said nurturing, and he stood by his 
definition.  John also noted that he never favored girls over boys in class and that he 
rarely had any issues from any of the girls in his class.  “The boys either really.  We had a 
few knuckleheads and occasionally something more but for the most part, the fact that I 








What Comes Next for John and His Predictions Regarding the Profession 
John’s reflections on the profession after a long career center largely on the way 
things have gotten way too micromanaged from the outside.  He especially takes issue 
with inexperienced supervisors instructing seasoned teachers on how to teach.  “Picture 
this, here’s this 20-something year old telling a 50-something old what they are doing 
wrong.  Well, how would you do it? And they tell you and you know they are full of shit 
and now you have to follow that?  I wouldn’t last five minutes!  I would probably be 
fired.  I’m not doing it that way.  You don’t know what you are talking about.  I’d tell 
them to go scratch their ass and I am usually very respectful of authority, but this is a 
different ballgame now.”  The tenor of John’s voice changed, as if, for at least a moment, 
we were in his old classroom and he was experiencing this conflict in present time.  “You 
know, Ed, there is more than one what to skin a cat, and it’s the same for teaching.  
Hearing stories about how you all have it now, it makes me sick to my stomach.  I don’t 
know how you do it.” 
“Teaching is not a macho career.  If you are an old-fashioned guy, like I am to an 
extent, you don’t see a real man working with little kids.  But I’ll tell you this, many of 
those tough guys out there wouldn’t last five minutes in a classroom of 35 fourth 
graders.  It does require toughness, but a deeper kind of toughness.”  John goes on to 
describe how it was sometimes nice to be in the company of mostly women, and how it 
helped him with his own relationship at home.  “This is going to sound sexist but after 
working with mostly women, I started to understand more how they thought and what 
they valued.  I definitely transferred some of those skills when dealing with Ro (his 





John spoke at length about how people who are not teachers think that the job is 
easy.  “It’s the old Indian story, you walk a mile in my moccasins and then you know 
what I have to do.  When we got together, even my own father, rest his soul, would say 
‘oh, you are off three months a year, you get paid good money, you get good 
benefits.’  Yeah, but you go into a classroom with 35 kids and you tell me if it’s an easy 
job or not.  There is just so much pressure, so many stupid things you have to do.  So 
much pressure.  You have to do this; you have to do that.  You have to be on the internet, 
you don’t have any time for yourself.  I hear stories of people going to bed at midnight in 
order to do their prep, check emails, responding to parents.  Are you kidding me?  You 
have no private life!”   
This increased contact with parents seemed to be a major sticking point with 
John.  “It should have never gotten to this point, where parents can send off an email and 
expect an immediate response.  And I’ll tell you why.  Suppose a parent sends you a note 
that really pisses you off, is completely off base.  If you get this letter, and it’s nasty, you 
write a response.  Then you write another response, and then you write a final response.  
That first response has no resemblance to the last response because you have calmed 
down and did it in a rational way.  You got a chance to back off and think about it 
logically.  Now, I understand that you need to learn how to respond to parents even if you 
think they are rude, but I’m sure there are many times where that teacher is going to lose 
patience and tell the parent to go scratch their ass.”  John goes on to say that the 
accessibility of teachers after hours bothers him.  “I’m not a doctor responding to 
emergencies around the clock.  Any issue a parent has can wait until 9 o’clock the next 





Looking back, John is happy the way his career turned out.  “As I left school that 
last day, I just looked to the sky and said ‘Thank you.  Thank you for all those years I had 
been trying to make a difference.’  It wasn’t easy, but at least I had a job that allowed me 
to feel like my efforts were worth something.”  Today, John concentrates much of his 
time on keeping healthy and being a good grandfather.  “No one cares about your health 
like you do, and you are the one who has to keep it.  That’s why I go to the Y almost 
every day and get my workout in.  I also limit what I eat.”  On being a grandfather John 
says “It’s hard to describe but it is the best feeling.  Better than being a father, better than 
being a teacher.  You love the little ones so much, but you also are proud of yourself for 
raising their parents.  I think my two boys turned out great so I’m doubly proud that they 
are passing it on to the next generation.  I just hope I have many years in front of me to 
enjoy everything.” 
 
Troubling Interactions with John 
John was authoritative from the get-go.  He had a direct manner of speaking, 
which could be folksy at times (if he knew you agreed with him) but also was 
opinionated and firm.  As a result, when speaking with John, I conditioned myself to say 
less, knowing that he had a lot to say about the subject matter and always had a lot of 
opinions about it.  As a researcher, this was challenging because of concerns about 
interviews going longer or on different topics than I anticipated (although the belief that 
an arbitrary time limit or topic limit is appropriate and should be reined in by the 
researcher shows my bias).  Due to the fact that our interactions produced this internal 





of opening another proverbial can of worms with John.  If conditions such as time 
constraints were different, perhaps our interviews would have played out differently. 
John’s use of profanity and his labeling of decisions as “stupid,” “asinine,” and 
“bullshit” may not have ordinarily bothered me, but while trying to trouble the impact of 
his speech, I realize that this approach genuinely intimidated me.  John seemed so strong-
willed and aggressive about his beliefs, that I felt, as a researcher, that I did not want to 
get on his bad side by asking a cross question.  Why did I feel this way? It may have 
come from my own insecurities about not wanting to upset those in a position of 
authority or my tendency to give deference to those with more experience.  Whereas I 
would have assumed in the researcher-participant relationship it was the researcher who 
had more power (by virtue of being the one asking the questions and leading the 
discussion), John flipped the script and definitely exerted more influence on me than 
other participants in this study.   
John spoke at length around the same topic, about how he could never be a 
teacher today, given all that has changed since he started teaching years ago.  It was this 
area of discussion that really showed how, I believe, context really shaped John’s 
conception of teaching.  Just on the topic of discipline in schools, John attended famously 
strict Catholic schools as a child and expressed how his own classrooms as a teacher were 
centered around student behavior management.  Therefore, it is not surprising to connect 
these experiences to his disdain for more student-centered pedagogical approaches today.  
This suggests the bias of our own experiences.  In John’s case, having a seemingly 
effective experience with something over a long period of time can serve to entrench 





(based on my own beliefs and experiences) in response to our talks but, honestly, there 
probably are other factors, not just direct experience, that impact John’s beliefs on this 
issue and all of the others we spoke about. 
This messiness of being aware of what impacts shape our beliefs and then what 
impacts shape what we say about our beliefs is not a linear exercise.  It proved to be hard 
when talking with John, as I constantly asked myself why John felt a certain way and 
then asked myself why I felt that John felt a certain way, especially as he seemed so 
aggressively sure of his convictions.  This internal thought process moved past what was 
expressed in our interviews and delved more into how we make meaning and 
understandings of our experiences.  It illustrated to me that all of our stories, those we tell 
others and those we tell ourselves, are incomplete due to the fact that we cannot fully 











When Jim was described to me by another teacher, that person said that Jim 
comes off a bit curmudgeonly, someone who uses sarcasm with his peers and students, 
and is often looking to make light of the latest requirement from the school principal or 
central office.  Other teachers told me that he often says “the wrong thing” in meetings 
and can be abrupt or condescending in his attitude.  However, other teachers said that 
there is more to Jim, a softer side, once you get to know him.   
Standing at about six feet tall, Jim is 47 years old and has thinning brown hair and 
a slight limp to his walk - a bad back from a recent fall he took at the ice rink, where he 
moonlights as a hockey referee.  Jim has been teaching on the elementary level for 22 
years and has taught first, second, fourth, and fifth grades, with most time in fifth grade.  
He is married and has 3 children.  There are other teachers in his family, including his 
brother and sister-in-law, and his family was very involved in the coaching, playing, and 
officiating of ice hockey, a major interest of his and the initial spark to teaching for him.   
Jim is a product of and has worked in the New York City public school system his 
entire career, splitting his time between two elementary schools.  He is a general 
education teacher but is quick to point out that he was a substitute teacher for two full 
years and has taught just about any class you can think of.  
Jim was also my most difficult interview to set up.  He was reluctant to talk to me 





shop or restaurant.  “Too many spies,” was his joking response but he never gave me a 
serious reason why he was uncomfortable.  We eventually met at his mother’s house in 
an upstairs office.  He allowed me to record our conversation without issue (“I’ve got 




Jim was raised, the oldest of four children, in central Staten Island.  He attended 
public school his entire life and went to PS 30, “A good school without a lot of problems 
that the schools had back then.”  Jim went on to explain that he meant that most families 
were intact, and poverty wasn’t the issue it was in other places.  His mother was a 
homemaker and his father worked for an electrical company and was a part-time hockey 
coach and official.   
Jim described himself as a very smart kid in elementary school, someone who 
could breeze through the coursework without much effort.  He got high grades on tests 
and didn’t have to study much at all to keep up.  He states that he thinks he peaked 
academically at about fourth grade.  He had a great teacher named Mr. Everly who made 
learning fun and spent a lot of time building rapport with students in ways that weren’t 
academic, such as chatting with them during lunch and playing (“really playing - like, he 
was trying to kill us during dodgeball. And we loved it!”) sports with them during gym, 
rather than just supervising.  Mr. Everly would serve as an early model for Jim’s ideas on 
being a good teacher.  Coincidently, Jim would end up teaching one of Mr. Everly’s 





Unfortunately, Jim’s fifth grade experience was in the opposite direction.  Jim 
describes his fifth grade teacher “as a grouchy old man who wouldn’t retire even if they 
doubled his pension.” Jim said that his teacher would sit behind his desk in a very tall 
chair and teach from that position in a low and monotone voice while the class sat in 
rows (“still well behaved, though”) and try to stay awake.  Jim started writing a book in 
class to make the time pass, and when the year was over, Jim’s scores on his reading and 
math tests had fallen since the beginning of the year.   
What continued for Jim was a long period of still doing well in school (“I was 
always in the class right behind the top class”) but in knowing that he was not super 
serious about pushing himself.  He daydreamed and goofed off a lot, giving off an 
attitude to adults that “you can’t teach me that, I already know that!”  While he says that 
it was ultimately his fault, he does note that teaching was different “back then” and that 
some of his teachers could have done more to see that he was bright but that he was not 
applying himself. 
Athletics also played an important role in Jim’s life and it also seems to have 
brought his family together.  Although Jim also says that he was a talented baseball 
player, ice hockey is the sport that ultimately had the biggest influence on the family. Jim 
and his brother learned to skate at a young age and his father helped coach.  As he got 
older, Jim and his brother made extra money and obtained extra “ice time” by coaching 
youth teams themselves and teaching children how to ice skate.  Jim eventually cites this 







How Jim Became a Teacher 
Although Jim’s interest in helping children learn was there, it was not a fully 
formed career plan yet.  Jim describes himself as a very typical kid growing up in Staten 
Island in the 1980’s, fascinated with the speed and excitement of nearby Manhattan and 
the money “kids right out of high school were making, hand over fist, on Wall 
Street.”  That was going to be Jim’s plan too.  He enrolled in the College of Staten Island 
with a major in business, hoping that his college degree would put him at an advantage 
over those that went right out of high school.  He explained that regular “schlubs” from 
the neighborhood were buying sports cars and getting rich and he wanted to do the 
same.  “It was either that or become a fireman - Staten Island’s favorite job, a cop or a 
fireman.”   
In the fall of 1987, the stock market crashed, and Jim saw all the “schlubs” from 
the neighborhood getting laid off and moving back in with their parents, now with debt 
they couldn’t pay and some with newfound drug habits.  One acquaintance even 
committed suicide in the coming months.  Jim took this turnaround to heart and “for the 
first time, I really started to take school seriously.”  He decided that a business degree 
was no longer for him and that the school he was attending was too populated by the 
same people he had grown up with that he needed a new perspective.  After some 
contemplation, Jim recalled the good feelings of teaching children to skate and thought 
that teaching might be a good option.  It had all the niceties of working with people, as 
well as the benefit of a steady paycheck with medical coverage, something that Wall 
Street had lacked.  He soon enrolled in Brooklyn College and majored in Elementary 





school teachers need a subject to work. Elementary teaching skipped all that.”  He felt 
that by getting a fresh start in a new school where he did not know anyone, he was in 
more of a position to “get serious” about teaching.  
Jim was critical of the teacher training he received at Brooklyn College but he did 
point out that he imagines that most teacher preparation programs suffer from the same 
fatal flaws: the professors teaching the college classes were out of touch with what was 
actually going on in current classrooms.  Jim described the disconnect: “We were 
learning, in the 1980’s, how to teach in the 1960’s. I was thinking where does this work?  
What class are you in that you can sit in a circle and everyone talks in a hushed voice and 
stuff like that?  Where do you get that here?  We were in Brooklyn, we student taught in 
the worst possible neighborhoods.  I taught in Coney Island and Far Rockaway.  I was 
like, ``What are these professors drinking?!” Eventually, Jim decided not to listen to any 
advice that his professors dispensed and instead focus on working with the students and 
following his instincts. 
Jim’s parents were both very supportive of his decision to become a teacher, 
having both also understood the impact of the ‘87 crash had on the community.  “Back 
then in the 80’s, there were ads on TV and radio to become a teacher.  They were hurting 
for teachers. The pay was awful, and nobody wanted to be a teacher.” However, If Jim 
could become a teacher, it would be a stable job with a pension and benefits, “a very ‘city 
worker’ mindset,” Jim describes. His parents understood that he would not get rich, but 
that stability mattered more. 
Upon graduation, Jim began nearly two years as a substitute teacher, teaching 





labeled by Jim as a poor, inner-city school.  He described the hiring process as such that 
teachers would be called to be a substitute and, if their reputation grew, they were given 
more and more assignments, to the point that Jim was working at PS 31 every day for 
almost two years.  “Everyone thought I was a regular teacher because I was in the 
building every day, but no - I was still a sub.  The principal just saw that I could handle 
myself and always had a job for me.” However, the principal got so used to Jim working 
wherever he was needed that he did not hire him outright until another school showed 
interest.  “I had worked for one day - ONE day - at IS 61. Now, this was a middle school 
- whole different ballgame.  They had a full-time opening and the principal told me to 
stay by the phone in August because he would hire me for it.  Well, I didn’t want to leave 
31 but what was I going to do if they called?  Anyway, the call comes in August, 61 is 
going to hire you.  I rush over to 31 and tell the principal ‘hey, they are going to hire me 
full-time.’ He gets on the phone, talks to someone, calls someone else. Long story short, 
he got them to change me over to PS 31, where I stayed for 7 years.”     
 
Jim’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
“The first year, you hope nothing gets you in really big trouble because you are 
constantly screwing things up.  Every day!”  Jim explains that when he subbed, he was 
always following the plans that another teacher left for him.  He also only had to manage 
the day or period well, as his assignments were usually short term.  His first year was the 
first time that he had to really plan out his own class and think long term about what kind 






Jim explained that he went through a period of lack of confidence when it came to 
planning lessons and measuring up to his own expectations.  He worried about whether 
his lesson plans were moving at the right pace and if they were covering the material 
correctly.  “Back then, you had a curriculum, and you had an idea of what you were 
supposed to teach each day.  The bad teachers followed that curriculum like it was an 
instruction manual, but the good teachers put their own little spin on it, that made it fun.  
I really wanted to do that, but I was struggling with just getting the basics across and 
making sure the class was disciplined.”  
Tests were another issue Jim faced.  “In those days, we had city-wides, not the 
state tests they have today.  We cared about them, but they were not obsessed over like 
today.  Nobody was getting fired over them.  We had a lot more freedom to teach what 
we had taught and not worry about someone else making a test for us.”  Despite this 
freedom, Jim worried about his assessment methods. “Were your tests too easy? Were 
they too hard?  Why did everyone pass?  Why did everyone fail?  In those days, it was 
hard to gauge what you should be teaching because everyone could be a little different.” 
That difference, and the fact that school administrators were not looking to root it out, is 
one of the things Jim appreciated about teaching in those earlier years. 
Interacting with the students also presented as a challenge to Jim, as he had 
conflicted feelings about how to deal with students.  On the one hand, Jim was told by 
veteran teachers that it is best to adhere to the adage “Don’t smile until Christmas,” 
meaning to start the school year with a steely demeanor, designed to keep the students 
from disobeying the figure of authority in the classroom.  On the other hand, Jim 





the students seeing him in a fatherly role, a role they may not have had at home.  Jim also 
knew about the power of play and joking around with students to build rapport and 
trust.  “I didn’t have a good feel for things.  Should I fool around a bit here or should I be 
more serious here?  I’m also sarcastic and a lot of the kids don’t get it always.” 
Jim enjoyed a strong relationship with his principal at PS 31 for his seven year 
tenure at the school.  During this time, he got married and moved from the neighborhood 
to suburban New Jersey.  “Everyone in those days who lived in Jersey transferred to a 
south shore school so they could be home in 20 minutes.  I applied for a transfer every 
year and every year my principal denied it.  Then, they had a problem with the chapter 
leader in my school and they wanted to get her out.  Plus, my principal was retiring that 
year.  They transferred her and me in the same year, to make it look like they weren’t 
only targeting her.”  However, Jim did not end up at the school he wanted and ended up 
at PS Welldrab, only a mile away from PS31.  “All that trouble just to save 5 minutes on 
my commute.”        
There he had a tough time working with the principal who, according to Jim, “was 
a control freak, everything wrong was your fault, it was her way or the highway.  She 
thought I was gunning for her job - that’s the last job I would want in this building!”  Jim 
explains that for six years his relationship was “awful” with the principal.  “Anyway, one 
day she calls me into her office and says ‘Jim, why do you hate me?’ I told her that I 
don’t hate her and that outside of school she seems like a nice person.  But really, when 
I’m here, I just want to teach and go home, honest to God, that’s all I want to do.  And 
you know what? After that conversation, she never bothered me.  Never again.  She even 





helps that other teachers go and bust her chops over the stupidest things, so I’ve kind of 
faded into the background.  I just do my job. I do my job and II try to do it well. I don’t 
bother her, and she doesn’t bother me.  And if she decides that tomorrow, we are going to 
paint the school lime green, well, ok, fine. I just don’t care.”  
 
Jim’s Thoughts on Teaching 
Jim has noted that teaching has given him lots of insight on human nature, 
working within a large bureaucracy, and life in general.  “I used to tell people ‘When I 
grow up, I want to become a teacher or work at the circus.  Now I do both!’  And it is true 
- you never know when something is going to happen to throw everything out of 
whack.  It is literally a circus sometimes.”   
One thing that teaching has taught Jim is a belief that children, even in the 
elementary ages, would be best served to be as independent as possible.  “Kids need to 
get out of their parents’ shadow.  If they have a problem, talk with them, give them 
advice, but let them deal with it.  Anything, bullying, problems with the teacher, 
problems with other kids, don’t always run to fix everything.  The kids learn that at any 
sign of trouble, run to mom or dad.”  Jim believes that teachers should run their 
classrooms accordingly, with building independence as the most important thing to learn. 
Jim also felt that boys easily gravitated towards him in the classroom whereas 
girls took longer.  “My reputation precedes me.  Half of the kids in the building are 
scared of me and half of them think we are having a party here.  In the beginning at least, 
it splits like that in the class too.  Usually the girls are more scared of me and the boys are 





he admits that the job of a teacher and the job of a father can be very different.  Jim also 
felt that the novelty of having someone as a teacher that was so much different than 
teachers they had before could cause some students to “buy what I’m selling.” 
Jim had strong feelings that teaching is, and is becoming more, 
“unorganized.”  “When I started, say what you will, we had a calendar, and textbooks, 
and a plan of what was going to come next.  They don’t want that anymore.  They want 
teachers to come up with it all on their own, everything to be differentiated.  But then 
they all take the same tests and are held to the same standard.  You pull your hair out 
trying to keep up.”  Jim lamented this and said that newer teachers coming into the 
profession know no other way but that “dinosaurs” like himself remember a time when 
running around to scrounge materials was not such a hassle for teachers.  “That’s why I 
don’t throw anything out. ‘These textbooks are two years old - throw them out!’ Nope. I 
put them in a box and store them because you never know when you might need them.  
Just don’t let anyone see you using them.”  Jim also grew tired with the constant change 
in education, another thing that he sees as getting worse.  Jim talks about how many 
things in education have changed, some good some bad.  However, he also states that 
much of teaching has remained the same - it is still about helping young people learn and 
grow.  The constant “tinkering” done to the school environment has made Jim feel 
micromanaged and beholden to a growing class of administrators who do not have the 
classroom experience to exercise sound judgment.  “Go teach in some of these schools 
for ten years and then come back with me with tips about how to get my job done.  No - 
instead it’s know somebody, teach for two years, and get fast tracked to an administrator 





I asked Jim why he thinks more men do not become teachers.  He thought about it 
for a few moments and then said that he thinks most men do not have the patience for the 
job.  “It requires patience in spades, for sure, and the payoff, in terms of money, is not 
that high.  If you could do something else, why wouldn’t you at least try it first.  I don’t 
think many little boys dream about growing up to be a teacher.” Jim agreed that there still 
is a social divide, that elementary teaching still falls under what some would call a 
gendered expectation.  “Especially if you want to be a city worker, being a teacher is not 
something that is that easy: you have to go to school for a minimum of 4 years, student 
teaching, master’s degree (eventually), and then, (unless you know someone) working as 
a sub wherever you can find the work.  You have to put a lot of effort in, just to get 
started. Not everyone wants to deal with that.” Even though Jim does not paint a positive 
picture of the road one must take to become a teacher, he is personally happy with the 
payoff.       
Jim explains that advantages men have in teaching elementary school in blunt 
terms.  “Men have an advantage in elementary teaching because they are not as caught 
upon the bullshit of the job, the politics, the gossiping.  Just point me to the classroom 
and let me do my job.”  I pushed him on this: does he believe that female teachers lack 
these abilities?  Jim walked back his comments and noted that there are some very good 
female teachers, ones who can discipline and engage in an appropriate way, but that the 
default belief that a man can do these things gave a huge boost.   “Perception is 
everything, and if you carry yourself a certain way (and being a male helps), people don’t 
mess with you if they think you are in charge.  We tell little boys to puff out their chest 





and having been afforded the idea of positive attitudes, it is no wonder that some 
principals seek out male teachers specifically.”  Jim also mentions that men rarely go out 
on childcare leave, so their value to a principal is more so than someone who will be 
leaving teaching for an extended period.  “I know it’s not PC to think like that, but it is 
true.”   
 
What Comes Next for Jim and His Predictions on the Profession 
Jim was recently brought up on charges of corporal punishment involving a 
child.  According to Jim, another teacher was in the auditorium, trying to deal with a 
student who was upset and might be at risk to run out of the auditorium in 
frustration.  Jim, having a bit of a relationship with the boy and wanting to help the 
teacher, stepped in and asked the boy what was the issue.  “I couldn’t have been more 
calm with this kid, because I knew he was nuts and anything could set him off.  Anyway, 
the kid yells at me, runs into me, and then pushes out the door into the hallway.  Johanna 
(the assistant principal) found him 2 seconds later.”  The charge was that Jim grabbed the 
boy and restrained him to keep him from leaving the auditorium.  The investigation took 
seven months and consumed Jim’s day-to-day life at school.  Despite nearby teachers 
testifying in Jim’s defense, the parents of the boy in question pressed the complaint to the 
Office of Special Investigations.  An investigator conducted interviews with teachers and 
students and found that some of the students claimed that Jim had grabbed the boy, while 
others said that it did not happen.  The investigation ultimately found the claim to be 
“substantiated,” and Jim was at risk of being fired.  Fortunately for Jim, the process 





In the end, Jim was mandated to complete a course in student crisis intervention 
and was given a disciplinary record in his personnel file. “The hardest thing for me was 
that I didn’t do anything wrong.  I made the mistake of trying to help the teacher and the 
kid calm down.  To think of all the questionable things I have done in my career, that it 
was this, when I actually was doing work to de-escalate, that almost did me in.  It was 
crazy.”  This has brought about a change in Jim’s thinking when it comes to students.  
“I’ve been working forever, and this was the first time I was met with an accusation that 
was so outside of the truth it wasn’t even funny.  And I came close to losing my job.  So 
as far as I’m concerned, I’ve got three years left - I’m not doing anything outside of my 
job.  Keep everybody happy, don’t make waves.”   
A year removed from the incident, Jim reflected on his feelings.  “Honestly, I 
never thought I would become one of these grumpy teachers who hates everyone and 
everything.  But I’m starting to turn into that.  I don’t want to be, but I am.  I’m tired of 
everything.”  Jim’s sole focus now remains his retirement, a goal that is within striking 
distance, but still far enough away that he cannot coast to the finish.  “The kids, I can 
handle.  It’s the other stuff, the parents, the new ‘experts’ who want to tell you how to 
teach. I’d say the new principal, but she seems better than the old one - it’s just a lot.  I 
used to be smart enough to watch my mouth and ignore it, but I’m getting dumber by the 
day.”   
Jim is at a point in his career where an increase in his annual salary will impact 
how his pension is calculated.  As a result, many teachers look to get promoted or work 
extra summer school or overtime hours (‘per session’ hours, in New York City 





younger, maybe.  But I gave up on becoming an A. P. (assistant principal) long ago. It’s a 
terrible job.  And as far as per session, I wouldn’t mind working latchkey (the afterschool 
program at his school) but I don’t want to lock into working every day until 6. A few 
hours a week would be ok.  Especially now that my kids are in their teens.  It’s just not 
going to happen at my school and I’m not motivated to hustle and make it happen 
somewhere else.”  Jim is looking at finishing his last few years and transitioning into 
retirement.  As for his plans in retirement, Jim is not sure yet.  One thing he will not be 
doing in retirement is returning to his school to be a substitute teacher.  “Once I’m out, 
I’m out. Get me while you can!” 
 
Troubling Interactions with Jim 
Jim was someone who took a little while to warm up to.  He gave me a lot of 
logistical problems with setting up the interviews and I felt that he saw the interviews as 
an imposition on his free time, at least until he started talking.  Once we engaged in 
discussion, I felt that Jim opened up more and I was surprised to hear that he held, what I 
judged to be, warm feelings about the students he taught. Jim, more so than any of the 
other participants, tried to constantly frame context for me.  He would often speak about 
why he made a decision or felt a certain way by reminding me of his age or his level of 
experience or what his working conditions were.  It allowed me to trouble some of his 
words by using the contextual frames of which he constantly reminded me.  
When I was speaking with Jim, I began to mentally construct conceptions of him 
as a teacher that I would deem “old school.”  For me, based on my experiences and 





strict/harsh interactions with students, “drill and kill” pedagogical approaches, and 
overall resistance to school change, allowed me to mentally tick off the checklist of “old 
school.”  While I was doing this, I grappled with the notion that a) Jim’s ideas on 
effectively running a classroom based on these techniques are not only his, and have been 
influenced and supported by other people and beliefs, and b) I, as a researcher and 
teacher, have been conditioned to see teachers this way, as either “old school” or “new 
school,” “regressive” vs. “progressive.”  While it was a simple exercise for me to run 
down the reasons why I disagreed with Jim’s approaches, I worked harder on 
understanding why I saw him in such a binary (“good” teacher vs. “bad” teacher) way. 
The way we mentally categorize is both efficient and incomplete.  As discussions 
with Jim continued, I found myself taking quotes of things that he would say and placing 
them in the “old school” (or “bad” teacher) basket, completely primed for this transaction 
based on earlier statements. I grew more close-minded to Jim, anticipating his responses 
in advance and not being surprised when his actual responses conformed to my 
guesses.  Between our first and second interviews, I remember thinking about this 
anticipatory phenomenon and trying to minimize it during our next talk.  I do not think I 
can convincingly say that I did not think about it at all, but I did think that our second 
interview was where I heard him more express warm feelings about his students.  To 
trouble this, was it my approach that changed things? Did Jim pick up on my judgment 
and change course?  Was it a combination of these issues?  Something else entirely?  This 
was just one example of the messiness involved with analyzing and interpreting the 





Working with Jim was not easy, emotionally or as a researcher, as I questioned 
several of his values and beliefs.  Given the fact that he is about ten years older than me, I 
interpreted some of his responses to me to be given as knowing advice, at best, and/or 
condescension, at worst.  My positionality as a fellow male elementary teacher may have 
contributed to this, as Jim, as an elder statesman in the profession, could position himself 
to help me better navigate my career or tell me why my style of teaching is doomed to 
fail.  If I was not a fellow teacher, perhaps the direction of the interaction, and my bruised 











Mike was described to me as a “big teddy bear.”  After getting to know him 
through the course of our interactions, I see why that description sticks to him so 
well.  For starters, he is big physically.  Mike’s stature is certainly the first thing strangers 
would notice about him. However, along with his large frame, Mike also sports a large 
smile, a contrast to stereotypes of males being imposing physical presences for the sake 
of intimidation.  Mike’s quiet and friendly demeanor came out in a variety of ways during 
our talks.   
Mike has taught for 18 years for the Department of Education, with most of that 
time working with elementary and pre-school children within District 75 in Brooklyn, at 
PS 36 and Kaye Resources.  District 75 is a designation used by the City of New York to 
denote schools that service students with disabilities more severe than those that attend 
community schools.  He now teaches at PS Welldrab, where he often works in ICT 
classes.  He has also taught self-contained, 12:1 classes at PS Welldrab.   
Mike has also suffered several health issues in the past few years, including eye 
surgery that has partially blinded in him one eye and knee issues that requires him to use 
a cane to walk longer distances.  These ailments have made some of the physical aspects 
of his job harder, but Mike describes how he is grateful to still be able to teach, as his 






Of all the men that I interviewed, I felt that Mike may have been closest to the 
poverty line, and this clearly has had an impact on his experiences.  When his wife 
became disabled, Mike continued to work and committed to working summer school 
each year to bring in extra money, something about which he was happy.  Being the sole 
breadwinner for his wife and three children, Mike spoke less about the monetary benefits 
of teaching, as I suppose he faced less discretionary income than some of the other men I 
interviewed.   
Mike was enthusiastic about this project and wanted to hear more about the 
research.  Having seen firsthand how few men become elementary teachers, he had his 
theories as to why men do not enter the job.  He also seemed to want to know as much 
about my personal thoughts on the subject as I wanted to know about his.  In this way, I 
can see why Mike is well liked, as his conversation style was disarming and warm.  We 
also chatted about sports, a lifelong interest for Mike, in a casual manner and, when Mike 
found out that he and I supported rival teams, it was evident to me that he attempted to 
state their merits and downplay those of his teams.   
Where Mike really shined is when we spoke about his son, Mikey.  Although a 
father to three, Mikey is Mike’s only biological child and is 12 and 14 years younger than 
his other brothers.  Mikey is the spitting image of his father, with the same burly frame 
and warm smile.  It seemed that a lot of what kept Mike going during the ups and downs 
of his career was a concern for his son to have a good life. 
Of all the men I interviewed for this project, Mike clearly had the most experience 
working with seriously disabled students.  While other men interviewed had worked in 





residential settings and separate facilities for students with severe physical and emotional 
limitations, including working every summer for a program with emotionally disabled 
students, where fights and the use of physical restraints was not uncommon. Mike 
describes this work as the most trying he has ever done in his career as well as the one 
thing that has ever truly made him question whether this was the job for him. 
 
Mike’s Upbringing 
Mike talks about his childhood as a mixed bag of experiences.  Mike has 
struggled with his weight for his entire life, and he explains how that was true growing up 
too.  “It was hard because I was always the biggest kid but not in a good way.  Not like I 
would beat you up or was the best at sports.  I played sports, don’t get me wrong, but I 
was never the best.  And my size was always pointed out.”  Mike also states that he was 
painfully shy and struggled to make friends easily. Despite this, Mike says that he did 
have a couple of friends with whom he felt close, and thus did not feel like a loner or an 
outcast in school. “I wouldn’t say I was bullied.  I got teased for being a big kid, but 
things were a little different then, kids got picked on more, I think, and it wasn’t the big 
deal it is today.  I was never the most popular kid, but I felt that people generally liked 
me once they got to know me a little.” 
Academics were a struggle for Mike.  While Mike labels himself as an “average 
to good student,” he documents struggles in elementary school with reading and 
math.  He didn’t care much for school, “which sounds funny to say, because I am a 
teacher! How could I not like school?  But back then, it was tough.”  Mike remembers his 





reading and math struggles.  Mike would go on to say that he eventually became an “ok” 
student but feels that he could have done better if he had really applied himself. 
A bright spot of Mike’s childhood was his family.  Mike talks about how he really 
benefited from having a loving set of parents, interactions with all four of his 
grandparents, and aunts, uncles, and cousins that lived close and interacted with him a 
lot.  “I always felt love and I always felt someone was watching out for me.  I couldn’t do 
anything bad because if I did, someone would see it and I would get in trouble.  It wasn’t 
like I lived in fear, but looking back, it did help me turn away from falling in with the 
wrong crowd.”  In addition to his mother driving him to resource room, Mike remembers 
quiet advice from his father, and happy memories with his grandparents. 
Coming from an Irish and Italian, Catholic family, Mike’s family did attend 
church growing up and his religion seemed to influence him.  He remembers serving as 
an altar boy at mass and going to CCD (an after school religious instruction program) 
each week.  When Mike began to struggle in school, some of his relatives encouraged 
Mike’s parents to enroll him in Catholic school, in hopes that the rigid discipline that they 
were famous (infamous?) for might help Mike learn better.  “Well, that was a disaster,” 
Mike remarked.  “I loved my first-grade teacher, she was a nice, sweet woman who 
always tried to make us feel welcomed.  Then, when my parents pulled me out (mid-year, 
as learning difficulties started to manifest), the new teacher was a tyrant - yelling, 
screaming, every day.  I was scared to go to school!  She did so much damage so quickly, 
that my parents pulled me out again and put my right back in (PS) 32.  The whole thing 





Looking back, Mike’s elementary school experiences with teachers impacted the 
type of teacher he would try to become later in life.  While he liked his first-grade 
teacher, his third-grade teacher stuck out in a negative way to Mike when he was little, 
but in more of a positive way as he got older.  “She was strict!  Very, very strict.  All the 
kids felt the same way - it was a nightmare sometimes.  But she taught, and we learned a 
lot.  So, overall, it was a good experience.  I wouldn’t call her mean, but she did not stand 
for any nonsense.  But, I mean, she learned a lot.”  Mike points to fourth and fifth grade 
as his “best learning years.”  In both years, he had male teachers and he remembers rarely 
getting in trouble at all.  He especially remembers his fourth-grade class being especially 
impressive for its mix of traditional and progressive ideas.  “It was old school - we sat in 
rows and used textbooks.  But we also sat in a U-shape a lot of the time and did group 
work.  The teacher, he put a lot of the accountability on us, we had to monitor our 
reading, we had to monitor our homework, everything.  He lectured and we did prep 
work, but we also learned a lot about being independent.”  Mike said that fourth and fifth 
grade were great because “I wasn’t a teacher’s pet and I wasn’t a pain in the neck either . 
. . I was the type of kid who needs to participate more, need to speak up more, but a nice 
kid in class.” 
    
How Mike Became a Teacher 
Mike was not the type of child who wanted to become a teacher when he grew 
up.  “Honestly, I never even thought about becoming a teacher.  It wasn’t something you 
ever dream about doing when you grow up.”  When Mike was in college, he did not 





maybe pre-med.  But I took a few classes and that didn’t work out too well.”  What 
eventually drew him to teaching was experiences teaching CCD, through the church, to 
younger students when he was in high school and some volunteer work he had done for 
the Big Brother organization. “I liked helping kids with disabilities.  It gave me a good 
feeling.  Also, because I struggled in school, I could kind of relate to that kid that also 
struggled in school.  It was a good fit for my personality.” 
Mike attended Wagner College and would eventually graduate with an 
undergraduate degree in Elementary Education and a graduate degree in Special 
Education.  Mike noticed that in his elementary classes at Wagner, he was usually the 
only male student.  “We would occasionally get another male in the class, guys who were 
usually on the basketball, football, or baseball team, or guys trying to become gym 
teachers.  But as we went on, it was primarily only me.”  I asked Mike if being the only 
male in class was difficult or uncomfortable.  He remarked that it was odd at first, but 
once they all got to know each other and developed a “little ed student clique,” it was no 
issue at all.   
During his coursework at Wagner, Mike did say that he had a few moments of 
doubt about becoming a teacher.  “I thought about maybe going into psychology or 
maybe social work.  Psychology because I thought it would be great to figure out what 
was going on in people’s minds.  To really understand what they are thinking.  And social 
work because I thought it would be another way to help people.” However, Mike’s father 
was a social worker and discouraged him from entering the field.  “My dad said ‘I would 
strongly advise against it. The job doesn’t make for much of a future.”  Mike was 





students, a position that he was apprehensive about due to how much emotional effort 
was required. “Maybe I should go take the fireman’s test, the police test, or the port 
authority test?” Mike asked himself.  He never did seriously investigate taking those 
tests, and doubts whether he would have been able to pass the physical component of the 
exam anyway.   
Mike’s family was very supportive of his decision to become a teacher.  He 
remembers his father asking him twice if he was sure that this is what Mike wanted to do, 
but that once he answered affirmatively, his parents did all they could do to be 
supportive.  “I want to say they were ‘honored’ that I wanted to become a teacher, but 
that’s not the right word.  I did feel that they wanted to have a teacher in the family - it 
was a job that they could be proud to have their son doing. Now, some people could say 
‘Why would you want to do that?’ but they were very happy about it.”  With his father’s 
background in social work (and having no other teachers in the family), Mike knew that 
his father would be the closest to a grounded and realistic opinion about his decision.  
“But Dad was great about it.  He said that as long as I was going to do good and commit 
to it, then he was fine with it.”  He reminded Mike to keep his grades up in his 
coursework.  He also said that being a teacher was a definite step up from being a social 
worker, which made Mike feel good to hear.        
Mike explains his process of becoming a teacher of needing a graduate degree, 
two years of experience working with children, and paying a “ridiculous” application 
fee.  He had just finished his two years of experience working with disabled pre-K 
students and had all the credentials he needed.  Mike was never interested in being a 





students, but Mike believes it put him at a disadvantage on job interviews in 
neighborhood schools.  “I didn’t know any of the gist of things. What ‘whole language’ 
was, any of that, all the buzz words. So, interviews never went well because I didn’t do 
that for a living.”  Mike then decided to try his hand at applying to District 75 schools on 
Staten Island.  Getting an interview on Staten Island was “impossible” but an interview in 
Brooklyn was a different story.  “Everyone knew that when working with disabled kids in 
an inner-city area, black and male teachers had an edge.  They just did.  It was kind of an 
open secret that most of the kids in special ed were black and male, so a teacher that 
reflected that was something principals looked for.  I, at least, had half of it.” One 
interview in Brooklyn, which had the basic brevity of “hi - would you like a job?,” and 
Mike was hired. 
 
Mike’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
Early experiences for Mike at his school in Brooklyn were harrowing.  “I saw 
things at my first school that eventually became normal for me, but they were not normal. 
We had a lot of E.D. (emotionally disturbed) kids in the school and anything or nothing at 
all could set them off.  It was very frustrating because we would try to moderate their 
behavior and it really was hit or miss.  The kids would also fight a lot in class.  That was 
one thing that I really struggled with.”  Mike went on to say that breaking up fights was 
an aspect of the job that he did not like.  “It is a no-win situation,” Mike explained. “If I 
jump in and get physical with the students to stop the fight, I run the risk of being 
accused of inappropriate touching.  If I don’t get involved, these kids are going to beat 





Another physical aspect of the job that Mike remembers in a negative light was 
the use of restraints with children with severe disabilities.  “You would never do this kind 
of thing now, but in D-75 (District 75), we would physically restrain kids, basically tie 
them down to a chair against their will.  It was all legal and sanctioned, so much that we 
had to go to PD (professional development) about it.  But it never felt right.  You never 
wanted it to go too far and it was constantly a battle, using your size to protect a kid.  You 
see what I mean about schools wanting men in these roles?  Some of the older children 
were pretty strong.”  As such, Mike tended to gravitate towards the younger students, less 
so because they were physically smaller and more so because Mike saw them as having 
the biggest upside to making an impact going forward.  “A kid in 4th grade, 5th grade, 
especially street-smart kids, can already be hardened about life.  They don’t get as excited 
over a sticker or eating munchkins.  The little kids still do, and there is opportunity to 
bond with them.” 
Working with disabled children has always been something that has been part of 
Mike’s teaching career, but he has experienced a shift from working with students with 
severe disabilities to working students who deal with more minor disabilities.  The past 
ten years have seen Mike working exclusively with ICT classrooms, where many 
students do not have IEPs.  Also, he has been working with a co-teacher, which has 
changed Mike’s role in the classroom.  “I used to be front and center and involved with 
everything.  I had to lead lessons and be the firm hand if need be.  Now, I fade into the 
background more, a consequence of having very type-A co-teachers.  They tend to lead 
instruction, and I serve as someone who can provide extra help or do assessments so the 





his entire teaching career, where he works with students from district 75, usually autistic 
children.  The difference between the populations is stark, and Mike is thankful that most 
of the year is not like the summer.  “Summer school is good money and usually you have 
a lot of support.  But it is draining, as the kids need so much, and you can only give what 
you have left.  I don’t know how many more summers I will stay at it.”   
Mike mentioned that the constant change in curriculum was something that he 
negatively experienced during his teaching years.  “It was always frustrating that it 
seemed like every year there was a new way to teach that was rolled out.  As soon as we 
learned the old way, something new got dropped down in front of us.”  Mike explained 
that he saw phonics vilified, replaced by a loose version of “whole language” instruction 
(“I never quite understood what that was”) and then saw phonics reintroduced years 
later.  The same was true in other subjects.  “In math, we had Scott Foresman, then we 
switched to McGraw-Hill, then Everyday Math, then Envisions Math, then Singapore 
Math, then back to Envisions.  It was dizzying and each year it was learning a new 
system.”  In addition to the changes in literacy and math, Mike reports a consistent 
deemphasis on science and social studies, subjects that should have been front and center 
being pushed and shortened to make more room to more literacy and math, “the testing 
subjects.” 
 
Mike’s Thoughts on Teaching 
In the course of our conversations, Mike shared the view that teaching was getting 
more difficult, but when I pinned him down by asking what the most pressing issue in 





quasi-national standards adopted by the majority of states in the union, that have caused 
quite a bit of controversy.  Mike saw Common Core standards as an unrealistic raising of 
curricular difficulty.  “It used to be I was a special education teacher that helped kids with 
severe disabilities who didn’t understand the work. Now, I’m a special education teacher 
in an ICT setting with kids with mild disabilities and kids with no disabilities who don’t 
understand the work.  Last year, two-thirds of the class were PIPs (students designated by 
the school for needing a Pupil Intervention Plan for remediation).  They think that if they 
keep raising the bar, the kids will learn more, but it’s the opposite.  They struggled before 
and they struggle now but today everyone is judged as falling farther behind.  It’s 
demoralizing to everyone.  It’s asinine.”  
Mike also stated the fear of touching issue.  “I work with a lot of kids that need a 
lot of encouragement.  They do not get a lot of affection, so I try to make sure I respond 
to them when I see them reaching out for it.  I don’t want them to hug me or sit on my lap 
or anything like that because, forget about it, I’d be on the front cover of the Advance 
(the local newspaper). But I do sometimes tassel their hair or give high fives.  My female 
co-teacher can get away with a lot more and no one bats an eye.”  Mike spoke about how 
when he first started teaching, he feared being accused of touching but that the fear pretty 
much leveled off as the years went by.  As his children grew up and his wife was forced 
to stay home, leaving Mike as the sole breadwinner, the fears sprouted up again in recent 
years.  “If I lose my job, we are toast.  Even with my job, we struggle a lot.  So, I need to 
make sure I can keep above water until my retirement, which is not that far off.  Even the 





When asked, Mike reported that he believes that the overall job of a teacher has 
gotten much harder since when he started.  “It’s the extra stuff that has made teaching so 
hard.  Not the kids, not the planning, but the paperwork to fill out or the website to 
maintain and other little nagging things that are now a requirement.  Teachers need, like, 
a full-time secretary just to get the paperwork done.”  Some of the more traditional 
aspects of teaching have gotten easier for Mike and have given him more confidence in 
his teaching skills.  “When I first started, running records were this new thing.  Now, I do 
them all the time, can do them quickly, and get a lot of information from them.  I can 
really learn who is understanding their reading and who isn’t.”  It’s these teaching skills 
that Mike believes are being squeezed when it comes to teachers spending more time on 
paperwork and data systems that they did not design. 
 
What Comes Next for Mike and His Predictions on the Profession 
Mike can see the end of the line of his career.  “I have a few more years until I am 
able to retire.  I hope that I can retire.  A lot will have to do where Mikey ends up with 
college and all.  But I almost have 25 years in so I’m close.”  Mike talked hesitantly of 
retirement, couching it in terms of “if” and “maybe,” but the years do seem to have 
placed a toll on him.  Mike’s mobility has been hampered by leg and back injuries, which 
causes him to avoid steps and move much slower than he would like.  “Having health 
issues is no fun.  With my eye, I worry about driving, because how else will I get 
around?  And just walking around - it’s painful at times, but I need to be able to at least 





so I need to be able to do the steps.”  Mike struggles with the effects of time on his 
body.  “It is a bitch getting old,” Mike laments.  I agree with him.   
“This job is getting harder, no doubt about it.  There were less mandates before.  
Less involvement from parents and administrators.  Less paperwork, for sure.”  Mike also 
points the finger at technology as being a source of angst for teachers.  “Teachers are 
basically on-call all the time now, like doctors.  We get email and Remind messages (a 
closed text messaging app) at all hours, with expectations that we will respond to 
them.  We also have a lot more uploading of data that used to go on paper.  The problem 
is, we usually must fill out the paper too.  That’s the way they want our lesson plans, 
uploaded to Google Drive.  But if you are used to handwriting lesson plans, you now 
need to do twice the work.  Same with keeping grades.  You write the score on the test 
and your grade book, but also you need to upload it to STARS (online grading 
system).  Usually, new technology makes the job easier.  This is the only profession 
where technology actually makes the job harder and more redundant.”   
 
Troubling Interactions with Mike 
Mike was someone that I really enjoyed spending time with.  I judged him to be 
personally affable but quiet, and our interviews felt the same way.  While I was working 
with Mike, I developed an assumption that since Mike was like this was me, he was 
probably quiet and affable with the students as well, an assumption that once again 
pushed Mike towards the “good” teacher category in my binary-centric brain.  This initial 
first impression held true during all of our interactions, and I created an overall view of 





Mike surprised me by talking about Common Core standards being the biggest 
problem in education today.  To my ear, it seemed too specific and too simplistic.  Given 
Mike’s, what I considered to be, extensive work with severely disabled students and 
working in a bureaucratic system like the Department of Education, I thought for sure he 
would have said poverty, or lack of support for teachers, or special education reform.  I 
judged Mike for this selection - how can you pin all of your anger with the system on 
these standards?  Certainly, there are bigger issues than just this.  I should have asked him 
more about this and pushed him to explain more about what led him to that conclusion. 
In grappling with Mike’s words, I thought about what “Common Core” 
represented to Mike.  Given his affinity for children with special needs, and his academic 
struggles as a child, perhaps Mike saw the level of difficulty of these standards as yet 
another attack on things that were important to him.  Maybe Mike (mistakenly, in my 
view) thought that if Common Core was eliminated than its vestiges (standardized 
testing, more rigorous curriculum pacing) would be eliminated too. Mike’s seemingly 
close bonds with the children impacted by these decisions seemed to take precedence 
over other considerations. 
I thought about how we sometimes find it convenient to find scapegoats in our 
attempts to make meaning of the world and to label our greater frustrations.  For Mike, it 
was Common Core, but for others it might be “society,” or “the media,” or “politicians” 
(take your pick).  Mike’s expression that Common Core was to blame made me think of 
how I often also make sense of the world through these neat “cause and effect” analogies, 
the idea that if we changed one thing, some many other benefits would naturally 





more accepting of the way participants responded and to dig deeper for other factors that 
may be impacting their stated opinion. 
In working with Mike, I also felt bad for him.  This was most likely due to what 
he shared with me about his current situation in life, regarding his own poor health, his 
wife’s inability to work, and his relative poverty.  I noticed how this feeling, coupled with 
his friendly nature towards me, made me more appreciative of John’s time and attitude, 
and definitely, at least subconsciously, influenced my approach in the interviews and in 











“I’m going to tell you right now, I’m not going to give you the right answers.  I’m 
not going to bullshit you.  I’m going to tell you how it really is.”  This is what Matt 
promised me when he agreed to be interviewed for this project.  It was a theme he would 
return to many times during our talks, the idea that he was conveying what other people 
would sugar coat and lie about for the sake of making themselves look good.  I 
appreciated this honesty and reassured him that he was free to be candid about whatever 
he felt without any judgement on my part.   
One of the first things that was different about speaking with Matt was that he 
made no bones about why he got into the teaching profession.  “I became a teacher for 
the money, the benefits, and the time off.  Helping the children was probably the least on 
my list of important things.”  Matt would talk about things working with children that he 
enjoyed but he had a very practical focus on his job, that it was primarily a way for him 
to move forward. He mentions that “teaching was not my first choice of career, or 
second, or third.  In a lot of ways, it is the last thing I’d think I’d be doing.  But here I 
am.”  
Matt has taught elementary school for seven years and was hired through the New 
York City Teaching Fellows, an alternative certification program for people with strong 
academic success in college who are not majoring in education.  His early experiences 





Matt also has worked at two schools, one in the South Bronx and one in Staten Island, 
very close to where he lives.  He often juxtaposes responses using the two schools for 
comparison. 
It came out during our talks that Matt has many outside interests, aside from 
teaching, about which he is passionate.  Some of these passions pulled him toward 
different career directions before he became a teacher, and some have always remained 
more hobbies.  Matt talked at length about the role television, movies, sports, music, and 
politics have in his life and, through those discussions, it is clear that Matt believes he 
could have been good at any or all of them if he had selected a different career path. 
Becoming a teacher at age 24, Matt often weaves the story of his early teaching 
career with the story of his own maturity and journey towards finding himself.  He looks 
back critically at some of the decisions he made in his youth and looks back proudly on 
how far he has come in the following year.  He does acknowledge the sometimes bumpy 
road to get where he is now, but often it is the actions of other people that Matt looks at 
as the reasons there were bumps in the first place.  This was Matt’s story to tell and, to 
hear him tell it, he is on the hero’s journey. 
 
Matt’s Upbringing 
Matt characterizes his childhood as “mostly happy, some sadness, but nothing too 
major.  Nothing close to some of the stuff these kids (his students) are going through.”  
He grew up the oldest of two boys, living with his mother and brother on Staten Island 
after his parents divorced when he was 4.  “My parent’s divorce definitely had an impact 





them at the same time, but I did know that it was a change and that lots of my friends had 
both parents living with them.  I have a great relationship with my dad, don’t get me 
wrong, but I knew that other people had it different with two parents living together.”  
While the divorce was not without acrimony, Matt thinks that his parents did a good job 
of shielding their children from it and many of the other family dynamics remained 
intact.  “My mom and (paternal) grandmother are basically best friends.  I don’t know 
how many divorced women are friends with their ex-mother in law, but they are.  I also 
knew my grandparents and saw them a lot, even after my mom’s parents moved to 
Florida.  My grandfather almost became like a second father to me.  And he taught in 
Brooklyn for 30 years.  I was only starting to learn about that aspect of his life when he 
died.” Matt talked about how he wishes his early teaching career and his grandfather’s 
last years alive would have coincided, as Grandpa probably had 30 years’ worth of advice 
to share. 
Matt credited his elementary and middle school for being the place where he met 
most of his friends.  It seemed to be the part of this school career that he enjoyed the most 
and his core group of friends today are the same ones that he met at school during this 
period in his life. “Once I really had a group of friends, things were really fun because 
there was always something to do and someone to do it with.  Going to the movies, the 
mall, playing wiffleball, playing video games, whatever.  I’ve always kind of been ok 
with doing solitary activities but now I also had more of a social outlet.  I liked it.”  
While never among the most popular of kids, Matt felt that he was friendly with enough 
popular kids and that most people liked him.  He did not love the nickname “Little Matt,” 





Matthew at school, but that became his brand name and was often said by others in an 
affectionate way.     
Matt also did well in elementary and middle school.  He described himself as “a 
good kid, pretty smart, but not like the smartest kid in the class.  Towards the top of the 
middle.”  Looking back, Matt was able to see that he was usually in the second class from 
the top, which was satisfying compared to lower track classes but also frustrating because 
a lot of his friends were in the top class.  He especially felt this in high school where a 
last-minute change of schools further solidified this.  “I was zoned to go to Curtis (high 
school) but wanted to go to Wagner (high school).  The lady in the office said I had to go 
to Curtis on the first day, be marked present for attendance and then I could be signed out 
and re-enrolled at Wagner.  There was no way to do it ahead of time.  So, I did all this, 
and then there was some problem at Wagner.  But my dad knew the lady in the office, so 
they fixed it for me and then I was at Wagner, with all my friends.  The only problem 
was, since I was technically a new student, I couldn’t take the Scholar’s test (an exam to 
get into the school’s honor track program) so I they put me in whatever classes they had 
left, usually with students older than me that had failed the class the first time around.  I 
did not like high school, and I think this was a big factor.”   
Matt did have some notable male teachers in his elementary school.  He points 
especially to Mr. C., his fourth-grade teacher, and the only male teacher he had as a 
classroom teacher.  “I remember quite vividly being afraid of Mr. C. and knowing that a 
little more than the women teachers, if I screwed up, he was going to have hell to pay for 
it.  He never would and he never has done this, but you don’t know if the guy was going 





also cared about you.  Yeah, but my initial reactions as far as I can remember as a 9-year-
old was being in fear a little bit more.  And when he yelled at you, it actually meant 
something because it was a little bit scary.  So, you didn’t want to be yelled at.”  Matt 
said that he modeled his first-year teaching demeanor after Mr. C. but found that it was a 
little difficult to keep up in a classroom today.  Matt was also involved with the after-
school latchkey program, headed by Mr. Rotelli, who, according to Matt, actually was an 
army drill instructor, and brought that demeanor to the elementary school.  Matt reported 
that he felt that all of his elementary teachers cared about him and would find time to 
joke with students to build rapport, by that there was a constant fear of setting off 
teachers and having to endure their verbal dressing down. 
For college, Matt attended SUNY-Albany in upstate New York and lived on 
campus for one semester, before returning home to attend St. John’s University as a 
commuter student.  The experience was an eye opener for Matt, as he realized how much 
he did not want to be away from the comforts of home.  Also, he missed his two best 
friends, who began their college careers at St. John’s.  Aside from feeling better about 
being home and being around his two best friends, Matt also felt the coursework at St. 
John’s was much easier than it had been at SUNY-Albany.  “I did really, really, really 
well and I majored in communications, which is a field I wanted to go into.”  After 
college, unsure of what to do career-wise, Matt enrolled in a graduate program in cinema 
and media studies at the College of Staten Island and worked part-time in a video store 
(“Remember those?”) called Hollywood Video. This period of Matt’s life, when he was 
in graduate school, would prove to be very consequential, as he had to make several 





Over the course of the next two years, Matt would complete his masters in cinema 
and media studies and break up with his girlfriend, also a student in the same 
program.  This came after he visited Turkey for a month (his girlfriend is a Turkish 
national) and ultimately rejected a permanent move there, ending the relationship (“I was 
*that* close to moving. It would have been a disaster.”). Matt’s nurturing grandfather 
would pass away in the fall of that year as well, a loss he and his mother took 
hard.  Finally, his two best friends had become teachers and were sharing their 
experiences with Matt, which initially sparked the idea that maybe he was ready for a 
change and that teaching might be the change he was looking for. 
 
How Matt Became a Teacher 
In the background of all these changes happening in Matt’s life were also the 
changes happening in the life of Matt’s mother, with whom he lived.  For many years, 
Matt’s mother was employed by Chase Manhattan bank as a teller but was suddenly laid 
off shortly after her 50th birthday.  Unable to find a job with the salary and benefits that 
she enjoyed at Chase, Matt’s mother found work at Newark Airport for Continental 
Airlines as a ticketing representative.  The pay was low, the hours were sporadic, and the 
work was essentially part time.  This was the first time that Matt realized that his mother 
could use help, and it motivated him to get serious about his career.   
The influence of his best friends was a major factor in Matt’s decision to go for 
teaching.  “I had already finished my bachelors and my master’s, so I had a lot of school - 
it just wasn’t the right type of school.  At that point, I wanted to teach high school and I 





be a good fit to teach English.  Of course, I didn’t know about the ins and outs of how 
certifications work.”  While at the College of Staten Island, Matt heard about a program 
called the Teaching Scholars, where you would get paid $10 an hour to help out in public 
school classrooms.  It was only open to students who were not in education, as a way to 
attract new talent to the teaching field.  Seeing it as a way to make money and gain 
experience, Matt joined the program and worked on several high schools in the area.  
Here he got to see firsthand what high school teachers did and he liked it.  “I loved that 
you could kind of level with the kids, be like ‘listen, if you do this work, I’ll give you free 
time at the end.’  Some kids were legitimately interested in what you were talking about, 
although most just wanted to play on their phones.”  The experience was easy money and 
a window into a life that held some promise, although Matt certainly saw himself 
teaching media and film on the college level more than at high school or “below.”   
With his two best friends in the field, one of the friends had become a teacher 
through an alternative certification program called the New York City Teaching 
Fellows.  In this program, non-education college students with high grade point averages 
could apply to be accepted into a cohort of students who would spend the summer taking 
intensive teacher training classes.  At the end of the summer, each student would be 
placed in a teaching position in a high needs school. Teaching Fellows would be required 
to teach for a minimum of two years and would also be placed in a graduate education 
program, where their tuition was heavily subsidized.  It would be a great fit for Matt, as 
his high GPA put him in the stratum that the program sought, and his unofficial 
experience teaching (the Teaching Fellows disallows anyone with many education credits 





friend who had gone through the process, Matt made the cut for the Teaching Fellows 
and began coursework over the summer. 
“I was worried, in all seriousness.  I had this great idea, to become a teacher and 
maybe do that for a few years, but the actual business of going about it took me out of my 
comfort zone. And everything was going to happen so fast - a busy summer (which had 
always been a season for relaxing and taking it easy), and then, boom, here you go, you 
are a teacher.  And you also have to go to grad school at night.  It was a lot.”  Matt 
describes talking to his friends, worriedly, after the first few meetings and thinking that 
he would not be able to stick it out.  “The thing that, sadly, kept me in check, was the idea 
that if I quit before two years, that I would have to pay them all the money back that they 
had spent on my training.  I didn’t want to do that, but I came close a few times, and even 
figured out exactly how much it would cost me.  Luckily, it never came to that.”  When 
Matt was accepted, he was assigned to Fordham University for his graduate studies, so he 
would be required to attend classes in Manhattan, which was an arduous commute from 
his home on Staten Island.  Additionally, despite his interest in teaching older students, 
becoming an elementary teacher required the least amount of coursework and “would 
probably be easier - a thought I would come to regret.”  He enrolled in the general 
education (“no way I wanted special ed”) program and interviewed for a job at the end of 
the summer. 
Matt’s parents were both very happy that he was going into teaching.  His mother, 
herself a daughter of an educator, had reservations about where Matt was teaching but 
was also proud of her son for setting out on a career path, not just having a job.  “I think 





that I graduated college and was going to have a stable job was exciting for her.  She 
wished it was closer to home, but the fact that I was commuting every day to a tough 
neighborhood was something she definitely played up when talking to her friends.  Like I 
was in ‘Dangerous Minds’,” referring to the 1995 film where the lead character is a new 
teacher in a notorious inner-city school.   
Matt’s dad had a more nuanced view of the job.  “My dad is an architect but also 
taught history on the college level and has written a few books about social dancing in the 
United States.  He was definitely more familiar with actual teaching than my mom 
was.  But his experience was teaching adults, and people who wanted to be there - very 
different than the kids I would be teaching.”  Matt would lean on his father for advice, 
and even had his father visit his class as a guest speaker to help support his effort.  As an 
interesting role-reversal, it would be Matt’s dad who, four years after Matt began 
teaching, had a career change and started teaching high school social studies.  “It was 
nice for me to be able to give my dad real advice on how to deal with students, even if the 
private school kids he was working with were different than my kids.  My favorite advice 
to him, after hearing him complain that the students came to class unprepared, was to buy 
a lot of pens and hand them out, no strings attached, at the beginning of class.  No sense 
in arguing with them to start the class.”        
Matt weighed two job offers - one at PS 5 in the South Bronx and one at PS 41 in 
Brooklyn.  “These were not schools upon a hill.  Both were in tough neighborhoods that 
would be a bitch to commute to.  Obviously, I wanted a school closer to home but, come 
August, this was the best I was going to do.”  PS 5 made a better impression on Matt, 





there.  PS 41 was “ok,” but the principal seemed more aloof and the parking situation was 
much tougher.  In the end, the decision was made for Matt, as PS 41 never called him 
back, and PS 5 called the next day.   
 
Matt’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
“The first time I even interviewed at PS 5, I was scared.  Not nervous, but actually 
scared.  The neighborhood was very different from what I was used to coming from 
Staten Island.  And I wasn’t even a tough kid in my neighborhood.  I shouldn’t have 
lasted two seconds.”  That was Matt’s initial take on the place he would work for the next 
three years.  His three years teaching 5th grade at PS 5 was mixed, in that Matt credits the 
“tough” nature of the school with helping him come into his own as a person, as well as a 
teacher.  However, he did see the stark contrast of when comparing this to his own school 
as a child.  “Many of these kids were really poor.  You say ‘dirt poor’ - well, many of 
them probably fit that bill.  And there were no white kids in the school.  Not a few, not 
ten, zero.  I felt and looked like a fish out of water.  And then on top of that, I was a half-
Jewish white man who commuted from Staten Island each day.  We had absolutely 
nothing in common.”  However, it would end up being the students that became Matt’s 
favorite part of the job.  “At least in the beginning, working with the kids ate up most of 
my time and worry.  Once we started connecting a bit, it ended up being fun to relate to 
them and help them with problems.  I mean, lots of them had problems that nobody could 
fix for them, but I started to find that just being there and listening could help.  That 





As much as working with the students became a rewarding experience, Matt’s 
relationship with his principal soured after the first year or so of working.  “It was so 
weird.  I was hired and she was very complimentary towards me, almost like I was doing 
them a favor by working at the school.  But at some point during my second year, my 
principal seemed to be nit-picking me, always had some little issue with either my 
lessons or how I was handling some paperwork issue.  It became an almost two year 
battle with her to attain tenure and to ultimately be allowed to transfer to another school.”  
Matt explains that he learned that teachers need to be willing to stand up for not only 
their students, but also to stand up for themselves when faced with an administrator bent 
on “ruining your career.”   
Matt detailed how he documented every interaction and was as proactive as 
possible to make a potential case for his dismissal as difficult as possible.  In the end, the 
principal reluctantly granted him tenure (giving him much more job security going 
forward) even though she told him he did not deserve it.  “She said ‘I’m giving you 
tenure even though you don’t deserve it.  I expect to see a lot of improvement next year 
because you have a lot to learn about being a teacher.’  Little did she know that I was 
already seriously making efforts to transfer and had a great opportunity lined up.  
However, there is a wrinkle in the system that if you are transferring schools, you need to 
do it before August 10th.  If you transfer after August 10th, you need your original 
principal’s permission first.  Wouldn’t you know it, I got offered the job at (PS) Welldrab 
on August 12th.  And true to form, my old principal denied my transfer.  Just to be an 
asshole to me.  I was livid!  So, I call my new principal and tell her the situation.  I don’t 





principal changed her mind.  I was finally out of that place and now going to be teaching 
at a school 2 blocks from my house.  I couldn’t believe it!” 
Matt’s first few months at PS Welldrab were “like a dream.”  Whereas everything 
at PS 5 seemed to be a struggle, things at his new school were so much easier.  “The staff 
was welcoming, the principal wanted to have me, my commute was 5 minutes on foot, 
the kids were for the most part really great, it was such a breath of fresh air.”  Matt 
started teaching 4th grade that fall and felt good about what he was doing.  He did point 
out that his new school had a slightly different culture than his old school, especially 
because parents were a bigger part of his new school.  “Learning to deal more directly 
and on an everyday basis with parents was something new, because at PS 5, many of the 
parents I never saw.  At Welldrab, I saw half the parents every day at dismissal and spoke 
to almost all of them.  Contacting the teacher by email also was picking up at that time 
too, so I had to sort through that after hours as well.  It was a bit much, honestly.”   
There was also more of an emphasis on academics at his new school.  Matt felt 
that his former principal did not place strong regulations on the curriculum, so long as 
students were managed well and did not get into trouble.  Matt recognizes this flexibility 
as something he enjoyed, as it gave him space to do activities with the class that were 
enjoyable or helped keep the class from “spiraling out of control.”  This sometimes 
included watching non-educational videos or playing video games connected to the 
classroom projector, both a throw-back to Matt’s lifelong interest in media studies.  At PS 
Welldrab, he would be expected to follow a plan and to make sure that students were 
engaged in educational activities throughout the day.  “(The principal) came into my class 





explain that the kids were really good, so I was rewarding them, but she was having none 
of it.  She was like ‘I hired you to teach, now shut that off and go teach!’  I was taken 
aback a bit by her tone, as she had always been nice to me.  I learned later that my new 
principal had sort of a bipolar personality - super warm and understanding about some 
things but crazy about other things.  Anything health or family related, she was aces.  
Anything else, you had no idea how she would react - a smile, a hug, or screaming at 
you.”  Matt learned to highlight that his class was on task at any point when questioned 
by the principal, and to avoid her at all costs if he could, rarely going to her for advice or 
with problems. 
In both of his schools, Matt felt the need to connect with his students.  He does 
point to the fact that he is a male elementary teacher as maybe one reason why some kids 
did connect with him.  “I know it’s not p.c. (politically correct) to say it this way but a lot 
of kids are excited to have a male teacher instead of a female teacher and I think one 
reason is because guys bring more of their interests to the forefront.  I’m always talking 
about movies, and music, and video games in class, because that’s what I like.  You don’t 
hear female teachers doing that as much.”  Matt notes how tough it can be to motivate 
students and that he has always relied on basic systems of reward to motivate 
students.  “When I first started, I tried a lot of things.  I used to give the kids points for 
good behavior.  But that eventually became too complicated.  Then I did a class store, but 
some kids were stealing.  Now, I basically bribe them with candy.  If I have a 
troublesome kid, I say ‘If you can do such and such, I will give you candy before lunch or 
at the end of the day.’  I know it’s not the best way to do things, but it works better than 





Matt also expressed a concern with the general experiences of the current 
generation of children.  “When we were in school, we were afraid of teachers and did 
everything we could to stay in line.  Today? Forget about it.  The kids are in charge.  And 
I blame the parents and the system.  The kids learn that there are no negative 
consequences for their actions. And god forbid I raise my voice with a kid.  I got in 
trouble once for raising my voice in class because a kid felt ‘threatened.’ Give me a 
break.”  Matt was very critical of a “soft” culture that has shown itself in schools and 
“handcuffed” to deal with problems students brought to him.  “Now, I’m as hand-off as 
possible.  You have a problem? Let me make you happy right away, regardless of the 
issue, because, if not, I’m going to be in trouble.”     
 
Matt’s Thoughts on Teaching 
In discussing current students, Matt was very forthcoming about his macro-views 
of children today.  It became clear that Matt felt that, largely due to a blend of increased 
screen time and limited consequences, children today have a much shorter attention span 
and a much more limited view of proper decorum.  In fact, this “kids these days” 
discussion would be one that appeared in many of the interviews conducted for this study 
and helped understand where participants felt responsibility laid.  Matt lamented the fact 
that parents are primarily at fault for this change, allowing students to run wild and set 
the rules themselves.  Additionally, recent reforms to limit school suspensions for 
students hampered teachers and administrators in their effort to instill discipline in 
school.  On screen time, Matt had a more nuanced view, based largely on his positive 





video games, or television, or movies and rebutted casual criticism of those 
media.  Where he felt their impact was in the classroom, where students were 
unaccustomed to needing a longer attention span to learn.  Years of user manipulated 
screen time (in contrast to passive watching of whatever was “on”) gave children agency 
to click on something new whenever they got bored.  “In school, you can’t click ‘skip’ 
when your teacher is teaching you about fractions or long division.”  
Matt felt very strongly that too much is expected of teachers today.  “I feel like 
teachers back in the day would come in, hand out worksheets, yell at us for talking, and 
then go home.”  Granted this view was from a student perspective, but Matt lamented 
how much work teachers are required to do and how much of it has no bearing on the 
classroom. “One year we had a professional development series that we worked on all 
year, every Monday and Tuesday.  All working towards developing one lesson.  Just one 
lesson.  So anyway, we worked on it the whole year and then we delivered it to the class 
in June.  It was a good lesson but the amount of time and effort it required so proved my 
point.  How are we to be expected to write 25 lessons a week by ourselves but when the 
time is made for us to work collaboratively, we come up with one.”  Lack of materials 
was also a complaint that Matt mentioned.  “I know we get Teachers Choice (funds 
allocated by the NYC City Council for teachers to spend on their classrooms, about $225 
per year), but it’s so messed up.  We are responsible to get the kids what they need to 
learn.  Shouldn’t the school provide that?  I mean, does the city ask the guy driving the 
bus to also buy the gas?”  Matt’s frustration with “the City” centered around their endless 





Tweed Courthouse, where educational decisions are made, Matt says “I call them the 
puzzle palace.” 
Matt would spend his entire teaching career in third, fourth, and fifth grades, 
which meant that every year his class would take state-wide standardized exams in 
reading and math.  These tests took on out-sized importance during the mayorship of 
Michael Bloomberg (2002-2013), who used them to fight the practice of social promotion 
in schools.  Social promotion referred to the practice of moving a student from one grade 
to the next based on their age rather than their ability to master the coursework.  While it 
is unclear how often this actually happened in schools, the perception was that moving 
towards a system that focused on achievement would be fairer and help ensure that 
students are ready for the next grade.   
What eventually followed was a push to use the results of students’ standardized 
test scores and tie them directly to the teachers of those students, so a teacher’s “value-
added” measure could be calculated and ranked.  Given the feeling that many variables 
that go into a student’s score on a test, many teachers and teacher organizations criticized 
this model.  Matt was one of them.  “How crazy is it that a whole year of effort is boiled 
down to the scores on two tests.  That’s why we see schools cheating on these things.  
The pressure is on everyone to make it look like scores are going up.  What do you 
expect?”  Matt is also critical of teacher unions, who he thinks did not fight hard enough 
to resist the impact of test scores on teacher evaluations.  “When it first started, we were 
told ‘No way they can use test scores against teachers! Then it was like, well ok we can 





overall rating (40%, in New York City).  We should have said absolutely not from the 
beginning, but they caved and now it’s normal and we have to deal with it.” 
Matt recognized the divide between male and female teachers.  “You see almost 
no male teachers in elementary school.  If you do, it’s usually in fifth grade or some sort 
of cluster position.  I think it’s just a more natural fit for women, the nurturing side of it, 
with the little ones.  I wouldn’t want to teach kindergarten, that’s for sure.”  Matt also 
acknowledged the suspicion that people have about male teachers preying on children 
sexually.  “Men always have to be super careful about every little interaction, even if you 
brush up against a kid inadvertently.  Women?  I once saw an older teacher, a female, run 
after a little kid, grab him, and kiss him on both cheeks in school.  No consequences!  If I 
did that, well, I don’t have to tell you what would happen to me!”  Some other aspects of 
day to day teaching were impacted by dominant conceptions of a binary-only version of 
the gender divide.  Matt felt that administrators went easy on him when his bulletin 
boards or classroom decorations were not on the same level as his female teachers 
because “he’s a guy.”  They also asked him to be more aware of his voice when he raises 
it in class because, they explained, his voice might “scare the children because he’s a 
man.”  Aside from these aspects, Matt felt that male and female teachers were treated 
fairly and that there was little difference in terms of expectations.    
 
What Comes Next for Matt and His Predictions on the Profession 
Matt sees teaching as a profession that is getting more difficult to be in.  “I know 
that this is probably true for us in society at large, but parents are more likely to sue the 





recently, as he and the school were sued for their actions involving a burn 
case.  According to Matt, there was a boy in his class who was often prone to not 
listening and getting into mischief of one sort or another.  The boy was complaining 
about his seat placement and Matt agreed to allow the boy to sit at a separate location, off 
to the side by the windows and heating unit.  Unbeknownst to Matt, the custodial staff 
was doing work on the heating unit and had exposed part of the piping, piping that would 
get very hot when the heating was on.  In this case, the student was leaning back in his 
chair and fell, thus falling onto the exposed pipe and getting burned in the process.   
After it happened, Matt sent the boy to the nurse for treatment, where the nurse 
contacted the boy’s parents.  This resulted in the parents suing the Department of 
Education and the teacher in charge.  “This experience really frustrated me.  How was I 
supposed to know about an exposed pipe that got super hot when the heat was on?  I was 
just focused on teaching the boy.  The story ran on the front page of the local paper, and 
really caused me and my wife a great deal of grief.  And, the trial isn’t even over!  This 
was two years ago.”  Matt says that from that experience on, he is always thinking about 
ways kids can hurt themselves and ways he could be liable for things the kids do.  “And 
the parents in question put a tremendous amount of energy telling people on social media 
about the incident and talking to lawyers, but the kid was always failing.  Maybe if they 
had spent their efforts helping the boy raise his grade . . .” Matt trailed off.    
It is instances like the above that make the job harder and harder, according to 
Matt.  “The most frustrating part is that everything we do as teachers is scrutinized and 
watched and criticized.  And, for the most part, we hold it together every single day, 180 





walked back his comments about his reputation being ruined but did acknowledge that it 
was not easy to have his name be tied to a google search result forever.  “I still have my 
job and the people in the building know how I am with the kids, but this was an 
eyeopener.  The system gives a lot of leeway to students and parents.”   
Matt has been teaching on the college level as an adjunct professor of media 
studies for ten years now.  It is closer to what he’d really like to be doing than working in 
the elementary classroom.  The work is so simplified compared to the all-encompassing 
job of being a teacher but the pay, which Matt estimated to be about $2,500 per class, has 
proven to be a huge hurdle and ensured that teaching undergraduates remains something 
that must be a part-time venture.  “If I could teach college full-time and get the exact 
same pay and benefits, I’d be gone.  It is so easy compared to teaching in the public 
school.  But college pay is terrible - how can anyone raise a family on that salary?” Matt 
has no plans to pursue a doctoral degree, which he admits would be a necessity if he ever 
wanted to work on campus.  Instead, Matt is open in our interview about possibly seeking 
out a cluster position in his school, being a teacher who teaches one subject all day to 
different groups of children, rather than teaching all subjects to one set of students all 
day.  “I’m being real with you, I’m tired.  I’d rather teach one thing a bunch of times than 
run around with one group of kids all day in the same class.  It’s draining.” 
 
Troubling Interactions with Matt 
Matt was happy to talk with me about teaching and his experiences.  He seemed 
very intent on talking to me with raw candor about the profession as he saw it.  My 





answers that were less than honest and made teaching seem like a rosy, idealistic 
pursuit.  Based on that, I feel that Matt may have overcorrected and spoke more strongly 
about the undersides of teaching.  Matt seemed to want to explain to the public (as my 
dissertation was a minor vehicle with which to speak to others) how hard teaching is.  I 
considered that this talk may have been initiated by Matt to make himself appear smarter, 
tougher, or more dedicated than others, rather than his desire for the “truth” of teaching to 
be heard. 
Some of the speech that stood out from Matt and caused me pause was his 
discussion of why he became a teacher.  This is a classic question to pose to any teacher 
and the dominant narrative at play generally (and in my brain as well) states that any 
answer stressing the intrinsic rewards of teaching is “correct” and any answer stressing 
the extrinsic rewards is “incorrect” (honorable mentions are allowed for anyone who cites 
both, but stresses the intrinsic more).  Matt surprised me and went right for it - stating 
that the money, time off, and benefits were the reasons he became a teacher.  I thought 
about how brazen a statement that was, how clear the situation was that, even if he did 
not believe it, he could have easily lied to me and came off looking better than he did.  
That was a major point of messiness for me.  Had Matt lied, and said he became a teacher 
because he loved helping little kids, I likely would not know that he was lying, and I 
would not have judged him so harshly.  This went to show me that the social cues that 
Matt missed (or deliberately ignored) that would encourage him to give the “right” 
answer, were shaped by me, which subconsciously led the participant down only one 





In examining my biases on this question, I tried to trouble the idea of what 
constitutes acceptable reasons to become a teacher.  In many other fields, a desire to be 
adequately compensated, as well as having fair working conditions, and employee 
benefits are just as important as they are in teaching.  Yet, because we often think of 
teachers as self-less workers, who will always sacrifice for the good of the children, it has 
somehow become taboo for teachers to say that extrinsic rewards are important.  I judged 
Matt for his response, but I asked myself if my own professed love for the children could 
withstand a ten percent pay cut or a loss of health benefits.  In both cases, it could not.   
Matt’s propensity to say the “wrong” thing in our talks was fascinating to me.  It 
made me think of all the participants (including myself) who may have complicated my 
understandings of their experiences by giving the “right” answers based on fear of 
judgment or societal norms.  It showed how the words, or lack of words, that someone 










In formulating my ideas for this dissertation research, I wanted to focus on a topic 
that was near and dear to my heart.  When I decided to research male elementary 
teachers, I made the decision to include myself in the research for several reasons.  First, 
as the researcher, I recognized that my feelings and input would have a way of coming 
out, no matter what, via my data interpretations as well as representations, as many of the 
scholars whom I reference in my Literature Review and Methodology Chapters pointed 
out,  Rather than attempting to withhold this aspect, I felt it better to explicitly 
interrogate, via those reflexivities of discomfort, in particular,  in order to examine more 
closely some of my heretofore perhaps unrecognized, habitual thoughts, assumptions, 
expectations and biases – and how these affected, if at all, my data 
interpretations.  Second, as a member of the studied group of “male elementary teachers,” 
my responses offer additional glimpses into issues and questions that I’ve posed to all 
study participants.   
While I am not truly “interviewing” myself, this practice did involve me in 
attempting to respond to the same questions that I created for my other participants.  I of 
course entered into this endeavor, anticipating that I was less likely than the other 
participants to be surprised by my responses or to ask a probing follow-up question.  
However, the act of thinking deeply about the questions I asked the others many times 





specific responses.  It also gave me the experience of getting to feel what it was like to be 
a participant in the research, not just the researcher.  I thus also made the decision to 
write the following in the third person, in order to maintain the general “structure” for 
representing participants’ responses that I have used in the other sections: 
Ed is 37 years old and is married and has a daughter and a son.  His wife is a 
professional in Ed’s school; she serves as the school’s psychologist.  The two actually 
met at the school before dating and eventually getting married.  He currently lives in New 
Jersey but commutes to his school in the neighborhood where he lived between the ages 
of 5 and 31.  Ed has taught for 15 years at PS Welldrab, teaching fifth grade for one year, 
first grade for two years, and second grade for 12 years.  Ed also coordinates the 
afterschool program at the school, which adds an additional 600 hours he spends at 
school each year.  Ed feels a strong attachment to his school, as it was also the school that 
he attended as a boy.  Those six years that he attended as a student were formative and 
enjoyable for Ed, and they have informed the work he has done at the school for the last 
15 years. 
Although he has worked, in varying capacities, at other schools, PS Welldrab is 
the only school that Ed has worked at on a full-time basis.  Additionally, Ed has had only 
one principal as well as a very stable school administration (the school has very low 
turnover in general).  As a result, Ed’s thoughts are very much situated in this ecosystem, 
and he thus has had less experience with some of the large-scale changes that other 








Ed was born in Brooklyn and raised there until about the age of 5, when his 
parents bought a modest house off the Staten Island Expressway.  “My dad told me that 
we moved to Staten Island because their supermarkets had parking lots, unlike Brooklyn 
where you would have to circle the block looking for spots.”  But there was more to it 
than that: Ed’s parents thought that the relative suburbia that was Staten Island in the 
1980s was a step up from the increasingly crowded confines of Park Slope.  Years later, 
Ed’s father would be astounded to find out that their former small residence, complete 
with roaches and mice, would be sought after for upwards of $2 million.  
Living in Staten Island was not a big change for Ed, as he was so young that he 
does not remember it being a transitional issue at all.  Ed began kindergarten at PS 
Welldrab in the fall of 1986 and remembers happy memories of the school.  “I made 
friends with the kids at school and the kids on my block.  I didn’t realize it growing up, 
but I had a great block - lots of kids, all about the same age, but some older than me, so I 
at least had a little bit of a glimpse into what was coming up next year or beyond.”  The 
older kids on the block were often getting in trouble, so Ed often had a means of 
comparison for behavior not to emulate. 
Ed remembers feeling that he was a strong student most acutely in his fourth 
grade class.  Before that, Ed did very well in school, but, lacking any other perspective, 
Ed assumed that everyone else in the class was also a good student.  “I felt that teachers 
only really cared about your behavior, were you quiet, did you do as you are told.  As a 
teacher now, I would call that ‘playing school’, and I ‘played school’ very well.  While 





smart.”  When Ed reached fourth grade, he was assigned to Mr. C.’s class, one of the few 
male teachers in the school and one who had a reputation for yelling and punishing 
students with “compositions,” a punishment that required students to write a narrative for 
a certain number of words.  “He would yell out ‘Mr. Smith - 300-word composition! Ms. 
Jones - 500-word composition!’ Everyone was Mr. or Ms. if you were in trouble.”  
Tellingly, Mr. C. almost always called Ed “Eddie,” and not “Mr. Miller. 
Mr. C. took a liking to Ed and spoke to his parents about putting him in an Honors 
class the following year.  “My parents didn’t know anything about this but apparently 
there was one class on the grade each year that was IGC - Intellectually Gifted 
Children.  You had to take a test to get in, but Mr. C. said you could also get in if he 
recommended it.  When my parents agreed in principle, he took care of the rest and the 
next year I was in the 5th grade IGC class.”  Years later, Mr. C. would play up the fact 
that he stuck his neck out with the principal (who he was feuding with at the time) to 
secure a spot for “Eddie.”  In fifth grade, Ed had Ms. U., who was so far removed from 
the nostalgic view of an elementary teacher.  She was Ms., not Miss or Mrs.  She wore 
shirts and pants, not skirts or dresses.  She had short hair, wore no makeup, and looked 
“scary” because she rarely smiled and often snapped at students.   She taught from a desk 
by an open window, where she would leave a lit cigarette in an ashtray on the windowsill 
and take puffs from it during the day.  She also definitely was a social justice advocate, 
who brought in serious subject matter for the ten-year olds to grapple with each day, with 
hot button issues like homosexuality, apartheid, and white supremacy taking center stage 





Having Ms. U. and Mr. C. as elementary teachers got Ed prepared for all future 
schooling.  Ed was one of the top students in both his middle school and high school, 
where he also played on the school’s ice hockey team, a longtime passion of his.  “I loved 
playing hockey, but I hated the culture.  Football gets a bad rap - hockey might be worse.  
The violence, the fans, the parents.  It’s a mess.  I realized at the end of my junior year 
that a) I would never be good enough to go pro, and b) I was not willing to put in the 
effort to seriously attempt to get a college athletic scholarship, and c) I needed to focus 
on getting ready, academically, for college.”  Ed’s parents, especially his father, had 
always stressed the importance of education.  His father was a strong student in 
elementary and middle school and got accepted to Brooklyn Technical High School, one 
of the best schools in the city.  However, his college career never got going, and Ed’s 
father dropped out after a few weeks.  “I think it is one of my dad’s biggest regrets.  As 
such, he has the idea of college built up a bit in his head.”  Ed’s father learned a lot about 
the college process, especially filing for financial aid.  Of modest means (Ed’s father was 
a police detective with the New York Police Department and his mother was a secretary 
at a furniture company), Ed’s family was upfront with him about the costs of college.  
“They told me ‘We can afford to send you to city college.  But you can go wherever you 
want if you get a scholarship’.”       
Ed decided to apply to St. John’s University, which had a campus nearby on 
Staten Island.  He was awarded a full scholarship, plus he won two additional 
scholarships, one which was specifically for children of law enforcement officers.  Ed 





management program at the school, a program that could prepare him for a career 
working in sports, which was very exciting for a young fan to hear. 
 
How Ed Became a Teacher 
College life at St. John’s was pleasant for Ed. His life had not changed as 
drastically as it might have if he had gone to school out of state, as he was still living at 
home (with parents and siblings with whom he got along) and commuting less than ten 
minutes to his school.  He was able to keep his part time job at K-mart and some of his 
closest friends went to school nearby and he saw them often.  His coursework was very 
engaging, as he took several sports management courses, as well as some core classes in 
psychology and economics.  After a high school year filled with a full schedule of 
Advanced Placement classes, the relatively light load of 5 college classes with enjoyable 
material seemed much more relaxed.   
A series of events led Ed to abandon his hope for a career in sports and seek out a 
new path.  He was proud to be selected as the only freshman on the Sports Management 
Study Abroad program, at the University of Leicester in England, a program that the 
college talked up at every recruiting seminar they held.  It promised to help students gain 
international experience and to place them in an internship with an English soccer or 
rugby club, thereby giving them a credential that would set them apart from other 
applicants for jobs in the future.  For one semester, Ed lived at the University of Leicester 
and interned at the Leicester Tigers Football Club (rugby).  It was a very exciting 
experience and was the first time Ed was truly on his own away from family and friends.  





favorite baseball team and the sports franchise with which he most strongly 
identified.  Surprisingly and soon after, he received a call from the Mets, and he started as 
an intern in the fall of 2001.  It was the international experience that they cited that put 
him apart from the other applicants. 
The fall semester of 2001 was significant for many reasons.  The events of 
September 11th, 2001 would come to shape everyone living in New York City, and Ed 
was not spared.  “I started to think more about how what we do with our lives matters and 
began to question if working hard so the Mets could make more money, not necessarily 
win more games, but mostly make more money, was a good use of my efforts.”  Ed also 
started taking a class on religion at St. John’s, part of the Catholic university’s 
requirement that all undergraduates take at least three classes in theology.  The class was 
taught by a personally religious but strictly academic professor, who scrutinized scripture 
from a scientific point of view.  Ed gradually became an atheist over the course of this 
semester based on what he learned about Christianity. “St. John’s actually convinced me 
to become an atheist through the reason and evidence their classes showed me.  It was not 
what I was expecting.”  As such, Ed was questioning a lot about the world already when 
the tragedy of September 11th happened.  During this period of questioning, Ed came to 
at least one conclusion:  the work he was doing with the Mets, and sports management in 
general, was not something he could see doing as a career. 
Ed initially thought about studying law, but after speaking with a trusted law 
professor at St. John’s, Ed was not sure if that was the right direction.  “I talked to 
Professor Kenny (the law professor) and I thought that he always seemed so happy in 





class that we all had to take.  I thought the law was what he was excited about, but it 
turned out it was more teaching the law that was fun.”  Ed thought back to other times in 
his life when he was able to teach things, and he remembered feeling the same way 
Professor Kenny seemed to feel, whether he was tutoring students in high school or 
working at a summer camp with younger students.  After talking to a few people in the 
education program, Ed started classes in the spring semester as a childhood education 
major. 
Ed was the only male in his education classes, which was a complete change from 
his heavily male-dominated sports management classes.  Ed found it awkward enough to 
be there but especially so when professors would point it out.  Also, Ed did very well in 
his classes but never wanted professors to point it out publicly for fear of being labeled a 
teacher’s pet.  Eventually, Ed would student teach at PS Welldrab and have a positive 
experience there, gaining the trust of the principal, who told him to keep in touch after he 
graduated.  That May, Ed received an award at his college graduation for graduating first 
in his class, something that especially made his parents proud.  Before the ink was even 
dry on his diploma (he had to have the college print out a letter saying he had technically 
graduated but the diplomas were going to take 4 weeks to print), he went to Court Street 
in Brooklyn to be fingerprinted and processed for a substitute teaching license.  He 









Ed’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
Ed spent the first two months covering classes at PS Welldrab.  Each day, he 
would get a slip of paper in his mailbox that had the details of his classes that day.  They 
were usually strictly “coverages,” meaning that the teacher may or may not have work for 
him to do with the class but that it would only be a 45-minute period before someone 
would return.  Ed always had standard lessons in his bag ready to go, but it was usually 
easier if the teacher left work.  Other times, Ed would “be” someone for the day, in that 
he would be covering another teacher’s full schedule due to absence.   
On Halloween, Ed was called into the principal’s office at about 7:00am.  “I was 
nervous about it but when I sat down, she said that she has been very happy about me 
teaching and that she is going to ‘appoint’ me.  I didn’t know what that meant in DOE 
parlance.  I didn’t think to ask her.  But she went on to say that on Monday I would co-
teach a class with another teacher, Tuesday (Election Day, no students in attendance) I 
would work to get the classroom ready, and then Wednesday I would be on my own.”  Ed 
learned later that being “appointed” meant that he was permanently hired by his 
school.  He would now retain his position as a full-time, full-salaried teacher from year to 
year, and would receive full medical benefits, summer pay, and be enrolled in the 
retirement plan.  This was a major and permanent shift in his employment status, a 
beginning milestone in his career.  Reflecting on this, Ed wish he had known at that 
moment what a big deal this was, as he would have thanked his principal more 
profusely.   
“My first year was very difficult.  And now I look back on it and wonder why.  I 





treat if we have less than 32 (the legal limit).  Also, 5th grade in general, while not an 
‘easy’ grade, has advantages that the younger grades do not have, in that the kids are 
more grown up.  But somehow I still screwed things up.”  Ed describes his general 
education class of having ten students with IEPs and was certainly considered the 
“bottom” class of the grade.  “My neighboring teacher had the ‘top’ class and her door 
was adjacent to mine.  Sometimes, when things were going nuts in my class, I would look 
over into her room and see the kids politely debating Shakespeare or figuring out 
advanced Calculus.  Or at least that’s what it seemed like.”  Ed’s class had been tough to 
deal with from the start (which is why a teacher change was made in the first place) and 
while the students generally struggled academically, the mix of personalities in the class 
also played a role.  “Many of the kids had been in classes together for years and knew 
what buttons to push.  A lot of the kids also lived in the same public housing building, so 
they were very familiar with each other.  Those almost sibling-level bickerings played out 
each day in class.”   
While the students brought their own personalities to bear in the classroom, Ed 
credits his reactions to student behavior with usually making situations worse.  His 
attempts to be loud and commanding in class usually fell flat and, occasionally, drew 
laughter.  He feels that had he tried to connect with the class, or to help them more when 
they were upset, at least some of this animosity could have been avoided.  “I constantly 
felt like I had to be the big dog.  And I do think there is something to being in charge in 
the classroom as a teacher, don’t let anyone take that away from you.  But I learned that 
you do not need to jump on every single infraction, you do not need to use volume and 





to be afraid to do the wrong thing, when maybe I should have spent more time getting 
them to be excited to do the right thing.”  Ed relates a story of how his impulsive, “big 
dog” attitude caused pain in the class.  “We were on the carpet and I was reading a story 
to the class.  This one kid, pain in the neck kind of kid, was sitting on the edge of the 
carpet, near the window, and he was holding a hand mirror.  He was using the mirror to 
reflect the sunlight onto my face as I was reading.  You know, when you can angle it, so 
it blinds the person?  That’s what he was doing.  So, what did I do in response?  I jumped 
up and grabbed the mirror.  Then, I threw the mirror on the ground and it smashed into 
little pieces.  I was convinced that this would have shocked and scared the kid who did 
this and send a message to the rest of the class that I wouldn’t be messed with.  But when 
I looked back at the kid, he was laughing.  So was the rest of the class.  The only person 
upset, crying profusely actually, was the little girl who was sitting next to the offending 
boy.  Turns out, the boy had stolen the mirror from her prior to the lesson starting.  Also, 
the mirror was a gift from her terminally ill uncle who lives in Albania.  So now, this 
little girl’s treasured gift from her dying uncle was purposely smashed on the floor by her 
monster of a human being teacher, while all of her friends watched and laughed.  I never 
got into any trouble for it, but I have such guilt for decisions like that that I made early 
on.  Indefensible.”   
At the end of his first year of teaching, Ed’s principal lauded his service and told 
him that she knew his class was tough, “baptism by fire” she called it.  For the following 
year, she had an opening in 5th grade and one in 2nd grade.  She gave Ed the decision 
and Ed chose second grade, due to his warm memories from student teaching in first 





a decision Ed would be very happy about, as he spent the next 12 of 13 years in the 
grade.  “To borrow a line from today, I would tell any stressed out first year teacher that 
‘It gets better.’  I don’t know if you ever completely figure it out, but your first year you 
are constantly screwing things up.  The second year is much better because you aren’t 
screwing up quite as much. Third year, fourth year, same thing.  New stuff pops up, but 
you are not making the old mistakes.  You also understand the school calendar more too.  
You know what is coming up and what you need to prepare for.  You also know what 
stuff you can ignore.” 
Ed steadily picked up three important mentors who would influence his practice 
and thoughts on teaching.  His first and strongest mentor was a fellow second grade 
teacher named Cathy.  Cathy had taught at PS 57 on Staten Island, a well-known school 
with many challenges.  Moving to PS Welldrab was a major change in scenery for Cathy, 
but she still carried with her many of the classroom management techniques she had 
honed at her old school.  She could be tough with the kids, but still cared about them, 
something that Ed saw was often in rare supply, especially as teachers got on in 
years.  Cathy was someone that Ed looked up to because she was doing the same job as 
him but doing it in a very competent and effective manner.  She also was very willing to 
help him if he had any problems and fostered a spirit of camaraderie and a “we are in this 
together” attitude.  Cathy would make sure that when paperwork, such as report cards, 
had to be sent to the office for review, that the teachers on the grade would meet together 
to make sure that we filled them out correctly and uniformly.  The idea was that we all 
wanted to be on the same page to ensure no one member of the grade was singled out for 





very well and used that know-how to help minimize our headaches.  Cathy’s abilities 
with the class were also impressive.  She got results from her class, and she grew a 
reputation for being able to reach troubled kids through a mix of love and toughness.  
That toughness (which sometimes bordered on meanness when the situation presented 
itself) seemed even more impressive because of Cathy’s stereotype dispelling physicality, 
being short and thin, with not a particularly loud voice.  Her success always reminded 
him to second guess when people would say that male teachers have an edge with 
students because of their potential size and tone of voice.   
The second and third mentors that Ed picked up along the way were both former 
teachers of his who had since retired but were still working in or around the school in 
different capacities.  His fourth-grade teacher, Mr. C., was still coordinating the after-
school program at PS Welldrab, a job he had for many years while he was working in the 
classroom.  At Mr. C’s prodding, Ed would come to also work in the after-school 
program (and several other extra-curricular programs), eventually taking over Mr. C’s 
former job as coordinator years later.  Mr. C. had only been retired a few years and still 
knew the school and all the players.  “I was grateful for Mr. C’s candor.  He gave me a 
lot of insight, a lot of bias too, as he had axes to grind with a lot of people (including the 
principal).  I tried to take it all in and just learn as much as I could before making my own 
decisions.”  Mr. C was also someone of his parent’s generation that he could talk with 
who had actual insight into the way the Department of Education ran, which was very 
lacking in Ed orbit of family members, none of whom were teachers.  
Ed’s third mentor was his former cluster teacher Mr. G.  Mr. G was working with 





schools during lunchtime to give a short speech about the retirement system and to 
answer questions. Retirement was more than 30 years away for Ed, so his interest in the 
subject matter was not high when he politely listened to the presentation during lunch. 
When the presentation was over, Ed introduced himself to Mr. G and, to his surprise, Mr. 
G remembered so many things about Ed (or “Eddie,” as he remembered).  This led to an 
exchange of email addresses and a correspondence that continued indefinitely and has 
also included occasionally in-person meetings for breakfast or lunch.   
Mr. G was very forthcoming about his thoughts and ideas about teaching (he, like 
Mr. C, was only a few years removed from the classroom and knew a lot about the 
current situation), but also about his work as a pension consultant.  As a result of being 
exposed to this information, Ed also became very knowledgeable and interested in the 
retirement system and would become known as a de facto retirement advisor to school 
staff.  “People would come up to me and say, ‘Here is my paycheck, where should I put 
my money?’ and I would give them my advice and they would do it.  I am also a public 
notary, so people would often come to me for advice, and then come back for me to 
notarize the document so they could send it off.  I liked helping people, but I don’t know 
about asking a 24-year-old kid about retirement advice.  Although, I will say, I was able 
to help a lot of people get into the plan that didn’t know about it and I usually gave the 
same advice to them that I also follow, so hopefully they will thank me when they finally 
retire.”  Mr. G’s friendship went beyond the bounds of teaching or retirement planning, 
and Mr. G’s complementary and friendly nature would raise Ed’s spirits each time he 





It took a while but, eventually, there were fewer things about teaching that were 
overwhelming to Ed.  He remembered something that Mr. C had told him: “He said 
‘Eddie, right now it’s hard.  People are still trying to figure you out.  But teach a few 
years, do a good job, and be an honest person with a smile on your face, and your 
reputation will start to precede you.  You’ll get the benefit of the doubt from the 
beginning and it won’t be so hard anymore.’.  I always tried to remember that, tried to 
always smile, always be someone that people would say ‘that guy looks like he likes his 
job - let’s trust him.’”   
Ed relates that, in addition to working on his teaching, he became very cognizant 
of what qualities a principal valued and what qualities parents valued.  Of the easy things, 
Ed always made sure he was dressed appropriately, wearing a shirt and tie every day.  He 
was required to dress this way when student teaching through St. John’s University, and 
it was a practice he kept up.  Teachers often were criticized for dressing too casually, so 
this approach sidestepped all that.  He also made sure to always be at work very early, 
possibly an hour or more.  His principal was also an early riser and hated dealing with 
people who were constantly running late.  This extra hour gave Ed a time where 
disruption was minimized, and he could plan or get work done.  Ed committed to never 
being absent, because such absences also caused headaches and cost the principal money.   
And after hearing a colleague complain that the principal once walked past her in the 
hallway without even acknowledging her, Ed decided that when he was in school, he 
would say hello to everyone he saw, child or adult, whether he knew them or not.  This 





hopefully leave them with the impression that Ed was a friendly and approachable 
person.    
On the concept and topic of gender’s role(s) in teaching elementary students, Ed 
was conflicted.  On the one hand, he expressed how any commonality a teacher can share 
with a student can be used to build rapport, gender included.  Being a “male teacher” did 
give him insight into the lives of boys in his class, as he felt he, for the most part, was 
once was in their position.  However, teachers cannot always rely on having discreet 
commonalities with students – whether based on “traditional” concepts and assumptions 
of binary-only versions of gender or not - and must work to bridge gaps through 
personality and empathy.  “I am a White male.  I may understand the power dynamics 
behind that or be sensitive to the historical context of that, but I cannot change that.  I 
cannot just say ‘Well, I’m White, so the White kids will connect with me’. Or, ‘I’m male 
so the females will not gravitate to me.’  The reality is messier than that.  I do think that 
there is something to students being able to see a wide variety of teachers, and a more 
representative sample of the population at large.  But, as much as I try, I will remain 
White and male.  My goal is to work every other angle I can to connect with kids.” 
One line of thinking that bothered Ed in his time teaching was a discussion of a 
need to have more male teachers.  “I think having a more representative sample of the 
population in the teaching corps is a worthy goal.  However, I hate when people say ‘we 
need more male teachers in elementary school’ as if to suggest that any male teacher will 
do.  I have a lot of pride in the effort I have put in to become a better teacher.  It is not 
easy.  And to have someone reduce that effort to me just having a different body part is 





guy,’ but I don’t know of too many principals who would hire a male teacher unless there 
was confidence that they would do a good job.  There is too much risk at stake.”  But 
still, these beliefs persist. 
 
Ed’s Thoughts on Teaching 
Ed expressed that the most over-arching thing about teaching is how deceptively 
difficult it is.  “I remember telling my dad about how some of the kids in my class would 
not listen to my instructions and he said, ‘It’s amazing that some kids just don’t listen.’  I 
agreed at the time, but now I think that no, it’s not that they don’t listen that is amazing, 
the amazing thing is that, for the most part, they DO listen.  Who am I? I’m just some 
guy, but for the most part, when I say stand up, they do.  Take out your books, they do.  
It’s magic.”  Ed chalked that up to the hard work of building rapport with kids and getting 
them to accept you.  “It shouldn’t even be called ‘teaching’ because most of the job isn’t 
teaching.  It’s managing, its emphasizing, it’s encouraging, it’s making sure they don’t 
beat each other up.  The actual teaching part is usually the easiest.  And that’s what I 
think people don’t know.  When I tell people I teach second graders, their response is 
usually, ‘Aww, they must be so cute.’  Well, they are.  But the cuteness wears off and the 
honeymoon ends quickly.” 
The sheer numbers of the job are also crushing to teachers, according to Ed.  “I’m 
trying to get 32 kids to do the same thing, at the same time, for about five actual teaching 
hours a day, five days a week, for ten months.  I don’t put on the television, I don’t let 





with five kids and then tell me how easy teaching is and how great it is to have the 
summers off.”   
The emotional component of the job was the aspect for which Ed was most 
unprepared.  “I never knew that working with kids would be so viscerally emotional.  I 
don’t only mean ‘Wow, I’m so happy this kid finally learned something! I feel like I’m 
really making a difference!’ I mean ‘Oh my god, I’m going to smack this kid in the face’ 
and ‘Can you kids shut the fuck up for two seconds!’  I learned that inside every teacher 
is an ongoing battle to keep these thoughts at bay and project calm and composure when 
inside you want to explode.” Ed explained that while the time off and benefits are 
generous, “dreaming about summer vacation when you are there plugging in October is 
not going to cut it.” 
In his thirteenth year of teaching, Ed was sent to a five-day workshop called 
TCIS, Therapeutic Crisis Intervention in Schools.  “I have been to countless hours of PD 
(professional development) through the years, nearly all of it seemed like a waste of 
time.  TCIS was different.  It was single handedly the best PD I ever had.”  TCIS training 
focused on the idea that it was the teacher’s actions - and not the students’ - that had the 
greatest impact on whether a student entered a crisis state.  Ed learned many tips and 
tricks for dealing with student misbehavior and frustration, and how to help students 
return to the level of what many schools typically considered as “acceptable baseline 
behavior” as fast as possible.  Through the workshop, Ed thought back and shamefully 
saw how many times his actions and responses to students made situations worse. “I 
should have had this training my first year in the classroom.  What I learned was so 





emotionally safe, they would respond in a whole host of positive ways: less outbursts, 
more trust in me, less fights.  TCIS had such a high success rate (Ed puts it about 60%) 
that it was crazy that this took so long to learn.” 
More than anything, Ed learned that the power of his own personality had a 
tremendous amount of sway on his students.  “I heard a quote once that says, ‘kids learn 
best when they like their teacher and when they think their teacher likes them.’  I think 
that is so powerful.  And the key word in that quote is think.  If kids think teachers like 
them, not if the teacher really does like them.  What I’ve learned is that faking emotions 
can sometimes go a long way.  I tell my students that I care about them all the time, I tell 
them that I like them.  Oftentimes it’s a stretch, but if I can convince them that I like 
them, maybe they will buy into more that I am putting out there.  Smiling at them, having 
some token of affection, like a sticker or a lollipop, can go a long way.”   
But early in his teaching career, Ed would almost wear it as a badge of honor if 
students that said they did not like him.  “I felt like if the kids didn’t like me, then it was a 
reflection of the fact that I was doing my job and holding them accountable to learn.  Like 
you say ‘Mom, I hate you!’ when she makes you do your homework and doesn’t allow 
you to go out at midnight - the ‘someday they’ll thank me’ approach.  As I went on, I 
shifted and realized that not everyone is going to love me, but that you will get a lot more 
out of kids if they do feel loved and accepted by the teacher.  Sometimes the strong-
willed approach was not the best, and I started to repeat phrases like ‘I’m here to help 
you’, ‘You are not in trouble’, and ‘You are safe’ often.”  
Ed spoke about how important mentors were to his first years teaching but also 





pursuit.  Rarely interacting with his colleagues anymore, Ed was happy to have obtained 
a level of pedagogical competence that carried him along each day.  However, he 
remarked that more collaborative work could enrich and strengthen the practice of all the 
teachers in his school. “I think most teachers worry primarily about what happens inside 
their four walls.  If we could see other teachers and other classrooms, we might be much 
better for the experience.”  Ed explained his idea of having each teacher in the school 
teach one period a day in another class, with that classroom teacher.  They would be there 
strictly to assist the lead teacher, in any capacity.  Not only would it help the lead teacher, 
but it would expose the visiting teacher to a taste of the challenges facing that class and 
maybe some effective teaching strategies.  “I listen to teachers talk about their class and I 
think about how great it would be if one of our friends could come by, even for just half a 
period, to work with struggling kids or lend a hand with a behavior problem, or just let 
the lead teacher go to the bathroom for a minute.  I think it would foster more 
camaraderie, because right now, the only collaboration we do is while planning and 
looking at the numbers on a page.  Working with real kids could be a difference 
maker.”  Ed believes that most of the answers to the school’s issues lie more in the 
expertise of the current staff and less on outside programs.  That expertise just needs to 
be organized in a manner that allows schools to utilize it, according to Ed. 
 
What Comes Next for Ed and His Predictions on the Profession 
Ed feels that being a teacher is such a good job, that it has blunted his career 
“advancement.”  “I feel that, after teaching for so long, I have the potential to make more 





coaching or mentoring new teachers. The problem is, doing that kind of work on the side 
is exhausting and doing that full-time would involve leaving the classroom.  I think I 
could be convinced to come out of the classroom, but not at the expense of my pension or 
the seniority I have built up over the years.”  Ed feels that if teaching were not such an 
attractive job for him, especially at this stage of his teaching career, with built in salary 
raises almost every year, he would be more likely to be pursuing a job which had facets 
of coaching built in.  “When I teach my college students, I see how they value my 
experience.  If I could impart that knowledge to teachers already in the field, I think it 
would be such a boon to them.”  However, there is no incentive to move, only risk, and 
Ed has largely decided that he will remain an elementary classroom teacher for the 
remainder of his career.  “I’m kind of stuck,” Ed admits. 
“I’ve learned that I can learn a lot about a teacher by who he or she blames.  If a 
teacher starts off by blaming the kids, the parents, or the system, my antennae go up right 
away.  If a teacher talks about ‘well, I should have done this’ or ‘I need to get better at 
doing this,’ that is the person I want in front of the class. The criticisms are not wrong - 
society and the system in general are pretty fucked up.  But the only thing we can do is be 
better with the kids we have in the situation we’ve got. Just aim for improvement.”  As 
such, Ed rejects the “kids these days” argument.  “We all look back at think that our own 
childhood was better than the one that followed.  I know things are different now, but, at 
their core, kids are kids, and the primary objective of teaching has not changed all that 
much.  Sure, we use iPads instead of notebooks and the kids are addicted to cell phones 
instead of Gameboys, but we are still trying to reach them.  I think the practical benefits 





Ed agrees that the job for teachers is harder now than it probably has been in the 
past.  However, the reasons behind these changes have been made with good intentions.  
“Today, we educate more children, for longer periods of time, more inclusively, and with 
more supports than ever before.”   
In particular, Ed feels that some of the more controversial aspects of recent 
reforms have been a shock to the system but only for those who formerly were 
unaffected.  “Teachers complain that we are not able to suspend kids anymore.  And I get 
it.  If you’ve never had a six-year-old destroy your classroom on a daily basis, then you 
don’t know the struggle.  But the push away from immediate suspension is a good thing.  
Or the recent contentious meeting we had about introducing gender neutral language into 
the school.  What an uproar about not being able to have a ‘boys’ line’ and a ‘girls’ line’ 
in the classroom.  There was ignorance and intolerance on display and most of it was 
hard to stomach.  But these teachers did have to translate a contemporary and evolving 
discussion to little kids, including directing children new to using toilets what bathroom 
to use, which is not easy even for the wokest teacher.”  Ed went on to talk about how 
there certainly are reforms that make teachers crazy because they defy short term and 
long-term logic but that others have universal merit but are not without controversy.  
Still, it is heartening for Ed to see the system try to move in the direction of more 
inclusiveness and acceptance.  “Sometimes teachers and schools are leading the charge 
on these reforms and other times they are leading the resistance.  But I think if the overall 
goal is acceptance of student differences and making schools a place where students feel 
they belong, then it is worth doing the hard work of figuring out practical solutions 





Ed explains how much he enjoys using current technology but that things have 
been slow moving when integrating new products into elementary teaching.  “Aside from 
projectors, teaching in most elementary classrooms would be very similar to teaching a 
generation ago.  We still have a long way to go to harness the best parts of technology 
while still building a strong foundation of fundamentals.”  Ed recognizes that text and 
email services have put parents in touch with teachers much more than before, which is 
as much a good thing as it can be an annoyance for teachers.  Now, parents who want to 
engage with their child’s education but cannot always come to school have more options. 
Sadly, so do parents who have questions or complaints daily, which can be taxing for 
teachers.  “We can do so much more though.  We could have lesson materials available 
through Google Drive, we can make webinars of our poorly attended parent workshops, 
we can automatically translate every piece of communication we send home.  We are 
really just beginning to move into this more technological age and we have also reached a 
tipping point where internet access is almost ubiquitous, not like in the past where you 
had to assume someone had an actual computer at their home. We are at an exciting point 
right now.” 
Ed’s four-year-old daughter recently told him that she wanted to be a teacher 
when she grows up, “just like you, dad.”  It warmed his heart but also caused him pause.  
“I remember as a kid, my dad would tell me the standard parent line of ‘you can be 
anything you want to when you grow up” but my dad would add ‘. . .  but don’t be a cop” 
to the end, reflecting his own dissatisfaction with at least parts of his job.  Would Ed say 





“Teaching operates in this sphere where some parts are always changing, and 
some parts are always staying the same.  A new curriculum, new technology, new 
understandings of social justice, everything is new.  But, at the end of the day, you are 
still teaching lessons in a classroom with students, still giving them tests, still trying to 
help them grow.  I do think it is still a good job, with a lot of benefits, but those benefits 
are also objectively getting worse, with retirement age rising and employee financial 
contributions increasing.  Other parts of the job I think are more subjective.”  Overall, Ed 
would still recommend teaching as a career, and he regularly does as an adjunct college 
professor of education.  “I try to keep it as real as possible with my college students.  I 
tell them about my experiences with the kids and the parents and the principals, 
deliberately trying to tell them about the most challenging parts about being a teacher.  
The amount of times the system failed or when a student hit or bit or spit upon me.  It’s 
not easy but I still think it is a great job and one you can make a career out of.  And I hate 
those teachers who tell young kids coming up to run from the profession.  How 
discouraging that must be for people just starting out - and how burned out must you be 
for telling them that.  I really hate that.”  And while Ed would love for his daughter to 
explore whatever interests her, he would be very proud if she decided to be a teacher, just 
like him.      
 
Troubling Interactions with Ed 
It was strange to interview myself, or rather to write responses to questions that I 
had developed myself. Being the person conducting this research, I could not help but 





one who had obviously thought the most about this topic (I assumed) and I was the one 
writing a doctoral dissertation about it for a fancy private university.  The other interview 
participants, while possibly having insights to offer about elementary teaching, were not 
on the same level as me on this subject, and I think this bias impacted how I experienced 
the interactions with them. 
Putting these thoughts to paper makes me seem very explicit about my 
condescending feelings for my participants.  I did the best I could to hide these feelings, 
by getting along as well as possible and probing to find insights that might enhance my 
teaching or my understanding of my participants’ experiences.  But a part of me did feel 
this way.  I especially was able to see contrast in how the narrative section of my 
experiences varied from many of the other participants.  For one thing, mine was the 
longest section, benefitting for extra space on the page and extra nuance that I could give 
myself because it was my version of my story that was being given.  I was also privy to 
the responses and feelings about those responses from all of the other people in the study.  
I could portray my feelings more strongly or subtly based upon what tenor other opinions 
took.      
Another positionality issue is that, although all the other names in the dissertation 
are pseudonyms, my name, Ed Miller, is front and center.  The desire to “come off well” 
in a somewhat public document about myself was strong, even though I did not know 
how many people would read it.  In my interpretations of my “interview,” I constantly 
gave myself the benefit of the doubt, being able to explain a nuanced issue with as many 
words as I chose to type, whereas one cross word in a traditional interview with another 





I included myself in this research to help be more upfront about bias and the 
influence that a researcher has upon their participants.  I am not sure I succeeded at that, 
or if it was even a good idea to study something that I live so viscerally.  My thoughts 
about the topic, my judgment of the participants and their responses, and the overarching 
control I had about what questions to ask, how to ask them, how to interpret and make 
sense of those responses all made this study much more influenced by me than by any of 
the participants.  That responsibility was something I knew about when I first started this 








When I met Joe, he had just come off a successful first year teaching in the 
classroom.  His journey to become a teacher was not unlike some of the other men in this 
study, meaning that it was a journey that had many stops and false starts along the 
way.  Interviewing Joe, his positivity and happiness with his current position came out on 
many occasions. 
Joe’s stature was in stark contrast to that of Mike or Brian in that Joe stands about 
5 foot 2 and is extremely thin. “My mother always tells me ‘Eat! Eat!’ and I say ‘Ma, I 
know you are an Italian mother from Staten Island but enough with pushing the food 
already!”  Joe readily admits that several of his fifth graders are taller and heavier than he 
is, which is why he chooses to grow a bit of a beard to highlight his difference in age, 
which, as of this writing, is 26.   Joe wants the parents of the children in his class not to 
mistake his physicality with inexperience and is quick to point out his vast and varied 
work experience (from retail management to construction to government service) that led 
him to teaching. 
 
Joe’s Upbringing 
Joe grew up in the Tottenville section of Staten Island, on the most southern tip of 
the island, closest to New Jersey, a neighborhood that may most closely resemble the 





enrolled in Catholic schools) and he remembers having a very good experience there.  “I 
was a good kid, pretty smart kid.  I talked a lot though, I remember that.  At parent 
teacher conferences, the teachers would say that I need to stop talking so much in class.  I 
couldn’t help it; I was a sociable kid!”  He remembers his teachers being sweet, older 
ladies, who seemed like a natural stand in for his homemaker mother.  Joe described them 
as “very stereotypical, nurturing, Mom-like” teachers. 
Not uncommonly, Joe never had a male teacher in elementary school.  He reports 
that there was only one male teacher in his entire school, a fourth-grade teacher, and he 
never had him as his classroom teacher.  He does remember some of his friends being in 
that class and how much they liked him.  Joe was not sure if he wanted a male teacher at 
the time, as he did not think that having a “boy teacher” seemed like a natural fit.  “Even 
as a little kid, you kind of understood that it was unusual to have a male teacher.  I 
remember thinking ‘A boy teacher?  That must be weird.’ I don’t know why I felt that 
way, but I did.” Joe continued throughout elementary school, and most of middle school, 
with almost exclusively female teachers.  His first male teacher was in seventh grade, an 
older science teacher who was “super boring and dull,” not the biggest spark for Joe to 
pursue his later career. 
Joe’s hobbies growing up were primarily sports and comic books.  Both are still 
passions of his today.  Especially with sports, it seemed to pervade all aspects of his life, 
particularly baseball.  Joe credits talking about sports and debating about sports as a 
major influence on how he built rapport with others and how he gained confidence in 
speaking to others.  He would also play sports often, playing on the high school baseball 





lot about it, and I watched it all the time so I could have an informed opinion when 
talking to my friends or kids at school.”  Joe spent so much time talking about sports that 
he would later briefly host a sports radio call-in show for his college.  “It was really just 
me and my friend arguing with callers, but it was fun!  We only stopped because I just 
couldn’t find the time anymore.”  
One of the reasons that Joe could no longer find the time to continue with his 
hobby was because of his early work experiences.  Inspired by his hardworking parents 
(his mom was a school aide and his father worked for the municipal energy company and 
drove a bus on the side), Joe proudly states that he has been working since he was 14.  “I 
always felt that school was most important but that being able to support yourself was 
right up there.  You can’t learn hard work from a textbook.”  Joe remembers working for 
the bulk of his high school years at a Wendy’s fast food restaurant and recalls, with pride, 
how he lobbied for a promotion to a managerial role.  Joe was successful with earning the 
promotion while he was still in high school, and he credits that experience with teaching 
him about selling your abilities to others and to try to always be fair to those who work in 
positions considered, within hierarchical structures, as below the position that you hold.   
Joe is the youngest of two, about two years younger than his sister.  However, he 
explains that often the roles were reversed when it came to which one came off as 
older.  “I feel like the older brother in the family, for sure.  My sister has always needed 
guidance and support and struggled with her confidence.  I tried, every step of the way, to 
be there for her and to help her along.”  This feeling of other people relying on you for 
advice or to follow your example was a powerful one for Joe, and he was very aware of 





though he and his sister are now both married and starting their own families.  One thing 
that his sister gave him was an insight into his future career, as she would work as a 
paraprofessional for several years before Joe changed careers.  Her insight made the 
transition easier for Joe, something that he always appreciated. 
 
How Joe Became a Teacher 
Joe’s road to becoming a teacher includes a few stops and starts along the 
way.  Originally, Joe was attending Wagner College with a major in business.  He says 
that he never had a real passion for business, but he did enjoy the selling of a person’s 
abilities or of an idea, and he enjoyed the challenge of making connections between a 
customer and an organization.  He thus enjoyed marketing but did not really love the 
accounting/numbers part, despite being good at math.  Nonetheless, Joe powered through 
and graduated with a degree in business and toyed with the idea of going to graduate 
school for an MBA or other credential that might help separate him from the pack or 
other job seekers.  Shortly after graduation, Joe began work to sell mortgages. 
Subsequently, he landed a job with the federal government, which he felt would be a 
springboard to his career and lay out a very clear path to success.  But Joe would soon 
find that his plans would change. 
Joe found that once he was out of college, his experiences at his job were not that 
fulfilling.  “I would work from early in the morning to late at night, and salary was still 
pretty low, and I started to really hate it.  What I was doing was being a go-between for 
several different offices and most of the time I was just reporting to someone who had me 





However, this job came with several benefits, including medical benefits, which Joe felt 
fortunate to have.  “I was really torn because the long-term parts of the job were really 
good, but I felt like I couldn’t make it another day.  It was so soul-crushing to go to a job, 
day after day, that I hated.  I knew that I couldn’t go on like this.”  Joe resolved to quit 
the job in the next month. 
But one of the problems that Joe faced was that, even though he knew he hated 
his current job, he did not have another career plan yet.  Over the course of the next two 
weeks, Joe had to come up with an idea for something new.  One of the things that he 
looked back upon fondly from college was his fraternity.  After an admittedly 
“ridiculous” idea of going to work for the national chapter of his fraternity, Joe 
remembered that one of the things he liked most about Greek life was working with the 
underclass fraternity members and trying to help them with any problems.  Joe had a 
leadership position his senior year and he enjoyed being there to dispense advice or assist 
in other ways.  “It didn’t come to me all at once, but from those thoughts came the idea of 
becoming a teacher.  Elementary school was all my sister’s idea.”  Joe’s older sister was a 
paraprofessional and first planted the idea of working with younger students who may not 
have an adult male role model.  Before long, Joe sketched out a plan of how he would 
attempt to become an elementary teacher, which included getting his substitute license 
and enrolling in a teacher preparation graduate program at Wagner College. 
One major hurdle to overcome was Joe’s father.  Joe describes their relationship 
as very close, more as a friendship now that Joe is an adult.  “The problem with my dad is 
that he has a big heart and he worries about us.  So, when I got a job with the 





downplayed the idea that it was making me miserable.  And maybe he didn’t get it, 
thought it was just me getting used to it.”  Joe’s father thus was “1000% percent” against 
Joe becoming a teacher.  Joe relates that his father thought he was throwing away a 
perfect situation to go back to school and then, hopefully, catch on as a teacher, which 
paid much less.  “It really drove a wedge between us for a while.  And I remember being 
at a Jets game on Sunday and, before the game, he turned to me and he said ‘If you ask 
me, this teaching thing I think is a mistake.  But if you are going to do it, I want you to 
really do it, and I’ll support you.’  And that was it.  I went on and became a teacher and to 
this day, that is my dad’s biggest regret - that he didn’t support me in the beginning.  But 
I get it, he didn’t want me to lose the government job.  It was nice to be able to prove 
myself right in the end.” 
Joe was very fortunate in his pre-service training, as he was able to do a work 
study program while completing his degree at Wagner College that had him assisting the 
school’s education department.  Through this partnership, Joe was able to meet all the 
education students and professors and really immerse himself in the topic.  His student 
teaching was done at PS Welldrab, where he gained mentors in second grade and fifth 
grade teachers, who took to lobbying the principal on his behalf.  Joe was fortunate to 
student teach at that particular time he did because he was in an ICT class and both 
teachers in the room were pregnant, but with staggered delivery dates.  One teacher 
would be leaving in October and the other would be leaving in January.  For continuity’s 
sake, and because they trusted him, the teachers asked the principal to leave Joe with the 
class during the maternity leaves.  The principal did more than that, officially appointing 





teachers’ belief in him, as well as good timing, with getting his career started in a good 
state of mind. 
 
Joe’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
After finishing out the year where he essentially was filling a long-term substitute 
position, Joe returned in September with a new ICT partner.  Joe was 24 at the time and 
was paired with Barbara, a woman who began teaching ten years before he was born.  
“We were a very unlikely pair: me, brand new and Barbara, one of the oldest teachers in 
the school.  But I learned so much from her.  One of the things I learned was that just 
because you are older doesn’t mean you can’t be a good teacher.  In fact, in many ways, 
having that experience is what made Barbara so great.  I’ll never forget everything she 
did for me.”  Barbara and Joe would teach together for four years before Barbara’s 
eventual retirement, and Joe felt incredible gratitude for all the wisdom she imparted.  
“She let me make mistakes and learn from things.  I never felt that she dismissed me 
because of my age or gender or relative inexperience.  I hope every new teacher gets to 
work with someone like Barbara.” 
One of the things that Joe quickly learned was that students come to school with 
their own baggage.  “I look back on my own life as a student and I notice that I had very 
little baggage: I had a stable family, I was in good health, I had friends, I had very little to 
worry about.  But I still remember having bad days now and then.  These kids, a lot of 
them come in with one hand tied behind their back.  Whose parents are fighting, who’s in 
and out of the hospital, who’s getting kicked out of their house.  There is only so much 





everyone on a personal level. “I try to joke around a little bit, find something they like 
and maybe have a little fun about it.  Tease the Mets fans and talk about the latest 
superhero movie.  That’s easy for me because I like that stuff too.  Just to let the kids 
know that ‘hey, I notice you.  You are important’.”  Jose acknowledges that this is not 
possible with everyone, but teachers are still wise to try to connect.  “They say ‘connect 
before you correct’.  I think that is true.” 
One aspect of teaching that proved to be more difficult for Joe was speaking to 
parents.  The feelings of tentativeness and intimidation were present, especially when 
having to tell parents what they should do to help their child.  “I’m not a father and I’ve 
only been teaching for five minutes.  And now I come in telling some parents who have 
3, 4 kids how to parent?  It was rocky because I wanted to be sensitive to my 
inexperience, but I also wanted to speak with conviction and be firm.  I was lucky to have 
Barbara there, a grandmother, and we would kind of decide ‘ok, you talk to this parent, 
I’ll talk to this one’ so that we could both relate better.”  Joe also struggled with talking to 
parents because he often had to deliver bad news.  “I’d talk to parents and most of the 
time it was due to grades or behavior.  Not good stuff.”  As a result, Joe made it a point to 
call more and more parents out of the blue for positive calls when a student had success.  
This allowed Joe to build rapport with parents and to practice more interactions with 
parents.  “Calling parents for good things made calling for bad things easier.  It was yet 
another tip I got from Barbara.” 
Having his sister in the same building as him also helped.  Joe’s sister, Jennifer, 
had started as a paraprofessional five years earlier and knew almost everyone in the 





goodwill, because everyone likes Jen.  It helped me get more comfortable with the staff 
because, at least at first, I was Jen’s brother, not just some guy off the street.  My sister 
was also well-versed in who to befriend and who to avoid.  And for the most part, with 
one exception, she was right.”  Having a good idea about who was trustworthy and who 
was not, Joe was able to build a group of friends at work whom he could rely upon.  It 
also helped that the school’s principal was friendly with his mom and dad outside of 
school.  “My uncle is a musician and played all through his adult years, weddings and 
other things.  One of the members of the band turned out to be my principal’s husband.  
So, my family and her family were enmeshed at least on a casual level for many years.  It 
wasn’t like they were best friends, but we did know each other, and that level of 
connectedness helped my principal be a little more patient with me when I screwed up, I 
believe.”   
Joe was also lucky enough to meet his wife while teaching.  “She was student 
teaching and I was in my second year.  She went to Wagner (College) like I had, and I 
knew her a little.  We used to all eat lunch in the teachers’ lounge with everyone every 
day and that’s really where we started to get to know each other.  It was a confidence 
boost that she was going for the job that I already had and that I was in a position to help 
if she needed any assistance.”  Joe describes how it is awkward to date someone that you 
work with but that he went for it anyway because of how well he got to know his wife.  
“They say ‘don’t shit where you eat.’ Well, that’s really only a problem if things don’t 
work out.  We were quiet about it in the beginning but soon after it wasn’t really a thing.  
Unfortunately, there was nothing for her at our school, so she works somewhere else 





grow, where one of us is not defined by the other.  And my family loves her.  I often tell 
my dad ‘you know, if I never went into teaching, I never would have met Christine’, just 
to kind of tease him now.”        
 
Joe’s Thoughts on Teaching 
Joe has learned that the power of a positive attitude in the classroom makes a big 
difference.  “There are many days where I walk into the classroom and I am not feeling 
it.  For whatever reason.  But I try to get excited about the day and communicate to the 
students that things are getting better and better.  It started as just a thing to try and do for 
the kids’ benefit, but more and more, it’s about me.  Lots of teachers come in angry, 
pointing out everything the kid is messing up.  You start to see life like that.  Better to see 
the good.”  Joe has also learned that, especially with students that often get in trouble or 
do poorly, extra kindness or smiles can go even further because those children rarely 
receive it.  “I would also tell skeptical teachers that when the kids are happier, everyone 
is happier.  Most problems in the classroom do not come from kids who are enjoying 
their time at school.” 
One area where Joe was critical was the way many teachers present themselves to 
the school community.  Joe focused on appearance to start.  “If you dress like a slob, 
people are going to treat you like a slob.  I know teachers that seem to have an endless 
supply of t-shirts, hoodies, and sweatpants for their wardrobe.  I’m like ‘you can’t be 
serious.’”  Joe says that he wears a buttoned shirt and dress pants every day, with a tie 
occasionally.  “You see it on Parent-Teacher Conference day - everyone scrubs up and 





with an air of friendliness and trying to get to know little things about them to build 
rapport.  “I work on the parents like I do the kids - compliments, getting to know them, 
gentle teasing where appropriate.  I also never refer to myself as ‘Mr. Cardone’ because it 
sounds like I’m up here and they are down there.  I call myself Joe and we try to keep it 
pretty conversational when talking to them.  Whatever concerns the parents we want to 
take very seriously and solve as fast as possible.” 
Joe was clear about saying that his school did not have different expectations for 
“male” teachers vs. “female” teachers.  “I just haven’t really experienced it.  It’s not like 
our principal would say ‘Ok, male teachers, you have to hand in lesson plans tomorrow, 
but female teachers can take the afternoon off.’  I feel like we all had the same job to do.  
Now, I have had some parents say that they are happy their kid has a male teacher, which 
did seem like a different expectation.  But, on the ground, no, I don’t think there was that 
much difference.  Maybe ask female teachers.”  I asked this question a number of 
different ways, but Joe was the most steadfast of all the participants in saying that there 
really was no difference in expectations.  
Joe held burned-out teachers in serious contempt.  “I get that teaching is not easy, 
ok?  We are all living it.  But take stock of your life.  If you are miserable teaching, don’t 
just stick around and project that misery on to the kids.  Either work on it or get out.  And 
I also get that making a change is hard - I did it.  But if you come to work every day and 
hate the job and hate the kids, then stop torturing yourself.”  Joe points to outside 
interests that help make classroom life more bearable.  “Sometimes I see these teachers 
where all they live for is being a teacher.  I think you need more in your life to balance a 





needs something else.  If you are all consumed, you are going to get burned out.”  It has 
taken Joe some time to get to this point, as, admittedly, he didn’t always stay true to this, 
especially earlier in his career.  “It’s hard when you are just getting going.  You want to 
do a good job but you kind of worry about the wrong things.  I’d worry about what was 
going on the weekends with my kids.  You know what?  There is nothing I can do about 
my kids’ lives on a Saturday.  I can make sure that Monday morning’s math lesson is 
really good, so they can learn you to multiply, but I can’t help their home situation.”     
 
What Comes Next for Joe and His Predictions on the Profession 
Joe always thought that he would be a teacher for his entire career.  It certainly 
was the plan.  “Administration held no appeal for me. I had already been a manager (at 
Wendy’s) and telling adults what to do was something I got better at but not something I 
liked.  Teaching, on the other hand, was different because you were managing, but it was 
little kids, not adults, who were there.  Kids are definitely more used to being managed.”  
In recent years, Joe has begun to shift some of his thinking on this.  “There are so many 
idiots in positions of power, that I never thought about.  I just thought, oh you are a 
principal, you must be really smart and be good at your job.  Nope.  So, I think about 
administration sometimes.  I still like the kids a lot, but I don’t love the scrutiny of being 
told how and what to teach.  I figure if I was an AP or a principal, I could have more say 
in that.”  Joe has not taken any concrete steps to move in that direction yet but is trying to 
learn as much as he can now. “I’m still a little undecided, “ he explains. 
Joe is confident that education is the career for him, though.  “I’ve got so much 





55, which is more than 20 years away, but it is something that he thinks he can 
manage.  “Even though teachers have to get degree after degree to teach, we are 
essentially city workers, like cops and firefighters.  The pay stinks but you make it work.  
The trick is to make it to the finish line, over the rainbow to the pot of gold that is 
retirement and your pension.  Some days it’s hard.  But the years are moving by quickly.  
I remember when I started!”   
One area Joe would be excited to enter would be academia.  “I have a friend who 
is an adjunct at (local college), he teaches high school but was teaching a class that had a 
lot of elementary school teaching candidates.  So, he calls me and asks if I can come to 
his class as a guest speaker to answer questions about what it is like to be an elementary 
teacher.  It was so much fun and was really easy for me.  I just talked about things that 
had happened to me during the day, like kids getting into fights and things like that.  The 
college students were engrossed by it.”  Joe has been a guest speaker additional times 
since and feels himself getting better with reading the room, getting students more 
engaged.  Joe has no plans to do this full-time, as the idea of returning to school to 
complete a doctoral degree is a major hurdle.  Joe would like to be an adjunct so he can 
make extra money and keep his day job, all the while helping college students move 
along in their teacher preparation program. 
Joe started his student teaching with students in the second grade and, 
surprisingly, he really started to like it.  “I started to really think about teaching the 
younger kids because of the experiences I had early on.  Before that, I was all about 
fourth or fifth grade.  So, it opened my eyes to it.”  Despite this change of heart, Joe was 





ever since.  “I think I definitely could have made second grade work; they are 
independent enough.  Kindergarten and first grade?  I wouldn’t want to go that low.  I 
like the independence that they have when they are older.”  Joe also mentioned that he 
likes teaching fifth grade because of the graduation ceremonies.  “It’s a great feeling to 
see those kids walk across that stage, knowing how far they have come.  I would miss 
that.” 
Joe’s conception of why there are fewer men in the field was linked to the 
economy.  “I hate to say it, but I think most guys become teachers as a fall back.  When 
the economy was doing well, people weren’t trying to become teachers like now.  If 
business is booming, who would go to school forever to teach?”  I told Joe “People like 
us, I guess.”  Joe agreed and added, “It’s just not usually their first idea.  Once you get 
into it, you see the positives.”  When I asked him if he thought women would also be less 
likely to become teachers during economic upturns, Joe agreed but also said that teaching 
seems to have an existential appeal to some women, which would resist market forces.  “I 
lot of girls I know started thinking about teaching when they were little, like they would 
play school at home and whatnot.  And almost every guy who teaches has a longer story 
about how they came to the idea of becoming a teacher.  I think it’s a shame that more 
men don’t think about being a teacher.  But a lot of men do not consider it or have other 
options.”   
 
Troubling Interactions with Joe 
In much the same way that I was taken aback by Matt’s employment of the 





“right” responses to questions.  Each time I asked a question, in an attempt to delve deep 
into his thoughts and feelings, Joe would give an answer that I thought sounded as if 
delivered by someone running for office, crafted not to offend anyone and always looking 
towards a more idealistic goal.  I think if I kept asking questions, I may have gotten Joe to 
agree to teach seven days a week for no compensation -  he was that committed to giving 
stock answers. 
Joe’s relative inexperience in the teaching profession gave me stereotypical cover 
to judge him.  In my mind, I had a rough sketch of the general ideals of a teacher, starting 
their career with bright-eyed optimism and ending their career burned out and hating 
everything about teaching.  I know it is not a fair or accurate assumption to have, as I 
know many examples of teachers not conforming to this.  In this case though, Joe seemed 
to fit in well with the young idealist end of this paradigm.  There was even a time in one 
of our interviews where I made my awareness of his stock answers known by asking a 
follow-up question.  “Ok, now what is your real answer to that question?” I asked Joe.  
In trying to trouble Joe’s responses, I did a mental exercise where I asked myself 
what Joe “should” have said in response to my questions.  How would I have reacted if 
Joe had taken the opposite approach and answered as I assumed a “burned out” teacher 
would?  Although I believe the above stereotypes to be stereotypes, when the number of 
experiences of a new teacher are limited, what would I have expected his attitude to be?  I 
started to become more accepting of Joe’s idealistic responses, all the while 
condescendingly thinking “just wait, he’ll learn how things really are.”   
However, I did not really believe this voice in my head.  For one thing, I did not 





my opinion, this had not happened to me, and I hoped that it would never happen to Joe 
either.  I knew some people who had a negative attitude about teaching the year they 
started and others who never lost their positivity even while nearing retirement.  Still, 
maybe due to my position as an older teacher, or just because of the repetitiveness of this 
trope, I viewed Joe’s responses as informed by inexperience, and I marginalized their 
importance in my mind. Here, again, I was clearly exerting my influence, albeit 












When Brian related that he was a former college basketball player, I was not 
surprised.  Standing a towering six feet six inches, I imagined that he must seem simply 
gigantic to the four-foot children he works with each day.  After speaking with Brian, his 
size and looming personality played an outsized role in how he felt he was perceived by 
students and parents, with both advantages and disadvantages.  His athletic background, 
mostly in basketball, but also with baseball, became an entry point for him to connect 
with students, one that he credits with helping to build rapport with many students. 
Brian’s story about how he eventually became a teacher is not unlike many other 
male teachers.  “It kind of just fell into my lap,” is how Brian described his beginnings of 
teaching, having never dreamed about being a teacher when he was young.  At this 
dissertation writing point, Brian has been teaching full-time for five years, with the first 
three years in fourth grade and the past two years also in fourth grade but teaching in the 
Integrated Co-Teaching program (a special education class that has 2 full-time teachers, 
one special education licensed, one general education licensed.  The roster is split, with 
half of the students having special needs and the other half not having special needs.)  
Before this, Brian was a substitute teacher for two years, mostly teaching gym classes. 
Brian’s sister is an elementary teacher, and Brian positions her as being an 
important person in his teaching career, from initially sparking the idea to become a 





system.  Brian’s wife is a pharmacist with CVS, a well-paying job that allowed Brian to 
have a sense of financial security while getting started with his career.  They also have 
one daughter, who has special needs.  The experiences with his daughter have influenced 
Brian’s work as a special education teacher, mostly by seeing the parents’ point of view 
in sharper focus.   
Brian’s entire teaching career has been at PS Welldrab, where he has enjoyed a 
strong relationship with the school’s principal, whose shared passion for basketball has 
made their bond stronger.  His principal has also looked out for Brian, helping him with 
certification hurdles and given him advice about what direction to take his career.  Brian 
spoke very highly of all of his colleagues, but especially his principal. 
Contrary to a stereotypic belief, the vast majority of this study’s participants in 
did not see teaching as a stepping stone to an administrative job.  But Brian was openly 
different about this, frankly discussing a potential move to become a school administrator 
at some point in the future.  At the same time, however, he pointed out that, while it has 
been cited before that many male teachers move into administrative roles, many of the 
male teachers whom he knows show no desire for such a career move.   
 
Brian’s Upbringing 
Despite Brian’s physical size, he wasn’t always so big, and he relates that he was 
a shy kid growing up. “When I was growing up and going to school, I was very timid, 
very shy.  I never broke the rules and I was afraid of what would happen to me if I did.  If 
I was asked a question, I tried to answer in one word or as quickly as possible, 





whose expectations included nothing negative coming from Brian’s school, which he 
thinks contributed to these behaviors during Brian’s own early schooling. 
The status of school personnel was something that made a deep impression on 
Brian, reaching deified heights.  “Growing up, teachers were God.  Principals were God.  
I would never say no to them or talk back or say anything really.  It is so different than it 
is today.”  Despite this fear, Brian explains that he liked his elementary school and did 
well.  “It’s funny, I don’t remember being a star student, but I also don’t remember any 
real struggles.  I was like a solid B+ student.  I guess I could have worked harder to get to 
that A level, but it wasn’t something I really was motivated to really work at. B+ was 
good.”  Elementary school was also where Brian had two male teachers, in third and 
fourth grade, of which he has positive memories. 
Brian explained his influential teachers as using two special approaches.  One, 
used by his third grade teacher, was to make every regular day something of a 
theme.  Brian remembers “Mickey Mouse Monday, Tootsie Roll Tuesday, Wacky 
Wednesday, Thirsty Thursday, and No Homework Friday (where students could do their 
weekend homework in class the final hour of the day, if the class behaved).”  Having 
something fun to look forward to each day made each day special and made the 
classroom fun.  The other approach, used by Brian’s fourth-grade teacher, was to have as 
many class trips as possible.  Brian estimates that they may have gone on 15 trips over 
the course of the school year and he still remembers the details of many of them more 
than 20 years later.  “We went all over, the Statue of Liberty, the observation deck of the 





somewhere all the time.  And there was so much anticipation leading up to a trip, and so 
much recapping when we got back.  It really helped break up the year.”    
After middle school, Brian’s grades were strong enough to gain admission to 
Moore Catholic High School where he easily made the basketball team.  Brian would go 
on to score more than 1,000 points in his high school career, a feat only matched by six 
other players in school history.  He also played on the baseball team during the 
spring.  With athletics becoming more of a central part of his life, Brian hoped to 
continue playing in college and was happy to receive an athletic scholarship from 
Concordia College, where he would play NCAA Division II basketball.  Brian played 
full-time for 2 years at Concordia before playing sporadically thereafter due to back 
injuries.  While at Concordia, Brian majored in Business Administration, but his true 
career intent was to try to continue to play basketball, possibly in some of the lucrative 
upstart leagues in Europe, which were known to pay well for talent from overseas. 
If Brian could not play basketball professionally, he had a lifelong interest in 
being a firefighter, an interest not uncommon in his neighborhood.  “Everyone knew 
someone who was a firefighter, and everyone wanted to get a chance to become one.  It 
was a great job, a city job.  You get paid to live at the house with your friends, paid to 
sleep, and then you respond when you need to and help people.  Everyone loves you.”  
As things would play out, Brian expressed regret when, at age 18, he was called to take 
the firefighters’ test but decided to skip the exam because it coincided with a college 
basketball game.  “I had a choice: take the test or go to the game.  What does the 18-year-
old do? He goes to the game. Stupid.”  He wouldn’t get a chance to take the test again 





lasted five years.  Brian would not have another chance to be a firefighter until he was 27, 
and by that time, his life had moved on. 
 
How Brian Became a Teacher 
Brian found himself at a crossroad.  He had spent most of his life in pursuit of a 
basketball career that now was coming to an end.  He would still coach basketball, but it 
became clear that it would not be a career.  His backup plan, of joining the FDNY as a 
firefighter also went up in smoke, a mistake he would regret for years.  He supported 
himself by working in clubs and lounge/restaurants, sometimes as a bartender, sometimes 
as a bouncer.  It was an exciting life, with lots of opportunities to meet single women and 
rich and powerful men.  “Working the clubs was a wild ride.  Most nights things were 
pretty chill but, often, something would happen that would add excitement - a fight or a 
celebrity, something.  Also, being the bartender or the bouncer, I was a very important 
person.  People would tip me and come to me if they needed something extra.  We’d do 
what we could to help.”  Although exciting, Brian dreamed of getting away from the 
nightlife, especially after dealing with seemed like more and more fights.  His sister, 
herself an elementary teacher, encouraged him to get his substitute license and try 
teaching.  He could still work at the restaurant at night if he wanted to keep his foot in 
that world.  Convinced he could never teach little kids, Brian hesitated.  “I told her, ‘you 
gotta be kidding me.  I’m going to go from being a bartender and bouncer to doing finger 
painting with kindergartners?’”  His sister was persistent and got him to promise to at 





Brian was still coaching youth basketball at this time, something that he had been 
doing to stay connected to the game and to help a former coach who had a big influence 
on him as a boy.  As luck would have it, the mother of one of his youth players was an 
elementary school principal and, after they became friendly, she asked if he would 
consider being a substitute teacher at her school.  “I wasn’t really into the idea.  I had 
gotten my sub license basically to shut my sister up and I wasn’t really committed to 
pounding the pavement to find a job as a substitute teacher.  But when Linda (the 
principal) asked, I felt like I couldn’t say no. I went to her school the next week and I got 
to sub gym, which was awesome.”  
Brian started off exclusively in the gym, which was a natural fit for him.  “The 
longtime gym teacher had dislocated her hip and then broke her knee, so she was out for 
a long time.  It was great timing for me because she got hurt at work and took a lot of 
time off and I got to be a gym sub for about six months.”  During this time, Linda kept at 
Brian to go back to school to get his special education degree.  “They say sometimes that 
you need a ‘rabbi’.  Linda was my rabbi.  She gave me a job and then pushed me and 
pulled strings expedite things on my behalf.  I would have not been able to build my 
confidence and get the security I now have without Linda looking out for me.   
Thus, Brian took Linda’s advice and enrolled in an accelerated special education 
program, for several reasons.  First, a special education degree would allow Brian to be 
hired right away, as a multi-year hiring freeze on general education teachers existed in 
New York City at the time.  Second, special education has historically been a hard to staff 
position so there were special carve-outs to allow special education teachers who have 





be the fastest way for her to appoint Brian to her school.  Once appointed, Linda played 
fast and loose with having teachers teach out of license and could put Brian where she 
saw fit, according to Brian’s retelling. 
The next year for Brian was rocky.  He was unable to stay in the gym for long, as 
the original gym teacher returned.  Using his special education license, Brian would teach 
ICT classes with a co-teacher.  “It was not easy.  I went from being essentially a gym 
teacher to now being a real teacher, working with a big class, many with special needs.  I 
was very much a fish out of water.  Thank God for my co-teacher and colleagues.”  
Brian’s personal life was also upended in his second year of teaching, as his girlfriend got 
pregnant unexpectedly.  “We were getting towards marriage; I’m not going to lie.  But I 
wasn’t quite ready to get married, mostly because of my career.  But, you know, things 
happen.  We did a destination wedding for July and Sophia (his daughter) was born in 
October.  It was a bit of a whirlwind.  But my wife had just finished pharmacy school and 
got a great job the previous year so the fact that she earned a good salary allowed me to 
figure out my stuff without too much worry.” 
 
Brian’s Interpretations of His Teaching Experiences 
Subbing was new but fun for Brian.  The stakes were very low, especially in the 
gym. The classroom was another story.  “I went from not really wanting to teach to 
developing a good routine and some confidence in the gym.  I got better at working with 
the kids.  Now I was back to square one.  Classroom teachers have a lot more on their 





the day, that classroom teacher is the one in charge.  It wasn’t just 50 minutes and then 
hand them back off.”   
Being a full-time special education teacher was a transition.  “The planning was 
something that was a constant drag on me.  Every day, 5 lessons.  And because we had 
different levels, sometimes it was planning more than that.”  Brian also had some run-ins 
with parents, particularly because they accused him of yelling too much.  “I probably did 
yell too much, and I’ve learned through de-escalation training that getting loud usually 
makes a situation worse.  But at the time, I was so upset that a parent would come at me 
for that.  And some were very rude about it.  I learned to tone it down, and Linda always 
had my back, but it didn’t put parents in a good light for me after that.”  Between the 
problems with parents and getting used to teaching multiple lessons each day, Brian’s 
adjustment to daily classroom living was not a smooth one. 
While planning and working with parents proved to be challenging parts of 
teaching, Brian reveled in the connections he made with his students.  He loved getting to 
know the kids and made it his goal to find at least one thing about each kid so that he 
could make small talk with him or her. If a student liked any kind of sport, Brian would 
always ask “Did you see the game last night?”  Being a sports fan, he was always up to 
date about who won and lost and could talk intelligently about the game with the 
students.  “It was a little harder with girls, but easier once I became a father to girls.  I 
learned about Moana and LOL dolls and Barbies.  Almost every kid had something.”  
These interactions were some of the few positive memories from the first years for Brian. 
“I was lucky to work at a school that, not only had an unbelievably supportive 





getting preferential treatment from his principal, but that he never felt negativity from the 
staff.  “It became a thing that every time someone new was hired, we would ask ‘how do 
they know Linda?’ With me, everyone knew that I was her kid’s coach and that she was 
dragging me along.  I felt the inferiority. Everyone there had advanced degrees and went 
to school to teach and I just came along late and was getting a lot of breaks.”  Brian’s 
colleagues helped him with mundane tasks, like how to fill out report cards and submit 
attendance, to softer touches, like how to dress up for Halloween or be silly in class 
without losing control of the students. “I thought you had to be tough all the time but that 
only works when it works.”   
Working with students with special needs, Brian had to learn about the referral 
process and how to develop an IEP and all the steps that go along with this.  In the 
beginning, everything was new and difficult.  However, Brian would eventually get more 
used to the process, which was very beneficial when his daughter was also in need of 
services.  Eventually needing occupational therapy, speech therapy, and a 12:1 small 
class setting, Brian’s daughter received early intervention services, including special 
busing and a paraprofessional.  The role reversal of now being a parent of a special needs 
child opened his eyes to the ways that the process can be difficult and frustrating and 
made him a better teacher because of it.  “I now understand many of the stages that 
parents go through when finding out that their child needs services.  The denial, the 
anger, eventually the acceptance, and, hopefully, the success.  Sophia is now in a spot 
where she is a general education class and just gets speech twice a week.  It was not an 
easy road, but we are so happy we went through with everything because she is 





Despite how much Brian has grown into a special education teacher, he still longs 
to return to the gym.  As of our latest interview, that appeared to be in the works.  “The 
regular gym teacher is reaching retirement age this year.  I have a lot of the outside of 
school qualifications through my coaching training but this year I also went back to 
school and did a masters certification course in physical education.  You don’t need it to 
become an elementary gym teacher (the current teacher was a common branches 
elementary teacher, with no special physical education training) but it is preferred.  Plus, 
having the credential will allow me to leapfrog over the many teachers with more 
seniority.  And, of course, it was Linda who first suggested this to me.  The only question 
is will Kathy (the current gym teacher) actually retire when she turns 55? I’m ready to 
step in and I have all my ducks in a row.” 
 
Brian’s Thoughts on Teaching 
Brian related that he has a big fear of touching the students, or more accurately a 
fear of being accused of touching the students.  “This is one area where it is definitely 
more intense for male teachers.  Female teachers have to be careful too, but they get away 
with way more showing of affection that we do.”  Brian feels this stress explicitly 
because he is a man but also because of his stature.  “Not only am I a man, but I am a big 
man.  If a student accused me of using my physicality against him or her, you could see 
how my size and their size would match up.”  Brian seemed to worry about touching in 
two different ways, that he could be accused of inappropriate touching for the purposes of 
intimidation and that he could face accusations of touching from the angle of tenderness.  





bullying the students.  I didn’t think I was, but some parents did.  In that case, I worried 
that they might make the leap that I would grab their kids out of anger which would have 
been game over for me.  Later, as I started to build connections with students and they 
liked me more, I worried in the opposite way, especially when some of the girls started to 
gravitate toward me.  I have a daughter, so I know the fear. But I think that men have to 
worry about this so much more than women.”  This proved to be a tough distance to 
keep, as Brian wanted the students to like him, but did not want them to try and hug him 
or get close to him in any way that might jeopardize his job.  “I try to get the kids to give 
me a fist bump or high five instead of a hug.  Some still try to hug, but I always worry 
that someone will get the wrong idea.” 
“Everyone wants to be a teacher because of the time off and the benefits.  You 
hear it all the time.”  Brian includes himself in that group.  However, Brian also points 
out how many teachers fill that time off with paid work.  “Almost every teacher I know 
has at least one side hustle.  I teach all day, work the after-school center, and coach 
basketball on nights and weekends. In the summer, we run a basketball summer 
camp.  So where is this summers off, home at 3pm?  Maybe if the base salary was higher, 
teachers wouldn’t have to work other jobs to make ends meet.”  Brian goes on to discuss 
how working with younger students, specifically, is difficult.  “You look at little kids and 
they are cute but man, they can drain you.  The little ticky-tack stuff, ‘he did this, she did 
that’ drives you nuts sometimes.  And at the end of a long day of dealing with that, you 
are spent.  It can be a fight every single day.”   
Brian perceives parents to be less trusting today that he remembers from his own 





major in school, but the few times I came close, my mom was not interested.  All she 
knew was that I did something, and the school called her, and I was guilty.”  Brian 
assumes that this feeling of siding with the school was near-universal for parents when he 
was growing up but does not feel that way today.  “Today, it’s ‘what did YOU (the 
teacher) do that made my child upset?’  It’s ‘what are YOU not doing to meet my child’s 
needs?’  You always have to be aware of that and make sure you cover yourself.  I’ve 
found that, many times, crazy kids have crazy parents. So, you just have to be ready.” 
Brian vividly remembers the feeling of upheaval in his first year of 
teaching.  “Every teacher I talk to had a really tough first year,” he states, stating an oft 
repeated but less questioned premise.  Brian talks about himself entering the profession 
from a different field and with different skills than are highlighted in education. “I was 
learning everything on the fly.  I needed someone to sit down with me and say, ‘here’s a 
good way to fill out report cards, here’s a good way to talk to parents.’  The DOE 
(Department of Education) has a mentor system but it is a joke.  You are lucky if you get 
an hour once a month - most of the time they just enter hours into the computer and say 
they saw you.”  In absence of this, Brian sought out unofficial mentors in the school 
building to carry him along. Brian suggests schools having a system in place where they 
devote real time to helping new teachers, “teach them to swim instead of constantly 
having them gasp for air and reach for a life preserver.” 
 
What Comes Next for Brian and His Predictions on the Profession 
As far as future endeavors, Brian is convinced that he will remain in schools for 





I’m gaining confidence.  It would be foolish to change careers, especially now that I have 
a family.”  However, Brian left the door open to obtaining a license in school 
administration and becoming a principal or assistant principal.  “I know you mentioned 
men that become elementary teachers are seen as ‘principals in training’ (citing Sargent’s 
(2001) research).  Well, that might be me.  I like the idea of being able to move up the 
ladder and use what I’ve learned to help others.  I don’t know exactly when I might do it 
but I’m definitely thinking about it.” Assistant principals also make about $25,000 more 
than teachers do, so the extra money could allow Brian to stop working some of his side 
hustles, an attractive option for him.  
Becoming a parent has enhanced Brian’s empathy for parents in similar 
situations.  Particularly because his first daughter has special needs, Brian can relate to 
the emotional component of grappling with the diagnosis, as well as navigating the 
process for getting assistance.  “I know a lot more now because I lived through it.  I have 
a better idea of who to call and what to say.  When I was going through it with my 
daughter, I was a little embarrassed that here I am, a special education teacher, and I still 
didn’t know a lot of what was to be expected.”  Brian also says that he feels more for 
parents now that he has his own children, including what it is like to have sick children at 
home, as Brian always seems to have.  “We are used to blaming the parents a lot, but 
parenting is not for the faint of heart.  I know that I am constantly exhausted.  If it wasn’t 
for caffeine, I’d be asleep all the time.”   
“Schools are a lot more structured now.  There really isn’t a lot of time for 
teachers to make their own decisions on what should go on in the class.  Especially 





test prep for the tests, which of course we are not supposed to be prepping for, there is a 
lot to do. And then Common Core, which changed a lot of expectations.”   
Brian laments how this culture of piling more and more things on the teachers’ 
and students’ plates contributes to a feeling of being overwhelmed and frustrated.  
“Imagine all this and now you have special needs.  You already know that you are behind 
a lot of your friends and now there are built in things that make sure you are constantly 
reminded of that.”  Brian also took issue with the demands that instruction be 
differentiated, and students given individualized consideration but then held to the same 
standards.  “If a kid doesn’t have promotional criteria (meaning they are held to a 
different standard for determining whether they are promoted to the next grade), then you 
are trying all these different ways to teach him and give him choice in activities, and 
figure out his learning style, and at the end of the day, you slap the same standardized test 
on the table in front of them, and all the kids take the test in the same way.  How is that 
fair?”   Common Core State Standards are growing more unpopular, Brian relates. 
However, even if they are eliminated, what will replace it?  “I just think we have this 
mindset that kids aren’t learning enough, and the solution is to tell them they have to 
learn more.  They don’t think about how to make the learning more accessible to them.  
They just raise the bar and say, ‘figure it out’.  Common Core did that and I’m sure the 
next set of standards will do that same thing.” 
Brian is hoping to return to teaching in the gym.  As of this writing, there were no 
definite changes on that, but Brian was hopeful.  To bolster his case, Brian took a slew of 
online courses over the past year and became certified in physical education.  He believes 





that he will get the job when the current gym teacher retires, which is expected this 
school year.  It would be a pleasant, full-circle transition for Brian, as classroom teaching 
was a challenge.  “Working the gym is not nothing, especially when you have to manage 
all the excited kids and make sure they don’t get hurt or fight with each other.  But it is 
nothing like the classroom.  It is so much easier and more fun.  I’m trying not to get 
ahead of myself, but I can’t wait.”    
“Despite everything, this is still a good job.  It’s not for everyone and it could be a 
lot better but I’m mostly happy with it.”  Brian still has some regret that becoming a 
firefighter did not work out.  “If I had gotten on when I was called for the first test, I 
would be in arm’s reach of retirement now.  Just a few more years to go.  I just think, 
what if sometimes.  Then again, my whole life would have been different, I could have 
died in a fire or something.  I don’t lose too much sleep about it.”  Money is a bit of an 
issue for Brian, as he still works at the afterschool center, coaches basketball, and runs a 
basketball camp in the summer to make extra money.  He wishes that teaching paid more, 
and he also wished he was a bit more senior, as more experienced teachers make more 
money.  “We want to have more kids, so extra money will be important.  But extra time 
will be too so I am looking forward to those raises so maybe I can cut back my hours a 
bit.”     
 
Troubling Interactions with Brian 
Brian’s background was in basketball.  He talked about basketball, he coached 
basketball, and he, at least initially, had a job as a gym teacher (which he was attempting 





admitted help along the way from people in positions of power.  I viewed Brian’s story as 
one of privilege, someone who never really wanted to be a teacher but wound up being 
one anyway.  I harbored a bit of general resentment towards him due to his good fortune, 
as I saw my route to becoming a teacher as more traditional and difficult. 
Despite this, I was impacted by Brian’s experience with his daughter who has 
special needs.  Brian related that he felt having children of his own, and especially having 
a daughter who went through the process of getting an IEP of her own, made him a better 
teacher because he could relate more to the students and families.  This assumption, that 
we can more closely relate with people who have similar circumstances as ours, was one 
of the reasons I thought about writing this dissertation in the first place.  I figured that the 
commonality of being a male elementary teacher might foster bonds of accord between 
participants.  However, this approach also highlighted major differences of experience 
and conceptions of those experiences.  While some may share a common bond, no two 
participants are the same.  
Brian’s belief that becoming a father made him a better teacher is also an oft-cited 
cliché of teachers.  Frankly, as a relative new parent myself, I see why the comparisons 
are made.  In Brian’s case, these forces that impacted his personal life allowed him a 
window into what a parent of one of his students would have to go through.  Perhaps this 
firsthand experience would allow for him to empathize more than he would have done 
before, but this experience was also unique to him, and may be felt differently by 
different parents.  To just assume that since he has gone through the same process as 





I viewed Brian’s struggles in the ICT classroom as deservedly so for someone 
who did not have a lot of training (in my view) before he became a teacher.  I judgingly 
thought to myself that if only he had become a teacher “the right way,” he may have 
learned some of the needed skills in pre-service training.  Then I reflected on the quality 
of my college coursework.  If I assume that I am a good teacher, what had a bigger 
influence on that judgement, my pre-service training in college or the thousands of hours 
spent working with students at school?  I came to the realization that I did not care much 
for my traditional teacher preparation program, ascribing most of my success with the 
improvements I made along the way of teaching.  While I still held his lack of training (in 
my opinion) subconsciously against Brian, I started to see that perhaps there were 
meaningful areas of knowledge that Brian was exploring in the classroom despite not 
having gone through traditional training routes. Our experiences inform the way all of us 









CROSS-CASE INTERPRETATIONS AND COMPLICATIONS 
 
After conducting interviews, I transcribed all participants’ responses; as well, I 
attempted some member checks to double-check on my own assumptions as well as what 
I understood, to the best of my ability, what each research participant “meant” during the 
times in which he was sharing, exchanging views with me, and still wondering about, in 
certain cases.   None of my participants noted any major misunderstandings on my part, 
from initial through ending research contacts.   And the participants even were willing to 
further explain some areas of question in order to add more details to their original 
responses, wherever they felt these were necessary.  I tried to weave all of these varied 
and often elongated responses into the preceding “Case Study Chapters.”   Here, then, in 
this Chapter, I attempt to interrogate my own assumptions as well as reasons why I chose 
to represent all participants and their responses in the ways I did.   
I first consider my originally posed research questions in relation to my just-stated 
goals and concerns:  
 
Research question #1: How do study participants characterize their experiences, 
including, if at all, their perceived challenges, as “male” elementary teachers? 
Participants were engaged in discussion to find out how they characterized their 
experiences and challenges as “male” elementary teachers.  Here, I first must state that 





binary-only conception of “male” and “female” during all of our “interview” discussions.     
After all interviews were completed, it was quite clear to me that in all discussions of 
participants’ life experiences, in general, we all primarily continued to maintain several 
binary-only conceptions.  These included not only the “traditional” binary-only 
conception of “gender,” but also the binary of “male” challenges and generalized 
“elementary teacher” challenges.  I directly address only the “male challenges/ 
“elementary teacher” challenges binary in responses sub-questions 1a and 1b. 
 
Research question #1a: What particular conceptions, if any, of “maleness,” as 
identified and understood by the participants, do participants claim as influencing 
and affecting their teaching experiences? 
As gender was at the center of this research project, I was surprised at how 
difficult it was to get some of the participants to talk about gender in an open way.  Some 
of the participants, when specifically talking about gendered notions, maintained staunch 
support of a “fact” that there was no difference at all between female elementary teachers 
and male elementary teachers – which, it seemed to me, constituted some participants’ 
efforts toward a gender-blind attempt to support equality in the profession.  Other 
participants quickly adapted what feels like the opposite approach - to see these 
differences with teachers through the prism of long-held stereotypes of women and men 
in general.  Somewhat predictably, this divide played out in a mostly linear fashion, with 
older teachers more often holding the more stereotypical views.   
To start, the term “gender” was used quite a bit in the study, primarily by me “as” 





me as researcher, the term differs from that of “sex,” with the former bringing in notions 
of identification, habitual assumptions and discourses that supposedly offer a level of 
comfort in discussions, and yet too as existing on a continuum.  To the participants, 
“gender” and “sex” appear to be used interchangeably, a binary stand-in for whether 
someone had a “Mr.” or “Ms.” in front of their name.  There was some discussion of the 
assumption of increased homosexuality amongst male elementary teachers.   However, 
there was no substantive discussion of homosexuality, let along trans-, cross, cis, and 
countless other “gender” variations and their accompanying issues that could trouble the 
binary assumptions of teachers as only identifiable via with “standard, normalized” 
versions of anatomical parts.  A future study of multiple configured gender conceptions, 
constructions and choices within settings identified as “elementary school settings” could 
provide further and deeper examination of dominant assumptions and discourses that 
make complicatings of “gender” rather difficult, especially with particular elementary 
school contexts.       
In considering what most posited as the divide between “male and female” 
teachers as small, participants looked to the specific requirements to become a 
teacher.  They cited parity in certification mandates, as well as no explicit policies 
delineating expectations based on being male or female. Female and male teachers make 
the same amount of money, as do elementary, middle, and high school teachers, levels 
that have increasing levels of male participation.  In addition, recent changes to family 
leave policies have made childcare leave more generous and extended the benefits to 
mothers and fathers, a step toward equity.  On the one hand, participants had much to 





become more homogenous as time has gone by, thus confirming a belief among many 
study participants in the idea of “eventual and progressive evolution.”   
Participants, it seemed to me, appeared to lean more on generalities about 
secondary characteristics and well-worn personality traits when describing differences 
between men and women in the elementary classroom.  Discussion of men as disciplinary 
agents was front and center, with many participants describing situations and assumptions 
about men being hired to work in schools, charged with explicit disciplinary challenges.  
Participants, almost collectively, mentioned the idea that a physically larger, louder, and 
stronger teacher would be better at disciplining children was an accepted belief.  But 
participants noted that such an assumption was inconsistent with their own interpretations 
of their teaching experiences.   Participants indeed did not interpret that their inherent 
male status gave them an advantage in student discipline, and several were distressed that 
it contributed to more scrutiny.  These male teachers also reported the dominance in their 
teaching lives of the belief that male teachers were more interested in athletics and 
playing with students during recess.  This was not reported by all participants, but was 
reported as something that some active teachers do to distinguish themselves from their 
female counterparts, as well as something that some participants remember their male 
teachers doing in the past that stuck with them.   
 
Being a Father Figure 
Participants were asked about their role of being a “father figure” to their 
students.  All but two of the men interviewed are fathers themselves (and all are married 





messy.  By the very nature of being one of the adults with whom children interact on a 
daily basis, the role of in loci parentis in inherent to teaching.  Men in this study 
struggled to really articulate what it might (differently) “mean” to be a father figure to 
diverse students in their class, but most did often mention that many of their students do 
not have a father at home.  This assumption is also troublesome, as many families have 
atypical structures (extended family, same-gender parents, foster families) that can 
function perfectly well without a traditional father in the home.  The idea that a home 
without a male adult is one that is inherently lacking for the development of children is 
inaccurate and, frankly, offensive to many, including myself.   
Nonetheless, all my study’s male teachers recognized their role, at the very least, 
as an important adult role model in the lives of their students. We all expressed our 
feelings of this weight of being a role model and of representing “our gender” in a 
positive light, especially if students had undergone trauma from domestic abuse or 
criminal behavior from men in their lives.  Sometimes, the fact that a teacher was male 
(and reminded students of other men they knew) was a barrier to obtaining students’ 
trust.  Still, most spoke about leading by setting a good example and modeling emotional 
awareness and hard work.  Some men struggled with fulfilling both jobs of keeping 
students in line while also being approachable for any problems students might 
have.  Teaching and parenting have overlap in the skills needed, so it is not surprising 
that male teachers might identify, in some of these just-discussed ways, with a fatherly 








Even as I own the fact that much of my dissertation research was predicated on 
my long-held  assumption (now admittedly greatly complicated by this very research 
study) that there is something unique about being male in an overwhelmingly female 
space such as elementary teaching, there was often pushback from the other study 
participants about the extent of this divide.   
For example, several men said that, when it came to teaching, there was no 
difference between male and female teachers.  Instead of easily explaining ways that 
male teachers felt discriminated against or put in uncomfortable situations, many told 
positive stories of acceptance and kindness showed towards them.  I interpret these 
responses as possibly gesturing toward the often-unique space that is occupied by male 
elementary teachers.  While “we” are numerically a minority in the school building, our 
novelty and majority status in greater society may command more prestige and 
representation than their numbers would suggest.  Being in the minority as a White male 
in a school may be a much more of an unencumbered experience then being a minority – 
whether deemed “male or female” - in the school and in greater society. 
Thus, in hopes of further examining assumptions as well as perceived impacts of 
“male elementary teachers,” I posit a possible and productive extension of this study 
could be to discuss this very topic with those who identify as “female elementary 
teachers.”  It is possible that these “females” and their conceptions of male elementary 
teachers not only can help fill in gaps and silences in my own study, but also could 
further interrogate ways that the presence of male elementary teachers may enhance, 





as “female teachers.”   For example, these teachers may be able to speak to this dominant 
assumption of a “minority-majority gender situation” and whether they feel there is or is 
not a carryover of privilege in this space. 
 
Touching 
The one area within all of my inquiries that stood out to me as a primary area of 
concern for male elementary teachers, based solely on our assumed “male” gender 
identification, was the topic of student touching.  Each man interviewed spoke to this 
topic in some form, with most outlining what I interpret as the same dilemma. 
Participants all felt that our abilities to connect with students through non-sexual or non-
abusive physical gestures to be curtailed - while similar restrictions on female teachers 
were not scrutinized.  Men felt concern for this topic that centered around what I interpret 
as three important ideas. 
Firstly, men felt that they had to be ever conscious of student-initiated 
touch.  Participants explained that students will often show affection towards them 
through physicality.  For the most part, hugs were the most common form of affection.  
Male teachers discussed how they plan for this type of spontaneous show of affection, for 
example by giving “side hugs,” “air hugs,” or just completely refusing hugs and try to 
redirect students into a high-five or fist bump.  While a discussion of appropriate and 
inappropriate touching is important to have with young children, it is worth considering if 
student-initiated hugs of their teacher qualifies as inappropriate touching.  Teachers 
worried that refusing a child’s desire to show affection would send a message to the 





Secondly, men felt that they could not use caring physical gestures that female 
teachers often employed.  While hugs were the most cited caring gesture that worried 
men, other actions, such as patting a child on the back or shoulder, tasseling a child’s 
hair, or comforting students when they are scared or upset also concerned all the 
participants.  Men reported seeing women in school hugging, having students sit on their 
lap, feeling their forehead for a temperature, patting them on the back, holding their hand 
in the hallway, buttoning their pants (when younger children are unable to do so), 
playfully punching their shoulder, jokingly hitting them on the head with papers, and 
demanding “Give me a hug!”  Men reported that they would either not use these gestures 
or do so only in the presence of a female teacher or in the view of the cameras situated 
around the school.    
Lastly, men worried about false accusations and misunderstandings. One 
participant put it this way:  “Said over the dinner table, ‘Mr. so and so touched me today 
in school’ is devoid of context and casts the male teacher as a criminal, whereas ‘Mrs. so 
and so touched me’ is given the benefit of the doubt.”  Men assumed that there would be 
very little assumption of innocence regarding touch in the classroom, giving credence to 
the stereotype that men working with young children have pedophilic tendencies.  Even 
an unsubstantiated allegation, something taken out of context or a complete fabrication, 
has the power to ruin a teacher’s career, and several men in the study spoke to that 
end.  These threats ignore the fact that female elementary teachers have the same level of 
access to young children as men in the profession (more, if consideration is given to the 
sheer number of female teachers who are employed) but do not appear to have the same 






Research question #1b: What factors, aside from maleness, do participants identify 
as affecting their work as teachers? 
The participants were eager to discuss the aspects of their job that affected them 
the most.  Each participant made clear to describe the overall difficulty of their job and 
touched upon the fact that people outside of education likely do not share this 
view.  Teachers responded to shifts in society, from major events, such as war and 
economic downturn, to more gradual changes of justice and awareness.  Some of these 
changes played out in the school building and/or classroom, others were more mental or 
emotional challenges that stayed with teachers outside of their workplace. 
For example, participants spoke about how schools are run by principals and 
assistant principals (usually referred to as “administrators” or “administration”), who, as 
supervisors of teachers, have a great deal of influence over them.  Several participants 
talked about their relationships with principals as strained, particularly Jim, John, and 
Matt, but others spoke about how a friendly (and sometimes personal, outside of school) 
relationship opened doors and strengthened their careers, such as Brian and Joe.  Those 
critical of principals and assistant principals pointed to “nit-picking,” 
“micromanagement,” being a “control freak,” and being “out to get me.”  Given the 
constraints of this research, I of course know that I offer in-depth case studies, fully 
acknowledging the very specific socially, culturally, geographically and historically 
located contexts of this study’s participants, all of whom identity as “male elementary 
teachers.”  None the less, I interpret a thematic thread among all participants’ responses 





teachers.  Some of the ways administrators left a positive impression on participants 
included not directing them too much;  defending teachers against attacks from parents or 
other adults; exhibiting understanding about personal/family difficulties; and a 
willingness to engage with them (us) in a manner that conveyed respect and calmness.   
While the balance between teachers and their administration could be very 
tenuous, there appears to be particular disdain, expressed by the participants, towards 
administrators that do not have a substantial background in teaching and/or are very 
young/inexperienced.  This feeling also extended to college professors and anyone in a 
role of supervision or teacher education who was in a position of power and pushed for a 
change of teacher practice. The everyday experience in the classroom was valued over 
outside theory or research, and there was resentment expressed if the new ideas clashed 
with the values and habits with which the teacher was already comfortable.  Most 
prominently, participants expressed a felt-disconnect between their expertise and 
experience with their class on one hand and the direction given from relatively new 
administrators on the other hand.   
Pressure from other outside sources also affected their (our) profession, namely in 
the form of changes in learning standards, standardized testing, and changing Department 
of Education policies.  New learning standards, particularly Common Core Learning 
Standards, were seen to be more difficult than students could handle, while also 
emphasizing certain subjects and teaching practices that often-frustrated teachers and, by 
extension, students. 
The job of a classroom teacher, where one teacher works with a group of 32 





overwhelmingly difficult job by respondents.  However, in responses, participants 
expressed less emphasis on the actual teaching of the class, and instead posited that the 
more stressful portion was dealing with students/parents/school personnel.  
Overarchingly, classroom teachers in this study unanimously expressed the feeling that 
they (we) must wear many different hats during their day in school - from teacher, to 
counselor, to nurse, to entertainer, etc. - and they further noted that this results in a 
profession that is hectic and ever changing, often on a daily basis.  This day-to-day stress 
was cited by all male elementary teacher participants in this research study. 
      
Extrinsic Rewards 
I interpreted participants’ thoughts on compensation as breaking down along three 
concerns: salary, benefits, and time off.  Several teachers (especially  Mike, John, and 
Brian) cited the low pay of teachers and how other careers that require a bachelor’s 
degree, a master’s degree, and, likely, the equivalent of another master’s degree in 
additional college credit, have professional salaries that are much higher.  Some of the 
participants described some details of their struggles to make more money; these included 
working other jobs, in or out of the department of education.   Other participants saw the 
trade-off of a high salary in terms of teaching’s steady pay, with salary raises occurring 
on a predictable and regular schedule as comforting, as well as the fact that salaries were 
universal for all levels and not something that needed to be negotiated by the individual 
teacher.  None of the teachers seemed blown away (in positive terms) by their salaries, 
but there were some who expressed satisfaction with their compensation, especially 





While it is widely believed that teachers are not paid a high salary, it is also held 
that they have generous other benefits, a contention that in fact was supported by the men 
interviewed for this study.  The term “benefits,” as used by the participants in this study, 
was used to represent a variety of advantageous additional forms of compensation, 
mentioned by participants.  These include health insurance (including dental, optical, 
auditory, etc.), paid family leave, retirement plans (including defined-benefit pensions), 
loan forgiveness, member discounts on retail products, compensated sabbaticals, as well 
as due process and tenure procedures that make it more difficult for teachers to be 
terminated.   
Of these benefits, none got more attention from the men interviewed than close-
to- no-cost medical coverage and the defined benefit pension plan.  These two benefits 
were cited time and time again as either a reason the job was attractive to them or one of 
the key components keeping them in the job for the future.  Of note, teachers and 
administrators have differing benefit packages (and are represented by different labor 
unions), meaning that a promotion to principal or assistant principal may increase in 
salary compensation but negatively alter benefits, adding a layer of disincentive to 
ambitious teachers. 
The topic of time off for teachers, dubbed a “third rail” conversation by Barry 
(when speaking with people who are not teachers), also factored into the career decisions 
of the men interviewed.  Teachers in New York City work with students approximately 
180 days per year and are required to work 5 additional days in staff development when 
students are not present.  This schedule includes a minimum of a 65 day gap between the 





December, mid-February, and early spring), an observance of all federal holidays, and a 
growing list of religious/cultural holidays (Good Friday, Eid, Yom Kippur, Lunar New 
Year, etc.) The current teachers’ contract has daily work hours of elementary teachers to 
be approximately seven hours and 40 minutes on Monday and Tuesday, and six hours 
and 20 minutes on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.  This equals just over 34 hours per 
week that teachers are obligated to be at work (although many participate in additional, 
compensated and non-compensated work, and/or bring work home with them from their 
day job). School also tend to open early, with majority of teachers beginning their 
workday between 7:30am and 8:30am and ending work between 2:20pm and 4:00pm. 
Assuming a standard eight hour work day for workers in other industries and three weeks 
of paid vacation (an increasingly unsafe assumption), teachers end up working about two-
thirds the amount of time that of a typical worker outside of education (or “people with 
real jobs,” as Matt described them) would.   
Taking these three factors together - salary, benefits, and time off – all these have 
a significant impact on the lifestyle experienced by teachers and their conception of their 
job.  Men in this study have indicated that, at least for some, these three factors, more 
than any others, were the deciding factor in going into the field.  Others who entered the 
profession for other expressed reasons still recognized the importance of these 
compensations, with some indicating their heightened importance as they get on in years.  
Overall, I interpret participants’ focus on these as factors that pulled them to remain in 







Why the First Years are So Hard 
Men in the study universally spoke of the first year to first few years of teaching 
as the hardest. Some (Barry, Matt, and Brian particularly) had very little in terms of 
preparation for their career, with pre-service training that lasted less than 6 weeks, while 
others underwent a traditional, campus-based, degree-bearing program before they 
became teachers.  Members of both cohorts spoke to the difficulty the first year brought.  
It is this difficulty, regardless of preparation, that argues for the existence of express 
teacher preparation programs - if teachers of any skill level will struggle the first year, 
then why not get teachers in the classroom as soon as possible and allow them to learn on 
the job?   
Teachers expressed reasons that, for them, made the first year so difficult.  These 
reasons included: not being confident in planning lessons, struggling with student 
discipline, falling behind on official paperwork, struggling to fill out attendance and daily 
lunch count, worrying about how difficult to make assessments, lacking confidence in 
referring students for evaluation, not having an innate feel for the school calendar, and 
communicating with parents.  In fact, however, participants who represent all teacher 
preparation backgrounds struggled with these aspects, with little discernible difference 
between those who claimed they were “better prepared” and those who claimed they 
were “poorly prepared” teachers. 
Considering the “baptism by fire” approach (as Ed’s principal dubbed the practice 
of throwing new teachers right into classroom teaching), those who experienced such 
responded by seeking out mentors to help them.  There seems to be unanimous agreement 





given similar levels of support to do the exact same job, even though the veterans most 
often need less support and the rookies much more.  Teachers in this study noted that 
they leaned overwhelmingly upon neighboring teachers to teach them the ins and outs of 
daily teaching, which include more conceptual and strategic pedagogical approaches. 
Fellow teachers served as unofficial mentors most often, but some participants also 
mentioned deriving confidence from teachers in their family, conceptions of former 
teachers they had, teachers they saw portrayed in movies, and helpful administrators.  
Most notably, I believe, is what jumped out at me as I worked and re-worked, re-
viewed my interview data in recursively, reflexive ways:  that is, all men in this study 
outlined four relationships that they struggled to nurture as classroom teachers - 
relationships with their students, relationships with parents of their students, relationships 
with the adults in their school, and relationships with themselves.  Each sphere presented 
challenges that forced the teachers to respond, which sometimes influenced what 
happened in another sphere, making these inter-related relational struggles a constant and 
yet ever-changing rhythmic characteristic of their daily teaching lives.  And the men 
interviewed spoke about their successes and failures within and across these areas as 
outside of traditional teacher “skills.”   
 
Relationships 
Students - everyday interactions and the unpredictable.  Participants agree 
that teachers’ most demanding and important job duty is to work with students as well as 
with the varying behaviors they display in the classroom.  Teachers in this study spoke 





everyday behaviors and unpredictable behaviors.  Both categories tested these teachers 
and their abilities to respond.   
With everyday behaviors, teachers documented difficulty with students engaging 
with schoolwork, responding to teachers, or cooperating with peers.  Teachers spoke 
about having to make the routine exercises that occur in classrooms engaging enough to 
capture the attention of students.  Teachers invariably pointed to the various personalities 
in class, (not to mention the number of students in each classroom), that made these 
implementations difficult.  While this energy-draining influence of fighting the same 
battles with students, day after day, can be repetitive, teachers who eventually saw 
“success” after constant struggling with students found the success to be doubly 
fulfilling.   
However, unpredictable student behavior differed from teachers’ expectations for 
the daily interventions often needed when working with elementary school-aged children.  
In terms of unpredictable behaviors, teachers expressed their feelings that they were less 
prepared to respond to students who exhibited unanticipated behaviors as well as last-
second changes in those behaviors.  This unpredictable behavior required teachers to be 
ready to react with a moment’s notice and to make “positive,” helpful-to-the-student 
decisions.  These situations included: student illness, students engaging in physical 
violence (against other students or the teacher), losing a student due to death, students 
engaging in inciteful speech, students bringing contraband to school (including firearms, 
pornography, and controlled substances), students being the victims of child abuse, 
student’s experiencing the death of a parent. Teachers, especially early in their careers, 





that served them well in some instances and poorly in others.  Teachers related that these 
situations became easier with time, based merely on the fact that teachers had more 
experience dealing with less predictable occurrences.  For many teachers, these 
situations, more than the everyday nuts and bolts of running a classroom, are things that 
people not in education do not fully understand about teachers’ job obligations and the 
extensive ethical nature of many of our decisions and actions, both in and out of the 
classroom. 
 
Interactions with parents.  None of the men in the study spoke about any 
advanced training they received in speaking with the families of their students.  Yet, New 
York City public elementary schools currently have four parent-teacher conference dates 
per year, a minimum of three report cards, and a block of time allotted each Tuesday 
afternoon to communicate with parents.  Parent engagement is valued and seen as an 
important way for schools and families to work together for the betterment of students.  
Unfortunately, teachers reported difficulty speaking with parents for a variety of 
reasons.  These reasons included: inadequate training on how to speak with parents, a 
lack of confidence in speaking about student struggles, concerns about parental pushback 
and intimidation of teachers, concerns of parents abusing their children as a result of 
teacher reports, and parents who do not engage in communication with teachers at 
all.  Some teachers mentioned that after meeting parents, they began to understand their 
children better, having gained insights from home that can be used in class.  Teachers 





reveal reasons why the child acts in challenging ways (meaning, that the challenging 
child has challenging parents as well).   
As one teacher in the study put it “A bad kid can ruin your day, but a bad parent 
can ruin your life,” speaking to the fact that adults have more options at their disposal if 
they do not like a teacher.  While students might resolve to misbehave or not complete 
their assignments, teachers interviewed feared that parents can complain to the principal 
about them, file official complaints with the city against teachers, inundate teachers with 
emails and text messages, organize other parents against teachers, spread falsehoods 
about teachers on social media, threaten teachers in person, and retaliate against the 
family, home, or property of teachers.   
Further complicating this relationship was the feeling amongst teachers that 
oftentimes animus between teachers and families is centered around a teacher trying to 
convince parents that their child needs some sort of assistance.  Dealing with feelings that 
teachers are “out to get” the children, many parents respond angrily.  Teachers with more 
experience with this type of pushback from parents admitted that they were less likely to 
bring forth concerns if they felt parents would respond negatively.  One participant put 
this in context by saying “if I really hated your kid, was really out to get him, then I 
would say nothing when I noticed he needed help.  I’d just ignore him and more on to the 
next kid.  I’d tell you ‘everything’s fine, he’s doing great, nothing to worry about,’ when 
really, he was struggling.  Instead, I’ve got to fill out paperwork, have a conversation 
with my supervisor, have a difficult conversation with you, withstand your pushback, fill 
out more paperwork, come up with a plan to help the kid, talk to you again to update the 





So much easier to just drop it.  But that’s not how this job works.  So, don’t come in here 
telling me I’m out to get your kid.  I could be wrong, but we wouldn’t be standing here if 
I wasn’t trying to do my job right.” 
 
Working with school staff.  Interacting with the school staff, divided here as 
teachers and other adult, non-administrators in one group and principals and assistant 
principals in another group, was also described by most study participants as a “delicate 
balance.”  For brevity, as I discuss issues and responses in this section, in particular, I 
will use the following terms:  the term “co-workers” will encompass teachers, 
paraprofessionals, guidance counselors, psychologists and social workers, and other 
support staff.  “Administrators” will encompass principals and assistant principals, a far 
smaller group, with schools only having one principal and typically one to three assistant 
principals, usually based on size of the student body.  While discussing “administrators” 
in this study, for example, most men spoke in general terms but when speaking about a 
principal, where most of such talk was centered, conversations were specific, as teachers 
were dealing on a one-to-one basis.  
Teachers in the study reported generally strong feelings towards their 
coworkers.  Three of the eight participants met their spouses at work and several 
remarked that some of their most treasured friendships are the ones they cultivated while 
working.  Men in the study explained ways that coworkers assisted them when they 
needed assistance, especially early in their careers, and how these peers would educate 
them on not only on how to figure out procedural and pedagogical issues, but also how to 





coworkers in general, with specific veneration for special mentors that teachers had along 
the way.  There were discussions about negative stories, of coworkers undermining each 
other to gain psychological advantage, or favor from the principal, or ways in which 
personalities clashed in the teachers’ lounge - but reports of this kind were secondhand 
stories and did not directly include the men in this study.   
Relationships with administrators were more noticeably a complicated tale.  Four 
out of the eight participants of this study explained times when they had issues with 
principals in their school, with one of the participants (Matt) ultimately leaving the 
school, one detailing a difficult working environment that was eventually repaired (Jim), 
and two (Barry and John) who worked around the conflicts.  Two of the eight participants 
(Joe and Brian) held their principal in high esteem, feeling grateful to her for her support, 
career track, and advice, with the other two participants also holding a positive view of 
administration, albeit less indebtedness. 
The men in this study expressed reasons why school administration could be a 
challenge to them.  Most issues seemed to stem from personal issues with the principal.  
Teachers remarked that some principals had a “my way or the highway” approach, 
criticizing teacher practice and accusing teachers of trying to undermine the principal’s 
authority.  Other men decried the principal for not making enough effort to push back 
against unreasonable expectations handed down from outside of the school building.  
There were teachers who criticized principals who placed unqualified or undeserving 
staff in coveted roles in the school building, and those who suspected that the principal 
was under-qualified and in her or his position due to personal connections.   There was 





school mascot, and the failed attempt to change the school’s name.  Only one teacher 
believed that his principal was actively trying to get him fired, but others believed that, 
had it not been for the lengthy due process afforded to them, they might also be pushed 
out.   
Reasons that administrators impacted the men in this study in a positive way are 
also numerous.  One surefire way for a principal to curry favor with teachers is to defend 
them against parents.  While the ideal school should have schools, students, and families 
working in concert, these groups often retreat to their corners and then hurl blame and 
accusations outward.  Men in this study felt strong support when administrators would 
“go to bat” for them against parents, and when principals would give the teachers the 
benefit of the doubt in matters regarding students.  Several men spoke about times in their 
career where more serious allegations were made, and an administrator helped quell the 
pressure on a teacher.  Additionally, administrators that showed compassion and 
sensitivity towards medical and family issues (both setbacks and celebrations) scored 
well with the teachers in the study.  Often these “OOB” (out of building) concerns require 
time off from school and/or other accommodations.   
Teachers thus revealed both deep appreciation and deep scorn for administrators’ 
responses to these challenges.  In this study, administrators overwhelmingly met their 
teachers’ needs with support, which helped balance criticisms in other areas.  With some 
teachers, principals took an active role in trying to steer their careers ahead, and thus 
some participants feel that the principal used some of their networking prowess to assist 
them.   One of the teachers credits the principal with hiring his wife as a paraprofessional, 





dealt with seemed to matter more to the men in this study, rather than the day to day 
goings on inside the school and the classroom.  The teachers in this study did also state 
that administrators who did not interfere with daily lessons and management of individual 
classrooms communicated, to them, trust and autonomy.   
      
Challenges to participants’ understandings of their own emotions.  Many 
teachers in the study noted that a big obstacle in being a teacher was being in touch with 
one’s own emotions and being able to deal with those emotions when dealing with also 
working through the emotions of affected students.  From my interpretive perspectives, 
there seemed to be a tendency of the teachers in this study to respond to student 
misbehavior with anger/aggression, especially early in their careers.  Showing students 
that the teacher was in charge of the classroom had the goal of keeping students in line 
and student misbehavior of a minimum, yet the effectivity seems to be mixed.  As 
reported by a few of the study participants, while some students were influenced by these 
teachers’ records and reputations as results-oriented taskmasters, the majority of men in 
the study wanted to connect with students as well as get results.  Due to this, teachers 
spoke more about connecting with students and deescalating situations, rather than using 
their own emotions to overpower the situation. 
Teachers noted that being a teacher forced them to grapple with their own 
emotional intelligence more than many had thought.  Participants spoke about the joy in 
the hearts when students found success after long bouts of failure, and how validated they 
felt when students expressed gratitude for the effort of a teacher.  They also spoke about 





students.  Lastly, participants also related the feelings of annoyance and anger in the 
classroom, from students exhibiting behavior that got on teachers’ nerves, to students 
showing cruelty or bullying other students.    
In sum, teachers found many opportunities to become emotionally invested in the 
actions of their students.  Sometimes these opportunities made teachers feel anger, 
sadness, or happiness, and each teacher responded in his own way, from teachers lashing 
out, to teachers attempting to connect with students, to working toward bringing the 
situation back to a calmer state.   One’s own emotions and difficulties with knowing how 
to deal with these was often cited by these teacher participants as being a surprising 
aspect of teaching, and one that consumed much of their daily interactions with 
students.   
 
Paperwork Demands 
Teachers lamented the role that paperwork plays in the modern classroom, with 
even the retired teachers indicating that they experienced it towards the ends of their 
careers.  Over the course of the “interview discussions” conducted for this study, the 
teachers indicated paperwork components for the following situations: filling out report 
cards, creating and updating Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), providing comments 
for student writing assignments (“glows” and “grows” - one compliment and one needed 
improvement for each), writing emails and text messages to parents, writing personal 
goals for teacher ratings, completing running records reading assessments, writing 
anecdotal records of student behavior incidents, filling out accident and incident reports, 





of “exit ticket” assessments after each lesson, filling out teacher data reports for students 
in the process of being referred, completing Pupil Intervention Plans (PIPs) for remedial 
students, recording Response to Intervention (RTI) steps taken, and many more.   
Obviously, teachers had a seemingly endless list of paperwork responsibilities, 
and they lamented that these took time away from their abilities to plan and improve 
lessons.  This reliance on paperwork and data also streamlined the job of administrators, 
who had to interact with the students less to have a handle on their progress.  Teachers 
noted that this change, while efficient, removed a major component of who the students 
truly are as persons, and instead reduced them to a number on a page.  Schools boasted of 
their administrators’ “data wall,” which categorized every student in the school into 
different levels of overall proficiency, while teachers who argued for a more holistic 
approach were tasked with a way to quantify that approach so it could be measured.  The 
push for more paperwork, more data, more “accountability” was roundly panned by the 
teachers in this study, pointing out that it gets further and further away from knowing 
each individual student. 
 
Research question #2: How and to what extent, if at all, have participant-identified 
“challenges” (both general and gender-specific) changed through the years? 
The participants in this study reported several challenges to doing their jobs as 
elementary school teachers.  My specific interview questions attempted to interrogate the 
notion that conceptions of “gender” and “male elementary teachers” may have changed 
over time.  After much reading and re-reading of my data, I identified the following 





my own dominant assumptions and were shaped by my interactions with the participants 
as we strove to construct meaning from our interviews.  
At first, I thought of each theme under the headings of “things teachers complain 
about,” each being a topic that I had either lamented in the past or had heard other 
teachers deride. In the conversations with the other teachers, part of me judged the 
participants for being resistant to positive change because it took away parts of their (our) 
power in the classroom. I still feel that much of the expressed discontent is connected to 
this feeling of power erosion, which is very much a part of political and socioeconomic 
forces at play in the school system and school building. In listening to many of the 
participants talk about the teachers of their childhood, often stories of unquestioned 
authority, I wondered about how much of that conception was based on nostalgia. A 
bygone era when “the teacher was always right” (if it every truly existed) presents many 
practical issues, and this attitude negatively tinged my understandings of conversations 
around this topic. Conversely, I found myself being far more sympathetic to the 
challenges to the job that either I had also experienced, or issues that seemed more noble 
then just a loss of teacher power. Knowing this personal influence, I tried to understand 
the themes I chose while still engaging with the feedback of participants with whom I 
disagreed 
 
Routine Parental Contact 
Few would argue with the contention that effective school-home communication 
is an important component of student success.  However, participants in this study have 





had the most to say about this topic, as they are most grounded in a pre-cell phone, pre-
internet world.  As documented by John, if a parent needed to contact a teacher in the 
1970s, the parent would ordinarily write a handwritten note and place it in the student’s 
school bag, to which they would receive a handwritten note back the following 
day.  Phone calls to the teacher were rarer, and would filter through the main office, who 
would take down parent contact information and place it on a piece of paper in the 
teacher’s mailbox for a return call.  The expectation of teacher response to a parent’s 
question was a much longer period of time.  As such, these retired teachers reported that 
parents contacted teachers rarely.   
Directly tracking with technological breakthroughs, current teachers explained 
what the advent of email messaging has done to parent contact.  Now, parents would not 
have to go through the process of handwriting notes and having them delivered.  An 
email could be sent to a teacher in the morning and a response could reasonably be 
expected by that afternoon.  This made contact easier, and more parents were able to have 
more minor questions answered, and in a timely manner.  Teachers in the study all 
reported using the Remind text messaging application to communicate with parents, a 
program that mimics traditional SMS text messaging but keeps all cell phone numbers 
private.  Teachers interviewed attested to the fact that even more parents use this service 
and that teachers are expected, unofficially, to respond almost immediately to requests.  
This service helps teachers as well, as several participants spoke about how convenient it 
is to send out a text message “blast,” thereby alerting parents to important announcements 
or reminders.  It is also convenient, as information goes right to a parent’s phone, rather 





While more novice teachers may have less perspective on this change, they were 
the most directly impacted by the demands on teacher time that this ease of 
communication brings.  Parent engagement has become such an important component of 
a teacher’s time that New York City teachers now have a mandated block of time on a 
weekly basis (usually Tuesday afternoons for 40 minutes) to communicate to 
parents.  Current teachers in the study unanimously praised the idea of giving teachers 
unfettered time to communicate with parents but scoffed at the idea that 40 minutes a 
week was an adequate amount of time, given the amount of daily parent feedback they 
send.      
 
Emotionally Charged Parental Involvement 
The term “parent involvement” connotates images of parents assisting children 
with their homework or joining with teachers at a parent-teacher conference.  Less 
desirable parental involvement, from a school’s perspective, is when a parent engages 
with school staff in a confrontational way or takes legal action against the 
school.  Teachers in this study discussed both parental anger and litigiousness, with 
expressed feelings that the increasing frequency of these interactions. 
Barry and John both documented issues with emotionally charged parental 
involvement.  Barry had experience working in Brooklyn with a principal who was 
openly hostile to the parents, seeing them not as partners but as enemies.  Barry 
mentioned that since the parents hated the principal so much, they basically left the 





tone” that he struggled to respond to in a professional manner, but he remembers few 
incidences of this being a problem.   
As teachers who are currently teaching and I continued with our interview 
conversations, I hear that almost every one of these teachers had some sort of official 
complaint that was levied against them from a parent.  Brian was accused of being too 
aggressive towards a student, Joe was accused of losing track of a student on a school 
trip, Ed was accused of failure to properly supervise, and Matt was accused of allowing a 
student to hurt her/himself on school property.   Only Mike escaped official reprimand, as 
of this writing.   
Indeed, the ability of parents to call 311 in New York City has made the process 
for parental complaint much more streamlined. Parents also have greater access to 
principals and superintendents through their email address and official social media 
accounts.  Current teachers interviewed for this study are so hyper aware of students 
reporting on teachers that many of them admit trying to ingratiate themselves to the 
students in order to make sure they speak highly of their teachers.  Jim says “Honor roll 
for everyone!  Keep everyone happy!,” half-joking about his approach to dealing with 
students nowadays.  Matt reports that candy is his favorite buffer, handing it out as often 
as possible so that aggrieved students might have something to balance their emotions 
about school.  No one wanted to be confronted by an angry parent, be trolled online, or 








Fewer Concrete and Sanctioned Ways to Deal with Challenging Students 
Invariably, every teacher has at least one of two students in his class that present 
ongoing challenges to the teacher and/or the other students in class.  In discussing this 
with both Barry and John, they both outlined what would happen with students in this 
situation.  For the most part, Barry and John spoke to the fact that most of the students 
who enter class in September will still be there in June.  The same is true for teachers 
teaching today, as reported by my participants: the majority of students remain in class, 
meaning that individual teachers are left in charge with having to deal with these 
behaviors outright.  However, Barry, John, and, to an extent, Jim, spoke to the experience 
of some disruptive students being removed from classes.  Being general education 
teachers, these teachers taught at a time when referring a challenging student for special 
education services could result with them transferring to a new class or, possibly, a new 
school building.  Ed and Matt also spoke to students following this path.  However, due 
to recent special education reform, schools utilize these options with much less 
frequency, as schools have been tasked with not referring students out of the building and 
have increasingly given interventions inside of the student’s ordinary class placement. 
Teachers also spoke about the relative inability to suspend students who hit other 
students or act in ways detrimental to the classroom.  All active teachers spoke about how 
suspensions do not happen basically at all anymore, with some teachers saying that 
students receive “lunch suspension” from time to time, which is usually when their 
misbehavior occurred during recess.  Teachers understood the change in policy to avoid 
suspension as a punishment, and some agreed in theory, but this made classroom teaching 





teachers rather than administrators, and charges that administrators were not doing 




Retired and veteran teachers painted a picture of day to day teaching being based 
on more static state standards and a teaching curriculum that was slow to change, that 
relied on concrete and uniform materials (such as basal readers and textbook sets).  
Teachers spoke about how this was more organized than today’s teaching, which is 
obsessed with differentiating instruction for all students and a move away from textbook 
in favor of more technological approaches.  We know that some of these claims are pure 
nostalgia, as we have evidence of curricular change through textbook evolution and 
evidence of outside influence from a multitude of federal and city programs meant to 
reshape learning in classrooms.   
Still, teachers compared the rate of change as increasing in the past 20 years, 
seeing changes that used to take a decade happening in the span of a year.  I felt that this 
was certainly an exaggeration and wondered if some teachers favored no evolution in 
pedagogy at all.  Teachers who have taught for several years referred to the practice as 
“spinning our wheels,” taking on changes to curriculum and instruction methods, 
implementing new routines and practices, but not making any meaningful improvements 
in student achievement.  A growing annoyance for teachers was being directed to try new 
practices by administrators with little experience.  An experienced teacher myself, I 





someone who, I felt, had little experience to draw upon.  I also assumed that some 
teachers are inflexible to their detriment, possessing an entrenched and possessive 
mindset that only wants to do what they want to do.  With this mentality, I saw 
closemindedness at work.  Seniority and frustration to this seemed to follow in a linear 
fashion, with older teachers having less patience on this front. 
In listening to retired and veteran teachers, I noted to myself my fear that what 
some expressed as their nostalgia for textbooks and basal readers ignores the criticism of 
those textbook-focused approaches.  Some of those critiques of textbook-based 
assumptions reject embedded assumptions that all students basically move along their 
learning, all at one speed, thus leaving little change for differentiation or for students to 
be exposed to anything else than what the textbook company prescribed.  Further, 
substantial critiques also note that diverse and controversial viewpoints are most often 
kept out of such materials, and that some subjects suffer from obsolescence quickly.  
Still, the majority of this study’s teacher participants seemed to find comfort from this 
baseline of curricular materials, and felt the ability to expand on the materials they were 
handed.  Less senior teachers have learned not to expect a textbook or basal reader, 
knowing that gathering materials and creating unit and lesson plans are tasks that largely 
fall on them.  As a result, charges that curriculum has become more disorganized are 
justified – at least from these participants’ perspectives - as schools and classrooms can 
be using different resources to teach lessons.  Teachers of all levels complained about 
this, with veteran and retired teachers being more vehement, as they remember a time 







From study participants’ points of view, conceptions of maleness do seem to have 
changed as time has gone by – both in chronological sense of “time”  as well as within 
the abbreviated and very situated contexts of this study, with gendered understandings 
and assumptions appearing “starker” with our most experienced teachers.  There seems to 
have been more of an explicit call for elementary teachers who were men, or, in some 
cases, men who could be “made” into elementary teachers.  With Barry and John, our 
oldest teachers in this study, their induction process was explained as quick and 
predicated on the fact that they were men who could help control classes.  Discussions 
with and about this generation of male teachers relied on the fact that these men could be 
brought into schools to be disciplinary forces, in ways that nurturing female teachers 
were not seen as being able to perform. 
Jim and Mike, our veteran teachers, also mentioned working in challenging 
schools and how being a male teacher seem to give them an advantage over female 
teachers.  There was still discussion of discipline carrying the day, with Jim stating that 
controlling the class became his strength, especially because his school had many 
challenging behaviors and a (largely female) staff that struggled to keep up with the 
actions of the students.  John spoke less about discipline being his main concern but did 
agree that figuring out ways to manage the disabilities of his students consumed the 
majority of his days.  John believes that his size and being male is what helped him get 
this difficult job because there would often be requirements for holding or lifting children 





By the time Matt and Ed, our established teachers, and Brian and Joe, our novice 
teachers, arrived on the scene, conceptions of maleness become more nuanced and it has 
become more taboo to be explicit about seeking a male teacher for 
employment.  Conversations and beliefs about male teachers certainly persisted, but there 
was a noticeable, linear decline in how open those changes were discussed.  It was harder 
to engage in conversations that drew clear lines between expectations of male teachers 
and of female teachers (with the only exception continuing to be student touch).  There 
were still vestiges of essentializing and essentialized conceptions of gender, but semi-
official policies drawn out of that line of thinking were less stark, and more examples of 
female teachers in positions of power and discipline were far more apparent. 
 
Research question #3: What happens to my own understanding and interpretations 
of being a male elementary teacher as well as a qualitative researcher during this 
investigation? 
During this study, my own understandings and interpretations of being a male 
elementary teacher and qualitative researcher were constantly running, as if a computer 
application, in the background  - all the while the more central work of inquiring into 
understandings and interpretations of others was taking place front and center.  Both my 
assumed “identity” and my identification with my overarching dissertation “topic” was 
what initially sparked the idea to conduct this research in the first place.  I had and 
continue to have a desire to hear and explore ideas of people with whom I felt a 
connection, and that continual interest is what fueled this study to its (artificial) 





participants” is a double-edged sword, allowing for deep insights that potentially are 
unavailable to someone new to this field.  Simultaneously, however, I have had to 
grapple with my more than fifteen years of assumptions and biases accumulated during 
my teaching career thus far as well as what my various levels of intimacy with study 
participants contributed to complexities, dilemmas and continuing questionings 
throughout and beyond this dissertation research. 
 
Being a Male Elementary Teacher 
Throughout the entire process of this study, I continued my full-time work as a 
male elementary teacher.  It is safe to say that my understandings of myself and the job of 
a male elementary teacher changed in various ways.  Some of these understandings 
changed because the research exposed me to various viewpoints from the other men in 
the study.  Some of these men shared much in common with me, while others, based on 
age, experience, and/or personality, did not. 
One thing that almost immediately impacted my thinking on being a male 
elementary teacher was that, despite commonalities, each person had his own conception 
of what it took to embody a teacher.  Some saw it as an almost religious calling.  Other 
saw it as a way to pay the bills.  Still others had feelings in the middle.  Coming into this 
study, I had assumed that everyone in the profession had similar aspirations and 
experiences that I had.  On this, I was very wrong.  I had always assumed that men who 
end up in elementary school did not do so as their first choice and, at least mildly, 
regretted it.  I came to meet a few participants who could find truth in that statement, but 





about them being male in a predominantly “female” occupation, that male elementary 
teachers faced on a day to day level, would enjoy greater accord amongst my participants.  
I thus was surprised to hear multiple men in the study express very little feelings of 
marginalization or othering in the school community. 
In the time shortly following interviews, I would find myself imagining the man I 
had just spoken with as teacher in my current classroom.  How would he react to this or 
that student?  What would he say right now?  I had a desire to observe the participants in 
the study working within the contexts of an actual classroom, and not just to hear their 
descriptions of their conceptions of themselves and work “as” elementary 
schoolteachers.   
Further, throughout this study, I was reminded that actually taking the time to talk 
through your philosophy and reasons behind actions with the students could be 
therapeutic, as well as an opportunity to reflect on the question “why am I doing this this 
way?”  Conducting interviews and asking questions of the participants caused me to think 
about myself in the same way.  When I returned to the classroom, I would often stop and 
think about why I was doing certain things or how I was speaking or acting towards 
students.  It had a clarifying impact on me, forcing me to be a bit more deliberate about 
the decisions I made in class and more cognizant of how the things I did and said might 
influence my students.  All this happened because of my extended interview times with 
my participants, which, in turn, prompted me to more actual thinking further about the 
profession that I had chosen and, thus. paying more attention to myself “as” male 





assumptions about a variety of elements related to my overall research “topic” really 
helped me think about mine. 
 
Being a Qualitative Researcher 
I certainly have more experience being an elementary school teacher than I do 
being a qualitative researcher.  However, undergoing this project also changed me as a 
researcher.  In my role as a researcher, this study was, by far, the longest and most 
detailed that I have ever attempted.  In following eight participants over the course of a 
few years, I realized how extensive qualitative research must be about a topic of interest 
to the researcher.  Invariably there were times during this process where interest waxed 
and waned, with the actual engaging with these participants as well as with my analyses 
and resultant interpretations (and re-interpretations) of the interviews being a high 
point.  I found that the visceral connection that I had with the topic kept me engaged far 
longer than I believe a less connected topic would have.   
Approaching this study from a qualitative bent, I realized how valuable this type 
of research is to the discussion of teachers’ interpretations of their experiences.  A 
quantitative research design could have been used to try to study aspects of male 
elementary teachers’ interpretations, but the messiness and uniqueness and the, frankly, 
more interesting components of the research were the personal stories, the intriguing 
quotes, the off-color language, and sometimes shocking commentary.  I realized just how 
rich this type of research method can be - and I am glad that I chose qualitative research 





I also found myself embracing the miscellaneous and “the personal.”  When I first 
drafted a list of interview questions, I thought about ways I might get my participants 
back on track if a particular question led them on a tangent, or down a path of a longer 
story to illustrate the point.  I drew upon my interest in radio call-in shows, where 
everyone, from the callers, the hosts, the guests, the producers, are on a time restriction.  
Hoping to be a good “host,” I thought about ways to politely change from subject to 
subject and how to cut off what I felt to be a boring anecdote.  However, in getting into 
this study further, I found some of those exchanges, where the participant went off and 
talked about something important to him, to be some of the most compelling exchanges 
in the study.  As I completed more and more interviews, I longed for opportunities for 
participants to fly off on a tangent, complaining about something or vividly describing a 
situation from the past.   
Being a qualitative researcher also made some things on the school level harder to 
understand.  I realized that much of the experimentation and quantitatively-oriented 
research done on the school level often involved cases that ignored correlation vs. 
causality, made sweeping assumptions about students and teachers and, simply, 
deliberately sought out clear, clean, definitive findings from the majority of studies 
conducted.  “Results-oriented” positivist research concluded with “answers” to questions 
such as “which one was better?” or “did it work?” Such research paid little, if any, 
attention to myriad “contingent” factors that affect all humans’ interactions, 
understandings, interpretations and attempts at communication.   Positivist-oriented 
research in education rarely, if ever at all, focused on teachers’ conceptions of their daily 





Because of this dissertation research, I was impelled to identify times in the past 
where I also subscribed to this line of thinking, wondering why certain students lagged 
when given a remedy that had worked with another student.  Through the course of this 
study, my extensive readings across and throughout my literature review heightened my 
awareness of what often had been positioned as research “findings” in much of the 
typical information passed along to us elementary teachers.  I realized that many of those 
“findings” were based on narrower samples than I had assumed, were interpreted in a 
quite definitive way, and often turned out to “prove” what the researchers had anticipated 
to be so.   Such realizations made me feel sad, even a bit angry that elementary teachers, 
who have so much on our plates on a day to day basis, are not being introduced to 
research that might expand the ways we think about interwoven and complicated personal 
and educational problems, for example.  Instead, “research” is often bandied about to 
serve the purposes of others, not teachers.  I thus offer this study’s interpretations as 
reinforcing convictions that qualitative research, like this study, will help to broaden the 
scope of the research most disseminated and discussed among elementary teachers and 
administrators on the school level.  
 
Research question #3a: What assumptions, expectations, and biases do I bring into 
this study in terms of “being” a male elementary school teacher? 
For me personally, the topic of “being” a male elementary teacher is not just a 
(potentially) interesting research topic, but one of the primary identifiers of my life.  It is 
something that generally comes up in conversation when meeting someone for the first 





from, for hypothetical example,  “Ed Miller, an elementary school teacher, received the 
award Tuesday in front of family and friends” to “Ed Miller, an elementary school 
teacher, was arrested on felony charges Tuesday.”  When asked what Daddy does, my 
children do not say anything about loving them, or trying to make the world a better 
place, or any of the many other things that “Daddy” tries to do during increasingly shorter 
days.  Instead they simply say, “Daddy is a teacher.”   
My background as a teacher has a huge influence on my thoughts about the 
research.  The idea for the study was mine alone, and it shows my assumptions that the 
topic was worth exploring.  Based on my own experiences and feelings, gender has had 
an impact on my experience as an elementary teacher.  I assumed that, in talking to other 
people, that these differences would be highlighted by the study participants as well. 
While I believe gender to be a more fluid concept, existing as part of a continuum 
rather than a strict, either-or proposition, I did not expect the participants to deeply 
trouble this concept, and therefore it did not become a major focus of the investigation.  I 
think my assumption about this came from my own bias, my thought that seven 
cisgendered, heterosexual men, in a conservative political environment would be 
naturally resistant to this idea.  In hindsight, I probably should have pushed harder on 
basic conceptions of gender instead of just allowing my own bias to not ask those 
questions.  Buoyed by this assumption, participants described teachers as either male or 
female, with fairly essentialized characteristics, and participants made delineations based 
on that “traditional” binary framework, sometimes being open-minded, sometimes falling 





in a sense, I guess, as there were only two gender groups of teachers about whom to 
discuss, conjecture, and even posit some certainties. 
I assumed that this investigation would highlight all the ways that male 
elementary teachers feel impacted by their minority status in the school building.  My 
assumptions were that there were differences afoot because I had the experience of 
interpreting my feelings of these differences firsthand.  I assumed that other men felt this 
way too, but I could not be sure.  I also assumed that these feelings were best articulated 
by male elementary teachers, as “we” are at the center of this study, but I also found 
myself feeling that future study of this topic would benefit from bringing in the 
perspectives of other stakeholders, such as students, principals, and female elementary 
teachers.  It also should be noted that the majority of the participants identified as White 
and cisgender as well as of Catholic, Italian and Irish backgrounds, which certainly 
leaves out perspectives from male elementary teachers who do not fit this profile.     
Expectations included my hope that the men in the study would respond as 
truthfully as possible, or as close to the truth as their thoughts and emotions allowed 
them.  I expected the participants to have an attitude of having “nothing to lose” to share 
raw feelings with me, even if it was potentially embarrassing or impolite.  I questioned 
some of these expectations when conducting some of the interviews, as I felt some 
discussions were colored by a sense of giving “the right answer” to questions that might 
elicit an impolite response.  This was frustrating, as my experiences with the same 
questions pushed me to think that the participant was obscuring the truth with their 
response when they may have just held a different view than I did.  Even though I want to 





subtle notion that the interview participant was not sophisticated enough to see the 
totality of an issue when their responses did not match mine.    
There mere idea that I thought this research topic was worthy of study influenced 
every aspect of the work.  I started with the idea that being male and being an elementary 
teacher were unique pairings and because it was rare, it was also important or different.  
Particularly when participants downplayed differences they saw, I felt an emotional pull 
that the interview was not going the way I wanted or, my bluntly, that my interview 
partner was just wrong.  At that point, my desire to construct knowledge together was put 
on hold, as I hoped that keeping the conversation going might help us come closer to 
agreeing on the major issues, even though this was not my greater philosophical goal.  
Often this did not turn out the way I planned. 
Being a male elementary teacher – one with many by-now solidified biases about 
how I “should be” in this role - further and clearly, in reflexive retrospect, biased my 
analyses.  For example, I already entered into this study often mentally sorting the 
responses given into that of a noble teacher, teaching for the “right” reasons, and those 
who were more self-serving, more concerned with individual matters.  In a perfect world, 
this should not have factored into the study, but I could sense that what I almost 
automatically labeled as “incorrect” answers offered by some of my participants impelled 
me to give more scrutiny and to ask more follow-up questions.  I did not feel compelled 
to do so in relation to participants’ responses fit my narrative template that initially 
sparked the study in the first place.  Maybe I would have felt and acted differently if my 
study dealt with topics with which I was less viscerally connected.  But what I was 





was the extent to which my deeply embedded suppositions definitely framed my initial 
reactions to participants’ responses.  Only through my reflexive attempts was I able to 
even acknowledge the pervasiveness of my long-held beliefs and biases.   
Ultimately, my interpreted experiences of “being” a male elementary teacher 
obviously has framed this study from the beginning as well as has had a huge impact on 
the contours of this whole study. My strong “identity” as well as identifying with the 
lives of and feelings about other male elementary teachers contain many assumptions, 
expectations, and biases, and while the acts of constantly interrogating these thoughts 
throughout this study helps me to perhaps recognize if not fully understand them better, 
there is no way to fully explain them away or ignore them.  This mindset is 
uncomfortable, even as, throughout this study, I have made no attempt to obtain the “one 
truth” or figure out “what really happened” in this study. 
 
Research question #3b: What self-reflexive researcher practices, if any, help me to 
interrogate my own assumptions, expectations, and biases as I work to interpret 
data gathered for this study? 
As I look back on all the research processes in which I’ve engaged throughout this 
study, I sense that, with and in the interpreting of these data that I deemed as such, there 
was an interplay between the words on the page and the thoughts and ideas that 
influenced and prompted those words, from both participants and myself as researcher.  If 
this study assumed that all that mattered was what existed in print, housed in several long 
transcripts, then the analysis would be easily corralled and constrained.  An answer of 





be reasons to suspect an answer of “No” might also be true.  This context and discussion 
of possibilities is one of the reasons that this research is so engaging, but also why it can 
be so messy.  It is a false promise for any researcher to separate themselves from their 
own role in gathering this data, to say that they can be a dispassionate receiver of the 
responses of others.  What I will attempt to do is unpack my position in a self-reflexive 
way which gives more insight into where my thinking lies. 
Using Pillow (2003) as a guide for reflexive researcher practices, I hoped to 
interrogate my own ideas as I both interviewed participants and worked through what I 
considered to be data generative via my interview “questions” and my participants’ 
responses. One of the first things I tried to remember was the idea that I was doing 
research “with” the participants, not “on” them.  I was the person functioning as the 
“interviewer” and as the one too would “represent” via my dissertation writing.  But I did 
not claim to have any answers or merely be a reporter in the room while the other person 
was talking.  In considering, from my theoretical perspectives, that the participants and I 
were making meaning together about the subjects at hand, I was able to take part in the 
research and interact with all, most all of the time, on a comfortable level, a level that I 
hoped would also put the other people at ease.         
Pillow (2003) states that “Self-reflexivity acknowledges the researcher’s role(s) in 
the construction of the research problem, the research setting, and research findings, and 
highlights the importance of researcher becoming consciously aware of these factors and 
thinking through the implications of these factors for her/his research.  In this way, the 
problematics of doing fieldwork and representation are no longer viewed as incidental but 





or set up or failed to do throughout every aspect of the researching processes will 
influence the study.  I felt this acutely when talking to participants and sharing thoughts 
that I had.  Even in the midst of an interview, for example, I worried if I had unduly 
influenced the conversation or blunted something that the participants wanted to say more 
about, or how my reaction (including body language) to a topic may have pushed 
participants away from sharing something that they would have wanted to share.  A 
raised eyebrow, a smile, a gasp, all of these things happened during the conversations I 
had with these men, and my hope is that my actions did not contribute to participants 
feeling less free to express themselves.   
Anderson (1989) defined reflexivity as having to consider:  the researcher’s 
constructs; the informants’ commonsense constructs; the research data; the researcher’s 
ideological biases; and the structural and historical forces that shaped the social 
construction under study.  Keeping all of these aspects in mind made this study of male 
elementary teaching very messy because, a la my reflexivities of discomfort, I realized 
that I had many thoughts, feelings and beliefs about the topic, and so did the participants.   
Further, the interviews as well as my interview transcription processes were long and 
varied;  my conceptions of what counts as effective research was mine alone; and the 
myriad of structural and historical forces shaping dominant conceptions of “males who 
go into elementary teaching” was robust and had many factors.  Thus, engaging in self-
reflexive examinations was an endless cycle of trying to interpret something that 
someone said while also trying to keep in mind all of the other variables, contingencies 





Pillow’s deeply unsatisfying reflexivity of discomfort provides the goal that 
qualitative research will yield “more ‘messy’ analyses as well as deeply examined ways 
in which the researcher finally chose to “represent.”  Pillow’s “reflexivities of 
discomfort” do not seek a comfortable, transcendent end-point but leave us in the 
uncomfortable realities of doing engaged qualitative research” (p. 193).  In pushing away 
from neatly tied up conclusions and pushing towards the uncomfortable, the paradoxical, 
the ambiguous and the un-able to be fully known, Pillow suggests that these will at least 
challenge any supposedly “final and true” representations.  I have to admit that this 
version of reflexivity was and is frustrating to me because of my felt-need to represent 
people in this study as “best” I can, while discussing concrete subjects with practical 
concerns (like running a classroom or helping students).  
As difficult as this is, I tried to engage with reflexivities of discomfort in this 
study and found it to be a struggle, as it is a multi-faceted undertaking, that eschews neat 
understandings and easy answers. Using Pillow’s (2003) practices, as well as being an 
active participant in the study, helped me better understand the role of self-reflexivity and 
how I thought about my own, often oversized influence on this research.  The desire to 
conduct research that I believe to be meaningful, such as this work on male elementary 
teachers, but also to know my involvement would color that research in ways I may not 
have intended was indeed frustrating.   
It was discomforting to know that there was still so much messiness regarding my 
involvement as a researcher, but it was messiness that I believe is unavoidable in this type 
of research.  It also left me with a plethora of interesting data that shaped the narrative 





influences acting upon the participant impacted everything that was said.  While I am 
drawn to the vast content that was generated from the discussions in this study, keeping 
reflexivities of discomfort in mind continually calls into question the limits and scope of 









The goal of this study was to better understand perceptions, assumptions and 
challenges facing U.S. male elementary teachers.  In some respects, this work has 
hopefully illuminated – at least within one very situated context -   as well as interrogated 
issues facing one small group of male elementary teachers.  In other ways, and rather 
than offering any “answers,” per se, this study perhaps helps to point to possible and 
plentiful extending research that still needs to be done.  What follows, considering 
influences of my reflexive examinations throughout, are some of the aspects of the study 
that stood out to me as well as some implications that I posit as possibly contributing to 
further research, policy, and teacher education considerations. 
 
Troubling Gender 
To start, this study did not set out to strictly limit the discussion of gender to a 
binary choice of male or female.  However, given the fact that all the individuals in the 
study self-identify as cisgender, heterosexual married men, with all of the experiences 
and conceptions that go along with that positionality, gender discussions did fall upon 
binary labels.  Also, given that the focus of this research clearly articulated one end of 
this binary, it is no surprise that a robust discussion of multiple genders was not fully 
explored. This is not to say that this topic is not real or worthy of further study.  Rather, 





includes transgender teachers (whether they choose to identify as men or women).  There 
is also an impetus to investigate the experiences of homosexual, male elementary 
teachers, as stereotypes attached to this group adds another layer of complexity.    
Conducting a study with transgendered and/or homosexual male elementary 
teachers would require more focused recruitment efforts, as someone’s status as 
transgender or homosexual is not always so publicly known (“out” or “not out,” as Endo 
and Iida-Miller (2013) categorize).  Backlash from the greater school community, that 
may take issue with the way these individuals identify, was cited as a major factor to 
one’s “out”/”not out” status. Studying male LGBTQ+ elementary teachers may also be a 
challenge due to the sheer numbers of males currently employed in these 
positions.  However, a discussion of the challenges facing these groups, combined with 
this study, can help give a more expansive picture of the thoughts and challenges 
impacting the very few men who are in the elementary classroom.  
Recent scholarship regarding attitudes held by teachers regarding LGBTQ+ 
students suggests unique and continual challenges facing individuals who identify as such 
in the school community (Swanson and Gettinger, 2016). Citing school communities as 
sometimes being slower to accept societal change, Endo and Iida-Miller’s (2013) 
exploration of pre-K through high school LGBTQ+ teachers’ perspectives in “Queer 
Voices in the Classroom” presents stories of self-identity, discrimination, and 
underrepresentation in schools.  On-going research, such as this, encompassing a more 
robust conversation of how we define gender (and also how gender is defined for some 
by others), as well as exploring non-binary understandings of gender in school 





The Same and Different 
Sticking here with that dominant binary-only and mostly essentialized 
conceptions of “male and female,” I argue that male elementary teachers are both the 
same and different from female elementary teachers, especially when it comes to the 
pressures they face.  All teachers working in New York City’s large, public, unionized, 
municipal system have rights afforded to them that are not broken down along gendered 
lines.  All teachers must meet the minimum requirements to be certified.  All teachers 
received the same compensation, based on a salary schedule.  All teachers are subject to 
the same metrics of evaluation, from observations to test scores.  The day to day aspects 
of the teaching are also the same for men and women, from planning lessons, to dealing 
with parents and students.  There are no gender specific job duties, nor any grade level 
that is closed to someone due to anything other than their certification credentials. 
However, male elementary teachers in this study reported distinctions between 
themselves and their female peers.  First and foremost, the sheer numbers of men put 
them in a numerical minority in the school, and some suggested that their poor numbers 
also put them in a political minority within the school building (others disagreed, with 
some reporting suspicions that they were only hired because they were male).  Male 
teachers reported doubt that was cast upon their intentions of becoming a teacher of 
young children, from being suspected of homosexual and/or pedophilic tendencies.  They 
also spoke about how some in the school suspect that they are on a fast track to become 
an administrator.  Some men struggled with a perceived double standard on student 





men felt pressure to be a disciplinarian in class, a stand in father-figure for students who 
may not have a father at home.   
Given these notions that these specific male elementary teachers have 
internalized, I extrapolate (but do not generalize) that, as part of induction and/or ongoing 
training, administrators need to be clear with these teachers about just what 
administrators expect with regards to their job duties.  Explaining to male teachers that 
they were not hired to serve primarily as a disciplinarian can clarify expectations and 
ensure that all teachers’ visions align in relation to this issue.  Additionally, I believe, 
especially following this study, that it would make good sense for principals or other 
hiring agents to articulate the reasons a candidate was eventually hired, to help give the 
new teachers a sense of the skills they have that will make the assignment a strong fit.  If 
others suspect collusion, it might help male teachers to hear exactly what administrators 
saw in their resume or skill set that makes them qualified for the job to help them dispel 
those suspicions, let alone accusations. 
 
Common Profession for Career Changers 
Several male elementary teachers in this study dabbled in other professions before 
ultimately deciding to attempt teaching.  Nationally, many men reportedly come into the 
profession with other skills, ones that may not feature prominently in the school building 
but that could help nonetheless.  Among just the eight men (this includes myself, 
obviously) who served as this study’s participants, we collectively represented expertise 
in business management, media studies, sports management, college athletics, and 





ways to allow those learned skills to benefit students, perhaps through student clubs or 
afterschool programs.  This would also shift the thinking from discussing the skills, 
perceptions, and understandings that the new teachers lack to a focus on the unique 
abilities and work experiences that they do have.   
The career change status of many men could also be discussed openly with 
students, as many students feel boxed in and pressured to figure out “what you want to do 
when you grow up.”  Having an example of someone who tried several fields before 
deciding may give students a powerful mentor who can encourage students to try as many 
fields as possible.  This may encourage students to think more broadly about professional 
goals, and students should be told that teaching is open to everyone, not just females. 
Some of the men in this study came to teaching through alternative pathways to 
teaching.  This is not uncommon, as programs such as Teach for America have a national 
presence in attempting to circumvent the lengthy process that is usually accompanied 
with a traditional, teacher preparation program. These accelerated programs offer more 
options than traditional teacher preparation programs and they also allow for more 
delayed career decisions, as traditional routes to teaching usually require, at minimum, a 
four-year degree in education.  The brevity of these programs is one of their main 
criticisms, but should we recruit more teachers from other professions?  It may be a 
strategy worth trying, as the attractive aspects of teaching might lure interested 
candidates, despite potentially lower salaries. 
The retired teachers in this study explained the very low threshold to becoming a 
teacher that existed in the 1960s and 1970s.  Since there was a teacher shortage, many 





fit.  This trend seems to be reversing, as there is no longer a teacher shortage in New 
York City and most open teaching positions receive multiple applicants.  However, this 
not always the case in other parts of the country, and since there may exist areas where 
shortages exist, this presents an issue regarding teacher certification requirements and the 
evergreen debate about whether these requirements should become more stringent or 
more lax.   
Additionally, there have been efforts to recruit historically underrepresented 
groups of people to become teachers. Programs such as New York City Men Teach 
(founded in 2015), which specifically targets Black, Latino, and Asian men to become 
teachers is one such program.  The program cites that,  
   While male students of color make up 43% of NYC’s public school 
demographic, only 8.3% of the entire teacher workforce is made up of Black, 
Latino and Asian men. In a city where the majority of the 8.4 million inhabitants 
are people of color, it is important that such diversity is reflected in New York 
City classrooms.  Diverse cultures, perspectives, and realities are the backbone of 
our great city, and increased understanding of the rich diversity in our city affects 
every aspect of our daily lives. Yet, far too many young people in our City—
especially young men of color—will never see someone who looks like them at 
the chalkboard.  If we’re going to be serious about addressing inequity in 
education, economics, health and justice, diverse teachers must be a part of the 
overall strategy. (NYC Men Teach) 
 
Other programs such as the Peace Corps, Troops to Teachers, and Teach for 
America have a national presence that offer alternatives to those seeking to teach but do 
not have the traditional state-mandated qualifications.  Programs such as these aim to 
expand the pool of potential teachers, including those populations underrepresented in 







Compensation and Benefits 
All of the interviewees spoke about the compensation package afforded to 
teachers, some in differing forms.  There seemed to be trepidation around embracing this 
topic, with the insinuation being that loving to teach or enjoying spending time with the 
students should be the primary motivation for becoming a teacher.  There is nothing 
wrong with wanting to teach for ethical as well as economic reasons.  However, 
participants seemed to coalesce around the following summaries of teacher remuneration. 
1. Teacher base salary is low but stable 
2. Medical benefits are very affordable and cost little out of pocket 
3. Time off is generous 
4. Retirement benefits are excellent 
Some of the men interviewed pointed directly at these extrinsic rewards when 
deciding to become a teacher.  Others saw it as a benefit that went along with an already 
fulfilling job.  Whatever the motivation, compensation was a central concern for all 
involved and has the potential to be a topic to highlight in recruitment efforts.  While it 
might sound crass to lead with this in recruitment efforts (“Hate working the holidays? 
Become a kindergarten teacher!”), some of the lesser known aspects of the compensation 
package, especially the pension and medical benefits are less well known than the time 
off and low pay.  And low salaries for teachers is something that needs to be understood 
in context.  For example, New York City public school teachers begin at a salary of 
$57,845 ($72,205, with advanced credentials) and reach a maximum salary, after 22 





Teacher salaries, in general, must also be understood in the context of locality and 
cost of living.  Although New York (and New York City, specifically) are cited in this 
study, teachers in this area have one of the highest average salary structures in the 
country, according to the National Education Association (2019).  This study of salaries 
from the 2018-2019 school year also showed that teachers in the lowest earning states of 
West Virginia and Oklahoma made an average of $46,000 per year.  This tremendous 
range of compensation is readily and publicly available and teacher recruitment on a 
national level may be well-served to be more forthcoming about these facts to help attract 
people to the profession or at least provide them with context with which to compare.  
Factoring in rising employee costs for health benefits and the presence or lack of 
representative labor unions in teaching all can contribute to teachers’ employment 
decisions.  Even though this was a concern with the participants this study, there are 
larger implications on this topic for teachers everywhere. 
 
Student Touch 
Student touching was one of the subjects where male teachers expressed the most 
concern and the area most likely to disproportionately worry male teachers.  Research 
participants universally explained the feeling that female teachers were given greater 
latitude to give students hugs and other forms of physical gestures.  There was also the 
concern among all the men I interviewed that mere accusations of touching students 
inappropriately could forever ruin their reputation and career.  This is not a feeling that is 
only felt by those involved in this research study, as Jones (2001) identifies teachers in 





these concerns.  Jones (2001) explains how allowing appropriate touch between teachers 
and students, while also being vigilant about protecting vulnerable populations such as 
students from abuse is often difficult to balance, given varying conceptions of 
appropriateness and mandated school policies.  The participants in this localized study 
seem to mesh with this wider concern. 
Attention to this concern could open several different remedies.  Based on the 
anecdotal evidence offered by those interviewed, a case can be made that perhaps female 
teacher touching is something that should be more closely scrutinized.  However, this 
may only serve to push the anxiety experienced by men in the profession onto women.  
Others may advocate for more surveillance by way of cameras in classrooms, where most 
interactions between teachers and students take place.  New York City regulations 
currently do not provide for cameras inside of classrooms or lavatories, but those 
regulations could change in response to these concerns.  But again, this may only serve to 
ratchet up teachers’ anxiety, as now they will be subject to constant supervision, which 
may help exonerate but may also add to original charges. 
Understanding teacher anxiety should not be seen as more important that ensuring 
student safety, and there is no excuse for not protecting children while they are at 
school.  What might help all involved is a more thorough delineation of types of student 
touch and how teachers should respond.  Currently, New York City regulations govern 
how teachers should behave when managing student discipline and how they must avoid 
corporal punishment (Chancellor’s Regulation A-420), but there is nothing mentioning 
appropriate touch in non-corrective behavior situations.  It may help allay fears to read 





but hugs are not, or that no touch at all is allowed.  Currently, teachers (especially male 
teachers) navigate this terrain with extreme trepidation.   
 
The Importance of Mentoring 
Mentoring of new teachers is a topic that has received much study, so much so 
that all incoming new teachers in New York City are assigned someone to serve as their 
mentor.  The problem with this approach is manifold.  First, the mentors are assigned to 
teachers by administrators, meaning that there is potential for great disparity between 
mentor and mentee. It allows administrators to select people that they feel are best suited 
to work with a new teacher, without teacher input.  Thus, the men interviewed all sought 
out unofficial mentors to help them along in the early years.    
Although the experiences expressed by participants were grounded in this 
localized study, there are wider considerations for mentoring in general.  Mentoring, 
described by Anderson and Shanno (1988), is a nurturing process, where a more skilled 
person “serves as a role model, teaches, sponsors, encourages, counsels, and befriends” a 
less skilled person. Enz (1992) continues to describe teacher mentoring as consisting of 
support in professional, instructional, and personal/emotional, all with the goal of moving 
the novice protégé to, eventually, grow to be on the same level of competency as the 
mentor.  Podsen and Denmark (2016) echo this all-encompassing investment in the 
teacher as an individual, highlighting that trepidation with the novelty of the process is 
often one of the biggest hurdles new teachers face.  Trained and experienced mentors can 





If mentoring is seen as something that is a worthwhile investment in the career of 
new teachers, more resources should be allocated to help ensure success.  Ideally, both 
mentor and mentee should be given dedicated time, on a weekly basis, to be relieved 
from teaching responsibilities to collaborate. Mentors should be able co-teach with their 
mentee teachers and be given the resources to help answer questions and assist on any 
logistical issues.  This is particularly important for situations where the new teacher is 
unsure, and, for example, is spending more time on something that is routine and simple 
for the more mentor teacher.  Lastly, mentors should be trained in signs of teacher 
burnout and breakdown and should provide an emotional support for teachers going 
through a potentially traumatizing first year (Podsen and Denmark, 2016).  Mentors can 
potentially help lower stress levels and support success in the classroom (Enz, 1992; 
Gordon, 1991). 
There should be consideration given to matching male elementary mentors with 
male elementary mentees.  Given the unique challenges facing male elementary teachers 
in this study, someone who has experienced this first-hand might be an ideal candidate to 
help other teachers from the same background.  This may require mentors to work with a 
new teacher who does not teach at their school, due to the potential low levels of 
available male teacher mentors.  This presents logistical and financial hurdles, something 
that has already been addressed in the New York City school system, when the mentoring 
program went from being an independent, separate department in the greater school 
system to something that is now handled school by school.  To ensure continuity, a return 





teachers deal with what is universally seen as a major stressor in the lives of not only 
male elementary teachers, but all teachers in general. 
 
Teaching as an Isolating Profession 
Study participants spoke to the isolating nature of being a classroom 
teacher.  Teachers generally plan alone, teach alone, see the same students, and remain in 
the same physical space each day, every day.  Teachers who had experience with ICT 
special education settings had a reprieve from some of this isolation, but only so much as 
having one additional adult with them along for the ride.  At the same time, the male 
teachers interviewed for this study pointed to other teachers in the building whom they 
learned from and how they eventually crafted their own style by borrowing heavily from 
others.  Some participants even looked back to their childhood or to Hollywood to find 
inspiration to use with their own students. 
Hollywood notwithstanding, many of the teachers who inspired our participants 
are readily available and may even still teach nearby.  The issue becomes that there is 
limited time allotted to collaboration, so skills are transmitted or shared on an ad-hoc 
basis.  More dedicated time to having teachers work together (while students are present) 
may help increase teacher skill and confidence, as well as foster more camaraderie and 
less isolation amongst the staff.   One model would be for schools to build into their 
schedule time for the novice teacher to push into the master teacher’s classroom and help 
in any way he or she can. The time allotted could be as little as fifteen minutes, and occur 





master teachers and seeing them interact with the classes could reinforce positive norms 
and help the novice teacher’s comfort level grow. 
Taken to a school-wide level, if all teachers were given the freedom to adopt a 
pro-bono service program, where they assist another classroom for a short period of time 
at a regular interval, the benefits could be many.  It would cut down on the isolation that 
many of the study participants shared, as well as allow them to learn from more 
experienced teachers.  It would also allow novice teachers with particular skills the 
chance to share those skills with many children, not just those in their class.  It has the 
potential to foster more camaraderie, as teachers would have a more tangible stake in the 
progress of other people’s students.  It also lends support to classrooms where there are 
multiple challenges.  A “whatever I can do to help” approach, which frees teachers from 
being sent to classes to accomplish very specific ends (such as a teacher who only does 
remedial phonics instruction) may involve teachers pushing in to many roles and make 
the experience more worthwhile.  This desire for teachers for space and time to 
collaborate, to hear voices of other teachers, as well as to share their own thoughts can 
help pushback against the constraints of a system that often silences their voices.  (Miller, 
1990).  
 
Building Student Rapport 
Most of the men interviewed spoke about the importance of building rapport with 
the individual students in their class.  Some had different approaches, from connecting 
with the students over shared interests, to doing fun activities with the class, to even 





practice felt that it put them in a better position to correct student behavior or 
misunderstanding, as well as to draw students into positive relational connections, not 
only with the teachers, but also possibly with their peers. 
Some of the men interviewed mentioned that connecting with students was not a 
skill that they felt they had to learn specifically for teaching.  Rather, career-changers in 
particular, mentioned that connecting with people is a necessary skill for networking in a 
business climate, and those skills came naturally or were “common sense” in the 
classroom.  Leaning on this assumption helped some of the male elementary teachers 
compensate for a lack of pedagogical confidence early in their careers, and they found it 
enhanced student learning as their teaching skills sharpened.  This is a good reminder 
when designing induction programs for any new teachers that building specific 
pedagogical skills is not something that has to start from scratch.  Rather, candidates 
likely already possess some skills that can be translated to the classroom from other 
walks of life. 
 
Changes Underway in the Profession 
Asking the men involved in this study about the outlook of the career revealed 
little optimism, particularly from older members of the group.  Societal changes have 
infiltrated schools and some of these changes have either played out bumpily in schools 
or eroded some of the autonomy and authority of teachers.  Veteran teachers especially 








Teachers also felt changes in discipline challenges and remedies.  Many teachers 
decried the feeling that students today face less consequences for negative behavior and 
that the system is designed to protect the rights of disruptive students.  These concerns 
must be understood in the context of two larger evolutions occurring at the same time.  It 
must be understood that today’s public school classrooms have changed since our most 
veteran participants started teaching.  The push to ensure that all students are taught in as 
least restrictive environment as possible, as well as wider inclusion policy acceptance, 
has brought about more of an understanding of what role a student’s disability may play 
in their behavior.  Even with non-special needs students, teachers are trained in de-
escalation strategies and are expected to deal with situations that occur in their 
classrooms more than in the past, where student removal from a classroom was more 
automatic.   
Another major and controversial switch in the New York City Schools was the 
drive away from suspending students from class.  This policy change, as described by the 
participants, allowed for the most immediate and order-restoring option in a crisis to be 
taken off the table, forcing the teacher (and the rest of the, presumably behaved and eager 
to learn, class) to have a distraction in the classroom.  These practical concerns 
sometimes clash with the well-informed policy that, frankly, suspension alone does not 
provide any real remediation to the student or the class - it merely gives temporary 
respite.   
Coupled with the overwhelming racial and gender disparity in rates of suspension 





situations and avoid suspensions.  The concerns voiced by teachers is that the 
replacements for suspension (often counseling or other types of remediation) have not 
met the safety or environmental needs of teachers and other students in the same 
fashion.  Whereas, in the past, the burden fell on the offending student, teachers feel that 
the pendulum has swung in the opposite direction, with the burden falling on the teacher 
and other students.  Neither situation is ideal, and administrators and policy makers 
should hear these concerns and develop, in concert with teachers, ways to respect the 
rights of all students.  Until there is accord on the main points of this issue, teachers will 
still point to it as something that adds to growing challenges.      
 
Curriculum 
Several participants lamented the state of curriculum, blaming Common Core, 
standardized tests, and the changing nature of curriculum in general.  Common Core was 
blamed for raising standards beyond the level that students are reasonably capable and, 
since it was implemented in a top-down fashion, teachers felt left out of the conversation 
that impacted their lives so much.  Standardized testing is a perennial target of teacher 
scorn, as it influences two parts of their well-being.  Testing has been used to assess 
students (including impacting decisions on promotional status and class placement) as 
well as to assess teachers (testing now encompasses up to 40% of teacher annual ratings 
in New York City).  Teachers point out that they believe these high stakes are unfair and 
unnecessarily drive instruction that could be used towards other aims.  As for curriculum, 
the veteran and retired teachers in the study remembered a time when curriculum was 





approach, and acknowledgement that the best teachers always put their own mark on the 
lesson to make it more original.   Current teachers explained the difficulty with creating 
lessons from scratch and gathering resources, many who thought back to their own 
learning as a child and remembered the textbooks and basal readers.  The feeling of “we 
turned out alright” and “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” was common. 
 
Other Concerns 
The role of nostalgia should also not be discounted when calibrating teachers’ 
expectations.  Many teachers set up a comparison where elementary schooling of their 
youth was a situation where teachers had ultimate authority and students showed near 
complete compliance.  This is most likely an exaggeration, and most certainly a reflection 
of limited scope in their early years.  Certainly, being a student and being a teacher will 
reveal different vantage points, with teachers being forced to deal with all student 
behaviors and situations, while students have the option of only focusing on their own 
status.  Additionally, students who eventually went on to graduate from college and 
graduate school and become teachers may have been exposed to classrooms as a child 
with lower instances of disruptive behavior than what they experience as a teacher.  It 
behooves teachers to not make as strong a distinction between these two experiences as 
evidence of a worsening condition.   
There is, at least, some evidence to suggest that the financial rewards for being a 
teacher are getting worse.  While teacher salaries continue to climb, retirement and 
medical benefits, even though still generous by industry standards, have gotten 





versus 55 for a teacher who began teaching as late as 2011.  Additionally, teachers must 
contribute more money towards their pension and have less choice and flexibility 
regarding their medical benefits.  Veteran and retired teachers have the perspective to see 
this slide in benefits, but newer teachers may not, knowing that, at least, these benefits 
remain intact, even if they are less generous than before. 
Teachers spoke in general about the erosion of power between the school and the 
home.  Following the common paradigm, participants described a past situation where 
school officials had the final say governing students and faced a supportive home and 
compliant student body.  Teachers now describe school officials as being constrained by 
regulations and legal parameters, parents who often enter into conflict with the school, 
threatening legal action quickly, and students who are defiant, emboldened by an erosion 
of regulations reigning in misbehavior. It is important to remember that the changes 
described in this oft-repeated generalization are a response to the rights of students and 
parents being cast aside in the past.  It is not unreasonable to ensure that the interests of 
students and families are included in school decisions, but it is ultimately this loss of 
oversight and authority that has made teachers and school officials wary of the change.  
Many teachers cited it as a reason that teaching has gotten more difficult. 
Pessimism about the outlook of the profession outpaced optimism in this 
study.  Teachers were quick to explain the negative aspects of the job and were more 
likely to see the situation devolving into a job that would be less and less attractive to 
others.  Yet, there was little talk of career change or seeking promotion to becoming an 
administrator.  Some teachers interviewed cited a comfort factor with being a teacher, 





easier than in their early years.  Others saw little financial incentive to leave the 
classroom, as pay for supervisors was close to top salary for a teacher.  It also points to 
the feeling that the job of an administrator is not necessarily an attractive one.  The 
structure of teacher salary is also one that rewards longevity, so walking away from 
scheduled compensation increases and embracing uncertainty outside of the system is a 
disincentive.  A move that teachers did make was attempting to find what was seen as 
easier teaching assignments under the umbrella of classroom teaching.  Moving from 
being a general classroom teacher to teaching one subject or specializing in an aspect of 
special education remediation was an option that some teachers spoke about exploring.  
Additionally, a change from one school to another also allowed for a quality of life 
change without leaving the profession.  In this way, the day to day struggles of being a 
teacher, combined with the strong compensation package, results in teachers mostly 
staying status quo in their positioning, with lateral moves being sought to make working 
conditions easier. 
 
Representation in the Classroom 
All of the teachers interviewed for this study experienced a dearth of male 
teachers in their own elementary school.  Most of the participants had at least one male 
teacher that ultimately inspired them to think about becoming a teacher or, more 
commonly, served as an accessible model of conduct once the participant became a 
teacher.  However, this was not the case for everyone.  Paradoxically, is the fact that there 
are so few male teachers responsible for the fact that there are so few male teachers?  If 





that it currently is, would this help more male students to one day become elementary 
teachers themselves? 
Based on this study alone, there are several reasons that might lead a man to 
consider being an elementary teacher, and several reasons to dissuade him.  Adding to 
this list, a lack of representation in the elementary classroom may play a role in 
dissuasion.  If current elementary students had more gender equalization in their teaching 
corps, thy might look at elementary teaching as less a place only for females, or a 
“naturally” female profession, or not “men’s work.”  Goals to recruit more men 
(particularly men who are also from other historically underrepresented groups) could 
broaden this appeal and make the profession more inclusive.  This is not to say, or to 
advocate, that “any man” leading a classroom is a good idea.  However, well-prepared 
men who show teaching prowess and emotional awareness could make a difference in 
how students see the role adults play.  An induction program that includes sensitivity to 
challenges impacting male candidates specifically would be even better. 
Given the fact that most elementary teachers are White and female, merely hoping 
that one day, as a result of greater acceptance and/or targeting policies, the numbers will 
even out is something that will take a long time, if it happens at all.  Elementary teachers 
(of all genders) should continue to look for examples to highlight a myriad of possible 
careers for their students, as well as talking explicitly about gender disparities they see in 
professions that students know well (such as teaching).  Getting students to talk about 
why all of the teachers they see are female could lead to discussions about where students 
see themselves in the future and in present day.  Hearing from more teachers about what 





Pathways for Continued Research 
This study of male elementary teachers was built upon past glimpses into what 
makes this profession so unique and why, as of now, more men have not considered it as 
a career.  In speaking directly with men who have gone down this career path, I feel as 
though I have gained some unexpected insights, have had to challenge some of my long-
time embedded assumptions, and have become more committed to continuing to examine  
how implications from this admittedly small, local and contingent study might contribute 
to larger discussions about “male elementary teachers” that, in turn, could better inform 
education policies as well as pedagogical, curricular and relational practices.   In order to 
expand on this research, there are several aspects to further explore.  I suggest five 
domains as fruitful areas for continued study. 
 
Let’s Hear from Students and Families 
This study focused on the perspective of male teachers on a myriad of other 
affected populations.  Foremost for schools is the student population.  What do 
elementary school-aged students think about the fact that such a low number of their 
elementary teachers are men?  Do they have conceptions about their teachers based, at 
least in part and most likely, on “traditional” conceptions of binary-only versions of 
gender?  Can students discuss differences among what students most likely might initially 
identify as their male and female teachers, such as teaching strategies, demeanor, 
compassion, etc.?  Gaining an understanding of how students perceive their male teachers 





challenges facing male teachers were detected by students and what influence, if any, this 
had upon them.   
Parental feedback would also be an interesting angle from which to view male 
elementary teachers.  Parents, too, may be new to the idea of having a “man” lead their 
child’s classroom and parents may be better positioned to discuss perceived teacher 
effectiveness than children.  Parents could be extensively interviewed for their 
conceptions and/or fears of inappropriate touching and the perennial belief of male 
elementary teachers in this study that teacher touch is more acceptable for female 
teachers.  Parents would be more able to speak to their conceptions of changes to 
curriculum and decisions made at a school level.  Even further, parents who are not 
teachers could discuss how they feel about the benefits afforded to teachers.  Lastly, 
parents who are teachers themselves have an additionally unique perspective and would 
be able to offer insights on being a teacher and being a parent as well. 
 
Let’s Hear from Administrators 
Principals and assistant principals play a critical role in the hiring and nurturing of 
male elementary teachers.  Current New York City public school policy places the 
decision to hire new teachers almost solely in the hands of school principals, meaning 
that they, more than any other entity, have the power to hire, not hire, or fire, male 
elementary teachers.  Many school districts around the country employ similar policies.  
Principals have been a target of scorn and devotion from the participants of this study and 
are uniquely positioned to help make or break the career of any teacher (male or female).  





conceived notions of teachers based on gender and other factors, but they also have 
immense decision-making power.  Principals and (increasingly) assistant principals are 
responsible for observing, evaluating, and developing improvement plans for teachers, to 
ensure a high level of effectiveness for all teachers.  Hearing their feedback on the 
strengths and weaknesses of male elementary teachers could aid in understanding their 
perspective. 
Further study in this realm would seek to explore what administrators think about 
male elementary teachers.  Do they notice differing skills that male and female teachers 
bring to the elementary classroom?  Do principals tend to seek out male candidates when 
filling an opening?  Does the potential for controversy regarding student touch discourage 
them from hiring male teachers?  How do administrators respond to the challenges, both 
general and gender-specific, that are put forth by the men in this study?  On all these 
questions, how do administrators believe their peers would respond?  Is the low number 
of male elementary teachers a result of decisions made purely by the individual teachers 
or is there a larger, systemic impediment to increasing the number of men in the 
elementary classroom?  Administrative perspective on these questions and more will help 
us address this key question around hiring, as well as gaining other insights that only 
supervisors can give. 
 
Let’s Hear from Female Elementary Teachers 
This study only dealt with the experiences of a traditional conception of male 
elementary teachers.  Female elementary teachers were viewed as the default, the 





judged.  Some men cited mentorship or friendship from female teachers and about how 
much it helped their careers.  However, female teachers also have a perspective on male 
elementary teachers to share.  They are positioned to speak about how they perceive male 
elementary teachers’ minority status in the school, whether they are a privileged minority, 
a persecuted minority, or somewhere in between.  Female teachers can answer many of 
the same questions that male teachers were asked, including general challenges of the 
job, as well as ways that gender plays a role in how they do their job and what they 
perceive as issues. 
Analyzing responses from female elementary teachers could truly help isolate 
concerns based on gender, as much as possible.  Female elementary teachers could also 
talk about whether they believe administrators favor male teachers, give them more 
leeway with observations, or seek to hire male teachers before equally or more qualified 
female candidates, all charges that male elementary teachers reported as stereotypes of 
their positions.  Also, by combining the experiences of male and female elementary 
teachers, a fuller picture of the challenges for the entire profession and offer ways for 
improvement that also address gender specific challenges. 
 
Discussing Teacher Quality 
In addition to hearing from three additional populations, no discussion of teacher 
recruitment, induction, and retention would truly be complete without addressing teacher 
quality.  For the purposes of this study, there were restrictions in place by the New York 
City Department of Education that made observing participants teaching and having 





and heavily debated approaches to evaluating teacher quality.  Aspects of Danielson’s 
Framework are used by New York City (and was collectively bargained for with the 
United Federation of Teachers) to evaluate teacher quality along eight components 
(selected from Danielson’s original 22 components).  The eight components currently 
used for teacher evaluation are:  
• Demonstrating Knowledge of Content and Pedagogy 
• Designing Coherent Instruction 
• Creating an Environment of Respect and Rapport 
• Managing Student Behavior 
• Using Questioning and Discussion Techniques 
• Engaging Students in Learning 
• Using Assessment in Instruction 
• Growing and Developing Professionally 
Although inherently incomplete, since only some components are evaluated and 
the fact that these evaluations are done by different supervisors, an evaluation of the 
various scores could look for areas in which areas male elementary teachers excel and 
where they struggle. Certainly, this an essentialized argument, which is unfair to apply 
strictly to all male elementary teachers, but it may be a starting point for some 
administrators.  Given more resources, highly effective male elementary teachers could 
be studied for more insight into how to help incoming male recruits.  This study 
succeeded in finding a cohort of men across generations that could speak to challenges, 
hopefully giving general insights from men who have survived in this profession.  A 





ways to navigate through gender specific and general challenges and succeed in being not 
just a teacher that remains in the profession, but one that thrives.   
    
Student-Teacher Connections 
In adding student voices to the discussion and having their thoughts on male 
elementary teachers put on the record, we may gain more insight into what helps students 
and male teachers make connections.  All the participants in this study spoke of the need 
to connect with students on a personal level in order to help engage them in academics 
and the school community.  Various ways were offered as to how the men in this study 
engage with their students, but much of the discussion seemed to focus upon strategies 
the male teachers had devised on their own.  In combining insights from teachers and 
students, further study could focus on the realm of elementary student engagement.  Does 
bonding with students over outside interests and hobbies yield demonstrable gains in 
other academic areas?  In what ways, if at all, does liking one’s elementary teacher 
matter?  If making connections is shown to be beneficial, are there ways to go about this 
that can be taught to teachers to help make more connections with more students? 
This discussion tends to veer into the realm of common sense, that teachers that 
connect with students have a “feel” for it and that it is something that comes 
naturally.  This is not to take away from teachers, particularly male teachers, who feel 
that this is a natural part of their teaching persona.  What warrants further study is if there 
are ways to increase engagement, to include all students (or as many as possible) to be 
part of the school community.  This has the potential to not only increase academic 





loneliness that can have critical consequences.  Being able to research these situations, 
extract further understandings based on responses from all stakeholders, and formulate 
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Sample Interview Questions for Participants 
As all of the interviews were of the semi-structured variety, I did not limit myself 
to the questions provided below.  My hope was that the interview process will feel like an 
informal chat between two colleagues, rather than a Mike Wallace-type interrogation.  
That being the case, I sought out opportunities to ask follow-up questions that did not 
necessarily emanate from this constructed list. 
My research questions focused on three different general areas: teacher interpretations 
of their professional experiences, historical changes within the U.S. teaching profession, 
and personal reflection. The majority of the questions asked of the interview participants 
were related to the first research question, but there were some questions that specifically 
addressed the second research question as well.  The third research question was really 
the only one that did not have actual interview questions attached to it. 
Following is a breakdown of some of the questions that were asked of all interview 
participants.  Additional questions were added/modified as needed: 
 
Background information 
• How old are you? 
• How many years have you been teaching? 
• How many years have you taught at ……? 
• What other schools have you worked at? 
• What grades/settings have you taught? 





• Do you have your own children? 
• Why have you remained a teacher for so long? 
• Why elementary school? 
 
Experiences as a student 
• What are some of your memories about when you were in elementary school? 
• How do you remember any male elementary teachers? 
• How would you describe the teaching style of male teachers you had in 
elementary school? 
• What kind of kid were you like in elementary school? 
 
Experiences in college 
• Where did you go to college? 
• What was your major in college? 
• If you took education classes, were there many men in the class? 
• What was it like for you being a man in a class full of women, if indeed this was 
the case? 
• Did this ever deter you from being a teacher? 
• What other jobs did you consider doing, aside from elementary teaching? 
• What were your education classes like? 







Experiences as a first year teacher 
• Explain how you were hired. 
• Do you feel that the fact that you were a man made it easier/more difficult to get 
hired? 
• What was your first year of teaching like? 
• Looking back, what would you have liked more support with when you started? 
• What are some of the mistakes that you made in your first year? 
• What was/is the most difficult aspect of this job? 
Experiences throughout the years 
• How has elementary teaching changed since you started? 
• Some say that elementary school has a “feminized” curriculum and pedagogical 
approaches.  What do you think about this? 
• Do you think that there are different expectations for male teachers vs. female 
teachers? 
• What do you think of your school in general? 
• What are your relationships like with colleagues? 
• What is your relationship like with the principal? 
• What are your plans for the future? 
• Has the fact that you are a male been referenced by school staff, parents, or 
students? For example, has anyone ever used the term “male/man teacher” when 
speaking with you? 





• Do you consider yourself a father-figure?  How? What does that term mean to 
you? 
• How do you usually teach? 
• What are your strengths as a teacher?  Weaknesses? 
• Have you ever regretted becoming a teacher? 
 
Thoughts on male elementary teachers 
• King says that the public often views male elementary school teachers as 
“homosexuals, pedophiles, or those training to become principals.”  Why do you 
make of this? 
• Why do you think so few males become elementary teachers? 
• What are some of your challenges as a teacher? 
• What would happen if there were more male elementary teachers at your school?  
In general? 
• What are some things that most male teachers (that you know) do well? 
• Do parents treat you differently than female teachers? 
• What role, if any, do sports play in your relationship with students in your class? 
Addressing the issues impacting male elementary teachers 
• What is it like being one of only a few male teachers? 
• What do people not know about being a male teacher? 








• Research indicates that boys and men commit the most crimes.  What are some 
things that we can do in the elementary school to address this? 
• In your view, what is wrong with society today?  What are some things that we 
can do in the elementary school to address this?  Further, what is “right”? 
• Do you see schools as politically conservative or liberal?  Why?  What 
contributes to this feeling? 
Miscellaneous 
• How would you describe your own teaching style? 
• What makes a good teacher in your eyes? 
• If you weren’t a teacher, what would you be doing? 
• Are you fearful of touching the students? 
• Have gender questions ever come up in your classroom? 
• Do boys respond to you differently than girls? 
• Assuming that you do, how do you set a good example for your students (ethical 
template)? 






Appendix B – Informed Consent 
 
Protocol Title: Few Men’s Land: Inquiries into Male Elementary Teachers’ 
Gender(ed) Assumptions and Practices 
Principal Investigator: Edward Joseph Miller, Teachers College  
 
INTRODUCTION 
You are being invited to participate in this research study called “Few Men’s Land: 
Inquiries into Male Elementary Teachers’ Gender(ed) Assumptions and Practices.” 
You may qualify to take part in this research study because you teach (or have 
taught) in New York City public elementary schools in the past 50 years, and identify 
as male. Approximately seven people will participate in this study and it will take 3 
hours of your time to complete. 
 
Funding for this study has not been provided.  
 
WHY IS THIS STUDY BEING DONE?  
This study is being done to determine what are thoughts and challenges facing male 
elementary teachers, as reported by the participants.  The study hopes to highlight 
this minority group amongst the greater teaching force.    
 
WHAT WILL I BE ASKED TO DO IF I AGREE TO TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY?  
If you decide to participate, you will be interviewed by the principal investigator. 
During the interview, you will be asked to discuss your experience as a classroom 
teacher, as well as your thoughts about identifying as male in a female-dominated 
field. This interview will be audio-recorded. After the audio-recording is written 
down (transcribed) the audio-recording will be deleted. If you do not wish to be 
audio-recorded, you will not be able to participate. The interview will take 
approximately 60 minutes. You will be given a pseudonym or false name/de-
identified code in order to keep your identity confidential.  
 
You then will be asked to participate in additional communication with the principal 
investigator, via phone or email, to follow up on interview questions. This will not 
be audio-recorded but the principal investigator will be taking notes for phone calls 
and will retain copies of emails. 
 
 
WHAT POSSIBLE RISKS OR DISCOMFORTS CAN I EXPECT FROM TAKING PART 
IN THIS STUDY?  
This is a minimal risk study, which means the harms or discomforts that you may 





taking routine physical or psychological examinations or tests. However, there are 
some risks to consider. You might feel embarrassed to discuss problems that you 
experienced in graduate school or while working in your school. However, you do 
not have to answer any questions or divulge anything you don’t want to talk 
about. You can stop participating in the study at any time without penalty.  
 
The principal investigator is taking precautions to keep your information 
confidential and prevent anyone from discovering or guessing your identity, such as 
using a pseudonym instead of your name and keeping all information on a password 
protected computer and locked in a file drawer.  
 
WHAT POSSIBLE BENEFITS CAN I EXPECT FROM TAKING PART IN THIS 
STUDY?  
There is no direct benefit to you for participating in this study. Participation may 
benefit the field of teacher education and policy to better understand male 
elementary teachers.  
 
WILL I BE PAID FOR BEING IN THIS STUDY?  
You will not be paid to participate. There are no costs to you for taking part in this 
study.  
 
WHEN IS THE STUDY OVER? CAN I LEAVE THE STUDY BEFORE IT ENDS?  
The study is over when you have completed the interview and follow-up 
communication. However, you can leave the study at any time even if you haven’t 
finished.  
 
PROTECTION OF YOUR CONFIDENTIALITY 
The investigator will keep all written materials locked in a desk drawer in a locked 
office. Any electronic or digital information (including audio recordings) will be 
stored on a computer that is password protected. What is on the audio-recording 
will be written down and the audio-recording will then be destroyed. There will be 
no record matching your real name with your pseudonym.  
 
For quality assurance, the study team, the study sponsor (grant agency), and/or 
members of the Teachers College Institutional Review Board (IRB) may review the 
data collected from you as part of this study. Otherwise, all information obtained 
from your participation in this study will be held strictly confidential and will be 
disclosed only with your permission or as required by U.S. or State law.  
 
HOW WILL THE RESULTS BE USED?  
The results of this study will be published in journals and presented at academic 





publication or use for educational purposes. This study is being conducted as part of 
the dissertation of the principal investigator.  
 
CONSENT FOR AUDIO RECORDING  
Audio recording is part of this research study. You can choose whether to give 
permission to be recorded. If you decide that you don’t wish to be recorded, (choose 
the correct sentence) you will still be able to participate in this study or you will not 
be able to participate in this research study.  
 








WHO MAY VIEW MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY 
 
___I consent to allow written and/or audio taped materials viewed at an educational  




___I do not consent to allow written and/or audio taped materials viewed outside of 









OPTIONAL CONSENT FOR FUTURE CONTACT  
 
The investigator may wish to contact you in the future. Please initial the appropriate 
statements to indicate whether or not you give permission for future contact.  
 
I give permission to be contacted in the future for research purposes: 
Yes ________________________ No_______________________ 
Initial    Initial 
 
I give permission to be contacted in the future for information relating to this study:  
 
Yes ________________________ No_______________________ 
Initial    Initial 
 
 
WHO CAN ANSWER MY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS STUDY? 
If you have any questions about taking part in this research study, you should 
contact the principal investigator, Edward Joseph Miller.  You can also contact 
the faculty advisor, Dr. Janet Miller  
 
If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, you 
should contact the Institutional Review Board (IRB) (the human research 
ethics committee) at 212-678-4105 or email IRB@tc.edu. Or you can write to 
the IRB at Teachers College, Columbia University, 525 W. 120th Street, New 
York, NY 1002.  The IRB is the committee that oversees human research 
protection for Teachers College, Columbia University.  
 
PARTICIPANT’S RIGHTS 
• I have read and discussed the informed consent with the researcher. I 
have had ample opportunity to ask questions about the purposes, 
procedures, risks and benefits regarding this research study.  
• I understand that my participation is voluntary. I may refuse to 
participate or withdraw participation at any time without penalty. 
• The researcher may withdraw me from the research at his or her 
professional discretion.  
• If, during the course of the study, significant new information that has 
been developed becomes available which may relate to my willingness to 
continue my participation, the investigator will provide this information 





• Any information derived from the research study that personally 
identifies me will not be voluntarily released or disclosed without my 
separate consent, except as specifically required by law.  
• De-identifiable data may be used for future research studies, or 
distributed to another investigator for future research without additional 
informed consent from the subject or the representative.  
• I should receive a copy of the Informed Consent document.  
 
My signature means that I agree to participate in this study 
 
Print name: ___________________________________________________________  
Date: ______________________ 
 
Signature: 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
